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In 2009, the City of Cornwall began a review of their existing waste management system in
order to identify program areas that could be optimized. The review included an assessment
of existing infrastructure and programs against industry regulatory requirements, proposed
regulatory change, and recognized industry best practices. A Solid Waste Management
Master Plan was produced as a result of the review.

During the course of the study, the following was completed:













review of existing facility and program
performance data and system costs
including proposed budgets, waste
management expenditures, and details
from the most recent Waste Diversion
Ontario (WDO) tonnage datacall reports
for the City;
confirmation of existing performance
objectives and the background on the
establishment of those objectives;
review of existing solid waste and
recycling collection and processing
contracts;
review of existing solid waste bylaws;
confirmation of facility capacities and lifespans;
updated waste generation projections;
assessment of existing system
performance versus existing performance
objectives;
identification of a full range of
opportunities for consideration as part of
the City’s future solid waste management
system with particular emphasis on
addressing ‘gaps’ identified in a “needs
analysis”;
identification of a set of recommended waste management system components with a
focus on those opportunities most applicable to the City and the balancing of system
efficiency, ease of use, performance, and life cycle costs; and,
identification of increased waste diversion rates and reduced landfill space consumption
resulting from the recommended initiatives.

The Solid Waste Management Master Plan (SWMMP) will guide Cornwall’s waste
management programs for the next 20 years. Like all good long-range strategic
planning process, the SWMMP will be reviewed according to pre-determined
review periods.

Existing Waste Management System
The City of Cornwall provides waste collection services for all single family homes and for some multifamily residences. In addition, some Industrial, Commercial and Institutional (IC&I) locations also receive garbage and/or recycling collection. The City currently contracts garbage and recycling collection
and processing services to the private sector.

Curbside Recycling Collection
The City accepts the
Recyclables from the residential sector are collected on a bi-weekly
following materials in its
basis, with no limit to the amount of recyclables that can be placed out
recycling program:
for collection. Recyclables are collected in a two-stream fashion; a blue
 Mixed paper,
box for containers and a black box for fibres.
including boxboard,
newspapers,
Approximately 3,960 multi-residential households receive collection of
magazines, telephone
recyclable materials in 90-gallon rolling recycling containers or blue and
books, office mixed
black boxes set out to the curb. The City is open to the provision of
paper, computer
recycling services in this sector and several complexes have signed
paper, and co-mingled
agreements with the City authorizing the City’s contractor to collect
paper;
recyclable materials from their private properties.
 Food and beverage
cans, aluminum trays
Some multi-residential locations also receive garbage collection by the
and foil co-mingled;
City. For those locations that do not receive garbage collection, a multi
Glass bottles and
residential waste credit is provided to offset their collection and disposal
jars;
costs.
IC&I premises receive weekly collection of recyclables, however only 24.7%
of businesses in Cornwall participate in the recycling program. IC&I locations that produce large amount
of old corrugated cardboard can participate in the Commercial Cardboard Collection program.

Curbside Garbage Collection
Weekly collection of garbage is provided to all single family residential homes with no limit to the amount
that can be set-out curbside. Residents are also permitted to set out large, bulky items for collection on
their regularly scheduled collection day.
Multi-residential buildings are typically serviced by the private sector for garbage collection but can set
their waste out directly at the curb and it will be collected by the City.

Other Collection Services
White goods are not collected with the regular curbside collection
program. Residents are encouraged to have vendors and scrap metal
dealers divert old white goods, however the City provides a collection
service at a fee of $25 per white good on a once a month basis.
The City provides leaf and yard waste on regularly scheduled days.
Leaf and yard waste can also be delivered to the landfill site and
disposed of for free. Christmas trees are also collected.
The City has a Household Special Waste Depot (HSW) located at the City’s landfill. Residents from the
City as well as South Stormont, North Stormont and South Glengarry are permitted to dispose of HSW
at the Depot. A reuse area has also been established at the Depot where reusable HSW materials can
be provided free of charge to the public.
Other diversion programs available at the landfill include a recycling depot, a tire recycling depot, scrap
3
metal recycling pad, and a waste wood recycling pad.
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Existing Waste Management System
Promotion and Education
Under the City’s contract, the contractor is required to place certain advertisements in the newspaper
and on radio. The City further distributes a collection calendar which provides details regarding garbage
and blue box collection days, household hazardous days, leaf and yard collection days, and Christmas
tree collection days. The City’s website also expands upon the information contained in the collection
calendar.

Waste Reduction Initiatives
In June 2000, the City published its “Landfill Restriction of Recyclable Solid Waste Items Policy &
Procedures Manual” as part of a Waste Reduction Strategy (WRS). The manual was to ensure public
awareness regarding policies and procedures related to landfill restrictions of certain solid waste
materials. Material bans were established in part to fulfill the primary goals of the WRS including
extending the life of the City’s landfill, to divert and conserve valuable resources and to encourage the
IC&I sector to comply with Provincial waste reduction and recycling regulations. The bans were enacted
in 2004 and apply to old corrugated cardboard, scrap metal, waste wood, scrap tires, white goods, and
leaf waste.

Waste Composition and Generation
A single family non-hazardous waste audit was completed by Stantec in December, 2009. The audit
included the collection, sorting, and reporting on all curbside material set out from the sample of 20
households per day, two days a week, for a duration of two weeks. The broad composition for all
materials set out at the curb is shown below (Figure 1).
The City manages approximately 22,000 tonnes of residential waste per year. This includes but is not
limited to all garbage, recyclable materials, household organic waste, leaf and yard waste, wood,
household special (hazardous) waste, electronic wastes and wastes managed at source (through
initiatives like grasscycling and backyard composting). Note that this tonnage estimate does not include
multi-residential garbage handled by others. The City currently diverts approximately 24% of the total
waste stream from landfill through waste reduction, recycling and organic waste diversion initiatives.
The amount of each type of waste generated by Cornwall’s residential sector is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1—Residential Waste Composition
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The curbside waste audit revealed
that recyclable material losses from
the blue and black box to the
garbage stream include newspaper,
mixed fine paper, cardboard,
aluminum, plastics and steel
containers.
The audit revealed an approximate
37% participation rate in the
recycling program and based on
both material losses to the garbage
bag and non-participation it is
estimated that as much as 5,000
tonnes per year of recyclable
material is currently being landfillled.

Existing Waste Management System

Figure 2—Residential Waste Generation (Tonnes) by Material Type

In 2009 the total amount of waste disposed of at the City’s landfill was just under 62,500 tonnes. This is
comprised of residential waste, Industrial, Commercial and Institutional (IC&I) waste, Construction &
Demolition (C&D) wastes and wastes from the City’s waste water treatment plant. An estimation of
waste composition for the IC&I sector was developed by utilizing applicable data from other industry
studies. Calculated waste projections and the waste characteristics for businesses by industry
classification in Cornwall were used to calculate Cornwall’s IC&I waste composition (Figure 3).
Figure 3—IC&I Waste Composition

Based on industry
studies the typical
waste diversion
rate for the IC&I
sector is
approximately 14%.
Based on that
sector’s waste
composition
estimates for
Cornwall there is
significant
opportunity to
divert waste from
the City’s landfill
from that sector.
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Waste Management Legislation Impacts
Performance objectives in waste management are set as a function of both the need to meet various
regulatory requirements and guidelines, and the desire of individual communities to achieve certain
environmental, social and economic objectives. These objectives may in fact include goals of exceeding
regulatory requirements and guidelines set by others and this often becomes the case, for example, in
municipal goal setting related to waste diversion.
The City of Cornwall is currently meeting legislative requirements regarding diversion programming (i.e.,
blue box materials and recycling; tire, Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE), and
Municipal Hazardous or Special Waste (MHSW) diversion programs).
There are several proposed changes to waste management legislation that could potentially impact the
City. In October 2008 the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) began a review of the Waste Diversion
Act (2002). The purpose of the review was to investigate issues affecting waste diversion and to
contemplate using the principles of Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) as the basis for Ontario’s
waste diversion framework. The potential impacts to the City can be described as follows and
particularly as they relate to the possibility that producers could become fully responsible for waste
diversion in the residential and IC&I sectors:






potential loss of control of the recycling program;
impact on infrastructure;
disposal bans;
disposal levies; and,
program costs.

In April 2009, Waste Diversion Ontario (WDO) released a report
entitled “Blue Box Program Plan Review Report and
Recommendations” This review was requested by the Minister of
the Environment on October 16, 2008. The Minister directed WDO
to undertake the Blue Box Program Plan (BBPP) review using the principles of extended producer
responsibility to form the review framework. The review resulted in 20 recommendations under each of
the ten (10) issues that were identified by the Minister of the Environment. Overall the review
implications for the BBPP and Regulation 273/02 could affect Cornwall’s Blue Box program by requiring
a change in the quantity, number and type of materials accepted, requiring higher diversion targets, and
ensuring environmentally responsible end-market destinations for recyclable materials. There may be
the potential for increase funding which may offset any cost associated with implementing these
changes. These potential legislative changes have been considered in the development of the City’s
Solid Waste Management Master Plan.

Ontario Regulation 101/94 outlines municipal responsibilities with respect to blue box recycling
systems in Ontario. These requirements pertain to collection methods/frequency, materials being
recycled, promotion and reporting.
The Waste Diversion Act (WDA) was passed into law on June 27, 2002. The purpose of the WDA
is to promote the reduction, reuse and recycling of waste in Ontario and to provide for the
development, implementation and operation of waste diversion programs. Under the WDA,
programs have been established for blue box waste (under Ont. Reg. 273/02), tires, WEEE, and
MHSW.

6
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There are currently two pieces of legislation which are applicable to IC&I waste. The first is
Regulation 102/94 which requires certain IC&I facilities to conduct Waste Audits and produce
Waste Reduction Work Plans. Regulation 103/94, Industrial, Commercial and Institutional Source
Separation Programs, requires owners of the IC&I facilities identified in Reg. 102/94 to have
source separation programs in place for certain wastes.

Waste Management Best Practices
Examination of the City’s existing waste management system indicates that there are a number of
opportunities available and actions that can be taken to achieve provincial waste diversion targets and
local environmental, social and economic objectives. The City can further position itself in the context of
pending regulatory change, particularly those changes that may occur to the Waste Diversion Act.

Waste Reduction and Reuse
Examples of waste reduction initiatives are provided below and
while these are not defined as ‘best practices’ they can be
considered ‘better practices’ for a system that has not established
a comprehensive waste reduction program.
Adopting a Zero Waste Philosophy
The zero waste movement sprung out of our desire to live in
harmony with nature by understanding the complete life-cycle of
waste production, use and management and by establishing a
closed-loop economy in which all waste is treated as a
resource. There are a number of actions a municipality can take
that are consistent with a Zero-Waste philosophy:




Waste reduction target setting;
Waste reduction and reuse promotion and education;
and,
Influencing Federal and Provincial policies.

The City of Cornwall has not yet adopted a Zero Waste approach, nor have waste reduction targets
been established. The City does have a green procurement policy which is consistent with a ZeroWaste philosophy. The adoption of this approach in its simplest form is really the adoption of a new way
of thinking and promotion of waste management programming with the 3R’s hierarchy always in mind,
that is Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.
Reuse Programming
Several re-use options very likely already exist in the City that may include initiatives from organizations
like the Salvation Army, the Diabetes
Association and others. These organizations,
where they exist, can potentially divert a
significant volume of materials from landfill
through donation and re-sale. One example
of a very user-friendly re-use program
implemented in other municipalities, are
waste exchange events. With this program
residents may leave items like furniture and
any other reusable items at the curb (e.g.,
BBQs, tools, strollers, etc.) labelled “free” for
anyone to pick up during selected times
(events) of the year. The City could also
evaluate the option of constructing its own reuse centre.
The City has an established material ban at
the landfill and offers re-usable MHSW materials to residents free of charge. However, no City owned
and operated re-use centre has been created and other waste exchange events have not been
7
implemented.
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Waste Management Best Practices
Waste Diversion
Since enactment of the Waste Diversion Act (2002) WDO has identified and initiated numerous research
projects to assist municipalities in achieving provincial waste diversion targets. Among these projects
was the 2007 Blue Box Recycling Enhancement and Best Practices Assessment Project.
A key outcome of the Best Practices (BPs) project was to define 'best practices’ as waste system practices that affect Blue Box recycling programs and that result in the attainment of provincial and municipal
Blue Box material diversion goals in the most cost-effective way possible. The report also identified eight
'fundamental' best practices that apply to all recycling programs, including:





Development and implementation of an up-to-date
plan for recycling, as part of an Integrated Waste
Management System.
Multi-municipal planning approach to collection and
processing recyclables
Establishing defined performance measures
including diversion targets and monitoring a
continuous improvement program.
Optimization of operations in collections and
processing.






Training of key program staff in core competencies
Appropriately planned, designed, and funded
promotion and education program.
Establish and enforce policies that induce waste
diversion.
Following generally accepted principle (GAP) for
effective procurement and contract management.

The City has implemented or is in the process of satisfying some
of the above fundamental best practices, including an up-to-date
plan for recycling, multi-municipal planning approach, completion
of a recent waste audit (part of a monitoring program), and staff
training. Other best practices have not been yet been
implemented and those remaining best practices are
recommended as appropriate in this Solid Waste Management
Master Plan.
A further diversion strategy could include the implementation of a
city-wide organic waste collection and processing program as
numerous other municipalities in Ontario either now have or are
in the processing of developing, not only for the inherent environmental benefits, but to either reduce
their dependence on others for disposal capacity or to increase the life of their municipally owned
landfills.

Waste Disposal
In order to continue to make progress in reducing the overall tonnes of waste sent to disposal, the City
needs to consider that the trend in Ontario is toward increased per capita waste generation, not toward
decreased waste generation. Statistics Canada cites that per capita waste generation (kg of waste per
person that was disposed and diverted) increased in all provinces between 2004 and 2006; this increase
was 2.74% for Ontario (Statistics Canada, 2009). The City is not predicted to experience significant
population growth over the next twenty (20) years, which effects disposal capacity requirements, but will
need to factor in this waste generation trend. This reality makes the implementation of various waste
reduction and reuse initiatives important to the City.
The City’s current prediction for landfill disposal capacity is a remaining eighteen (18) years. The short
term (5 years) focus for the City should be on continued and improved waste reduction and diversion
practices through various programs and the identification of any operating improvements that could be
made at the City’s existing landfill that may increase landfill capacity. Both short-term and long-term
options are discussed later on in this Executive Summary.
The City’s current performance achievements against existing provincial regulatory requirements,
industry standards and best practices are highlighted in Table 1 and system deficiencies are shown in
8
Table 2.
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Existing System Performance Summary
Table 1: Waste Management System Performance Objectives Achievements
Best/Better Practice

Achieving Objective Yes/No

Comply with Ontario Regulations 101/94
and 273/02.

The City provides blue box recycling to the residential
sector and accepts recyclable materials as detailed in
the regulations.



Comply with Waste Diversion Act

The City reports annual tonnages and costs for all
materials managed as required by the WDA in the WDO
datacall



Use waste management planning principles
in the Provincial Policy Statement.

The City’s waste management plan is being guided by
these principles.



Responsive to pending WDA/Blue Box
Program Plan regulatory change.

Cornwall continues to monitor potential impacts
associated with these regulatory changes.



Implement Green Procurement Policies/
Influence Federal/Provincial Regulations

These policies are in place.



Provide a recycling program that collects a
variety of materials.

Cornwall accepts 13 of the 17 commonly collected
materials streams.



Achieve a 5% residue target from recyclable
materials processing at the MRF.

Residue rate = 3.4% (2008 WDO Datacall)



Increase the IC&I participation rate in
recycling programs (municipal or private).

24.7% participation in municipal curbside recycling
collection program (2008). Number of IC&I facilities with
private recycling collection are unknown.



Maintain recycling program costs that are
similar or lower than those of other
municipalities.

In 2007, the program cost/household for Cornwall was
$22.50 (Small Urban category median was $38.62).



Effectively marketing recyclable materials
with a good marketing strategy in place.

Cornwall’s contractor has obtained above average prices
for most materials.



Encourage multi-residential buildings to
follow the recycling program as stipulated in
Reg. 101/94.

Approximately 59% of multi-family dwelling units receive
collection through an agreement with the City.



Operate a Municipal Hazardous Special
Waste (MHSW) Depot.

Cornwall operates a MHSW Depot at the landfill on
scheduled Saturdays and Wednesdays.



Operate a Waste Electronic & Electrical
Equipment (WEEE) Depot.

WEEE materials are collected at the MHSW Depots.



Operate a tire diversion program.

Tires are diverted at the landfill.



Development and implementation of an upto-date plan for recycling, as part of an
Integrated Waste Management System.

This will be completed in 2010.



Multi-municipal planning approach to
collection and processing recyclables.

Cornwall processes recyclables from adjacent
municipalities.



Training of key program staff in core
competencies

Staff trained in key areas.



Differential tipping fees.

The City does have differential tipping fees including free
drop off for recycling and leaf and yard waste organics.



Enforce material bans at the landfill.

The Waste Reduction Strategy enforces material bans at
landfill for cardboard, wood, scrap metal, white goods,
leaf waste and scrap tires.



9
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Current System Performance

Existing System Performance Summary
Table 2:

Waste Management System Performance Objectives Deficiencies
Best/Better Practice

Current System Performance

Achieving Objective Yes/No




Adopt a Zero Waste Policy.

Cornwall does not have a Zero Waste Policy.

Establish a waste reduction target.

A target has not been established.

Establish a re-use centre to divert
usable materials from the landfill.

A re-use area has been established at the Depot
where reusable MHSW materials can be provided
free of charge to the public. There is no re-use area
for bulky items.

Achieve the Province’s 60% municipal
waste diversion target.

Residential diversion rate = 24%

Achieve the Province’s 70% blue box
capture target.

Capture rate = 54%

Attain a 75% residential participation
rate in the blue box program.

Waste audit data (November, 2009) provides order
of magnitude estimate of 37%.

Maintain a well developed,
comprehensive promotion and
education program aimed at waste
reduction and diversion.

Municipalities achieving higher diversion rates
spend approximately $1.00/hhld/year, 2007
Promotion & Education cost for Cornwall = $0.20/
hh/year.



Maximize the amount of organic
material collected.

Leaf and yard program only. No food waste
organics program.



Optimization of operations in collections
and processing.

Optimization studies have not been undertaken for
collection but MRF efficiencies were evaluated with
MRF reconstruction.

Establish and enforce policies like bag
tags, bag limits, clear waste bags for
garbage that encourage waste
diversion.

No policies are in place.



Optimize diversion through collection
system configuration.

Cornwall collects recyclables at half the frequency
of garbage and has not promoted/investigated the
use of alternatives e.g. larger containers, clear
garbage bags etc.



Following generally accepted principle
(GAP) for effective procurement and
contract management.

Result of up-to-date plan if recommendations
implemented.



Identify operating improvements at the
landfill aimed at increasing landfill
capacity.

No recent assessment has been undertaken.

/




/



The City has already initiated a number of programs aimed at increasing waste diversion and
decreasing landfill capacity requirements. The recommendations in this Plan are aimed at improving or
expanding on already existing programs and strategies and initiating new programs and strategies to
reduce system deficiencies. These initiatives will enable the City to meet provincial waste diversion
targets as well as their own economic, environmental and social objectives. To that end, the City also
held a public consultation event to assess the community’s response to various program options
available to achieve those objectives.

10
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Public Consultation
A public consultation session was held in Cornwall on May 13, 2010 from 3:00 – 7:30 p.m. at 1225
Ontario St. (Infrastructure and Municipal Works Department). Staff from the City of Cornwall present at
the session included Norm Levac, Manager of Infrastructure and Municipal Works, Neil Dixon,
Supervisor, Waste Management, and Morris McCormick, Division Manager, Environmental Services.
Also present was Cathy Smith, Senior Waste Planner, from Stantec Consulting. Approximately 30
people attended the session, including a number of people from multi-residential buildings.
The format of the Public Consultation Session was a drop-in,
informal session with a number of panels outlining the waste
management strategy to date including a long list and description of
future programming options for the City. Attendees were provided
with a summary of the panels in a handout, and also asked to
provide feedback in the form of a comment sheet. Nine responses
were received either hand-written on the comments sheets or via
email.
Regarding the City’s current waste management system, a number
of respondents commented that free containers would assist with
diversion efforts. There was one suggestion for a mobile hazardous
waste collection unit and a resident asked why they have to pay for
disposal at landfill (leaf and yard waste) when it can be set out at the curb for free. Concerns were
raised about bag limits; the impact on large families, how to enforce in multi-residential buildings where
tenants are not accountable and how bulky waste would be handled.
Overall, there was support for the proposed initiatives (increased promotion and education, weekly
recycling collection and collection of organic materials). The majority of people commented on the
proposed bag limits and user-pay, both for and against. The proposal for clear bags generated very little
response.
There was support for conserving landfill capacity, and
perhaps slightly more support for making diversion programs
a top priority.
A common theme throughout the comment sheet was the
need for education, both for existing and new programs.
Concerns were raised about program implementation and
costs of programs.

11
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Recommendations
The program and infrastructure recommendations identified in the Solid Waste Management Master Plan were
developed for the City as mechanisms to address gaps between the City’s existing waste management system
and what are industry best practices, provincial policy standards and options that have been successfully
implemented in other municipal jurisdictions. Recommendations in the Plan are designed for the City to meet its
waste reuse, reduction, diversion targets and objectives and the goal of extending the life of the City’s existing
landfill. The recommendations of this Plan recognize that not all initiatives can be reasonably implemented all at
once because of normal municipal budget and staffing constraints and competing budget demands. Some
programs are recommended in more of a phased approach because they should include up front pilot studies
prior to city-wide roll out and/or they require further preliminary feasibility assessment.

Diversion Initiatives
The options recommended to the City reflect best practices that may be employed to reduce and ultimately
eliminate deficiencies identified in the City’s waste
management system, to achieve the provincial target of a
60% overall residential waste diversion rate and the
provincial blue box recovery target of 70%. All initiatives
recommended for the blue and black box program if
implemented will benefit from additional Waste Diversion
Ontario (WDO) annual funding.
Recommended diversion initiatives include:
Alternative Container Implementation / Provision of
Blue Boxes with a Pilot Study
Larger blue box containers or transparent blue bags
for recyclables are recognized as an effective method
in increasing diversion as the increased capacity reduces the amount of recyclables that overflow the
container/bag and end up being placed in the garbage stream. A number of respondents to the public
consultation survey associated with this study indicated that even the provision of free containers would
assist with diversion efforts.
As part of this review the City should request pricing in the next collection contract for fully automated
collection to assess the cost-benefit of that option and the use of larger carts versus increasing current blue
box size or the use of blue transparent bags.
Whatever the preferred option(s) a pilot study should be undertaken to assess the acceptability and costbenefit of this change in programming, in particular the use of bags versus larger boxes. A pilot study with
appropriate surveys and curbside audits will assist in large-scale city wide promotion of a program change.
At minimum the City should provide blue and black boxes free of charge.
Multi-residential Recycling Program with a Pilot Study
In order for recycling programs to be successful in multi-residential buildings, a high level of support is
necessary for property managers and maintenance staff to make the program as convenient and user
friendly as possible. Notwithstanding that both single family dwellings and multi-residential dwellings (over
6 units) are mandated by the province, recycling at medium and high-rise buildings is generally more
challenging than for detached single-family homes or condominium townhomes with curbside collection. It
is recommended that the City undertake a full scale multi-residential promotion and educational recycling
campaign that targets this audience to increase its waste diversion practices.
A pilot study is also recommended for this initiative so that the City can assess the benefits and the
challenges associated with recycling in the multi-residential sector. This will benefit a broader city-wide
promotional and educational campaign and will help to identify the level of City staff support required for
12 that sector. Further, the pilot study should demonstrate that successful programming can be accomplished
which will support future elimination of the multi-residential waste credit.
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Recommendations
Diversion Initiatives Continued

Public Open Space and Special Event Recycling
The City should strive to continue to maintain the same programming across public
open spaces and at special events as provided to the residential sector. While the
overall impact to diversion is quite small (0.4%) these venues provide another
opportunity for the City to set the example and to maintain the same promotion and
educational initiatives and the exact same programming where people live, work
and play.

Assess Depot Programs for Added Diversion
The City’s existing depot facility accepts and manages a broad range of waste materials for recycling.
There may, however, be some room for improvement in the delivery of service by staff and in the level of
service provided. It is recommended that the City investigate
opportunities for recycling of construction and demolition waste
and relative costs for those services. In the event that the
City can secure recycling services, the depot area should be
Construction and demolition
set up/expanded to accommodate these materials and these
(C&D) items for which there are
materials should be mandated for recycling at all
construction and demolition sites in the City.
available markets (e.g. shingles,
drywall, scrap metal, wood)
A bulky waste drop-off area should be established for items
should be targeted for
currently included in the curbside collection program if that
recycling. This could divert a
program is discontinued. Depot staff should screen the
substantial amount of waste
bulky materials to remove materials that are largely wood or
metal for recycling as well as materials suited to reuse and
from the City’s landfill including
redirect the remaining bulky materials to be chipped/
approximately 1,300 tonnes of
shredded prior to disposal (if that program is adopted).
shingles per year and some
amount of the estimated 18,000
The City should investigate opportunities for the placement of
tonnes per year of waste
bins for textile drop-off with existing non-profit service
providers that operate in the City and track this diversion.
generated by the City’s
construction sector.
The City should evaluate current staffing levels for adequacy
and relative to
increased
programming that may occur and to ensure separation of
divertible materials.

13
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Recommendations
Diversion Initiatives Continued
Waste Reduction and Re-use Centre Programming
It is recommended that the City review and identify existing re-use options within the City, consider
implementing “re-use” events for bulky and other reusable items and engage in review and comment on
proposed initiatives by the Province for increased Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) and waste
minimization. The City should implement enhanced promotion and education initiatives both generally and
for specific target sectors, including a campaign to make the public more aware of various re-use options
once identified.
Development of a Communications Strategy
A communications strategy is a vital
component of any waste management
program. A communications strategy will
ensure a coordinated approach for the
implementation of the various waste reduction,
diversion and disposal initiatives
recommended in the Solid Waste
Management Plan. It is recommended that
the City develop a communications strategy
with the overarching concept of zero waste
and that espouses the City’s landfill as a
valuable resource that needs to be conserved.
Waste reduction and reuse principles should
be a communication focus with clear
instruction on how residents can live by those principles.

Elimination of Multi-Residential Waste Credit
The City’s current credit program is a disincentive to divert waste from the landfill because it reduces the
cost for disposal offering no incentive to sort and separate recyclable materials. As the City is open to
collection from multi-residential locations, all multi-residential properties can in essence participate in the
curbside collection program. If City collection services are made available to those properties, then
property owners who decide not to take advantage of those services should make alternative arrangements
to dispose of their waste and at their own expense. The credit should be eliminated in concert with having
promoted city-wide multi-residential participation in the City’s recycling program and having demonstrated
through the pilot study the successful implementation of programming in that sector.

Full-Scale Waste Audit and Composition Study
It is recommended that the City undertake a full-scale waste audit and
composition study for both single and multi-family homes. In terms of
timing this initiative will provide results from full city-wide
implementation of a larger container/blue bag program and multiresidential recycling initiative and will generate data prior to any
implementation of an organic waste collection and processing program
or a bag limit/bag tag program if implemented.
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Recommendations
Diversion Initiatives Continued
Implement Bag Limit / Bag Tag or Clear Bag with Enforcement Program
The City has no bag limit in place for the amount of garbage
residents can set-out at the curb for collection.
Bag limits have been found to be an effective tool to increase
waste diversion (as long as diversion programs are adequate
to support the established bag limits). As the bag limit
decreases, it forces residents to either increase their
participation in diversion programs or find an alternative means
of disposal (i.e., take the material to a drop-off themselves). A
bag limit or clear bag program is recommended once the City
has expanded their blue box program from a container
provision standpoint (free containers/larger containers or blue
bags) and has ideally moved to a weekly blue box collection
cycle.

Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) Optimization
An opportunity for the City exists in the use of its remaining capacity to partner with the City’s IC&I sector
and with other municipalities to accommodate their recyclable materials processing requirements. The City
should more actively promote their program and available capacity at the MRF to other municipalities and to
private sector recycling companies located in Ontario, Quebec and New York State. This may lead to longterm arrangements for processing or even spot opportunities to receive additional materials and generate
extra revenue.
The City’s MRF offers a real opportunity to redirect materials
from the IC&I sector from the City’s landfill to the City’s MRF
and achieve two desired results; meeting the City’s waste
diversion targets and conserving landfill capacity. The City’s
own facilities, schools, hospitals, hotels, large office
complexes, office/light industrial parks, government
agencies, and other similar institutions should be targets for
optimized waste diversion programming. Not only are these
facilities generators of large quantities of conventional blue
box materials already collected and processed by the City,
they are typically the largest generators, other than the food
industry, of organic waste materials. In the case of city
facilities, all facilities should be set up to maximize capture of
recyclable materials but also to set the example of what is expected in residential and other non-residential
settings.
Organic Waste Collection and Processing — Pilot Study & Full Scale Implementation
There is currently no City-wide organics collection and processing program in place. Numerous other
municipalities in Ontario have implemented this program and this is not only being spurred on by a sense of
environmental responsibility in that organic waste has a beneficial end use in compost but also because of
reduced municipal landfill capacity and costs and risks associated with new landfill capacity siting. As with
many other initiatives it is recommended that the City undertake a pilot study to determine how to best
implement the program on a city-wide basis; appropriate type and size of organics container, collection
scheduling, residential interest and anticipated participation in the program, successes and challenges.
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Pilot study results as well as a more detailed cost-benefit assessment of either siting a new composting
facility in Cornwall or utilizing existing capacity outside of Cornwall’s jurisdiction should be undertaken prior
to any city-wide roll out of an organic waste collection and processing program.

Recommendations
Curbside Collection
The recommended options for collection will result in progressive improvements to programming. These options will
support the ultimate goal of reducing dependence on landfill capacity and achieving long-term waste diversion targets.
Weekly Recycling Collection
Weekly collection of recyclables, in conjunction with
weekly collection of organics and bi-weekly collection
of garbage, has been identified as a best practice in
the Blue Box Recycling Enhancement and Best
Practices Assessment Project. Weekly recycling
collection should be evaluated in conjunction with the
City’s next RFP for collection and co-collection options
for blue and black box should also be assessed.
Weekly collection of recyclables provides the most
convenient level of service and a better opportunity for
the capture of recyclable (and organic) materials. This
option works well with the implementation of a bag tag/
user pay or clear bag program.
Elimination of Bulky Item Collection with Garbage
Currently, there is no incentive for the City’s residents to limit the amount of bulky items they place at the curb
for collection. The existing program not only provides a disincentive to divert these materials, but it is also the
most costly means of managing bulky item waste that a municipality can offer. Full or partial pricing for bulky
item collection encourages waste reduction and reuse. An improved depot system at the landfill will provide a
reasonable alternative for residents to transport and dispose of their own bulky items responsibly.
The City has an opportunity to remove the bulky item collection program in September, 2011 with its current
contract termination date. It is recommended that the City request pricing in the next RFP process for that
option. Should the City elect to eliminate the program they need to commence the next contract period with a
promotion and education campaign to promote the change and the reasons for the change.
The advantages, disadvantages and costs supplied (Task 4 Report) for a number of options should be
assessed including options for call-in, amnesty days, community yard sale “trash and treasure days” regular
curbside collection for tagged items, regular curbside collection, voucher, and drop-off at the landfill. The City
should examine these options and select the option(s) that would best fit into its waste management
collection. program based on cost, level of effort, and overall ease of facilitation.
Bi-weekly Garbage Collection
If the City implements an organics program then bi-weekly
collection of garbage is viable. Implicit in this option are the
cost savings associated with a reduced collection frequency.
As it relates to diversion, residents are more likely to properly
sort organics and recycling for collection if they have the most
frequent and convenient collection cycle available (particularly
effective with organics). Assuming an organics collection
program is in place, there would be minimal changes required
to implement bi-weekly garbage collection and bi-weekly
collection of garbage is recommended.
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Recommendations
Waste Disposal—Short Term
A number of short-term options exist for the City that may enable the preservation of existing landfill capacity.
Clearly, the implementation of the various waste reduction and diversion options recommended above will reduce
landfill capacity requirements however other options relating specifically to management of waste the landfill also
exist as described below:
Engineering / Operations Assessment—Landfill Operations
The City should consider undertaking an engineering/operations assessment at the landfill. Operating
changes are not directed at increasing diversion (with the exception of ensuring enforcement of sourceseparation of designated materials and material bans) but at conserving and increasing landfill capacity.
Charge Fees for Residential Waste Disposal at the
Landfill
Generally, garbage received at the landfill is
charged in at $55.00/tonne. However, residents
transporting waste in a car (i.e., not a mini-van,
SUV, CRV, etc.) are not charged. This initiative
would see all garbage subject to the tipping fee,
with no exceptions for the type of vehicle in which
it is delivered. Effective in 2011, the City should
start charging some form of tipping fee for all
residents delivering garbage at the landfill.
Increase Landfill Tipping Fee
The City has an existing differential tipping fee
structure in that regular waste is charged in at
$55.00/tonne but recyclables, leaf and yard waste and Household Hazardous Waste are received for free.
The City charges $56.65/tonne for wood, and $55.00/tonne for scrap metal. The City’s tipping fees could
be assessed relative to, at minimum, ensuring that the net cost of operating the landfill is zero. The current
net cost is approximately $10.00/tonne which implies that at minimum the tipping fee should be $65.00/
tonne. The City should increase its tipping fee to provide further incentive to divert waste from the landfill
and the tipping fee should at minimum cover the cost of operating.
Market Place Assessment—WWTP and other
Organic Waste Capacity Elsewhere
The landfill currently receives the City’s waste water
treatment plant sewage sludge (3,950 tonnes/year) and
wastes from Sensient Flavours (3,250 tonnes/year) and
each of these materials have been identified as odour
causing. Landfill capacity savings, if these materials
were sent elsewhere, would be in the order of 7,200
tonnes per year and the odour issues at landfill would
be partly abated. There may be adequate capacity at a
facility/facilities outside the City’s jurisdiction that may
be able to receive these materials for composting and/
or land application.
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Recommendations
Waste Disposal—Long Term
If the City considers the development of a new landfill it would be subject to provincial approvals (and possibly
federal approvals). Under Ontario Regulation 101/07 Section 2 (1). This requires that the establishment of a landfill
or dump greater than 100,000 m3 is subject to Part II of the Environmental Assessment Act (EAA), meaning that an
individual Environmental Assessment (EA) must be undertaken. A preferred landfill alternative approved under the
EAA, also requires approval under the Environmental Protection Act (EPA) and must address the requirements of
O. Reg. 232/98 that set out general requirements for landfill site investigations and design.
Environmental Assessment (EA) preparation, submission of documentation for approval, and completion of the
MOE EA review and issuance of the EA approval can take 2 to 2.5 years. Preparation of the technical
documentation required for approval under the Environmental Protection Act (EPA) and other legislation (OWRA),
including reports on Hydrogeology, Site Operational Plan,
Stormwater Management Plan, leachate collection/treatment
can take up to 2 years, much of which can be undertaken
concurrently with the EA process. The order of magnitude
cost for these approvals is in the range of $1,200,000 to
$1,600,000. This does not include the cost of landfill
construction.
The 2-2.5 year approvals timeline cited above assumes no
controversy, that is, there is local community, interest group
and political support for the initiative. Some municipalities in
Ontario have engaged in processes lasting more than ten (10)
years and in those cases they obtained EA and EPA and
other approvals but did not ultimately construct landfill
capacity due to public opposition. It is recommended that if
the City elects to initiate development of its own landfill
capacity that it commence with that process no later than 2020 based on the landfill’s current fill rate.
There will also be opportunities in the future to export waste to privately owned disposal facilities in or outside
Ontario. The City should monitor existing landfill capacity and new landfill expansions and sitings over time.
Durham and York have undertaken an Environmental Assessment for their new Waste to Energy facility to be
located at Clarington which received Ministry approval in November, 2010. This may set the stage for other future
Waste to Energy facility construction in the province as well.
The City should focus heavily on achieving diversion targets for both residential and IC&I sectors to prolong the life
of its landfill as long as possible to avoid the need for disposal alternatives at what could be considerable cost.
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Recommendations
Administration
Increase Waste Management Staffing Levels
It is recommended that the City hire at least one (1) additional staff in 2011 to assist in the development of all
initiatives identified for implementation in 2011. Additional staff should be added as required and as programs
evolve, e.g. city-wide implementation of organic waste collection and processing and/or a clear bag or bag tag
program.

Adopting Best Practices in Contracting
As part of the development of the City’s Solid Waste Management Master Plan, Stantec undertook a review of
the City’s current contract from a best practices standpoint
and utilizing the procurement and contract management best
practices identified in the Blue Box Program Enhancement &
Best Practices Assessment Project Report, KPMG, R.W.
Beck, 2007. Those and any other best practices identified
should be incorporated into a continued private sector
contracting program. That report espouses certain practices
for municipalities who have private sector contractors for
collection and/or processing of recyclables. This best
practice revolves around the notion that if procurement
documents include specific items and performance data that
will lead to enhanced program delivery and costs savings. This includes but is not limited to the use of a
Request for Proposal process as opposed to a tendering process for each of collections and processing
contracts.

Five Year Plan Review
It is recommended that City conduct periodic reviews and updates to the waste management plan at five (5)
year intervals. It is recommended that in the year 2015, (year five of the plan) the City complete a
comprehensive review and update to the recommended plan. The plan document should then be updated to
reflect the review completed and provide a detailed implementation timeline for the next five years of the
planning period.
By-Law Amendments to Support Programming
Waste collection, removal and disposal of municipal solid waste are subject to the Corporation of the City of
Cornwall by-law No. 076-1994. The by-law stipulates the City is responsible for collection and disposal of
municipal solid waste and gives the City the authority to, among other things, regulate container types,
container set-out, collection frequency and scheduled collection days and times. The recommended programs
should be reflected in and enforced with an amended by-law and include but are not necessarily limited to:
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A clear garbage bag program or bag tag/bag limit
program



The use of alternative container types (e.g. carts or
bags)



Bi-weekly (every other week) garbage collection



Special Events Recycling Program



Organic waste collection and processing program



Weekly recycling collection



Multi-residential waste credit program



Diversion Programming for the IC&I Sector
(e.g. construction & demolition waste)

Implementation

The proposed implementation schedule illustrates the rise in the diversion rate over the planning period as various
initiatives are implemented. The current diversion rate is approximately 24%. With 2011 program implementation it is
anticipated that the diversion rate could rise to 29.7%. Therefore, in one year, there is the potential to increase the
diversion rate by almost 6%. It should be noted that the impact of weekly recycling collection and increasing the landfill
tipping fee will have a definite positive impact on diversion but that the actual impact is unknown.
The diversion rate is anticipated to increase to approximately 40% by 2013 following the implementation of an
alternative container program, a city-wide multi-residential recycling program campaign, waste reduction and reuse
centre programming, development of a communications strategy and elimination of the multi-residential garbage
credit. The following year, in 2014, the diversion rate is expected to rise to about 44% given the implementation of a
bag limit / bag tag / clear bag program, and the organic waste collection and processing pilot study. Scheduled for
implementation in 2014, a full scale organic waste collection and processing program could raise the diversion rate to
as high as 66% taking the City above the provincial waste diversion target (60%). The City could potentially reach a
69% diversion rate in 2015 once bi-weekly garbage collection is in place. Ongoing diversion programming and
diversion
20 program refinements will help to continue to increase the diversion rate beyond 69%.
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Implementation
Table 3 below shows the incremental increases in the City’s diversion rate with each new program initiative.
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Impact on Landfill Capacity
Based on the implementation schedule, the amount of waste sent for disposal at the landfill will
decrease over time with increased waste reduction and diversion programming. For example, as the
diversion rate is expected to increase by 10% from 2011 to 2012, the amount of residential waste sent
to the landfill will correspondingly decrease by approximately 2,000 tonnes. Over time, the amount of
waste disposed will continue to decrease, which in turn will prolong the lifespan of the landfill. Figure 6
below does not account for the trend toward increased per capita waste generation that may continue
and that was reported at 2.74% for Ontario between 2004 and 2006 (Statistics Canada, 2009).
Based on the diversion programs and implementation timeline proposed, it is estimated that these
diversion programs with their conservative diversion estimates will save approximately two (2) years of
landfill capacity. It is important to note that a number of recommendations for additional diversion
initiatives in the IC&I sector will further and more substantially decrease landfill capacity requirements
but that the impact of those initiatives are difficult to predict.
Figure 4—Residential Waste Disposal Requirements—Post Programs Implementation

The City has an opportunity to implement a number of options over a prescribed period of time to achieve its
solid waste management planning objectives. The recommendations identified in this SWMP were
developed for the City and can be considered mechanisms to address gaps between the City’s existing
waste management system and industry best practices and provincial policy standards. An implementation
schedule indicates the approximate timelines, in order of priority, for the City to initiate each
recommendation.
The SWMP recommendations present the City with an opportunity to increase is current diversion rate from
approximately 25% to 62%, if each of the recommendations is implemented according to schedule. The
increase
22 in the diversion rate will extend the operational lifespan of the landfill by one (1) to two (2) years
from status quo estimates.
22
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1.0

Introduction

Stantec was retained by the City of Cornwall in September 2009 to undertake a review of their
existing waste management system in order to identify program areas that could be optimized.
This study examines existing components of the current system including the landfill, Materials
Recovery Facility (MRF), collection and processing of recyclables and waste and waste
diversion programs.
The study is comprised of seven (7) tasks. The Tasks are as follows:
Task 1 – Project Initiation and Information Gathering;
Task 2 – Review of Existing System;
Task 3 – Need Analysis;
Task 4 – Identification of Opportunities;
Task 5 – Assessment of Opportunities;
Task 6 – Preparation and Submission of Draft Report; and,
Task 7 – Submission of Final Report and Presentation to Council or MEAC.
Task 1 – Project Initiation and Information Gathering has been completed. Task 2 – Review of
Existing System is the focus of this technical memo. This memo provides a description of the City’s
existing waste management system through review of the following:
•

Available waste quantity and waste composition data;

•

Relevant geographic, demographic and economic data;

•

Existing facility and program performance data and system costs including proposed
budgets, waste management expenditures, and details from the most recent WDO
tonnage datacall reports for the City;

•

Existing facility capacities and life-spans;

•

The “Waste Management Full Cost Assessment and Recovery” report (2004) and the
status of implementation of report recommendations;

•

Existing solid waste and recycling collection and processing contracts, and;

•

Existing solid waste bylaws.
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It is necessary to describe/define the City’s existing system in order to identify opportunities for
improvement. In essence, this task forms the basis for an assessment of existing infrastructure
and programs against industry regulatory requirements, proposed regulatory change and
against recognized industry best practices. Any identified gaps and/or opportunities identified
can then be assessed in terms of order of magnitude cost(s) to improve the system. The final
Waste Management Master Plan will include a series of recommended improvements and
associated costs to optimize Cornwall’s waste management system.
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2.0

Solid Waste Planning Horizons

The City of Cornwall is undertaking this review of their existing system at an opportune time and
the twenty (20) year planning period is appropriate given:
1.

The City is currently developing new solid waste management infrastructure in the form
of a new MRF. A 20 year planning period is appropriate as MRF buildings have a 20
year life expectancy and its stationary equipment has a typical replacement cycle of 1015 years. New infrastructure can often trigger opportunities for program change.

2.

The Province recently released its “Policy Statement on Waste Management Planning”
which recommended at minimum, that municipal waste management plans should cover
a 20 to 25-year planning period. No significant change to the provincial approach for the
development of municipal solid waste strategies is anticipated for some time.

3.

While waste management technology is constantly evolving through continuous
improvement, there are no significant waste management technology ‘evolutions’
anticipated to occur in the 20 year planning period. Should any ‘evolution’ occur, it could
be addressed through the regularly scheduled updates to the Waste Management
Master Plan (occurring at least every five years).

4.

The only planning obstacle are the recent announcements by the Province regarding
potential changes to the Waste Diversion Act, and pending legislation that may
fundamentally shift responsibility for diversion of waste to packaging producers
(including blue box materials, C&D waste and others), known as full EPR (Extended
Producer Responsibility). While this legislation (if implemented) will impact the City’s
waste management system there is no clear timing related to this initiative and should
not preclude the City from the benefits of a much needed planning process.

Notwithstanding these factors, all good long-range strategic planning processes have predetermined and adhered to review periods (e.g., every five years and plan reviews/updates
should also occur with certain triggers or key events). Key events may include, but are not
necessarily limited to, major facility events (e.g. opening and closing of landfills or transfer
stations, facility modifications), changes in economic conditions affecting population growth or
industrial development, changes in provincial or federal regulations or policy and any other
major development that could affect/alter the plan.
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3.0

Geographic, Demographic & Economic Characteristics

3.1

GEOGRAPHIC

The City of Cornwall is located in eastern Ontario and is in close proximity to both Ottawa and
Montreal (Figure 3-1). Cornwall is approximately 100 km from Ottawa, 115 km from Montreal
and 435 km from Toronto. Cornwall is serviced by a transportation network which includes
Highway 401, the CN mainline, and the St. Lawrence River. Access to the United States is
provided via the Seaway International Bridge, which connects Cornwall to Akwesasne and
Massena, New York.

Figure 3-1

Map of the City of Cornwall

Source: City of Cornwall
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3.2

DEMOGRAPHIC

As of 2008, the population of Cornwall was approximately 45,965 with 12,460 households
(approximately 17,500 single family and 3,960 multi-family) 1 dispersed over an area of 61.52
square kilometres, resulting in a population density of 747.1 per square kilometre. As of 2008
there were 83.95 households per serviced road kilometre.
Based on the population projections calculated in Task 3 – Needs Analysis, the projected
annual population growth is predicted to decline, on average, -0.1% per year. In 2035, the
population of Cornwall is anticipated to be 44,430. For waste management planning purposes,
this decrease in population may slightly extend the lifespan of the landfill. While less waste
would be beneficial there may also be a corresponding decrease in the amount of recyclables
that may slightly affect associated revenue generation.
Population density plays a significant role in the collection of waste. Given a fairly high
population density (747.1/km2), it is unlikely that such a small decrease in population would
have any impact on Cornwall’s collection system.

3.3

ECONOMIC

In 2006, 20,320 individuals (aged 15 and over) were employed in Cornwall 2. The majority of
these individuals were employed in the Sales and Service sector, followed by the Business,
Finance, and Administrative sector (Table 3-1). Industries in the electronics, plastics and
logistics sectors are well represented in Cornwall’s industrial park, a municipally owned park in
the eastern sector of the City. In addition, Cornwall’s industrial sector includes such firms as
Johns Manville, SigmaPoint Technologies, Canlyte, Olymel Prince Foods, Auto-Pak, NuMed
Canada, Morbern, Supply Chain Management’s Walmart Distribution Centre, StarTek, and
Teleperformance 3. Industries placing garbage at the curb for collection will receive collection
services from the City. Some industries choose to use private waste contractor for collection
services. Garbage from the private haulers may still be disposed of at the City’s landfill. The
City’s collection contractor is permitted to collect recyclable materials from industry provided the
recyclables are not generated as part of an industrial process. Inclusion of the industrial sector
in Cornwall’s waste management system will be integral as the quantities of garbage disposed
of in the landfill and the amount of recyclables collected can substantially influence the City’s
future waste programs. It is also important to note the industrial sectors in Cornwall to
determine the type of waste that may be generated: recycled and disposed.

1

WDO Datacall, 2008
Statscan, 2006
3
2007 City of Cornwall Data Book
2
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Table 3-1

City of Cornwall - Employment by Sector

Occupation

Total Individuals
Employed

Management and Occupations

1,445

Business, Finance and Administrative Occupations

3,950

Natural and Applied Sciences and Related Occupations

770

Health Occupations

1,110

Occupations in Social Science, Education, Government Service and
Religion

1,660

Occupations in Art, Culture, Recreation and Sport

410

Sales and Service Occupations

5,595

Trades, Transport and Equipment Operators and Related Occupations

3,170

Occupations Unique to Primary Industry
Occupations Unique to Processing, Manufacturing, and Utilities

180
2,040

Cornwall also has a developed commercial sector, with nine major shopping areas (including
the Downtown/Pitt Street Promenade, Cornwall Square, Le Village, the Brookdale Mall, WalMart, Eastcourt Mall, the Glengarry Square, the Seaway Centre, and the Canadian Tire Plaza)
plus a commercial strip (Brookdale) and other neighbourhood stores. In total, over two million
square feet of retail floor space are occupied by commercial businesses. The City currently
provides collection services to all businesses choosing to participate in the collection program
(see Section 4.1.3). Any increase in the number of stores, or expansion of the collection
services offered to businesses, could significantly impact the amount of waste collected by the
City.
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4.0

Existing Waste Management Programs & Infrastructure

In 2008 the City provided curbside collection of recyclables and leaf and yard waste for all
17,500 single family and 3960 multi-family residences and garbage collection from all single
family homes and 399 multi-family homes. Curbside collection services also supported 984
Industrial, Commercial & Institutional (IC&I) stops for garbage collection of which 243 also
participated in the City’s curbside recycling collection program. Garbage and recycling curbside
collection statistics are summarized in Table 4-1. The City currently contracts with HGC
Management (HGC) to provide garbage and recycling collection and processing services. HGC
Management also operates the HSW depot and the Leaf and Yard Waste collection program.
Table 4-1

City of Cornwall Recycling & Garbage Curbside Collection Statistics - 2008
Type of Unit

Garbage Collection

Recycling Collection

Population

45,965

No. of Households

21,460

Single Family Residences

17,500

17,500

Multi-Residential Units

399

3,960

Total Residential Units

17,899

21,460

IC&I Units/Locations

984

243

No. of Schools

19

19

Total Number of Units Served

18,882

21,739

% Residential

94.7%

99%

% IC&I

5.3%

1%

The City of Cornwall Landfill Site has operated since 1985 and is located at 2590 Cornwall
Centre Road. Also at this location is the new MRF, a tire recycling depot, scrap metal recycling
pad, waste wood recycling pad, leaf and yard waste composting site, and the Household
Special Waste Depot.
Cornwall’s landfill has an approved landfill footprint of 29 hectares, which at the current fill rate
is estimated to provide twenty (20) more years of capacity. The entire landfill is measured at 60
hectares, however there is limited opportunity for landfill footprint expansion for various reasons,
including an Ontario Hydro easement on the property.
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On May 18, 2009 the City’s MRF was destroyed by fire. Since then, recyclables have been
stored in an outdoor facility before being taken to MRFs in Belleville, Ottawa, and
Northumberland. 4,5 The City of Cornwall has started construction of the new MRF with a
processing capacity of 2000 tonnes per month. The new building size will be increased by
1,600 ft2 compared to the old MRF, allowing for a more efficient and flexible layout of the sorting
line and baler. The cost to reconstruct the MRF is approximately $1,340,000.

4.1

BLUE BOX RECYCLING PROGRAM

The City accepts the following recyclable materials:
•

Mixed paper, including boxboard, newspapers, magazines, telephone books, office
mixed paper, computer paper, and co-mingled paper;

•

Food and beverage cans, aluminum trays and foil co-mingled;

•

Glass bottles and jars;

•

Plastic containers (all); and

•

Old corrugated cardboard.

All revenue from the sale of material is retained by the City. The City also accepts recyclables
from the neighbouring municipalities of South Stormont and South Glengarry. Acceptable
collection containers vary with location/facility type and include:
•

Curbside blue boxes;

•

90-gallon rolling recycling containers;

•

60-gallon rolling recycling containers;

•

OCC bins;

•

Clear plastic bags containing recyclable materials;

•

Plastic or metal 45-gallon drums;

•

Wire pop can containers; and,

•

45-gallon pop can containers.

4

Lajoie, Kevin. 2009, June 4. Recycling centre destroyed by fire will be rebuilt. The Cornwall Standard
Freeholder.
5
Lajoie, Kevin. 2009, July 28. Months before recycling resumes. The Cornwall Standard Freeholder.
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More detail regarding the City’s recycling program is provided in the following sections.
4.1.1

Recycling in the Residential Sector

Recyclables are collected on a biweekly basis in the residential sector by HGC Management.
There is no limit on the amount of recyclables that can be placed out for collection. Recyclables
are collected in a two-stream fashion – a blue box for containers and a black box for fibres.
Acceptable materials for the blue box include glass, aluminum, steel cans, metal aerosol and
paint cans, plastic bottles and tubs. Acceptable materials for the black box include paper,
boxboard, newspapers, magazines, soft cover books. 6 Corrugated cardboard is to be tied in a
bundle and placed in or adjacent to the black box as it is collected as a separate stream.
4.1.2

Multi-Residential Recycling

Recycling collection service is provided to 3,960 multi-residential households 7 collected with 90gallon rolling recycling containers. Although multi-residential complexes are generally excluded
from regular curbside collection, several complexes have signed agreements with the City
authorizing the City’s contractor to collect recyclable materials from their private properties.
Residents in townhouses or rowhouses place a blue box at the curb on their designated
collection day. Residents in apartment style buildings and townhouses or rowhouses without
street or private drive access place their recyclable materials at one or more depots within the
complex. The depots consist of rolling recycling containers for each recyclable stream.
4.1.3

Recycling in the IC&I Sector

IC&I premises are provided with weekly curbside collection of recyclables. The City can enforce
a limit, if necessary, of two blue boxes of materials, two bundles of OCC and two bags of mixed
office paper. 8 These limits are not enforced if the amount placed at the curb for collection is
reasonable. Some IC&I premises that generate more than two bundles of OCC per week can
be placed on the Commercial Cardboard Collection program. The OCC does not have be
collapsed and bundled but folded and placed into an open box as HGC uses a garbage truck for
this collection program. The Commercial Cardboard Collection program occurs every
Wednesday with collection services provided by HGC. The City’s cost per tonne for this
additional service is $41.36.
Recyclable material from this sector is also accepted at the recycling depot at the landfill at no
charge. Of 984 businesses in Cornwall, 24.7% (243) participate in the curbside recycling
program (2008).

6

City of Cornwall, Collection Program Handout, 2009
WDO Datacall, 2008
8
MacViro, Report on Waste Management Full Cost Assessment and Recovery, 2004
7
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Recycling collection services are provided at city-operated facilities, at 19 (of 36) schools and at
one special event.

4.2

CURBSIDE GARBAGE COLLECTION

The contract with HGC Management also includes waste collection services to single family
residences and specified multi-residential and business locations that are able to use the
curbside collection service.
4.2.1

Residential Waste Collection Services

Curbside collection of residential waste occurs weekly for residents of single family homes.
There is no limit on the amount of waste that may be set out at the curb. Set out is subject to
non-collectable waste provisions set out in the City’s by-law (076-1994) (e.g. auto parts, white
goods, tires, HHW). Waste collected curbside is disposed of at the City’s landfill. Waste is also
delivered to the landfill by private haulers and residents.
Residents are permitted to place heavy collection items at the curbside for collection on their
regularly scheduled collection day. Heavy items may include broken plaster, lumber, carpet or
other wastes from construction or demolition. The heavy items must be placed in a 22 to 136
litre garbage container or stacked and tied in a bundle which is not larger than 1 metre in length
or width and does not weigh more than 27 kg. Furniture and household furnishings are also
collected.
4.2.2

Multi-residential Waste Collection Services & Credit Program

Multi-residential buildings are typically serviced by the private sector for garbage collection but
can set their waste out directly at the curb and it will be collected by the City. The City
established the Residential Waste Credit Program (RWCP) for multi-residential buildings in
1988 in response to the exemption of residential garbage from tipping fees (as garbage
collection and disposal is funded through property taxes).
As the majority of multi-residential buildings receive garbage collection services from the private
sector and not the City’s curbside collection program, garbage delivered to the landfill by the
private sector for multi-residential buildings was subject to tipping fees despite the residential
waste exemption. To remedy the issue, the City continued to charge private waste haulers a
tipping fee, however the hauler receives a credit (which is then transferred to the multiresidential building) for residential garbage delivered to the landfill. The credit ensures multiresidential buildings are charged for collection only and not disposal fees. The credit is currently
$41.93 per unit/year.
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4.2.3

IC&I Waste Collection Services

IC&I premises also receive weekly collection services provided the premise correctly sets out
waste in acceptable containers. Only businesses in the Central Business District (CBD) or in
Business Improvement Areas (BIAs) receive the twice weekly (Monday and Friday) curbside
collection service.

4.3

WHITE GOODS COLLECTION

Bulk white goods are not collected with the regular curbside collection program. For white
goods, residents are encouraged to have vendors dispose of older appliances, have local scrap
metal dealers collect the item or deliver the item to the landfill themselves. The City provides a
collection service at a fee of $25 per white good on a once a month basis.

4.4

LEAF & YARD WASTE COLLECTION

The City provides collection of leaf and yard waste on regularly scheduled garbage collection
days. Residents must place leaf and yard waste in compostable paper bags and/or returnable
containers during the specified collection weeks. Outside of the specified collection weeks, leaf
and yard waste can be set-out in any type of container. The compostable material is taken to
the landfill site and composted in open windrows. Leaf and yard waste was previously only
collected for five weeks in the fall but beginning in 2009 the City implemented an additional four
week collection period in the spring. Leaf and yard waste can be delivered to the landfill site for
free.

4.5

HOUSEHOLD SPECIAL WASTE PROGRAM

The City’s Household Special Waste (HSW) Depot is located at the landfill site. The Depot is
open one Saturday morning and two Wednesdays (7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.) per month.
Examples of materials received include acids, bases, automobile batteries, waste oils,
compressed gas cylinders, paints, pesticides, herbicides, and aerosols. All materials received
at the Depot must be transported to licensed disposal or treatment facilities. Residents from
South Stormont, North Stormont and South Glengarry are permitted to deposit HSW at the
Depot. A reuse area has also been established at the Depot where reusable HSW materials
can be provided free of charge to the public. Reusable items include, but are not limited to
paints, stains, varnish, household cleaners, oil, aerosols, sealers, tar, caulking, etc.
HGC Management operates the HSW Depot, but three different service providers dispose of the
hazardous materials. Aevitas collects fluorescent lamps, compact bulbs, and mercury switches.
McBain Evergreen collects e-waste. Drain All disposes of aerosols, aliphatic solvents, inorganic
acids, inorganic oxidizers, organic chemicals, paint, pesticides, dry cell batteries,
pharmaceuticals, propane cyclinders, and waste oil.
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4.6

CHRISTMAS TREE SHREDDING & OTHER DIVERSION PROGRAMS

The City allows residents and Christmas tree vendors to place Christmas trees at the curb for
collection where they are either shredded directly at the curb or delivered to and shredded at a
designated depot. In 2008, 28.02 tonnes of Christmas trees were collected, shredded and
utilized as a top dressing for flower beds.
Other diversion programs available at the landfill include a recycling depot, a tire recycling
depot, scrap metal recycling pad, and a waste wood recycling pad.

4.7

PROMOTION & EDUCATION PROGRAM

Under the City’s contract with HGC Management Inc., the contractor is required to place certain
advertisements in the newspaper and on radio. The advertisements are placed at the
contractor’s expense and are designed to notify residents of any changes in collection schedule
(e.g. holiday collection) as well as other waste management initiatives.
The contractor must inform the public of any changes made in waste reduction initiatives such
as modifications to the recycling program, advertisement of household special waste events, the
commencement of the leaf and yard waste program, Christmas tree collection dates, electronics
recycling, and composting.
The waste collection contract stipulates a total annual of 142 radio spots and 30 newspaper
advertisements. The contractor must also notify the public of any changes in routes, pick-up
days, and the like.
The City further distributes a collection calendar which provides details regarding garbage and
blue box collection days, household hazardous waste days, leaf and yard collection days, and
Christmas tree collection days. The calendar includes information on materials that are
acceptable in the blue box program and those materials that are not permitted. Details
regarding solid waste and recycling regulations, placement of waste at the curbside, white
goods, scrap tires, heavy garbage collection, composting, household hazardous wastes, and
the City’s landfill site are also provided in the calendar.
The City’s website expands upon the information contained on the collection calendar, which is
also provided as a link on the website. The main pages of Cornwall’s Garbage Collection
Program webpages are as arranged in Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2

Cornwall's Garbage Collection Program Webpages

Main Page

Secondary Page

Weekly Garbage Collection

Solid Waste and Recycling Regulations
Putting Waste Out For Collection
White Goods
Scrap Tires
Heavy Garbage Collection

Bi-Weekly Recycling Program

Recycling

Leaf and Organic Yard Waste Collection

Organic Yard Waste
Composting

Hazardous Goods Collection

Household Hazardous Wastes

City Landfill Site

City of Cornwall Landfill Site

4.8

WASTE REDUCTION PROGRAMS

In June 2000, the City published its “Landfill Restriction of Recyclable Solid Waste Items Policy
& Procedures Manual” as part of a Waste Reduction Strategy (WRS). The intent of the manual
was to ensure public awareness regarding policies and procedures related to landfill restrictions
of certain solid waste materials. Material bans were established in part to fulfill the primary
goals of the WRS:
•

extend the life of the City’s landfill

•

divert and conserve valuable resources

•

encourage the IC&I sector to comply with Provincial waste reduction and recycling
regulations

The bans were enacted in 2004 and apply to old corrugated cardboard, scrap metal, waste
wood, scrap tires, white goods, and leaf waste. Any incoming loads to the City’s landfill are
inspected by a City representative or agent for the restricted materials. Loads may be rejected
and/or surcharges may be levied against those loads exceeding the established upset limits.
Penalties for the delivery of banned materials at landfill vary and increase with the number of
offences. Construction & demolition (C&D) waste generators are also bound to the material
bans. C&D waste generators are required to implement reasonable measures to ensure
restricted materials are not disposed of in the landfill. The City requires all OCC, scrap metal,
uncontaminated wood waste, and wood waste generated as a result of building construction are
to be separated from C&D waste. If these materials are found within a waste load, then
surcharges apply.
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City Council approved the materials bans subject to the availability of alternative disposal
method options. As such, the City provides appropriate recycling depots and designated areas
at the landfill site to receive these source-separated materials. If contaminated materials are
received at these depots/areas the surcharges also apply.
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5.0

Waste Management System Costs

5.1

CURRENT RECYCLING COLLECTION & PROCESSING COSTS

The City’s 2008 blue box collection cost was $160.56/tonne and their processing cost was
$81.35/tonne (subject to CPI adjustment each January). An annual administration charge of
$132,610 is levied by HGC Management for all services provided to the City.
The Townships of South Glengarry and South Stormont contract with the City of Cornwall to
receive and process their 2-stream recyclables. The City charges the Townships $25/tonne to
process this material and all revenue is kept by the City. The City pays HGC an additional
$15/tonne to process this material (for a total of $96.35/tonne).
Table 5-1 presents household, tonnage and cost information for the City’s recycling program
from 2005 to 2008 (WDO Datacall 2005-2008).
Table 5-1

Summary of Blue Box Recycling Program 2005 to 2008
2005

2006

2007

2008

No. of Households

19,248

19,996

18,722

21,460

Tonnes Collected

2,380

3,179

3,054

3,569

Tonnes Marketed

2,247

2,694

2,889

3,191

Gross Residential
Collection Cost

$402,711

$446,644

$460,033

$464,869

Gross Residential
Processing Cost

$356,701

$427,242

$469,139

$500,093

Total Gross Revenue

$307,475

$272,070

$643,156

$591,362

Total Net Residential Cost

$555,041

$702,252

$421,452

$503,061

Gross Collection Costs/hh

$20.90

$22.30

$24.60

$21.70

Gross Processing Cost/hh

$18.53

$21.37

$25.06

$23.30

Net Cost/Marketed Tonne

$247.00

$260.60

$145.90

$157.65

Total Net Cost /hh

$28.80

$35.10

$22.50

$23.44

As expected, gross collection and processing costs have increased as a reflection of increased
recyclable tonnes collected (and to a more minor extent as the result of CPI adjustments).
Gross revenue reflects revenue from material sales and blue box container sales. This revenue
stream is highly dependent on economic conditions affecting commodity values. Commodity
values did fluctuate but did ‘hold their own’ over this four (4) year period.
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It should be noted that reporting in 2007 varied from other years in that multi-residential
locations that did not participate as well as household vacancy rates (further non-participation)
were removed from the totals (as reflected in the decreased number of households reported that
year).

5.2

CURRENT WASTE COLLECTION & DISPOSAL COSTS

The City’s cost for waste collection includes labour, equipment, material, administration,
insurances, bonding, overhead and fee for service by the contractor (Table 5-2). On a per
tonne basis, the cost for waste collection is $41.36 (subject to annual CPI adjustment).
Table 5-2

City of Cornwall Waste Collection Costs (2006-2009)

Waste Collection

2006

2007

2008

2009

$629,623

$618,298

$656,475

$620,827

The City of Cornwall Landfill Site has operated since 1985. Landfill operations are currently
contracted to JCJ Contracting to manage an approved 29 hectares to accept municipal solid
waste. Table 5-3 provides the net cost (2006-2009) to the City to operate its landfill as well as
tonnes received for disposal in those years. Tonnes received include tonnes collected through
the City’s curbside collection program as well as that hauled from the IC&I sector.
Table 5-3

City of Cornwall Landfill Disposal Operating Cost (2006-2009)

Cost
Tonnes
Net Cost/Tonne

2006 Actual
$434,536
48,187.75
$9.02

2007 Actual
$487,846
47,067.06
$10.36

9

2008 Actual
$565,880
50,713.51
$11.16

2009
625,880
62468.33
$10.02

Landfill operating costs/tonne have stayed fairly consistent and include purchase of materials,
equipment and contracted operating and professional services. The tipping fee for disposal at
the landfill is $55/tonne.

9

Sources for Cost Data:

Sources for Tonnage Data:

2007 – 2007 WDO Datacall Calculations
2008 – Finance info used for WDO Datacall
2006 & 2009 – 2009 City of Cornwall Waste Budget
2006 – 2006 Annual Report
2007 – Based on tipping fee revenue from 2009 City of Cornwall Waste
Budget (assuming a tipping fee of $55/tonne)
2008 – 2008 Annual Report – COMCOR
2009 – Annual Report 2009
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5.3

PROMOTION & EDUCATION PROGRAM COSTS

Promotion and educational materials are developed and distributed by both the City and HGC
Management under the terms of their contract. HGC pays advertising costs for notifying the
public of schedule and program changes/waste reduction initiatives. The City’s costs include
program staffing and specifically the waste collection calendar with all program information on
an annual basis. Program costs (2007-2009) are shown in Table 5-4.
Table 5-4

Promotion & Education Program Expenditures (2007-2009)

Year

All Programs

2007

City of Cornwall

$4,141.13

HGC Management

$7,894.00
Total Cost

2008

City of Cornwall
HGC Management

2009

$4,141.13
not allocated

$12,035.13

$4,141.13

$3,748.58

$3,748.58

$9,797.00
Total Cost

Blue Box Program
Only

not allocated

$13,545.58

$3,748.58

City of Cornwall

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

HGC Management

$8,750.00
Total Cost

not allocated

13,750.00

$5,000.00

Sources: City of Cornwall, HGC Management, 2007-2008 WDO datacall
Note: HGC Management expenditures based on the Contract fiscal year ending September.

5.4

OTHER PROGRAM COSTS

Other program costs include costs for the leaf and yard waste program, household special
waste depot and wood recycling operations that are located at the landfill (Table 5-5).
Table 5-5

Summary of Other Waste Management Program Costs 2006-2009*
2006

2007

2008

2009*

Leaf and Yard Waste
Program

$13,144

$13,979

$10,372

$32,794

Household Special Waste

$61,795

$53,473

$80,775

$129,700

Wood Recycling

$65,034

$58,080

$10,062

$15,710

*projected budget

Leaf and yard waste costs for 2008 are reflective of lower tonnage that year. An additional four
weeks of leaf and yard collection in the spring of 2009 was added at a cost of $3,000 per week
plus $41.36/tonne. HSW costs include the cost of operating the depot as well as disposal.
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Wood recycling costs decreased substantially from 2006 and 2007 to 2008 and 2009. This is
due to a calculation error on the part of the contractor, JCJ. JCJ now receives $15/tonne (2008
and 2009) as opposed to the old fee of $56.65/tonne (2006 and 2007).
Other costs to the City include site operating costs not allocated to any specific program (i.e.,
administration, weigh scale operations, site security and site maintenance).

5.5

PROGRAM REVENUES & RECOVERIES

Revenue sources for the City include landfill tipping fees, revenues from the sale of recyclable
materials and WDO funding (Table 5-6).
Table 5-6

City of Cornwall Waste System Revenues & Recoveries
2006

2007

2008

2009*

Landfill Tipping Fees

$1,389,380

$1,557,324

$1,731,617

$1,600,000

Recycling Revenues

$370,361

$618,863

$583,791

$339,828

WDO/External Funding

$125,561

$196,132

$249,320

$177,749

Household Special Waste

$11,148

$11,065

$13,055

$78,000

Wood Recycling

$54,013

$57,280

$56,389

$57,246

*projected budget

5.6

CAPITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

The City of Cornwall, as it owns the landfill and the MRF, maintains a capital budget and five (5)
year capital budget forecasts. The 2009 approved capital allocations include improvements to
the public service area at the landfill, leachate collection, and implementation of the
recommendations of this study.
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6.0

Waste Management Program Performance

There are no broad-based, generally accepted principles or criteria to assess a waste
management system’s performance relative to any other municipality other than through
comparisons provided by Waste Diversion Ontario (WDO) (tonnes diverted and cost/tonne).
Cost data for blue box recycling is reported by Ontario municipalities to WDO on an annual
basis (since 2003) as are system (all waste) diversion rates. No cost data is collected or
analysed/compared for any other material bound for recycling (tires, HSW, electronics) or for
disposal.
As such, Cornwall’s performance relative to other municipalities is assessed relative to the
tonnes they divert from their system for beneficial end use and the relative cost of their blue box
recycling program. Data from Cornwall on recyclable materials collection and marketing as well
as WDO reporting data available from 2006 to 2008 were compiled and assessed.
The City of Cornwall annually tracks the amount of recyclable materials they collect and market.
Table 6-1 provides a comparison of the amount of residential recyclables collected and
marketed in 2007 and 2008. There was a negligible difference in the quantity of recyclables
collected in 2007 and 2008 via the residential curbside collection program. However, there was
a slight increase in the amount of recyclables collected in the depot in 2008.
Table 6-1

Residential Recyclable Collection Summary (2007-2008)
2009 (tonnes)

2008 (tonnes)

2007 (tonnes)

2449.76

2,362.38

2,366.73

Residential Depot Collection

n/a

485.50

239.95

Total Residential Collection

2449.76

2,847.88

2,606.68

2,758.69

2,697.30

237.80

165.22

Residential Curbside Collection

Total Residential Tonnes
Marketed
Shipped for Disposal

11

6064.63

10

112.55

The City further tracks the quantity of recyclables marketed by each material type and
associated revenue (Table 6-2). Old boxboard was marketed in the greatest quantity in 2007
and 2008. Coloured glass had to be delivered to glass recyclers at a cost to the City of
$29/tonne (and with no market revenue) in 2008 as was the case for other municipalities across
Ontario that year.

10
11

Includes quantities from South Glengarry and South Stormont.
Includes quantities from South Glengarry and South Stormont.
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Table 6-2

Materials Marketing Composition & Revenue Summary (2007-2008)
2009
(tonnes)

2008
(tonnes)

2007
(tonnes)

2009

2008

2007

Net
Residential
Marketed

Net
Residential
Marketed

Net
Residential
Marketed

Net Revenue

Net Revenue

Net Revenue

ONP

637.46

932.23

880.86

$42,229.22

$96,835.45

$110,787.38

OCC

613.17

647.10

683.68

$45,076.49

$74,796.59

$90,402.47

Old
Boxboard

2195.81

1929.38

1,740.32

$79,886.15

$160,459.08

$140,778.79

Aluminum

59.07

68.58

69.50

$69,356.93

$115,436.30

$141,418.06

Steel

179.60

195.47

176.72

$10,032.05

$42,959.17

$31,496.27

PET
bottles

129.54

111.38

116.56

$23,096.41

$38,496.64

$42,439.16

HDPE

96.25

83.48

$30,481.01

143.20

103.60

-$5,144.96

$51,461.75
$ 54.48

$46,388.51

Mixed
Plastics

75.81
120.19

Clear
Glass

180.29

188.53

63.36

$190.92

$3,308.18

$1,263.14

Coloured
Glass

84.16

167.14

307.34

-$3,383.24

-$5,391.30

-$5,356.80

Mixed
Glass

284.65

n/a

n/a

-$10,640.93

4603.2

4435.81

4,225.42

$281,180.03

$578,416.34

$605,241.09

Total

$5,624.12

Note: Includes quantities from South Glengarry and South Stormont.

Based on the City’s recyclable materials collection and marketing performance as well as the
performance of their other diversion programs (leaf and yard waste, HSW, Christmas tree, scrap
metal, wood, tires, reuse, residential on-property (e.g. grasscycling, back yard composting)) the
City has averaged an annual overall waste diversion rate of about 25%. Diversion rates for the
City are calculated by WDO using data provided by the City on an annual basis. WDO
calculates the diversion rate by adding:
•

a tonnage allowance for deposit containers returned from the residential sector;

•

a tonnage allowance for residential on-property management (backyard composting,
grasscycling, and evapotranspiration);

•

municipal reuse program tonnage;

•

municipal recycling blue box curbside collected and depot tonnage (blue box, tires,
metals, wood etc.); and,

•

organic waste tonnage that is composted.
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All diverted tonnes are calculated as a percentage of the total waste generated by a municipality
in a given year.
Table 6-3 below shows the total residential diversion rate calculated by WDO for the years
2006-2008.
It is important to note that reporting to WDO in 2007 included all diverted brick and concrete
materials not previously or now presently reported (5,147 tonnes). 2007 also had varied
reporting as that year those multi-residential locations that did not participate as well as
household vacancy rates (further non-participation) were removed from the totals (as reflected
in the decreased number of households reported that year). As 2007 reporting varies
significantly from 2006 and 2008 only those two years are considered in determining the City’s
average 25% residential waste diversion rate.
Table 6-3
Year

2006
2007
2008

City of Cornwall Waste Diversion Rates 2006 to 2008

Total
No. of
Households

Reported
Population

19,996
18,722
21,460

45,640
45,965
45,965

Total Residential
Waste Generated

Total Residential
Waste Diverted

Total Residential
Waste Disposed

Tonnes

kg/cap

Tonnes

kg/cap

Tonnes

kg/cap

Total
Residential
Diversion
Rate

21,478
25,711
20,184

471
559
439

5,509
8,775
4,818

120.7
191
105

15,969
16,936
15,366

349.9
368
334

25.6%
34.13%
24%

For further comparison purposes, WDO also assigns each municipality to a category according
to the municipality’s size and type of recycling program offered. Municipalities are categorized
based on the primary criteria of population and population density and secondary criteria of
location (north or south), and type of service (curbside or depot). Cornwall is categorized as
“Small Urban”, which has the criteria of population of less than 50,000 and a population density
of greater than 4/km2. In 2007, 23 municipalities, including municipalities such as Brockville,
Orillia, Stratford and Owen Sound were placed in the same category as Cornwall. Data from
these municipalities were compared to Cornwall to give an indication of program performance.
Table 6-4 shows Cornwall’s performance relative to various performance indicators determined
by WDO.
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Table 6-4
Year

WDO Program Performance Data for Small Urban Municipalities 12
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Cornwall

Net Annual Residential Recycling Program Cost per Household
2005

$14.60

$46.64

$28.35

$28.80

2006

$12.87

$64.93

$34.95

$35.10

2007

$13.93

$58.00

$38.62

$22.50

Net Annual Residential Recycling Program Cost per Tonne Marketed
2005

$72.80

$356.20

$173.80

$247.00

2006

$98.60

$400.00

$194.50

$260.60

2007

$95.80

$400.50

$192.30

$145.90

13.0

13.0

Average Number of Material Types Collected per Year
3-year
average

8.0

16.3

Total Annual Blue Box Materials Marketed per Household (kg)
2005

66.3

226.9

181.5

116.8

2006

99.5

271.8

171.3

134.7

2007

95.5

270.3

164.4

154.3

Total Annual Collection Costs per Household
2005

$14.8

$47.70

$28.90

$20.90

2006

$12.9

$52.50

$33.10

$22.30

2007

$13.1

$58.00

$32.10

$24.60

Total Promotion & Education Costs per Household
2005

$0.02

$1.01

$0.40

$0.70

2006

$0.00

$3.53

$0.34

$0.20

2007

$0.05

$3.73

$0.55

$0.20

The City’s annual recycling cost per household fell on or below the median for all three (3)
years. The City’s recycling program cost per tonne marketed was above the median in both
2005 and 2006. The 2007 cost per tonne marketed dropped below the median in 2007 as the
result of including brick and concrete tonnage to reported materials diverted (unlike other years).

12

WDO Datacall Information, 2007
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The number of materials the City markets is consistent with most other municipalities but the
amount of material marketed on a per household basis is below the median. WDO reports
(based on Cornwall’s 2007 datacall submission), that the City captures 54.28% of available
recyclable materials in the residential waste stream. The capture rate is calculated as a
percentage by dividing marketed blue box tonnes by the quantity of blue box materials available
for collection using waste audit data extrapolated across your reported single family, multi-family
and seasonal households.
Annual collection costs per household for recyclable materials is well below the median, bearing
in mind that recyclables are collected bi-weekly and not weekly as is the case for some of the
other municipalities in the Small Urban category.
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7.0

Pertinent Waste Management System Documents Review

As part of the task of characterizing Cornwall’s existing system, their current collection and
processing contract, waste management by-law and a 2004 report (section 7.1 below) were
reviewed. The general terms and conditions of the current contract and the City’s by-law are
described in this section. Both the current contract and the by-law have been reviewed from a
‘best practices’ standpoint and related recommendations will be provided in further technical
memos. This section describes the recommendations resulting from the 2004 MacViro report
and provides a status update with regard to the City’s implementation of those
recommendations to date.

7.1

“WASTE MANAGEMENT FULL COST ASSESSMENT AND RECOVERY
REPORT”

In 2004, MacViro Consultants was retained by the City of Cornwall to complete an assessment
of the full costs associated with the City’s waste management services and to develop a
strategy for recovering these costs. The main findings and conclusions of that report are as
follows:
“The waste management system costs are financed through a combination of tipping fees
charged to the private sector, recyclable material sales revenue and property taxes assessed to
the residential and IC&I sectors. Consequently, the current system is based on ability to pay and
property values which has no correlation to the cost of waste management. As a result, there are
inequities among the residential properties due to differing property values.”
“The City of Cornwall’s current waste management system costs do not include the full costs
associated with waste disposal. Consequently, the current level of funds obtained through direct
revenues and property taxes is not sufficient to cover the true cost of waste management.”
“The current assessment based system for financing is not equitable because the IC&I sector
subsidizes waste management services related to the residential sector. The amount of this
subsidy for 2003 is estimated at $670,000.”
“The existing landfill tipping fee of $49 per tonne applies only to the IC&I sector waste and it
does not reflect the full quantity of waste that requires management at the landfill site. The
tipping fee also does not consider the future costs associated with waste disposal.”
“The assessment based financing system would not have the capacity to handle future waste
management costs in a sustainable fashion due to the pressure to keep property tax increases
low and competition for tax dollars from other city services.”
“Although the City does not directly charge the residential sector for waste disposal, there is an
indirect charge through the collection of property taxes.” System costs are not transparent to the
user nor necessarily equitable given wide variation in volumes that users set out to the curb.
“The main purpose served by the Residential Waste Credit (RWC) system implemented in 1988
is to ensure that multi-residential properties using private sector haulers do not pay for waste
disposal in the fees charged because a portion of their property taxes pays for disposal. If the
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financing of waste management is removed from the tax base then the RWC would no longer be
necessary.”
“The majority of future costs that are not currently accounted for in the existing system are in the
area of waste disposal. The future costs related to the other waste management services would
be limited to inflationary increases in operating costs assuming the level of service for these
components does not change significantly. The full cost of waste management is approximately
$3,723,034 for 2004.”
“The establishment of a Disposal Reserve Fund (DRF) would give the City the financial capacity
to deal effectively with both annual operating cost and future capital costs related to waste
disposal over the next twenty five (25) years, based on a 2004 tipping fee of $47.14 assuming
44,345 tonnes per year would be disposed. In future years this tipping fee would increase with
inflation.”
“A Flat Fee approach to cost recovery would minimize the inequities inherent in the current
assessment based system. Additionally, a gradual implementation of some user fees would
sensitize customers to the cost of waste management, enhance waste diversion and potentially
defer the need for a new landfill site beyond the 2028 timeframe.” Partial user pay initiatives
could include bag limits, bag tags, further reduction of bag limits, and a variable user fee system.
The 2004 McViro report provided seven (7) recommendations for the City’s consideration.
Table 7-1 lists those recommendations and implementation status.
Table 7-1

Status of 2004 McViro Report Recommendations
Recommendation

Status

1. Implementation of a new tipping fee of $47.14
in 2004, with adjustments in subsequent years
for inflation, to cover both current and future
waste disposal costs.

The City now charges $55/tonne.

2. The new disposal tipping fee should be
applied to all waste entering the landfill site for
disposal i.e. not only IC&I was but also
residential waste.

The same tipping fee ($55/tonne) is charged to all
incoming waste (except wood which is
$56.65/tonne). Residents transporting waste in a
car (i.e., not a mini-van, SUV, CRV, etc.) are not
charged. Recycling, leaf and yard waste and HSW
materials are received for free.

3. Establishment of Disposal Reserve Fund
(DRF) to finance the annual operating costs
and future waste disposal capital costs (25
years).

A DRF has not been established.

4. Implementation of a Flat Fee full cost recovery
system to replace the current assessment
based system used to fund waste
management services. The 2004 fee was
estimated at $107.08 per unit served with

A Flat Fee system has not been implemented.
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Recommendation
adjustments in future years for inflation.
Charges would apply only to those properties
that receive the service.

Status

5.

The City’s services should be limited to single
family homes, duplexes, semi-detached
homes, townhouses, multi-residential
properties with up to six (6) units and small
IC&I establishments. All others such as large
IC&I and multi-residential properties over six
(6) units should make their own waste
management arrangements with private sector
service providers.

Collection restrictions have not been applied.

6.

Gradual transition to a partial user fee system
as described in this report should be
implemented after there is a comfort level with
the new flat fee system.

As above, a Flat Fee system has not yet been
implemented.

7. Following implementation, the 2004 study
should be updated every five years. In
particular the adequacy of the waste disposal
fee and reserve fund balance, in relation to
projected future costs should be assessed.

7.2

The first 5 year review is an outcome of this study.

REVIEW OF COLLECTION AND PROCESSING CONTRACTS

The City’s collection and processing contract commenced on September 19, 2005 and expires on
September 17, 2010. The current contractor, HGC Management is responsible for the following:
•

Curbside collection from single-family, multi-family, IC&I and city-operated facilities as
specified;

•

Processing of collected and other received (e.g. South Stormont) recyclables at the
City’s MRF;

•

Processing, storage, marketing and transport of recyclables to market;

•

The City maintains the revenue from the sale of recyclable materials with maximum
revenues to be achieved by the contractor. The City can assume marketing
responsibilities as a provision of contract;

•

Curbside garbage collection and delivery to the City’s landfill;

•

Operation of the Household Special Waste Depot;

•

Collection of fall leaf and yard waste; and,

•

Provision of specified promotional and educational materials/advertising.
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The contractor is responsible for the provision of all collection vehicles necessary for the work
and any additional (to that provided by the City) equipment deemed necessary to operate the
City-owned MRF.
The contract contains various provisions to give flexibility for program change including the
capacity to add additional material bans at the landfill, to modify their collection cycle (e.g. from
bi-weekly to weekly collection of recyclables), and to set out per stop charges to IC&I sector
locations receiving curbside collection services.
The contractor is required to undertake quality control at the curb and must provide and make
use of stickers to notify/remind residents of the appropriate methods for material set-out at the
curb. The City specifies in the contract that no more than 6% residual/contamination is
permitted in materials received at the MRF. The contract includes various penalty provisions for
this and other infractions/violations of the terms of contract.
The contractor is required to maintain, repair or replace rolling recycling containers located at
multi-residential complexes and at IC&I premises in the BIA as well as replace any damaged
containers (contractor caused).

7.3

REVIEW OF SOLID WASTE BYLAW

Waste collection, removal and disposal of municipal solid waste are subject to the Corporation
of the City of Cornwall by-law No. 076-1994. The by-law stipulates the City is responsible for
collection and disposal of municipal solid waste and gives the City the authority to limit the
number of receptacles collected at each unit and schedule collection days and times.
The by-law sets out a number of parameters for collection and container set-out:
•

no limit to the number of containers/bundles permitted for set-out, however each
container must weigh less that 27 kilograms (60 pounds);

•

the City can review the container limit as necessary;

•

residents can accumulate blue box recyclable materials until the container is suitably
filled; and,

•

commercial premises must provide fire resistant containers into which the garbage
receptacles are placed between garbage collection days, containers must be placed out
of sight.
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The by-law also identified items that are non-collectable at the curb and that cannot be disposed
of at landfill (Appendix A to the by-law).
There are specific guidelines established for waste and recyclable collection in the BIAs.
Garbage and recyclables must be placed on the curb at a specified time and any receptacles
must be removed within one hour of being collected. IC&I premises are permitted a maximum
of two blue boxes of recyclables including two bundles of old corrugated cardboard. Each IC&I
premise is also permitted to have two clear bags of recyclable, mixed office generated paper.
They are permitted an unlimited number of garbage receptacles.
The by-law also established charges for contaminated materials received at areas designated
for tires, white goods, scrap metal, old corrugated cardboard, and wood. Schedule C to the bylaw identified acceptance criteria for recyclable materials. Surcharges escalate with repeated
occurrence.
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8.0

Next Steps

The next phase of the project, Task 3 – Needs Analysis, will provide updated waste generation
projections and detailed waste composition data derived from waste audit results (December,
2009). These data and data compiled on the City’s existing system and system performance
will be evaluated from a “best practices” standpoint and generally assessed to identify gaps and
opportunities for program improvements toward an optimized waste management system.
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1.0

Introduction

Stantec was retained by the City of Cornwall in September 2009 to undertake a review of their
existing waste management system to identify program areas that could be optimized. This
study examines existing components of the current system including the landfill, Materials
Recovery Facility (MRF), collection and processing of recyclables and waste and waste
diversion programs.
The study is comprised of seven (7) tasks:


Task 1 – Project Initiation and Information Gathering;



Task 2 – Review of Existing System;



Task 3 – Needs Analysis;



Task 4 – Identification of Opportunities;



Task 5 – Assessment of Opportunities;



Task 6 – Preparation and Submission of Draft Report; and,



Task 7 – Submission of Final Report and Presentation to Council or MEAC.

Task 1 – Project Initiation and Information Gathering and Task 2 – Review of Existing System
have been completed. Task 3 – Needs Analysis is the focus of this technical memo. This
memo provides an analysis of the City’s current waste management program through review of
the following:


available waste quantity and composition data for Cornwall’s residential and IC&I sectors;



waste composition data gathered through the Single Family Non-Hazardous Waste Audit
completed December, 2009;



population projections;



best practices industry research and reports, WDO Datacall funding model; and,



existing provincial regulations, policies and guidelines, recent MOE public consultation
documentation, pending regulatory change.

The purpose of the needs analysis is to evaluate the performance of the existing waste system
against a number of waste management system performance indicators and objectives. The
analysis updates waste projections and composition for the City and considers IC&I sector
waste characteristics to assess both current and future potential system demands. This
analysis identifies gaps (existing performance versus performance objectives) to be addressed
in future tasks associated with this planning process. This technical memo identifies preliminary
opportunities for system improvements as the result of an assessment of the City’s existing
waste management system relative to provincial existing and pending regulatory requirements,
policies and guidelines as well as waste management industry performance objectives and best
practices.
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2.0

Residential Waste Generation Predictions & Waste Composition

Long-term waste projections for residential and IC&I sectors are provided in this section. A
summary of the findings of the City’s Single Family Non-Hazardous Waste Audit conducted
December, 2009 are also provided.

2.1

RESIDENTIAL PER CAPITA WASTE PROJECTIONS

Population growth was determined based on the Ministry of Finance’s population projections for
Stormont, Dundas, and Glengarry. Using Statistics Canada data from the 2006 census, the
population of the City of Cornwall was extracted from the regional population data provided by
the Ministry of Finance and the growth rate was applied to project the population for Cornwall to
2035. The projected annual population growth is predicted to decline, on average, -0.1% per
year. In 2035, the population of Cornwall is anticipated to be 44,430.
Using WDO data from 2006 to 2008, the amount of waste generated per capita was averaged
for these three years resulting in an annual average waste generation rate of 489.69 kg/capita.
This waste generation rate is reflective of the entire waste stream that Cornwall generates
including in-situ waste management like grasscycling and backyard composting, blue box,
organic waste including leaf and yard waste, garbage, electronics, Household Hazardous
Waste, wood and other. Using the population projections, this annual waste generation rate
was applied and calculated to the end of the planning period, 2035 (Table 2-1). Table 2-1
shows these calculations in five (5) year increments reflecting steady and nominal change.
There are no anticipated population growth spikes (up or down) in any given year/years
throughout this planning period.
Table 2-1:

Waste Generation Based on Per Capita Estimates
Year

Total Waste Generated (tonnes)

2010

22,263

2015

22,175

2020

22,129

2025

22,104

2030

21,989

2035

21,757

From a waste management standpoint, this lack of residential population growth over time
means that growth will pose no additional pressures from that sector on waste management
infrastructure including the City’s new MRF, collection vehicles or landfill capacity requirements.
Notwithstanding, the trend in Canada is toward increased per capita waste generation and
Statistics Canada (2009) cites a 2.74% increase in generation between 2004 and 2006. This
trend may, to some extent effect disposal capacity requirements, for example, a 2.74% increase
over the City’s 2010 predicted 22,263 tonnes nets an additional 610 tonnes requiring disposal
(over a two year period and assuming no diversion).
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2.2

RESIDENTIAL WASTE COMPOSITION

A Single Family Non-hazardous Waste Audit was completed by Stantec in December, 2009.
Random streets were selected from each of the Monday and Tuesday collection areas (five (5)
streets per collection area). As the City provides weekly collection of garbage and bi-weekly
collection of recyclable materials, streets were selected within each of the Monday and Tuesday
collection areas for recyclable materials, representing both Red Week Collection and Blue Week
Collection, according to the City’s waste collection calendar. Four (4) random homes were then
selected from each street for the purpose of collecting and auditing their waste. The waste audit
areas are shown in Figure 2-1. The selection of Monday and Tuesday collection areas was for
the purpose of accommodating the schedule of the audit team only.
Garbage and recyclable materials were collected from each of the random homes (40 in total)
both the weeks of November 30th and December 8th. Materials were collected using a cube van
and taken to a sorting facility provided by the City. Audit materials were weighed and sorted
according to Waste Audit Category Descriptions set out by Stewardship Ontario (2005 revised).
These descriptions were developed by Stewardship Ontario to standardize waste audit
procedures in the province. Broad material categories are shown in Figure 2-2.
The City collects garbage, a blue box for containers (pop bottles, glass jars etc.), and a black
box for fibre (newspapers, cardboard etc.). Included in the garbage stream are also larger nonrecyclable ‘bulky’ items (furniture, mattresses etc.). The broad composition for all materials set
out at the curb is shown in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2: Total Waste Composition (Garbage/Bulky Garbage, Blue Box, Black Box)

The entire waste stream is comprised of the blue and black box materials (some paper, paper
packaging, plastics, metals and glass), organic waste (comprised of food waste, yard waste, pet
waste), Household Special Waste (batteries, paints, solvents etc.)1 and garbage including bulky
garbage and other materials including carpeting, household construction/renovation materials,
kitchen appliances, ceramics, furniture and smaller materials like furnace filters, vacuum bags
and the like. The composition of garbage/bulky garbage alone (without blue or black box
materials set out for collection) is shown in Figure 2-3.

1

HSW where sorted was taken for appropriate disposal at the City’s Household Special Waste Depot.
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Figure 2-3: Garbage Composition (No Blue Box or Black Box Material)

Audit results for garbage composition reflects a loss of recyclables in the form of paper, some
paper packaging, plastics, metals and glass. In combination these materials represent 36% of
the garbage stream noting that some of those specific materials may not, however, be accepted
in the blue box (e.g. metal pots and pans). The specific loss of recyclables to the garbage
stream is discussed in Section 1.0.
The broad composition of materials set out in the blue and the black box are shown in
Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4: Recyclable Materials (Blue and Black Box) Composition

Blue and black box composition reflects very low contamination indicating the public has a
good understanding of what is not accepted in the program. Acceptable recyclable material
makes up approximately 98% of all material collected in the Blue Box program. The presence
of non-recyclable material in the Blue Box program is low at approximately 2%. The two main
contaminant material categories are Other Rigid Plastic Packaging, and Durable Plastic
Products.
In order to assess the collection of larger non-recyclable bulky items with regular household
garbage, those items were also recorded in a set out collection log and left at the curb for
scheduled City collection. The approximate constituent weight of each bulky item was recorded
and included in a waste sort log (Figure 2-5).
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Figure 2-5: Non-Recyclable Bulky Garbage Composition

Bulk garbage set out composition results indicate that there is good understanding by residents
of the set out requirements for these materials, for example, there was no recyclable metal set
out for collection as described in the City’s promotional and educational materials. Bulky
materials collected during the two-week audit period were solely comprised of furniture (e.g.,
chairs, cabinets, tables, garden furniture). A second audit was undertaken for a second week
period for the weeks of March 1 and March 8, 2010 for the purposes of further assessing blue
and black box participation rates (discussed further in Section 3.0) and further materials noted
for large item set out included wood, carpeting, drywall, toilets, speakers, toys, pillows, a TV,
blinds, an air conditioner, luggage, a crib, and shelving.
Waste audit data was also used to extrapolate yearly average household waste generation
rates for each of garbage, non-recyclable bulky garbage, and recyclable (blue box and black
box) materials. Based on the data, the total waste generation rate per household is 1632.11
kg/hhld/year. This varies significantly from the annual per household waste generation rate
calculated at 940.54 kg/hhld/year by WDO as the result of the City’s WDO Datacall, 2008
reporting. This variation is the result of seasonal fluctuations that would be captured in the
annual generation rate calculated by WDO (and not in the waste audit data) and demographic
variations that would also be captured by WDO but not in the waste audit data. Demographics
strongly impact the amount of waste set out each week for a given household, for example
waste generation dynamics will vary between young families, “empty nesters” and singles.
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As the audit results are representative of waste composition for the City of Cornwall but not
particularly reflective of waste generation rates, the WDO waste generation rate was applied to
waste composition results to determine the amount of waste generated for each of garbage,
recycling and non-recyclable bulky item garbage for each material category (Table 2-2).

Table 2-2:

Waste Generation Rates by Waste Stream by Material Category

Material Type

Garbage
Quantity Per
Household Per
Year

Recycling
Quantity Per
Household Per
Year

Bulky Garbage
Quantity Per
Household Per
Year

Total Waste
Generated Per
Household Per
Year

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

1.

PAPER

50.94

112.73

0.00

163.66

2.

PAPER PACKAGING

80.54

52.24

0.00

132.78

3.

PLASTICS

57.82

24.26

14.23

96.31

4.

METALS

31.41

15.51

0.00

46.93

5.

GLASS

15.20

13.77

0.00

28.97

6.

HOUSEHOLD SPECIAL WASTE

3.09

0.00

0.00

3.09

7.

ORGANICS

182.28

0.00

0.00

182.28

8.

OTHER MATERIALS

226.47

0.11

59.93

286.51

647.75

218.62

74.17

940.54

Total All Materials

All in all, waste generation rates will not be affected by population growth but potentially by the
trend toward increased per capita waste generation rates. Residential waste composition
results preliminarily suggest that there are opportunities to offset that trend and to modify
curbside set out behaviour to achieve higher rates of waste diversion (Section 3.0).
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3.0

Residential Recycling Program Participation, Capture &
Diversion Rates

The single family non-hazardous waste audit (December, 2009) provides representative data
relative to waste composition from the data collected from 40 households in a two-week period.
In order to better gauge participation in the City’s recycling program a survey was conducted of
all households on each of the streets included in the waste audit and this survey was conducted
the weeks of March 1st and March 8th, 2010. A total of 1018 households were surveyed to
assess blue box and black box, garbage and to further assess non-recyclable bulk garbage set
out behaviours over a two-week period. Table 3-1 shows the participation rate as a percentage
of those households on the street who set out waste in each material category.
Table 3-1:

Percentage Set Out in Study Areas by Waste Stream by Street
Percentage Set Out
Recycling

Bulk Waste

Average Black Box
Participation (%)

Average Blue Box
Participation (%)

Average Bulk Waste
Participation (%)

Lefebvre

27

25

10

Jarvis

42

43

0

Concorde

58

58

10

Anderson

39

47

0

Locheil

48

52

0

Baldwin

36

35

0

St. Felix

33

34

0

Carleton

23

23

10

Sandfield

50

41

0

Monaco

52

45

0

37%

37%

3.8%

Street Name

All Streets Combined

The two week audit period reflected a 37% participation rate in the recycling program (blue and
black box). Other homes either do not participate at all in the program or it is very possible they
simply participate on a more sporadic basis. That assessment would require a far longer audit
period however in light of the large sample size used for the audit these results are statistically
significant and it is clear that in general the City’s participation is relatively low.
Of interest is the set-out for garbage with the two-week collection cycle for recyclable materials.
In many cases, more garbage was set out on the week of recycling collection than the week
without recycling collection. In essence, many residents consider the recycling collection day to
be ‘garbage day’ and appear in many cases to set out the larger quantity of garbage on that day
(than in the week in-between). A count was conducted for each of the 1018 homes in the audit
area and an average garbage set out determined to be 1.8 bags/week/household with the low
being zero (0) bags/household and the high at ten (10) bags/household.
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For those that did participate in the program they achieve a combined diversion rate of 23.2%2.
The percentage of material diverted by households audited ranged significantly from 8.1% to
45.6%.
The diversion rate is calculated by taking the amount of recyclable materials set out for
collection as a percentage of the total of all waste (garbage, recycling, non-recyclable bulk
garbage) set out at the curb to determine how much is actually being diverted from landfill.
Also relative to diversion of waste from landfill is the amount of recyclable material in the total
waste stream that is actually being ‘captured’ at the curb to be recycled. That is, how much
recyclable material a household generates that actually gets placed in the blue or black box by
the resident (compared to what could have been placed in the recycling stream).
Table 3.2 shows the estimated recycling material captured (set out in the blue or black box) and
the amount lost to disposal for the major material categories per household per week. Again,
the annual reported per household waste generation rate was applied (WDO Datacall, 2008) for
a more accurate measure of the amount of recyclable material not captured in the City’s
recycling program.

Table 3-2:

Recycling Quantities, Recycling Amounts Lost to Disposal and Capture Rates for Major Categories

Major Material Categories
Total Paper
Total Paper Packaging
Total Plastics
Total Metals
Total Glass

Average Recycling
Quantity + Amount Lost to
Disposal Per Household
per Year (kg)

Average Recycling
Quantity Per
Household Per Year
(kg)

Capture
Rate (%)

Total Annual Loss
Per Household
Per Year (kg)

161.62
90.11
54.73
43.50
25.76

112.73
52.24
24.26
15.51
13.77

70%
58%
44%
36%
53%

49
38
30
28
12

The total annual loss of all materials is in the order of magnitude of 1213 tonnes for the
estimated 7726 participating households in the City (37%). The order of magnitude loss of
100% from the remaining 13,734 households (2008) that are not participating at all is
approximately 5,160 tonnes per year. This will be discussed further in Task 4: Identification of
Opportunities.
2

Note this cannot be compared to the City’s overall diversion rate (25%) reported through the WDO datacall which includes leaf and
yard waste, recyclable materials collected at depot, on-site management (e.g. backyard composting) and other diversion activities
not included in the scope of the waste audit study.

3.2
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Detailed material losses are provided in Table 3-3 below. Notable are losses to the garbage
stream for newspaper, mixed fine paper, cardboard, boxboard, PET, aluminum and steel
beverage containers which are staple materials in the City’s blue box program as well as
amounts of HHW found in the garbage stream. Notwithstanding the fact that the HHW depot
wasn’t open during the time of the audit, this may reflect a lack of understanding (compared to
other programs that seem well understood) of the appropriate means for HHW disposal in the
City. HHW programs are also shifting as major retailers like Home Depot and Rona are starting
to take back HHW materials (e.g. paint). Note in Table 3.3 that “Revised” columns reflect the
use of the more accurate WDO datacall reported kg/hhld/year waste generation rates as
discussed previously (page 2.8).
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Table 3-3:

Detailed Average Materials Capture Rates and Annual Recyclable Material Losses to Disposal
Average Material
Captured in
Garbage/HH/Year

Average Material
Captured in
Recycling/HH/Year

Average Material
Captured in Bulk
Waste/HH/Year

Average Total
Waste
Generated/
HH/Year

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net
Weight

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(%)

(kg)

Newspaper – Dailys
and Weeklys

31.15

108.29

0.00

139.44

108.29

77.7%

31.15

Newspaper - Other

19.72

45.08

0.00

64.80

45.08

69.6%

19.72

Telephone Books /
Directories

0.00

4.20

0.00

4.20

4.20

100.0%

0.00

Magazines &
Catalogues

7.80

36.50

0.00

44.30

36.50

82.4%

7.80

Mixed Fine Paper

22.71

1.55

0.00

24.25

1.55

6.4%

22.71

Books

3.48

0.00

0.00

3.48

0.00

0.0%

3.48

Other Paper

3.54

0.00

0.00

3.54

0.00

Total Paper

88.39

195.62

0.00

284.01

195.62

69.7%

84.85

Total Paper Revised

50.94

112.73

0.00

163.66

112.73

Corrugated

15.28

41.10

0.00

56.38

41.10

72.9%

15.28

Kraft Paper

7.38

1.43

0.00

8.81

0.00

16.3%

7.38

Boxboard / Cores

31.44

43.20

0.00

74.64

43.20

57.9%

31.44

Molded Pulp

2.04

1.89

0.00

3.93

1.89

48.1%

2.04

Paper Cups and
Paper Ice-Cream

6.52

0.75

0.00

7.28

0.00

Waste Stream:

Material Category
1.

Total
Diverted
Material

Estimated
Material
Captured in
Recycling

Estimated
Recyclables Lost to
Disposal/HH/Year
Net Weight

PAPER

48.90

2. PAPER
PACKAGING

3.4
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Table 3-3:

Detailed Average Materials Capture Rates and Annual Recyclable Material Losses to Disposal
Average Material
Captured in
Garbage/HH/Year

Average Material
Captured in
Recycling/HH/Year

Average Material
Captured in Bulk
Waste/HH/Year

Average Total
Waste
Generated/
HH/Year

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net
Weight

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

Laminated Paper
Packaging

30.64

0.00

0.00

30.64

0.00

Composite Cans

4.95

0.91

0.00

5.87

Gable Top Cartons

3.78

1.36

0.00

Aseptic Containers

0.85

0.00

Tissue/Toweling

36.88

Total Paper
Packaging
Total Paper
Packaging Revised

Waste Stream:

Material Category

Total
Diverted
Material

Estimated
Material
Captured in
Recycling

Estimated
Recyclables Lost to
Disposal/HH/Year
Net Weight

(%)

(kg)

0.91

15.6%

4.95

5.15

1.36

26.4%

3.78

0.00

0.85

0.00

0.0%

0.85

0.00

0.00

36.88

0.00

139.77

90.65

0.00

230.41

88.46

60%

65.72

80.54

52.24

0.00

132.78

50.98

PET Beverage
Bottles

5.01

16.74

0.00

21.75

16.74

77.0%

5.01

PET Other Bottles &
Jars

1.29

1.57

0.00

2.86

1.57

54.8%

1.29

PET Other Packaging

2.18

1.89

0.00

4.07

1.89

46.4%

2.18

HDPE Beverage
Bottles

1.22

1.95

0.00

3.17

1.95

61.6%

1.22

HDPE Other Bottles
& Jugs

3.06

8.85

0.00

11.91

8.85

74.3%

3.06

Containers

3.

37.87

PLASTICS
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Table 3-3:

Detailed Average Materials Capture Rates and Annual Recyclable Material Losses to Disposal
Average Material
Captured in
Garbage/HH/Year

Average Material
Captured in
Recycling/HH/Year

Average Material
Captured in Bulk
Waste/HH/Year

Average Total
Waste
Generated/
HH/Year

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net
Weight

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(%)

(kg)

PVC Bottles & Jars

0.18

0.18

0.00

0.36

0.18

50.3%

0.18

Other Bottles, Jars &
Jugs

0.64

0.39

0.00

1.03

0.39

37.7%

0.64

Polystyrene
Packaging

11.55

0.76

0.00

12.31

0.76

6.2%

11.55

Wide Mouth Tubs &
Lids

2.06

1.18

0.00

3.24

1.18

36.4%

2.06

Large HDPE & PP
Pails & Lids

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.0%

0.00

Polyethylene PE
Plastic Bags & Film Packaging

10.16

0.95

0.00

11.11

0.95

8.6%

10.16

Polyethylene Plastic
Bags & Film - NonPackaging

15.52

3.11

0.00

18.62

3.11

16.7%

15.52

Laminated/Other
Plastic Bags & Film

14.25

0.07

0.00

14.32

Other Rigid Plastic
Packaging

10.17

2.13

0.00

12.29

Durable Plastic
Products

23.03

2.35

24.70

50.08

Total Plastic Film

39.93

4.12

0.00

44.05

4.06

0.25

25.68

Total Plastics

100.33

42.10

24.70

167.13

37.56

41%

52.88

Waste Stream:

Material Category

3.6

Total
Diverted
Material
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Table 3-3:

Detailed Average Materials Capture Rates and Annual Recyclable Material Losses to Disposal
Average Material
Captured in
Garbage/HH/Year

Average Material
Captured in
Recycling/HH/Year

Average Material
Captured in Bulk
Waste/HH/Year

Average Total
Waste
Generated/
HH/Year

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net
Weight

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

57.82

24.26

14.23

96.31

21.65

Aluminum Food &
Beverage Cans

12.10

7.38

0.00

19.49

7.38

37.9%

12.10

Aluminum Foil & Foil
Trays

2.63

0.02

0.00

2.65

0.02

0.7%

2.63

Other Aluminum
Containers

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.0%

0.01

Steel Food &
Beverage Cans

29.50

18.74

0.00

48.24

18.74

38.8%

29.50

Steel Aerosol Cans

1.85

0.43

0.00

2.28

0.43

18.7%

1.85

0.00

0.0%

2.47

35%

48.56

Waste Stream:

Material Category
Total Plastics
Revised
4.

Total
Diverted
Material

Estimated
Material
Captured in
Recycling

Estimated
Recyclables Lost to
Disposal/HH/Year
Net Weight

(%)

(kg)
30.47

METALS

Steel Paint Cans

2.47

0.00

0.00

2.47

Other Metal

5.95

0.35

0.00

6.30

Total Metals

54.51

26.92

0.00

81.43

26.57

Total Metals
Revised

31.41

15.51

0.00

46.93

15.31

LCBO Clear

2.65

0.25

0.00

2.89

0.25

8.5%

2.65

LCBO Coloured

0.00

2.83

0.00

2.83

2.83

100.0%

0.00

Clear

17.03

16.91

0.00

33.95

16.91

49.8%

17.03

5.

27.99

GLASS
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Table 3-3:

Detailed Average Materials Capture Rates and Annual Recyclable Material Losses to Disposal
Average Material
Captured in
Garbage/HH/Year

Average Material
Captured in
Recycling/HH/Year

Average Material
Captured in Bulk
Waste/HH/Year

Average Total
Waste
Generated/
HH/Year

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net
Weight

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(%)

(kg)

Coloured

1.13

2.14

0.00

3.27

2.14

65.5%

1.13

Other Glass

5.56

1.77

0.00

7.34

Total Glass

26.37

23.90

0.00

50.27

22.12

52%

20.81

Total Glass Revised

15.20

13.77

0.00

28.97

12.75

0.65

0.00

0.00

0.65

Waste Stream:

Material Category

Total
Diverted
Material

Estimated
Material
Captured in
Recycling

Estimated
Recyclables Lost to
Disposal/HH/Year
Net Weight

11.99

6. HOUSEHOLD
SPECIAL WASTE
Batteries
Paint & Stain

4.27

0.00

0.00

4.27

Motor Oil

0.29

0.00

0.00

0.29

Other HSW liquids

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Other HSW

0.16

0.00

0.00

0.16

Total HSW

5.36

0.00

0.00

5.36

0.00

Total HSW Revised

3.09

0.00

0.00

3.09

0.00

Food Waste

308.06

0.00

0.00

308.06

0.00

Yard Waste

8.25

0.00

0.00

8.25

0.00

Total Organics

316.32

0.00

0.00

316.32

0.00

Total Organics
Revised

182.28

0.00

0.00

182.28

0.00

7.

3.8

n/a

0.00
0.00

ORGANICS
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Table 3-3:

Detailed Average Materials Capture Rates and Annual Recyclable Material Losses to Disposal
Average Material
Captured in
Garbage/HH/Year

Average Material
Captured in
Recycling/HH/Year

Average Material
Captured in Bulk
Waste/HH/Year

Average Total
Waste
Generated/
HH/Year

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net
Weight

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

Diapers and Sanitary
Products

36.54

0.00

0.00

36.54

Pet waste

256.02

0.00

0.00

256.02

Textiles

49.29

0.00

0.00

49.29

Carpeting

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Construction &
Renovation

25.24

0.00

0.00

25.24

Computer / IT
Equipment

10.09

0.00

0.00

10.09

Telecom Equipment

1.03

0.00

0.00

1.03

TV & Audio
Equipment

0.03

0.00

0.00

0.03

Small Kitchen
Appliances

3.38

0.00

0.00

3.38

Other Electronics

2.21

0.00

0.00

2.21

Tires and Other
Rubber

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Ceramics

4.12

0.00

0.00

4.12

Furniture

0.00

0.19

104.00

104.19

Waste Stream:

Material Category

Total
Diverted
Material

Estimated
Material
Captured in
Recycling

Estimated
Recyclables Lost to
Disposal/HH/Year
Net Weight

(%)

(kg)

8. OTHER
MATERIALS
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Table 3-3:

Detailed Average Materials Capture Rates and Annual Recyclable Material Losses to Disposal
Average Material
Captured in
Garbage/HH/Year

Average Material
Captured in
Recycling/HH/Year

Average Material
Captured in Bulk
Waste/HH/Year

Average Total
Waste
Generated/
HH/Year

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net Weight

Net
Weight

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(%)

(kg)

Mattresses

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Other Large Bulky
Items

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Other Waste

5.02

0.00

0.00

5.02

Total Other
Materials

392.98

0.19

104.00

497.17

0.00

n/a

0.00

Total Other
Materials Revised

226.47

0.11

59.93

286.51

0.00

Total All Materials

1124.03

379.37

128.70

1632.11

370.33

Total All Materials
Revised

647.75

218.62

74.17

940.54

213.41

Waste Stream:

Material Category

3.10

Total
Diverted
Material
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Estimated
Material
Captured in
Recycling

Estimated
Recyclables Lost to
Disposal/HH/Year
Net Weight

0.00
n/a
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4.0

IC&I Waste Projections & Waste Composition

4.1

IC&I WASTE PROJECTIONS

The IC&I waste stream in Ontario is not well quantified or characterized at a municipal level.
Given that some IC&I material is collected along with residential waste, it is difficult to determine
a reasonable estimate for commercial waste generation based on Cornwall’s current waste
data. This is not unusual, as most municipalities do not have any real idea of the total quantity
and types of waste generated by the commercial sector.
The first step in calculating the IC&I waste projections was to determine the number of
employees in each industry present in Cornwall. This information was obtained from the 2006
Statistics Canada Census which classifies the labour force (aged 15 years and over) into nine
broad categories (Table 4.1). 20,325 individuals of the 45,965 population (Statistics Canada,
2006) were in the labour force. The proportion of employees in each industry was assumed to
remain stable throughout the planning period. Using the proportion of employees per industry
from the 2006 census data, the number of employees for 2010 (the baseline) was calculated.
Table 4-1:

Number of Employees in each Industry for Cornwall (2010, Baseline)
Number of Employees
(2010)

% of Employees in
Each Industry (2010)

119

1%

Construction

1,073

5%

Manufacturing

3,308

16%

673

3%

2,774

14%

697

3%

Health care and social services

2,389

12%

Educational services

1,350

7%

Business services

4,179

21%

Other services

3,541

18%

Total Experienced Labour Force 15 Years and Over

20,103

100%

Industry
Agriculture and other resource-based industries

Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Finance and real estate

In order to determine the total amount of waste generated by the IC&I sector, data regarding
waste generation per employee for the various business sectors was determined based on
existing and current IC&I waste studies. A literature review was conducted to locate studies
reporting IC&I waste for other Ontario municipalities. Two such studies were found, one
reporting IC&I waste for Owen Sound, the other reporting IC&I waste for Ottawa.
The tonnes of waste produced per employee estimated in the Ottawa and Owen Sound studies
were averaged for most industry categories and used to calculate the total amount of waste
produced by the IC&I sector in Cornwall. These estimates are presented in Table 4.2.
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The “Other services” category can vary significantly between municipalities, due to the many
types of services that may be included and the proportion of employees in these services that
can be unique to the municipality (Statistics Canada does not provide a further breakdown).
The estimated waste generated per employee is quite variable between the Owen Sound and
Ottawa studies, providing another reason for concern. While “Other services” will still be
calculated in the projections, it is necessary to note that these projections are provided with the
caution that they may not be wholly accurate. Also note: due to the variability in what is
considered Construction Industry waste and lack of predictability, this category may also be
quite variable. Notwithstanding the waste projection breakdowns by industry category provides
an order of magnitude projection for the City.

Table 4-2:

IC&I Waste Projections in Cornwall
Total Number of Employees,
Cornwall Industry Sectors

Waste Generated in Cornwall
based on Average Waste per
Employee
(tonnes) (2010)

119

70

Construction

1,073

18,201

Manufacturing

3,308

3,275

673

925

2,774

6,645

Finance and real estate

697

314

Health care and social
services

2,389

1,983

Educational services

1,350

851

Business services

4,179

2,319

Other services

3,541

4,479

Industry

Agriculture and other
resource-based industries

Wholesale trade
Retail trade

Total IC&I Waste Generated

4.2

39,061
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4.2

IC&I WASTE COMPOSITION

Again, given little information available as it relates to the IC&I sector waste characteristics, an
estimation of waste composition for that sector was developed by utilizing applicable data from
other industry studies. The City of Owen Sound enacted a mandatory IC&I recycling by-law in
2006. This by-law requires all IC&I facilities to submit a waste audit report detailing the amount
of waste produced, diverted, disposed. Those waste audit results (687 facilities) were analysed
to identify IC&I waste characteristics and composition3.
Waste composition from the previously mentioned Ottawa report, the Owen Sound report and
an additional study that estimated IC&I waste composition for all of Ontario4, were used to
calculate average tonnes generated for each IC&I waste stream material type. Waste
projections calculated in Table 4-3 along with the waste characteristics for businesses by
industry classification in Cornwall were used to calculate Cornwall’s IC&I waste composition for
2008 (a baseline). Waste composition by the IC&I sector can vary significantly. For example,
office buildings produce large quantities of paper, but do not produce much food waste,
whereas restaurants and food processors would generate large amounts of food waste. The
sectors presented in Table 4.3 (used in previous studies) do not directly correspond to the
sectors identified by Statistics Canada and presented in Table 4.1 and 4.2. The results however
are shown in Table 4-3 and again provide the City an order of magnitude estimate of waste
composition for the IC&I sector in Cornwall.

3

Kelleher Environmental. 2008. Analysis of City of Owen Sound Waste Audit/Recycling Plan Data for Industrial, Commercial &
Institutional Premises. Prepared for: the MOE, OWMA, and the City of Owen Sound.
4
RIS International Ltd. 2005. The Private Sector IC&I Waste Management System in Ontario. Prepared for Ontario Waste
Management Association.
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Table 4-3:

Material
Category
Paper
OCC
ONP
Boxboard
Office Paper
Other (nonrecyclable)
Plastic
PET
HDPE
PS
Other
Glass
Glass
Metal
Metal
Organic
Landscaping
Wood
Food Waste
Remainder

5

Waste Composition by Sector

Restaurants
(%)5

Cafeteria
(%)5

Fast
Food
(%)5

Health
Care and
Social
Assistance
(%)6

Food &
Kindred
Products
Manufacturing
(%)6

Electronic
Equipment
Manufacturing
(%)6

5.7
1.3
n/a
21.4

18.9
1.1
n/a
33.2

n/a

n/a

0.3
0.5
n/a
29.7

0.2
0.2
n/a
20.2

Retail
(%)5

Hotels
(%)5

Offices
(%)5

Schools
(%)5

Food
Stores
(%)5

28.5
3.9
5.3
7.1

12.4
4.1
3.9
9.8

11.0
10.4
4.7
12.0

7.7
4.6
2.6
12.7

28.4
3.2
10.7
16.8

10.8
1.1
1.8
1.3

18.6
0.0
1.8
0.1

17.1
0.7
5.8
2.8

9.0

11.2

25.1

16.6

10.8

9.7

6.6

17.6

0.1
0.4
1.3
6.5

0.3
0.5
1.2
6.0

0.4
0.3
0.9
5.9

0.2
0.4
1.7
8.2

0.1
0.0
0.7
5.5

0.1
0.6
0.5
6.4

0.1
2.8
2.9
2.5

0.0
0.7
1.9
7.3

3.4

11.5

2.6

4.7

5.5

13.2

3.3

3.6

1.0

0.8

0.6

5.0

4.7

3.0

3.0

3.7

1.9

2.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

1.6

4.1

4.0

1.5
3.4
13.3
16.6

0.2
1.3
19.0
24.5

0.6
2.8
7.2
13.1

0.7
1.5
n/a
33.9

0.0
n/a
15.7
0.7

3.4
n/a
54.8
0.6

0.0
n/a
54.8
0.0

1.6
n/a
42.9
0.0

0.1
1.1
34.1
3.4

1.1
12.9
4.0
3.5

43.0

11.0

38.0
5.0

RIS International Ltd. 2005. The Private Sector IC&I Waste Management System in Ontario. Prepared for Ontario Waste Management Association.

6

Kelleher Environmental. 2008. Analysis of City of Owen Sound Waste Audit/Recycling Plan Data for Industrial, Commercial & Institutional Premises. Prepared for: the
MOE, OWMA, and the City of Owen Sound.
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While an order of magnitude estimate can be given relative to the IC&I sector’s diversion rate
(14%) and waste composition can be determined to some extent, an actual capture rate from an
individual material type standpoint cannot be determined with available data. Even an order of
magnitude assessment of Cornwall’s IC&I sector waste characteristics, however, suggests there
is potential, e.g., possibly in conjunction with Cornwall’s new MRF processing capacity, to
further reduce landfill disposal requirements in the City.

4.3

TOTAL IC&I RESIDENTIAL WASTE GENERATION

Total waste generated was determined by combining data from residential and IC&I waste
generation estimates to get a baseline (2010) total estimate. The total estimated amount of
waste generated for the baseline is estimated at 61,324 tonnes. Of this amount, it is estimated
10,633 tonnes of recyclables were captured and marketed. Therefore, it is estimated the
amount of waste disposed for the baseline is 50,690 tonnes with an overall diversion rate of
17%.
These baseline data (waste generation rates, waste composition and waste diversion rates),
along with future waste quantity projections will assist the City is developing achievable and
measurable performance objectives.

4.5
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5.0

Waste Management Legislative Impact on Programming

Performance objectives in waste management are set as a function of both the need to meet
various regulatory requirements and guidelines, and the desire of individual communities to
achieve certain environmental, social and economic objectives. These objectives may in fact
include goals of exceeding regulatory requirements and guidelines set by others and this often
becomes the case in municipal goal setting related to waste diversion.
Performance objectives can be further developed and targets/goals established, by assessing
waste management system performance against known waste management industry bestpractices. These best practices evolve through continuous improvement in programming and in
the case of waste management, with technological evolution. In effect, they are the result of the
‘lessons learned’ by ourselves and others and that are ultimately adopted as generally accepted
principles/practices or industry standards. They are measurable, comparable, transferrable and
replicable and could be operational, promotional, administrative or legislative in nature7.
This Section evaluates the City’s existing system in the context of meeting and/or exceeding
provincial regulatory requirements and guidelines. The City’s existing system is also evaluated
in the context of pending regulatory change or potential changes in provincial policy in this
Section. The Section that follows then identifies further best practices that the City may adopt to
support their performance objectives.
There is existing legislation and provincial guidelines that have impacted how the City has been
required to develop its waste management programs. There are also pending regulatory
changes, in particular to the Waste Diversion Act and the associated Blue Box Program Plan
that will affect how the City develops its future programs and sets its performance objectives
relative to those programs. The impacts of both existing and pending regulations are discussed
below.

5.1

EXISTING PROVINCIAL REGULATIONS & GUIDELINES

The City’s existing system performance as impacted by Regulation 101/94, the Waste Diversion Act,
and Regulation 273/02 are discussed below.

5.1.1

Regulation 101/94

Ontario Regulation 101/94 outlines municipal responsibilities with respect to blue box recycling
systems in Ontario. These requirements pertain to collection methods/frequency, materials being
recycled, promotion and reporting.
Regulation 101/94 requires that a municipality with a population in excess of 5,000 establish,
operate and maintain a blue box recycling system which services all residential buildings receiving
municipal waste collection (requirements are different in northern municipalities). The frequency of
blue box collection must be at least half the frequency of municipal waste collection. Regulation
101/94 also stipulates the materials which must be accepted and identifies other materials that may
7

Blue Box Program Enhancement and Best Practices Assessment Project, Final Report, KPMG & R.W. Beck, 2007
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be included in the recycling program, but are not required to be. Regulation 101/94 requires
municipalities that operate blue box recycling systems to include the following materials in their
recycling programs:


aluminum cans, glass bottles/jars, newsprint, #1 PET plastic, steel (tin) cans

In addition, it also requires municipal blue box recycling programs to include at least two (2) of the
following seven (7) items:



aluminum foil, boxboard, cardboard, expanded polystyrene food and beverage containers,
fine papers, magazines, paper cups/plates

The City’s recycling program exceeds the requirements of Regulation 101/94 in terms of materials
which must be recycled, as listed: 1) Paper Products - newspaper, magazines, computer paper,
pamphlets, flyers, envelopes, and writing paper; 2) Cardboard/Boxboard - cereal boxes, old
corrugated cardboard, tissue boxes, soap boxes, and shoe boxes; 3) Aluminum/Steel Cans; 4)
Glass Jars and Bottles; and 5) Plastic Containers (PET).

Regulation 101/94 also requires that municipalities provide users of blue box recycling systems
with information on the performance of the system and encourage the public to participate in its
use. Finally, Regulation 101/94 requires municipalities operating a blue box recycling system to
submit an annual report on the system’s performance to the MOE on or before June 1 of each
year. While the City encourages participation it doesn’t currently provide information on the
performance of the system to its residents. The City provides annual system performance to
the MOE as a requirement of its site Certificate of Approval for the MRF and to WDO through
the annual datacall.
5.1.2

Waste Diversion Act

The Waste Diversion Act (WDA) was passed into law on June 27, 2002. The purpose of the
WDA is to promote the reduction, reuse and recycling of waste in Ontario and to provide for the
development, implementation and operation of waste diversion programs.
The Minister of the Environment may designate a material through a regulation under the WDA
and request that Waste Diversion Ontario (WDO) develop a diversion program for the
designated material. The Minister has designated Blue Box Wastes, Used Tires, Used Oil
Material, Waste Electronic and Electrical Equipment (WEEE) and Municipal Hazardous or
Special Waste (MHSW). When designating MHSW, the Minister set aside the Used Oil Material
designation and included used oil filters and oil bottles in the MHSW designation.
WDO, working co-operatively with an Industry Funding Organization (IFO), responds to the
Minister’s request by developing a diversion program plan and submitting it to the Minister for
approval. After the Ministry of the Environment posts the plan on the Environmental Registry
website for a minimum of 30 days for comment, the Minister will approve or reject the plan. If
approved, the Minister files a regulation under the WDA designating the IFO as the organization
responsible for implementing the approved plan, with authority to collect fees from industry

5.2
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stewards to cover implementation costs, administer the IFO, and contribute to the costs of
WDO.8 The following describes existing plans for designated materials under WDA:
5.1.2.1

Blue Box Program Plan and Regulation 273/02

On September 23, 2002 the Minister requested that WDO develop a diversion program for Blue
Box Wastes. In response, WDO created an IFO for Blue Box Wastes, called Stewardship
Ontario. Stewards of Blue Box Wastes, defined as brand owners and first importers in the
Minister’s program request to WDO, can fulfill their financial obligations under the WDA either
through membership in Stewardship Ontario or by implementing their own plan, called an
Industry Stewardship Plan (ISP), with approval from WDO.
Stewardship Ontario, in consultation with industry stewards and interested stakeholders,
developed the Blue Box Program Plan (BBPP). The Plan further defines Blue Box Wastes as
consumer packaging material and printed papers commonly found in the residential waste
stream. The goal of the BBPP is to increase the diversion of municipal Blue Box materials in an
economically sustainable manner.
Blue Box Wastes were designated under the WDA by regulation O. Reg. 273/02 on September
23, 2002. For the purpose of the Act, the regulation defines Blue Box Wastes as: Waste that
consists of any of the following materials, or any combination of them:


Glass; Metal; Paper; Plastic; Textile.

Under the BBPP, stewards are invoiced by Stewardship Ontario for the following costs:


payments to municipalities; and



direct program delivery, market development and program administration costs.

Part of the requirement of this plan is for municipalities to report through the WDO datacall their
annual blue box diversion program costs and performance. This reporting determines the
payment to municipalities by Stewards under the plan. More on WDO datacall reporting is
discussed in Section 6.2 but the City is in compliance with the reporting requirements of the
Blue Box Program Plan.
5.1.2.2

Ontario Tire Stewardship

Through the Waste Diversion Act, industry supported funding was provided to registered
municipalities to manage used tires through an IFO. The program is provided by the Ontario
Tire Stewardship which was initiated on September 1, 2009. The program is applicable to the
following tire types:

8

Guide to the Blue Box Program, Waste Diversion Ontario, October 17, 2007.
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On road passenger/light truck tires, including tires designed for under 10,000 lbs gross
vehicle weight with codes on the sidewall of P (passenger), LT (light truck), and T
(temporary).



Motorcycle, ATV and medium truck tires (commercial, RV, bus which comply with CMVSS
No. 119).



Off Road Tires including golf cart, forklift, bobcat and skid steer tires, free rolling farm
tires, agricultural drive.



Small, medium, large and giant off road tires and solid industrial tires.

Pick-up, hauling, and processing of eligible tires is provided at no cost. The cost to provide the
program is funded by Brand Owners and First Importers of tires (called Stewards) who are
required to pay a fee (called the Tire Stewardship Fee) for every tire that enters the Ontario
market. Funding provided through the Ontario Tire Stewardship amounts to $0.88 per
passenger and light truck tire and $3.05 per medium truck and off-road tire.
It is expected that the Ontario Tire Stewardship will divert approximately 90% of scrap on-road
tires while collecting and recycling about 50% of all scrap off-road tires. Diversion rates for tires
in Cornwall are provided in Table 5.1.
Table 5-1:

Tonnes of Tires Diverted in Cornwall

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

65.59

56.00

n/a

10

41.53

4.63

6.97

Source: WDO Datacall

5.1.2.3

Waste Electronic & Electrical Equipment (WEEE)

On July 8, 2008, the WEEE program, through the Waste Diversion Act, was approved and the
Ontario Electronic Stewardship now oversees the program. The program was launched in two
phases; phase 1 of the program was initiated on April 1, 2009 and addressed desktop and
portable computers, computer peripherals, monitors, printers, fax machines and televisions.
Phase 2 materials, including phones, cameras and audiovisual equipment, are scheduled for
collection beginning in 2010. The program is 100% funded for registered municipalities through
fees paid by importers of electronic equipment into Ontario.
Within five years, it is expected that the diversion rate for WEEE will increase from 27% to 61%.
WEEE diversion in the City was initially reported during the WDO Datacall in 2006. The amount
of WEEE diverted in each subsequent year is shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 5-2:

Tonnes of WEEE Diverted in Cornwall
2006

2007

2008

72.07

71.19

10.29

Source: WDO Datacall

5.1.2.4

Municipal Hazardous or Special Waste (MHSW)

Stewardship Ontario is responsible for the management of the province’s MHSW program. The
MHSW program was also created under the WDA and has two implementation phases. Phase
1 was launched in July 2008 and Phase 2 will begin on July 1, 2010. With the implementation
of Phase 2, the MHSW program will apply to 23 designated materials as set out in Regulation
541/06. The designated materials include: aerosol containers, antifreeze, batteries (consumer
and industrial), corrosives, fertilizers, fire extinguishers, flammables, fluorescents, irritants,
leachate toxics, mercury devices (measuring devices, switches, and thermostats), oil
containers, oil filters, paint and coatings, pesticides, pharmaceuticals, pressurized containers,
reactives, sharps and syringes, and toxics.
Companies located within Ontario who market any of the above noted products for sale in
Ontario are required to register as Stewards under the program. The Stewards are required to
fund the collection, transport, recycling (or safe disposal) of the 23 regulated materials.
Stewards fund 50% of MHSW programs while municipalities are responsible for the remaining
50%. Table 5-3 indicates the amount of MHSW that has been diverted since 2002.

Table 5-3:

Tonnes of MHSW diverted in Cornwall

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

42.57

52.04

65.56

61.53

92.04

63.90

89.65

Source: WDO Datacall

The City is in compliance and currently has diversion programs in place for each of the blue
box, WEEE (currently collected at MHSW Depot Days), Tire, and MHSW programs. Programs
for WEEE, Tires, and MHSW benefit municipalities as some of the cost of diverting waste for
each material type is shifted from the municipality to manufacturers and importers. The City
already had efficient diversion programs in place for these materials prior to each program’s
initiation. The City is planning on registering with OES and OTS in 2010 to access available
funding.
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Provincial Policy Statement
The Provincial policy statement on waste management planning, sets out a series of principles
to be considered in any waste management planning process, as follows:

5.6



Environmental protection is a shared responsibility.



Integrated waste management systems that reflect local circumstances are in place.



Diversion of materials from final disposal is maximized in consideration of the provincial
60% diversion target, including the creation of incentives where appropriate.



Public and private sectors cooperate, where possible, to realize cost savings and
maximize efficiencies.



Waste management choices consider economic, social and environmental costs.



Investment in infrastructure is made to accommodate growth.



Waste is managed as close to the source of generation as possible.



Producer responsibility is incorporated into waste reduction and management.



Decision-making is open and transparent.



Informed citizens support waste management choices and participate in waste
management programs.



Maximum value from waste is recovered from the waste stream.



Innovative waste management technologies and approaches are incorporated as
appropriate to local circumstances to achieve sustainable solutions.



The City’s waste management plan is being developed in a way consistent with these
guidelines.
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5.1.3

Regulation 102/94 & Regulation 103/94 – Industrial, Commercial & Institutional
Recycling

There are currently two pieces of legislation which are applicable to IC&I waste. The first is
Regulation 102/94 which requires certain IC&I facilities to conduct Waste Audits and produce
Waste Reduction Work Plans.9 Regulation 103/94, Industrial, Commercial and Institutional
Source Separation Programs, required owners of the IC&I facilities identified in Reg. 102/94 to
have source separation programs in place for certain wastes. The following triggering
thresholds have been established in Reg. 102/94 (see Table 4-4).

Table 5-4:

Threshold Triggers for Regulations 102/94 and 103/94

Sector

Triggering Threshold

Large Construction Projects

One or more buildings with a floor area ≥ 2,000 m2

Large Demolition Projects

One or more buildings with a floor area ≥ 2,000 m2

Restaurants

≥ $3 million in gross sales for all restaurants operated
by the owner in Ontario in the two preceding years

Hotels/Motels

> 75 units

Hospitals

Classified as a Class A, B or F hospital in Reg. 964

Large Manufacturing Establishments

>16,000 hours worked by persons employed in the site
per month during the two preceding years

Retail Shopping Establishments

A floor area ≥ 10,000 m2

Retail Shopping Complexes

Stores with a combined floor area ≥ 10,000 m2

Educational Institutions

> 350 students enrolled

Office Buildings

A floor area ≥ 10,000 m2

On June 10, 2004, the Ministry of the Environment released Ontario’s 60% Waste Diversion
Goal: A Discussion Paper. This paper brought renewed interest regarding diversion in the
IC&I sector and resulted in the inspection of 260 businesses in 2006 to determine compliance
with Regs. 102/94 and 103/94.10 Inspection records from 2006 and latter years show many IC&I
facilities are undertaking some form of recycling, however many are still not in compliance with
the regulations and most are without a recycling program with dedicated staff to implement and
monitor it.11 Despite these regulations and other provincial initiatives, there is still no framework
in place for small and medium sized IC&I facilities that collectively generate a considerable
amount of waste.

9

Willms & Shier. 2008. Special Report – IC&I Waste Diversion. Available at:
http://www.willmsshier.com/pdf/Special%20Report%20-%20February%202008.pdf
10
Willms & Shier. 2008. Special Report – IC&I Waste Diversion. Available at:
http://www.willmsshier.com/pdf/Special%20Report%20-%20February%202008.pdf
11
City of Ottawa. 2008. Draft Industrial, Commercial & Institutional (IC&I) Waste 3R Strategy. Available at:
http://www.ottawa.ca/residents/public_consult/ici/documents/draft_strategy_en.pdf.
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A barrier to waste diversion in the IC&I sector is that most of the existing infrastructure is
designed to process residential blue box recyclables and infrastructure capacity is typically
constructed to accommodate the quantities generated in a given municipality/partnering
municipalities. Joint ventures are not generally pursued to accommodate IC&I recycling
programs.
Some municipalities, such as Owen Sound have elected to implement their own by-law
requiring IC&I facilities to implement recycling programs. Under the Ontario Municipal Act, other
municipalities are applying flow control mechanisms that prevents IC&I facilities (as well as
other sectors) from shipping wastes outside of municipal or regional boundaries.12 Critics
reportedly feel flow control mechanisms monopolize tipping fee revenues. Supporters of the
concept believe flow control provides an incentive for recycling and other waste reduction
initiatives. Keeping IC&I waste within municipal boundaries may also provide for economies of
scale, whereby the volume of IC&I waste to be processed can make some diversion activities
more economically feasible.13

5.2

PENDING LEGISLATIVE IMPACTS TO PROGRAMMING

5.2.1 Waste Diversion Act – Proposed Changes to Provincial Waste Diversion
Framework
In October 2008 the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) began a review of the Waste Diversion
Act (2002). The purpose of the review was to investigate issues affecting waste diversion and
to contemplate using the principles of Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) as the basis for
Ontario’s waste diversion framework. This is described further in Section 5.2.1.1 as it relates to
designated blue box materials under the Blue Box Plan component of the WDA. The complete
results of the review are provided in “From Waste to Worth: The Role of Waste Diversion in the
Green Economy”, issued by the MOE in October 2009.
During the six month review period, the MOE met with 30 stakeholder groups, 200 individual
stakeholders and members of the public representing all of Ontario’s regions and a wide variety
of interests. They further received 200 comments to the Environmental Registry posting on
methods to improve Ontario’s waste diversion framework. The From Waste To Worth report
summarizes the feedback as:


Focus on outcomes rather than process.



Give businesses flexibility to suit their needs – avoid a one-size-fits all approach.



Provide a long-term plan (materials and timelines) – avoid ad hoc material designations
and program requests.



Clean up governance – remove overlap in roles and responsibilities.

12

Willms & Shier. 2008. Special Report – IC&I Waste Diversion. Available at:
http://www.willmsshier.com/pdf/Special%20Report%20-%20February%202008.pdf
13
Willms & Shier. 2008. Special Report – IC&I Waste Diversion. Available at:
http://www.willmsshier.com/pdf/Special%20Report%20-%20February%202008.pdf
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Provide assistance of businesses to help them understand and meet their obligations.



Make disposal more difficult and costly – provide incentives for diversion.

Based on comments and opinions from the consultation period, the MOE established four broad
outcomes to guide any changes to the waste diversion framework. These are:


Increased waste diversion;



Innovations in sustainable product and packaging design;



Investments in green processes and technologies to grow Ontario’s reuse and recycling
sector; and,



Opportunities for all Ontarians to meaningfully participate and contribute to increasing
waste diversion.

The MOE further believes the framework should be guided by the vision of zero waste and
follow a set of principles including responsibility, flexibility, accountability, transparency,
competition and predictably. Based on these principles and the outcomes stated above, the
MOE has proposed several changes to the waste diversion framework and was open to
comment through the Environmental Registry on the WDA until January 11, 2010.
The detailed proposed changes to the waste diversion framework by the province are provided
in Appendix A. The greatest potential impacts come from the concept of full Extended Producer
Responsibility in that producers could become fully responsible for waste diversion in both
residential and IC&I sectors, and from various proposed disposal bans and levies. Potential
impacts to the City are as follows:
1.




Full Extended Producer Responsibility
Potential for reduced City control of their blue box program
o

The City may, over time, lose some level of control over the provision of its blue box
program within the City, noting however that blue box material has to be collected by
some method and at certain legislated minimum requirements as it relates to level of
service.

o

A transition plan would have to be developed for the Blue Box recycling program. The
length of a transition period and the nature of any transfer of assets and liabilities
have not yet been considered.

Impact on infrastructure
o



The City is currently constructing a new MRF and it is uncertain as to how capital
assets and infrastructure for diversion would be addressed under the proposed
changes.

Program costs
o

The cost implications of the proposed changes to the WDA are unclear. Full producer
responsibility implies that at some point the City would no longer have to fund any
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portion of the costs for the recycling program or any other diversion programs under
the WDA and therefore would realize a cost savings. The potential effect on the cost
of waste collection and disposal are unclear.

2.





Disposal Bans and Levies
Disposal bans
o

Methods of implementation and compliance monitoring of disposal bans have not
yet/would have to be addressed.

o

This may require additional staffing levels at the landfill. The waste collector may also
be required to perform cursory inspections of garbage, therefore potentially increasing
the cost of collection due to added responsibility and time.

Disposal levies

5.2.1.1

o

In order to provide more incentive for diversion, the review suggested levies be added
to all waste disposed of within the residential and IC&I sectors. The method for
imposing such a levy with municipally-owned landfill sites is yet to be determined.

o

The levies are to be used to support diversion initiatives of businesses, consumers
and municipalities. Therefore, it would be anticipated that the City would receive a
portion of the levy to support diversion initiatives.

Blue Box Program Plan and Regulation 273/02 Review

In April 2009, consistent in timing with the overall Waste Diversion Act review, Waste Diversion
Ontario released a report entitled “Blue Box Program Plan Review Report and
Recommendations” 14 This review was requested by the Minister of the Environment on October
16, 2008.
The Minister directed WDO to undertake the BBPP review using the principles of Extended
Producer Responsibility to form the review framework. Specifically, the Minister wanted to
address the following ten issues:
The BBPP has reached its 60% waste diversion target. A new target may encourage further
increases in waste diversion. Recommend a new target for the next 5 years of the BBPP that
goes beyond the 60% target originally set for the 2004-2008 period.
Certain Blue Box wastes are not achieving high diversion rates (e.g., plastics), and may benefit
from material-specific diversion targets. Recommend material-specific diversion targets for Blue
Box wastes to encourage further increases in waste diversion for the next 5 years of the BBPP.

14

Blue Box Program Plan Review Report and Recommendations, Waste Diversion Ontario, April 2009.
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The collection of different Blue Box wastes across Ontario municipalities creates public
confusion. Recommend how the program can achieve greater consistency in the Blue Box
wastes that are collected across Ontario municipalities to minimize public confusion, facilitate
province wide communication and outreach activities, and encourage further increases in waste
diversion for the next 5 years of the BBPP.
Some Blue Box or non-Blue Box wastes create operational inefficiencies for municipal recycling
programs and may increase costs. Recommend how problematic Blue Box and non-Blue Box
wastes can be addressed through the BBPP or other mechanisms.
The industrial, commercial and institutional (IC&I) sector generates more designated Blue Box
wastes than the residential sector, but is not included in the BBPP. Recommend if, and how, the
BBPP could be extended to include Blue Box wastes generated by the IC&I sector.
Blue Box wastes not captured in the Blue Box are collected as garbage or litter by
municipalities, fully at their cost. Recommend (1) how collection options beyond municipal
curbside and depot could be used to increase collection of Blue Box wastes and (2) how
steward responsibility can be used to address Blue Box wastes that are collected beyond
municipal curbside and depot, or disposed as waste or litter.
Some of the designated Blue Box wastes, such as plastic products, are not included in the
BBPP. Recommend how the BBPP can be expanded to include additional wastes already
designated by regulation within the program.
There are concerns that some Blue Box wastes may not be managed in an environmentally
responsible manner, including waste marketed in Ontario or sent offshore. Recommend
mechanisms that can be added to the BBPP to assure that Blue Box wastes are managed in an
environmentally responsible manner from collection to final market.
Current steward fees for certain Blue Box wastes may be too low to encourage either increased
waste diversion or the use of materials in product manufacturing or packaging that can be easily
recycled. Recommend how the steward fee structure can be revised to (1) increase the waste
diversion rate for certain Blue Box wastes (e.g., plastics) and (2) encourage stewards to
incorporate materials that are easily recycled into their products or packaging.
The BBPP does not reflect full Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) funding since the WDA
requires Blue Box stewards to fund 50% of municipal program costs, with municipalities funding
the rest. Recommend how to move the BBPP towards full EPR funding.
The review resulted in 20 recommendations under each of the ten (10) issues that were
identified by the Minister of the Environment. These recommendations were meant to provide
direction for future modifications to the BBPP in Ontario. The overall theme of the paper was a
move from the current funding model (50% by stewards) to a full EPR funding model (100%
funded by stewards) for recyclable materials. Should the province move forward with a full EPR
based system, the onus of funding (and possibly operating) recycling programs in Ontario will
move from municipalities to stewards which would financially benefit municipalities like the City
of Cornwall.
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Outcomes of the BBPP review could have several implications for the City of Cornwall as
follows:
The blue box diversion target will be greater than 60%. A letter of direction from the MOE to the
WDO in August, 2009 indicated that the new target of 70% should be achieved by December
31, 2011. The City will need to make significant changes in programming to achieve that new
target. This is discussed further in Section 6.2.
Like the overall diversion target, material specific diversion targets may also require changes to
Cornwall’s Blue Box program. Specific incentives to increase diversion of particular materials
may result in the need for additional policies, enforcement, bans and the like.
If the Blue Box program were to be reformed to provide consistency across the province,
Cornwall may be required to accept new materials (e.g., gable top containers) or no longer
accept some materials (e.g., aerosol cans). In addition to requiring a public education campaign
to inform the public of any changes, the City may also be required to find new markets and
processing capability.
The City collects Blue Box materials from some IC&I premises currently, however if additional
IC&I premises begin to put recyclables out for collection, significant increases in quantities of
some materials may be realized.
The City currently relies on its contractor to market recyclable materials. Ensuring the materials
are handled in an environmentally responsible manner may require additional monitoring by the
City. The City may contemplate modified terms and conditions if future recyclable materials
processing contracts to ensure environmentally responsible marketing.
Increased funding, either through Stewardship fees or EPR, could affect the financial support
given to the City. Increased funding would allow the City to implement further initiatives to
increase diversion.
Overall the review implications for the BBPP and Regulation 273/02 could affect Cornwall’s Blue
Box program by requiring a change in the quantity, number and type of materials accepted,
requiring higher diversion targets, and ensuring environmentally responsible end-market
destinations for recyclable materials. However, potential increased funding may offset any cost
associated with implementing these changes.
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6.0

Waste Management Best Practices Impact on Programming

This section describes a number of industry recognized waste reduction, diversion and disposal
best or ‘better’ practices and assesses the City’s status relative to implementation of those
initiatives. There is a particular focus on the current status of the City’s programs relative to
blue box program best practices and in the context of annual WDO Datacall reporting
requirements.

6.1

WASTE REDUCTION & REUSE

The evolution of waste management regulations and the nature of those regulations in Ontario
have focused municipalities on the importance of waste diversion. Consequently, and with no
regulatory or policy directives guiding them, very few municipalities have comprehensive
effective waste reduction practices in place. Only recently has the MOE stated that the
province’s waste diversion framework should be guided by the vision of zero waste15. There are,
however, waste reduction initiatives that have been undertaken by others across North America
that can be drawn upon to guide the City in implementation of an expanded waste reduction
program. Examples of waste reduction initiatives are provided below and while these are not
defined as ‘best practices’ they can be considered ‘better practices’ for a system that has not
established a comprehensive waste reduction program.
6.1.1

Adopting a Zero Waste Philosophy & Setting Reduction Targets

The zero waste movement sprung out of our desire to live in harmony with nature by
understanding the complete life-cycle of waste production, use and management and by
establishing a closed-loop economy in which all waste is treated as a resource. In the Zero
Waste approach, the term waste is replaced by the term resource. It considers every stage of
generation and procurement to determine the most efficient means to use raw materials, to
eliminate the toxicity of the materials, and ensure that the materials or products are designed to
be reused again as a resource. The Zero Waste approach advocates for the use of discarded
materials to reduce and eliminate the need for disposal.
Adopting a zero waste goal means setting a framework to reduce waste generation over time
through a variety of policy instruments including:
a) redesigning the way resources and materials flow through society;
b) eliminating subsidies for raw material extraction and waste disposal; and
c) holding producers responsible for their products and packaging from “cradle to grave” (also
referred to in Europe and Canada as Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR).

From Waste to Worth: The Role of Waste Diversion in the Green Economy”, MOE, October
2009.
15
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These zero waste principals have begun to shape the way in which a number of municipalities set
goals and policies. The formal adoption of the approach itself and the development of supporting
programs like those described in this Section, can trigger a fundamental shift in thinking for municipal
managers, municipal councils and their constituents. This thinking often includes the notion that Zero
Waste is a path or a road, along which society can progress towards a goal of minimizing the
amount of waste requiring disposal.
There are a number of actions a municipality can take that are consistent with a Zero-Waste
philosophy:
1.

Waste Reduction Target Setting

Most municipalities set diversion targets and partly monitor achievement of those targets on a
per capita and/or a per household basis but do not set reduction targets in the same way. This
option involves a shift in thinking toward a more sophisticated approach that sets, monitors and
appropriately supports (e.g. through promotion & education) a specific, measurable waste
reduction target.
Detailed reliable and recent waste audit data (Cornwall Audit, December, 2009) can be used to
identify particular material types and specific amounts to be targeted for reduction. While
obvious that anything that can be captured for recovery elsewhere (e.g., blue box) would be
targeted, other items like plastic film and non-recyclable packaging could also be identified.
Beyond the environmental and social benefits of this initiative, it serves as a means to help
locally offset the trend of increased per capita waste generation across Ontario. According to
Statistics Canada, per capita waste generation (kg of waste per person that was disposed and
diverted) increased in all provinces between 2004 and 2006; this increase was 2.74% for
Ontario (Statistics Canada, 2009).
2.

Developing Green Procurement Policies

Also consistent with a Zero-Waste philosophy, green purchasing decisions typically focus on
buying products with sustainable or recycled materials that have a limited amount of packaging,
and that are produced as locally as possible. Green Purchasing or Green Procurement Policies
focus on the use of recycled materials, in effect to encourage product producers to use
alternative sources of raw materials and to consider the downstream effects of the product’s lifecycle. The potential change in diversion is minimal, however the quantity of non-recyclable
packaging sent for disposal is reduced. The City of Cornwall already has this program in place.
3.

Influencing Provincial & Federal Policies

Beyond programs identified in this section that the City could have direct control of, further
efforts to prevent and minimize waste can be directed at waste minimization legislation and
programs at Federal and Provincial levels. The Region of Peel, for example, has taken steps to
lobby the Provincial Ministry of the Environment to expand and enforce Waste Diversion Ontario
initiatives and to work with packaging producers to design products amenable to recycling. The
Region of Peel is also encouraging citizen participation in lobbying efforts for their “No-plastics”
Campaign. These kinds of initiatives are consistent with a Zero-Waste philosophy that works to
6.2
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ensure that materials or products are designed to be reused again to reduce and eliminate the
need for disposal.
6.1.2

Reuse Programming

Several re-use options very likely already exist in the City that may include initiatives from
organizations like the Salvation Army, AGAPE, Habitat for Humanity and others. These
organizations, where they exist, can potentially divert a significant volume of materials from
landfill through donation and re-sale. The City, at minimum, could assess these volumes and
report that diversion as part of their WDO datacall submissions.
One example of a very user-friendly re-use program implemented in other municipalities, are
waste exchange events. With this program residents may leave items like furniture and any
other reusable items at the curb (e.g., BBQs, tools, strollers, etc.) labelled “free” for anyone to
pick up during selected times (events) of the year. This program could partly address
Cornwall’s existing issue with the unsightliness of bulky item set out with garbage. Other
alternatives to address this issue will be discussed in Task 4: Identification of Opportunities.
The City could also evaluate the option of constructing its own re-use centre. Various program
options have been implemented by other municipalities that could be assessed and determined
to be suitable to the City. The impact on diversion is minimal with these types of programs (e.g.
Wellington County operates 3 reuse centres for an annual diversion of just under 40 tonnes per
year) but they net some degree of environmental, social and potential economic benefit.
If Cornwall implements any additional waste reduction programs like those described above, in
all cases they should be supported by a well developed and sustainable promotion and
education program. Appropriate promotional and education programs should rightly follow best
practices as outlined in the Blue Box Program Enhancement & Best Practices Assessment
Project Report (KPMG, R.W. Beck, 2007). Although that work was aimed at the blue box
program, the same characteristics of a good promotional and education program apply.
Programs should be focused on modifying consumer attitudes, behaviour and modifying
curbside set out practices. Associated costs could be held in check by integrating programming
with existing or other new waste diversion promotion and education initiatives.
Table 6-1 summarizes the City’s existing waste reduction programming and status as it relates
to the initiatives described in this Section.
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Table 6-1:

Waste Reduction & Prevention: Existing System Characteristics

Better Practice

Current System Performance

Achieving Objective?




Adopt a Zero Waste Philosophy

Not adopted

Established Waste Reduction
Target

Not established

Reuse Programs – Material Bans at
Landfill

Waste Reduction Strategy enforces material
bans at landfill for cardboard, wood, scrap
metal, white goods, leaf waste and scrap tires.



Reuse Programs – Reuse Centre

Not developed

Reuse Programs - Other

No programs e.g. waste exchange days/bulkyitem re-use program




Targeted Promotion & Education
Campaign

Not established



As shown in Table 6.1 the City could make some improvements to their waste reduction
programming and could investigate further programs (than those provided as examples in this
section) that have been implemented in other jurisdictions to assess their appropriateness for
implementation in Cornwall.

6.2

WASTE DIVERSION

The City of Cornwall has a current overall residential waste diversion rate of 25%. This
diversion rate refers to the percentage of materials diverted from landfill to a beneficial end use,
including blue box materials, food and leaf and yard waste, wood, tires, others, from the entire
amount of municipal solid waste generated. The province’s overall municipal waste diversion
target is 60%. The province’s blue box capture target is 70% of all blue box materials available
in the municipal waste stream. This capture rate refers to the overall capture of blue box
materials from all available blue box material in the waste stream. Cornwall captures an
estimated 28% based on 2009-2010 curbside waste audit results16.
Since enactment of the Waste Diversion Act (2002) WDO has identified and initiated numerous
research projects to assist municipalities in achieving provincial waste diversion targets. WDO
also works to minimize overall costs in the province for municipalities with stewards each now
funding up to 50% of municipal blue box programs. Key among these projects was the 2007
Blue Box Recycling Enhancement and Best Practices Assessment Project.

16

Note that WDO reports Cornwall’s capture rate at 54.28% as opposed to 28%. WDO estimates are based on
numerous waste audit studies/data collection undertaken for a number of representative municipalities in Ontario and
estimates are not specific to Cornwall.
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A key outcome of the Best Practices (BPs) project was to define 'best practices' as waste
system practices that affect Blue Box recycling programs and that result in the attainment of
provincial and municipal Blue Box material diversion goals in the most cost-effective way
possible. The report also identified eight 'fundamental' best practices that apply to all recycling
programs, province-wide17. These best practices now dictate a portion of the funding that
municipalities receive based on their annual reporting to the WDO Datacall. That reporting and
the impact of these best practices are described later in this section. Table 6.2 below provides
a summary of each of these fundamental best practices and assesses the City’s status relative
to those best practices (hereafter referred to as BPs).

Table 6-2:

City of Cornwall: Fundamental Best Practices Implementation Status

Fundamental Best Practice

Implementation Status

Development and implementation of an up-to-date plan
for recycling, as part of an Integrated Waste
Management System.



Multi-municipal planning approach to collection and
processing recyclables.

Establishing defined performance measures including
diversion targets and monitoring a continuous
improvement program.

Complete - 2010


Cornwall processes recyclables from adjacent
municipalities

/
Performance measures more easily defined with up-todate plan/recently collected waste audit data

/
Optimization of operations in collections and processing.

Training of key program staff in core competencies

MRF evaluation was completed with re-construction but
no comprehensive review of collections relative to e.g.
weekly collection of recyclables, automated versus
manual collection, use of alternative containers (e.g.
larger) for recycling or alternative garbage containers
(e.g. clear bags). Will occur if recommendations of this
plan are implemented.


Staff trained in key areas

Appropriately planned, designed, and funded promotion
and education program.

17


No comprehensive communications plan or monitoring or
evaluation component.

Blue Box Recycling Enhancement and Best Practices Assessment Project, KPMG, R.W. Beck, 2007.
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Table 6-2:

City of Cornwall: Fundamental Best Practices Implementation Status

Fundamental Best Practice

Establish and enforce policies that induce waste
diversion.

Implementation Status


Not for blue box program


Following generally accepted principle (GAP) for
effective procurement and contract management.

There is a new best practices model soon to be available
on the WDO website, commissioned to assist
municipalities in writing appropriate collections and blue
box processing contracts using a range of procurement,
specifications, terms and conditions, contract
management and other best practices. Will occur if
recommendations of this plan are implemented.

A description of the means to achieve these eight (8) fundamental best practices is provided in
Table 6-3 below and relative to Cornwall’s implementation of those best practices. A highly
detailed description of each of these, including further advantages of BP implementation is
provided in Appendix B.

Table 6-3:

Description of Fundamental Best Practices and Program Status
Implemented
Summary of Best Practice (BP)

Yes/No

Multi-Municipal Planning Approach to Collection and Processing Recyclables

Cooperation between municipalities can lower the overall cost to each municipal
partner for collection and processing through savings realized due, to among other
factors, economies of scale, optimized program funding, shared capital, lower staff
time/supervision, material marketing advantages with higher tonnage.


Cornwall’s MRF is open to
any other municipality
seeking capacity and could
be evaluated in the context
of a regional MRF.

Establishing Defined Performance Measures, Including Diversion Targets, Monitoring, and a Continuous
Improvement Program.
This BP requires a municipality to track and monitor program goals and objectives.
Targets must be established and tracked to ensure programs components are
functioning at an efficient level.

/

Optimization of Operations in Collections and Processing
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Table 6-3:

Description of Fundamental Best Practices and Program Status
Implemented
Summary of Best Practice (BP)

Yes/No


Efficiently collecting and processing recyclable material can result in significant cost
savings. Services contracted to the private sector can still be monitored for efficiency
by working closely with the contactor to ensure optimized use of labour and assets.

Partial result of up to date
plan if recommendations
implemented

Training of Key Program Staff in Core Competencies



Training of staff is a significant contributing factor to a program’s success.
Knowledgeable staff will lead to better performance and the implementation of a costeffective program.
Following Generally Accepted Principles for Effective Procurement and Contract Management


This BP is tailored towards municipalities who have private sector contractors for
collection and/or processing of recyclables. Ensuring procurement documents
include specific items and performance data, will ensure enhanced program delivery
and costs savings. Key benefits of this BP include high quality service to specified
requirements, cost savings due to increased competition, economies of scale and
properly structured contract terms.

There is a new best
practices model soon to be
available on the WDO
website, commissioned to
assist municipalities in
writing appropriate
collections and blue box
processing contracts using a
range of procurement,
specifications, terms and
conditions, contract
management and other best
practices. Will occur if
recommendations of this
plan are implemented.

Appropriately Planned, Designed, and Funded Promotion and Education Program
Education regarding blue box programs can have a profound effect on most aspects
of the program. Monitoring of the results of a promotion and education program is
necessary to determine its effectiveness. Benefits may include higher waste
diversion and recyclable material recovery rates, higher revenues for marketed
materials resulting from lower contamination, lower residue rates at processing
facilities for higher recovery and lower cost.



Established and Enforced Policies that Induce Waste Diversion
There are a number of monetary and other incentive programs that can be
implemented to encourage residents to participate in recycling programs.
Combinations of policies work to encourage desired behaviours in the public while
limiting undesirable behaviours. Examples of policies using non-monetary incentives
include bag limits, provision of blue boxes, disposal bans, curbside material bans,
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Table 6-3:

Description of Fundamental Best Practices and Program Status
Implemented
Summary of Best Practice (BP)

Yes/No

mandatory recycling, reduction in garbage collection frequency.
Best Practices in Curbside Collection
Relationship to Processing – the capabilities of the MRF play a key role in various
facets of curbside collection. Depending on MRF design, choices in collection
methods may be limited.

Set-out Containers:
The size and type of set-out containers can vary from recycling boxes, roll-out carts,
and/or translucent bags. Often the type of container chosen is dependent on the setout volume of residents and the collection capabilities of the collection vehicles. Setout studies, waste audits and capacity studies are used to determine the quantity and
types of recyclables residents set out at the curb as well as quantities not captured.
The type of container should match the quantity of recyclables to be captured and the
frequency of collection.


Cornwall has just
constructed a new twostream MRF to process
Cornwall and South
Stormont recyclables.


Until this study, Cornwall had
not completed a waste audit
and therefore could not
properly evaluate the
effectiveness of the selected
type of set-out container.

Degree of Sorting:
The amount of recyclables generated per year can affect the type of sorting required.
For small programs, that do not receive enough recyclables to justify the construction
of a MRF, a low-tech bulking facility may be advantageous to the municipality as it
reduces the volume of materials requiring shipment to processing facilities. Twostream collection most suitable to those municipalities generated approximately 10,
000 to 40,000 tonnes of material. As a program begins to generate greater than
40,000 tonnes, single-stream recycling can be more suitable.


Cornwall has a two-stream
collection program which is
suitable for the quantity of
recyclables generated.

Collection Frequency:
Determining appropriate collection frequency is dependent on such considerations as
the variety and volume of recyclables recovered, the type, number, and volume of
household containers, the type of collection vehicle, and available co-collection
options. Ideally recyclables should be collected at the same frequency as garbage.
Those programs with the greatest diversion rates and most effectiveness offer weekly
collection of recyclables and organics with bi-weekly collection of garbage. Cocollection of wastes is often more efficient, provided materials can be unloaded at the
same or adjacent facilities.


Cornwall offers bi-weekly
recycling collection and
weekly garbage collection.

Routing:
Route optimization ensures that the shortest route is selected for collection materials
from all residential locations. The collection vehicles should spend the maximum
amount of time on the collection routes and a minimum amount of time off-route.
Variations on routing also include requiring residents to only set wastes on one side
of the road for collection or requiring neighbours to set wastes side-by-side for
collection efficiency.
Transfer:

6.8


A route optimization study
has not been carried out.

n/a
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Table 6-3:

Description of Fundamental Best Practices and Program Status
Implemented
Summary of Best Practice (BP)

Transfer stations are effective for smaller communities or for larger ones that do not
have their own processing capacity. Transfer stations can allow for a more efficient
movement of materials from an area to the final processing destination by
compacting materials.

Yes/No
Cornwall has its own MRF,
and based on its size does
not require a transfer station.

Best Practices in Processing of Recyclable Materials

A number of BPs that can be implemented to improve processing effectiveness,
efficiency, and costs and includes considerations like storage capacity, design
flexibility for material changes, appropriate pre-sorting, automated equipment like
optical sorting, perforators and the like.


The City meets all BP
requirements – there may be
some
opportunity
with
additional capital investment
in an eddy current separator
if its determined (postcommissioning) it would
benefit aluminum recovery

Successful Marketing Strategy for Processing Recyclables
Effectively marketing recyclable materials is critical to ensuring program success.
The KPMG report has not identified a definitive BP for this aspect of recycling
programs as there are a wide variety of strategies employed by municipalities across
Ontario. Regardless, there are a number of components of a good marketing
strategy that apply in all cases.


In 2007, Cornwall’s
contractor obtained above
average prices for most
materials.

Best Practices in Multi-Family Recycling
Multi-family buildings with six or more units are required to implement recycling
programs, provided they are located in a municipality of a population of at least 5,000
(Ontario Regulation 103/94). Municipalities are required to provide recycling
collection if the multi-family building receives municipal garbage collection. If a
building has six or more units and does not receive garbage collection they are still
required, by some means, to recycle the province’s mandatory items. Including multifamily buildings in the recycling collection route can be beneficial to a municipality as
additional materials are diverted, systems can be optimized to perform on a larger
scale, and there will be increased revenues from the sale of additional materials.

/
Several complexes have
signed agreements with the
City authorizing the City’s
contractor
to
collect
recyclable materials. There
may be opportunity to
expand this program.

Best Practices in the Use of Recycling Depots
Recycling depots are an efficient way to collect materials from residents who either
don’t receive recycling collection or receive collection but perhaps have additional
materials for which they do not have storage until the next collection day. Materials
that are difficult to collect curbside (i.e., polystyrene packing, film, etc.) can be more
easily deposited in a depot bin, resulting in an increase in the quantity of materials


There is a depot area at the
landfill that is available to
residents.
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Table 6-3:

Description of Fundamental Best Practices and Program Status
Implemented
Summary of Best Practice (BP)

Yes/No

recycled.
Best Practices in Collection and Processing of Challenging Plastics
Some plastic materials are difficult to collect and process, thereby making them
complicated and costly to include in municipal recycling programs. Plastics that are
more challenging include polyethylene film bags, polystyrene foam and containers,
and oversized polyethylene terephthalate bottles. It is beneficial to collect these
materials as they contribute to diversion from landfills and residents are satisfied
knowing they can recycle as many material types as possible. The drawbacks to
collecting challenging plastics include high cost on a per tonne basis, a reduction in
the collection efficiencies of trucks, lower processing efficiency at the MRF, increase
in the number of maintenance issues at the MRF, less available storage at the MRF,
and low revenues as markets are limited.

TBD
Not yet evaluated

The City has implemented some, but not all, of the means to achieve industry recognized best
practices in blue box programming. A discussion of how the City can implement further best
practices and the impact of such is detailed in Task 4: Assessment of Opportunities. Beyond
improved efficiencies in programming the City can position itself to receive the highest level of
funding possible from Waste Diversion Ontario.
Funding for Blue Box programs is provided by the WDO to a maximum of 50% of a
municipality’s costs for operating the program. As described in Section 5.2.11 this 50% funding
model is currently under review by the Province. The amount of funding provided to a
municipality is based on data provided in a municipality’s annual WDO Datacall submission.
Funding allocation has evolved over time but is now categorized in three ways: net cost of the
program, program performance, and best practice questions and with a progressive increase in
allocation amounts for program performance and best practices through to 2012 (Table 6-4).
Table 6-4:

Blue Box Program Funding Allocation 2010-2012

Allocation Method

2010

2011

2012

Net cost
Program Performance
Best Practice Questions

65%
30%
5%

45%
40%
15%

30%
45%
25%

WDO assesses a municipality’s Best Practice (BP) initiatives based on a series of questions
that are administered in the annual WDO Datacall. BP questions are asked every year with
each question weighted according to a certain percentage with a final score of 100%. The
questions are focused on programs and initiatives a municipality can implement to improve
waste diversion, programs, policies, promotion and education as previously described.
Beginning in 2010 progressive reductions in funding will result with negative responses to the
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BP questions in the WDO Datacall submission. For example, a municipality (Cornwall) in the
Small Urban WDO grouping, with a BP score of 0% will lose approximately $13,000 in funding
in 2010, $39,000 in 2011, and $65,000 in 2012. As funding is for each year is based on
Datacall results from two years previous, the 2008 Datacall information will impact 2010 funding.
This funding program only applies to the City’s blue box program. BP funding is based on the
following model:

Best Practice Score (the BP Score is based
on responses to the BP Questions in the
Datacall and is shown as a percentage)

BP Tonnes =
Recovered Tonnes x BP Score

BP Funding =
BP Tonnes + ∑BP Tonnes x BP Allocation

Funding provided by WDO is also based on Program Performance which evaluates the
efficiency and effectiveness (E&E) of programs. The efficiency of a Blue Box program is
determined by the net cost per tonne of material recovered. The effectiveness is measured by
the percentage of produced material recovered. Each WDO grouping is assigned a
representative community against which Program Performance is assessed. For Cornwall’s
Small Urban grouping, Orillia has been selected as a typical community. Performance funding
is calculated as follows:
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Net Cost per Tonne =
Reported Net Cost / Tonnes Recovered

Recovery Rate =
Tonnes Recovered / Tonnes Produced

Recover Rate > 90%?
BP Tonnes + ∑BP

Recovery Rate
= 90%

E&E Factor =
Net Cost per Tonne + Recovery Rate

As shown in Table 6-4, BP and Program Performance will increasingly affect the amount of
funding received for the Blue Box program. As indicated above, Cornwall has not implemented
some of the BPs which directly effect the amount of funding received. Note that the amount of
funding allocated based on the responses to BP Questions will rise to 25% in 2012.
Funding is also affected by the net cost/tonne of material recovered. As presented in the Task 2
report, Cornwall reported higher costs/tonne of material recovered than the median for the Small
Urban grouping in both 2005 and 2006, yet report lower costs than the median in 2007. These
results impact the amount of funding allocated to Cornwall. Based on the City’s performance in
2008, funding for 2010 will only amount to 38.5% of the estimated Blue Box program costs.18
Examination of the City’s existing waste management system indicates that there are a number
of opportunities available and actions that can be taken to achieve provincial waste diversion
and best practices and funding targets as well as local environmental, social and economic
objectives. The City can further position itself in the context of pending regulatory change,
particularly those changes that may occur to the Waste Diversion Act.

18

http://www.wdo.ca/files/domain4116/2010%20Blue%20Box%20Funding%20Payments.xls
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6.3

WASTE DISPOSAL

Most, if not all, municipalities in Ontario are striving to reduce the volume of waste going to
disposal. Some municipalities have set lofty diversion goals to be met in the future. Even for
those municipalities that strive to achieve zero waste to disposal, it will take considerable time to
achieve. In 2002, the City of Toronto established a goal of zero waste to disposal by 2010.
Presently Toronto’s diversion rate is somewhere between 45% and 49%. During the last 12
years over 30 Environmental Assessment (EA) applications have been made by Ontario
municipalities to the MOE attempting to acquire additional waste disposal capacity. Despite
efforts to increase diversion and reduce the amount of waste that is disposed, waste disposal
facilities remain necessary to properly manage residual materials.
In order to continue to make progress in reducing the overall tonnes of waste sent to disposal,
the City needs, as previously mentioned, to consider that the trend in Ontario is toward
increased per capita waste generation, not toward decreased waste generation. As previously
stated, Statistics Canada cites that per capita waste generation (kg of waste per person that
was disposed and diverted) increased in all provinces between 2004 and 2006; this increase
was 2.74% for Ontario (Statistics Canada, 2009). The City is not predicted to experience
population growth over the next twenty (20) years, which affects disposal capacity requirements,
but will need to factor in this waste generation trend.
If the City’s waste disposal status is considered in each of a short-term (10-15 years) and a
long-term (15+ years) the short-term focus is/should be on waste reduction and diversion
through various programs that were described in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 and that will be discussed
in detail in Task 4: Assessment of Opportunities. The City should also consider/evaluate any
operating improvements that could be made at the City’s existing landfill. Simcoe County for
example uses a tarping system for daily cover as opposed to fill which has increased their
landfill capacity by 10 m3/day. Other operating improvements may include improved
compaction either through equipment changes and/or through selective receipt of waste by
type. This may include material bans on large bulky item waste (potentially in conjunction with a
re-use program) and other hard to compact or manage wastes. This could include wastes that
are not necessarily difficult to compact but difficult to manage e.g. wastes with higher liquid
content and/or potential for odour. Wastes like those generated at the Wastewater Treatment
Plant (3953 tonnes in 2009) and others like Sensient Flavours (3252 tonnes in 2009) may have
alternative diversion options like land application or composting. These may be some of many
landfill operating alternatives available to the City to optimize landfill capacity. Table 6-5
summarizes existing and potential short-term program characteristics aimed at increasing the
capacity of the existing landfill.
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Table 6-5:

Waste Disposal: Existing System Characteristics
Best Practice

Current System Performance

Achieving Objective
Yes/No

Differential Tipping Fees

The City does have differential tipping fees
including free drop off for recycling and leaf
and yard waste organics.



Identification of Operating
Improvements to increase capacity
(increased compaction, alternative
cover etc., additional material bans)

No recent assessment of operating
options/alternatives.



Material Bans

Waste Reduction Strategy enforces material
bans at landfill for cardboard, wood, scrap
metal, white goods, leaf waste and scrap tires.

Zero Waste Philosophy: Waste
Reduction & Reuse Programs

Not Implemented

Waste Diversion Performance
Improvements

25%





From a long-term perspective it is understood that the existing landfill has no additional capacity
for expansion due to an Ontario Hydro easement. Cornwall could undertake a cost-benefit
assessment of landfill mining which has been successfully completed in other municipal
jurisdictions. The City could further undertake a site assessment/selection process for new
landfill capacity within its jurisdiction or with other municipal/private sector partners outside its
jurisdiction.
There is new landfill disposal capacity that has been sited in the province. Walker Industries
has new approved capacity (750,000 tonnes/year/20 years) at their Thorold landfill, and Waste
Management of Canada has an estimated remaining capacity at their recently expanded Twin
Creeks Landfill of some 23,000,000 tonnes. Waste Management also operates Petrolia Landfill
and Blenheim landfill that can both receive municipal solid waste.
The City should monitor these facilities and new landfill expansions and sitings over time.
Durham and York are currently undertaking an Environmental Assessment for their new Waste
to Energy facility to be located at Clarington. This may set the stage for other future Waste to
Energy facility construction in the province.
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7.0

Waste Management System Performance Summary

From an assessment of the City’s waste management system as it relates to provincially
legislated diversion requirements, targets, planning guidelines, program performance and best
practices standards, there are a number of program areas that could be targeted for
improvement as summarized in Table 7-1.

Table 7-1: Waste Management System Performance Objectives: Existing System Characteristics
Best/Better Practice

Current System Performance

Achieving Objective
Yes/No

The City provides blue box recycling to the
residential sector and accepts recyclable
materials as detailed in the regulations.



Comply with Waste Diversion Act

The City reports annually tonnages and costs
for all materials managed as required by the
WDA in the WDO datacall



Use waste management planning
principles in the Provincial Policy
Statement.

The City’s waste management plan is being
guided by these principles.



Responsive to pending WDA/Blue
Box Program Plan regulatory
change.

Cornwall continues to monitor potential
impacts associated with these regulatory
changes.



Adopt a Zero Waste Policy.

Cornwall does not have a Zero Waste Policy.

Establish a waste reduction target.

A target has not been established.





Comply with Ontario Regulations
101/94 and 273/02.

Implement Green Procurement
Policies/Influence Federal/Provincial
Regulations

These policies are in place.

Establish a re-use centre to divert
usable materials from the landfill.

A re-use area has been established at the
Depot where reusable MHSW materials can
be provided free of charge to the public.
There is no re-use area for bulky items.

Achieve the Province’s 60%
municipal waste diversion target.

Residential diversion rate = 25%

Achieve the Province’s 70% blue
box capture target.

Capture rate = 54%

Provide a recycling program that
collects a variety of materials.

Cornwall accepts 13 of the 17 commonly
collected materials streams.

Attain a 75% residential
participation rate in the blue box
program.

Waste audit data (November, 2009) provides
order of magnitude estimate of 37%.
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Table 7-1: Waste Management System Performance Objectives: Existing System Characteristics
Best/Better Practice

Current System Performance

Achieving Objective
Yes/No

Achieve a 5% residue target from
recyclable materials processing at
the MRF.

Residue rate = 3.4% (2008 WDO Datacall)



Increase the IC&I participation rate
in recycling programs (municipal or
private).

24.7% participation in municipal curbside
recycling collection program (2008). Number
of IC&I facilities with private recycling
collection are unknown.



Maintain recycling program costs
that are similar or lower than those
of other municipalities.

In 2007, the program cost/household for
Cornwall was $22.50 (Small Urban category
median was $38.62)



Effectively marketing recyclable
materials with a good marketing
strategy in place.

Cornwall’s contractor has obtained above
average prices for most materials.



Maintain a well developed,
comprehensive promotion and
education program aimed at waste
reduction and diversion.

Municipalities achieving higher diversion rates
spend approximately $1.00/hhld/year, 2007
P&E for Cornwall = $0.20/hh, 2007 P&E
median for Cornwall’s Small Urban = $0.55/hh
- $1.00 household/year



Encourage multi-residential
buildings to follow the recycling
program as stipulated in Reg.
101/94.

Approximately 59% of multi-family dwelling
units receive collection through an agreement
with the City.



Maximize the amount of organic
material collected.

Leaf and yard program only. No food waste
organics program.

Operate a MHSW Depot.

Cornwall operates a MHSW Depot at the
landfill on scheduled Saturdays and
Wednesdays.




Operate a WEEE Depot.

WEEE materials are collected at the MHSW
Depots.

Operate a tire diversion program.

Tires are diverted at the landfill.

Development and implementation of
an up-to-date plan for recycling, as
part of an Integrated Waste
Management System.

This will be completed in 2010.



Multi-municipal planning approach
to collection and processing
recyclables.

Cornwall processes recyclables from adjacent
municipalities.



Optimization of operations in
collections and processing.

Optimization studies have not been
undertaken for collection/MRF efficiencies
evaluated with MRF reconstruction.

Training of key program staff in core
competencies

Staff trained in key areas.

7.2
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Table 7-1: Waste Management System Performance Objectives: Existing System Characteristics
Best/Better Practice

Current System Performance

Achieving Objective
Yes/No

Establish and enforce policies like
bag tags, bag limits, clear waste
bags for garbage that induce waste
diversion.

No policies are in place.

Optimize diversion through
collection system configuration,

Cornwall collects recyclables at half the
frequency of garbage and has not
promoted/investigated the use of alternatives
e.g. larger containers, clear garbage bags etc.

Following generally accepted
principle (GAP) for effective
procurement and contract
management.

Result of up-to-date plan if recommendations
implemented.

Differential tipping fees.

The City does have differential tipping fees
including free drop off for recycling and leaf
and yard waste organics.



The Waste Reduction Strategy enforces
material bans at landfill for cardboard, wood,
scrap metal, white goods, leaf waste and
scarp tires.



Enforce material bans at the landfill.

Identify operating improvements at
the landfill aimed at increasing
landfill capacity.

No recent assessment has been undertaken.
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8.0

Next Steps

The next Task, Task 4 - Identification of Opportunities will focus on addressing ‘gaps’ identified
in this Task 3 – Needs Analysis. Opportunities to improve system performance will take into
consideration the unique context of the City, including population, geographic size, location,
fiscal constraints and community social, economic and environmental objectives. Opportunities
to improve performance will also take into consideration the potential for partnerships or other
arrangements that could provide for cost effective system improvements such as regional
approaches with other municipalities and/or the potential for partnerships and/or contractual
arrangements with the private sector.
Improvements to the City’s existing waste management system will be identified based on the
following system components:


Waste reduction and diversion “best practices” approaches



Waste disposal approaches



Collection & processing options



Contracts and bylaw options



Waste management system funding model options

Mechanisms available to implement system improvements will be identified in the context of
these five (5) system components but with an integrated waste management planning approach
that recognizes that each of these system components are highly interrelated.
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Waste Diversion Act – Proposed Changes to Provincial Waste Diversion Framework
In October 2008 the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) began a review of the Waste Diversion
Act (2002). The purpose of the review was to investigate issues affecting waste diversion and
to contemplate using the principles of Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) as the basis for
Ontario’s waste diversion framework. The complete results of the review are provided in “From
Waste to Worth: The Role of Waste Diversion in the Green Economy”, issued by the MOE in
October 2009.
During the six month review period, the MOE met with 30 stakeholder groups, 200 individual
stakeholders and members of the public representing all of Ontario’s regions and a wide variety
of interests. They further received 200 comments to the Environmental Registry posting on
methods to improve Ontario’s waste diversion framework. The From Waste To Worth report
summarizes the feedback as:


Focus on outcomes rather than process.



Give businesses flexibility to suit their needs – avoid a one-size-fits all approach.



Provide a long-term plan (materials and timelines) – avoid ad hoc material
designations and program requests.



Clean up governance – remove overlap in roles and responsibilities.



Provide assistance of businesses to help them understand and meet their obligations.



Make disposal more difficult and costly – provide incentives for diversion.

Based on comments and opinions from the consultation period, the MOE established four broad
outcomes to guide any changes to the waste diversion framework. These are:


Increased waste diversion;



Innovations in sustainable product and packaging design;



Investments in green processes and technologies to grow Ontario’s reuse and
recycling sector; and,



Opportunities for all Ontarians to meaningfully participate and contribute to increasing
waste diversion.

The MOE further believes the framework should be guided by the vision of zero waste and
follow a set of principles including responsibility, flexibility, accountability, transparency,
competition and predictably. Based on these principles and the outcomes stated above, the
MOE has proposed several changes to the waste diversion framework as follows:


Outcomes-based Individual Producer Responsibility



The WDA provides direction on the roles and responsibilities of the Minister of the
Environment, Waste Diversion Ontario (WDO), and Industry Funding Organizations
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(IFOs). A key issue with the current framework is that the burden of waste management
falls to the municipality who must provide waste facilities and fund associated capital and
operating costs.

A producer responsibility system requires the producers of packaging and products to subsidize
waste diversion. Stakeholders thought an outcome based system would allow each individual
producer to select an approach most applicable to their business. The approach could be the
development of an individual waste diversion plan or a larger scale plan in conjunction with
several other businesses.
Based on these issues, the MOE proposes the following:


Make individual producers fully responsible for meeting waste diversion requirements.



Allow individual producers to meet their waste diversion requirements either by joining
a materials management scheme or by developing their own individual waste
diversion plan.



Require individual producers to annually report information on sales into the Ontario
marketplace of designated products and packaging.



Require that any waste diversion plan must meet outcome-based plan requirements
including:
o

Material–specific waste diversion targets set out in regulation under the WDA.

o

Manage wastes in accordance with the concept of diversion.

o

Provide tracking of material from collection to final destination, including
identification of markets and end-uses of collected material.

o

Provide consumer convenience and accessibility through establishment of
minimum service standards that must be met where products are sold in Ontario.



Require producers who fail to meet outcome-based requirements to meet prescriptive
requirements set out in regulation.



Clarify the Concept of Diversion

The WDA encourages waste reduction, reuse, and recycling and prohibits programs which
promote burning, landfilling or land application of designated materials. Stakeholders reportedly
called for greater clarification on what activities constitute diversion and can count towards
diversion targets. New and innovative processes and technologies are not promoted within the
Act, which may prevent Ontario companies from researching and investing in new technologies
that can recover materials.
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The Ministry proposes:


Clarify the concept of diversion to recognize that a wider range of processes and
technologies could be used to meet diversion requirements and encourage innovation:
o

The material recovered and preserved from all processes and technologies will be
counted as diversion.

o

Burning waste, without recovering material for reuse, would not be counted as
diversion.

Requiring More Diversion: A Long-Term Schedule
Currently, it is within the Minister’s power to designate materials, request the implementation of
additional diversion programs and to set program development and establish a timeframe for
the execution of programs. The Minister has the discretion to request such actions at any time,
on an as needed basis. As identified during the stakeholder review, a long-term plan is required
for waste diversion in order to provide the certainty necessary for strategic business planning,
infrastructure development and investments in new/emerging recycling processes and
technologies. The inconsistent flow of diverted materials makes it difficult for businesses to
justify investment in diversion infrastructure and technologies. In addition, the materials
currently designated under the WDA will not result in the large-scale diversion necessary to
make a fundamental change in the waste management framework. Stakeholders would like to
see additional diversion of waste from the IC&I sector. They would also like designated
materials banned from future disposal in landfills.
To help correct these issues, the Ministry proposes:




The materials to be included in the five Developing a long-term waste diversion schedule
for the province that would:
o

Designate materials for diversion including those discarded in both the residential
and IC&I sectors.

o

Set consistent timelines and milestones for each designated material.

o

Set five-year material-specific collection and diversion targets.

o

Ban designated materials from disposal.

o

Provide the authority to carry over plans and targets, and/or to trigger a review of
targets five years after coming into force.

Year schedule include:
o

Short term (two years) IC&I generated paper and packaging, additional
electronics, construction and demolition materials,

o

Medium term (three/four years) bulky items.

o

Long term (five years) vehicles, branded organics, and small household items.
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Effective Oversight
The WDA describes the individual roles for the Minister of the Environment, WDO, and IFO.
However, the current structure was found to be ineffective with overlapping roles and
responsibilities. A clearly defined structure is required for accountability, to remove duplication,
and to ensure the public interest. The WDO and IFOs also lack a secure source of
independent funding. These organizations have difficulty in obtaining loans as costs can only
be recovered if a program is approved and operational.
The composition of the WDO Board was also questioned regarding its objectivity as some
municipal and industry members who sit on the Board are directly affected by diversion
programs. Some members of the WDO Board are also members of the IFO. It is suggested
WDO Board members be appointed based on skills and competencies.
The Ministry proposes:


Three main roles be delineated in Ontario’s waste diversion framework:
o

Minister of the Environment: Policy Framework and Enforcement

o

Waste Diversion Ontario: Administration, Oversight and Compliance

o

Producers: Meeting Waste Diversion Requirements

Supporting Producer Responsibility and Diversion
Stakeholders feel that EPR alone will not lead to increased waste diversion due to the need to
influence significant behavioural changes. EPR coupled with other measures that address the
barriers to diversion should be implemented. One of the main financial barriers to increased
diversion in Ontario is the low cost of disposal relative to the cost of diversion. One suggestion
on how to increase diversion was to establish a disposal levy on each tonne of waste sent for
disposal. The gap between costs for disposal and diversion would be reduced to motivate
increased diversion.
The Ministry proposes:


Implementing a disposal levy to narrow the gap between the cost of diversion and
disposal, and shift behaviour toward greater diversion.
o

Applying the levy to all waste discarded in both the IC&I and residential sectors.



Using disposal levy revenues to support the waste diversion efforts of businesses,
consumers, and municipalities.



Establishing appropriate oversight and administration mechanisms for the disposal
levy revenue.
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The Ministry has also suggested a plan for transitioning to a new framework. All stakeholders
will be affected if the proposed changes are enacted and there are many intricacies that will
need to be considered. To ensure the transition is a smooth one, the Ministry proposes:
 That the government sets regulated phased end dates for each existing program with
corresponding milestones and requirements to move existing programs to the
proposed new framework with minimal disruption, following consultation with affected
parties and the public.
 That transition plans be developed, in consultation with stakeholders, for each
program.
 Keeping the current framework in place for existing programs until the transition is
complete.
The Ministry accepted comments through the Environmental Registry on the WDA review until
January 11, 2010.
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Best Practice (BP)
Implemented Yes/No
Multi-Municipal Planning Approach to Collection and Processing Recyclables
Cooperation between municipalities can lower the overall cost to each municipal
partner as collection and processing costs will be lower when applied on a larger
scale. Savings can be realized due to:
 Economies of scale;
 Increased resident participation/satisfaction;
 Optimized program funding;
 Shared staff/time/costs/skills/equipment;
 Improved supplier/contractor relations;
 Reduced need for management supervision;
 Reduced need for council time and attention;
 Increased capacity to adopt new technologies and methods;
 Material markets and pricing advantages, yielding higher revenues;
 Increased innovation in strategies, service and products;
 Shared risk management; and
 Shared capital requirements.


Cornwall processes
recyclables from South
Stormont and has
established a fee that is
available to any other
municipality
seeking/requiring capacity.

Establishing Defined Performance Measures, Including Diversion Targets, Monitoring, and a
Continuous Improvement Program.
This BP requires a municipality to track and monitor program goals and objectives.
Targets must be established and tracked to ensure programs components are
functioning at an efficient level. There are six steps identified to implement this BP:
 Establish Program Objectives;
 Baseline Measurements and Waste Audits;
 Defining Data Requirements;
 Data Collection and Management;
 Assessment and Reporting; and,
 Reviewing Goals and Objectives.

/
Cornwall is starting to
follow this best practice as
part of this plan that will
establish program objectives
and long term mechanisms
to track and monitor
programming. The City
undertook a waste audit in
November, 2009.

Optimization of Operations in Collections and Processing
Efficiently collecting and processing recyclable material can result in significant cost
savings. Services contracted to the private sector can still be monitored for
efficiency by working closely with the contactor to ensure optimized use of labour
and assets.


Cornwall has not undertaken
an optimization study prior
to this study.

Training of Key Program Staff in Core Competencies
Training of staff is a significant contributing factor to a program’s success.
Knowledgeable staff will lead to better performance and the implementation of a
cost-effective program. The KPMG report lists the key benefits of staff training as
leading to efficiency and effectiveness in the following areas:
 Resident participation and satisfaction;
 Optimized program funding;
 Staff time/costs;
 Supplier/contractor relations;
 Reduced need for management supervision;
 Reduced need for council time and attention;
 Job satisfaction, motivation and morale among employees;


Cornwall indicated on the
2008 WDO Datacall that
staff had attended training.
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Best Practice (BP)









Implemented Yes/No

Process efficiencies;
Capacity to adopt new technologies and methods;
Knowledge of material markets and pricing, yielding higher revenues;
Innovation in business strategies and products;
Reduced employee turnover;
Enhanced municipal image;
Risk management; and,
Increased ability to attract/promote staff.

Following Generally Accepted Principles for Effective Procurement and Contract Management
This BP is tailored towards municipalities who have private sector contractors for
collection and/or processing of recyclables. Ensuring procurement documents
include specific items and performance data, will ensure enhanced program delivery
and costs savings. Key benefits of this BP, according to KPMG, include:
 A high quality service to specified requirements;
 Flexibility to address changing needs;
 Incentives to maximize participation, tonnage and material revenues;
 A proper system (or system component) design that increases diversion at a
lower cost;
 Opening the door to innovation;
 Cost savings due to increased competition;
 Cost savings due to economies of scale; and
 Cost savings due to properly structure contract terms.


Cornwall could not follow
BP suggestions during the
development of its last
tender or RFP process which
us underway simultaneous
to the work being
undertaken in the industry
on best practices for
procurement.

Appropriately Planned, Designed, and Funded Promotion and Education Program
Education regarding blue box programs can have a profound effect on most aspects
of the program. Monitoring of the results of a promotion and education program is
necessary to determine its effectiveness. According to the KPMG report, the
benefits associated with a well designed promotion and education program include:
 Potentially higher revenues for marketed materials due to the lower degree
of contamination;
 Higher waste diversion and recyclable recovery rates overall;
 Establishment of new recycling behaviours and reinforcement of emerging
or existing positive patterns among residents;
 Increased community involvement in the program;
 Set out of only those materials that are accepted b the program;
 Proper set out of recyclables at the curb, leading to increased collection
efficiencies and decreased operator safety issues; and,
 Lower residue rates of processing facilities, resulting in higher recovery and
lower costs.

/
Cornwall does not have a
formal communications plan
but does have a
communications program
which uses various types of
media for delivering key
recycling messages to the
public including the free ads
offered through OCNA.

Established and Enforced Policies that Induce Waste Diversion
There are a number of monetary and other incentive programs that can be
implemented to encourage residents to participate in recycling programs.
Combinations of policies work to encourage desired behaviours in the public while
limiting undesirable behaviours. Examples of policies using non-monetary
incentives include bag limits, provision of blue boxes, disposal bans, curbside
material bans, mandatory recycling, reduction in garbage collection frequency, and
drop-off depots. There are many types of economic incentives such as PAYT, unit
pricing and variable tipping fees. Effects of well designed policies include:


Overall, Cornwall does not
include economic or nonmonetary incentives in their
waste management program.
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Implemented Yes/No

Higher participation rates;
Increases in materials diverted to recycling;
Reductions in recyclable materials loss;
Improved quality of materials;
Realized synergies between policies and promotion and education;
Decreases in garbage collection costs;
Increases in program revenues;
High returns on investments; and low capital requirements.

Best Practices in Curbside Collection
Relationship to Processing:
The capabilities of the MRF play a key role in other facets of curbside collection.
Depending on MRF design, choices in collection methods may be limited.

Set-out Containers:
The size and type of set-out containers can vary from recycling boxes, roll-out carts,
and/or translucent bags. Often the type of container chosen is dependent on the setout volume of residents and the collection capabilities of the collection vehicles.
Set-out studies, waste audits and capacity studies are used to determine the quantity
and types of waste residents place in waste receptacles. The type of container should
match the quantity of waste and the frequency of collection.

Degree of Sorting:
The amount of recyclables generated per year can affect the type of sorting required.
For small programs, that do not receive enough recyclables to justify the
construction of a MRF, a low-tech bulking facility may be advantageous to the
municipality as it reduces the volume of materials requiring shipment to processing
facilities. Two-stream collection most suitable to those municipalities generated
approximately 10, 000 to 40,000 tonnes of material. As a program begins to
generate greater than 40,000 tonnes, single-stream recycling can be more suitable.
Collection Frequency:
Determining the appropriate collection frequency is dependent on such
considerations as the variety and volume of recyclables recovered, the type, number,
and volume of household containers, the type of collection vehicle, and available cocollection options. The KPMG report states that ideally recyclables should be
collected at the same frequency as garbage. The report also determined that those
programs with the greatest diversion rates and most effectiveness offer weekly
collection of recyclables and organics with bi-weekly collection of garbage. Cocollection of wastes is often more efficient, provided materials can be unloaded at
the same or adjacent facilities.
Routing:
Route optimization ensures that the shortest route is selected for collection materials
from all residential locations. The collection vehicles should spend the maximum
amount of time on the collection routes and a minimum amount of time off-route.
Variations on routing also include requiring residents to only set wastes on one side
of the road for collection or requiring neighbours to set wastes side-by-side for


Cornwall has just
constructed a new twostream MRF to process
Cornwall, South Stormont
recyclables.
/
Until this study, Cornwall
had not completed a waste
audit and therefore could not
properly evaluate the
effectiveness of the selected
type of set-out container.
This is a next step for the
City.

Cornwall has a two-stream
collection program which is
suitable for the quantity of
recyclables generated.


Cornwall offers bi-weekly
recycling collection and
weekly garbage collection.
Therefore, recycling is
collected less frequently
than garbage, contradicting
the BP in the KPMG report.

Various mechanisms to
improve routing e.g. side by
side set- out have not yet
been reviewed.
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Best Practice (BP)
collection efficiency.
Transfer:
Transfer stations are effective for smaller communities or for larger ones that do not
have their own processing capacity. Transfer stations can allow for a more efficient
movement of materials from an area to the final processing destination by
compacting materials.

Implemented Yes/No
n/a
Since Cornwall has its own
MRF, and based on the size
of the municipality, it is not
necessary to have a transfer
station.

Best Practices in Processing of Recyclable Materials
The KPMG report identified a number of BPs that can be implemented to improve
processing effectiveness, efficiency, and costs. For example:
 A storage capacity of two days would allow for a second processing shift
and a suitable amount of stored materials should there be any equipment
failures, etc.
 Design flexibility should be considered in the event of material changes,
changes in quantities, etc.
 Provide a balance between manual labour and mechanized labour.
 Install equipment appropriate for the task. For example, use proper sized
bailers, loaders, etc.
 An area appropriate for pre-sorting allows for the removal of oversize and
problem materials before they can cause damage to processing equipment.
 Using a fluffer or perforator can help increase bale density up to 20%.
 Optical sorting equipment can increase the efficiency of sorting plastics,
however this option is only feasible if the amount of recyclables processed
is greater than 40,000 tonnes.
 Conduct a feasibility analysis to determine the appropriate amount of
capital investment required to maximize benefits.
 Pursue options that will result in the greatest efficiencies first.
 Place maintenance provisions in contracts to extend the lifespan of
equipment and ensure optimum performance.
Single-stream recycling was also introduced in the KPMG report, which promotes
placing all materials streams into one container for collection. Single stream
collection can increase the quantity of recyclables, be more convenient for residents,
minimize overall system costs, and improve collection efficiencies. There are some
disadvantages as well, including lower quality control, retrofitting MRFs not
designed for single-stream, higher MRF processing costs, and so on.


Opportunities for
efficiencies, improvements
undertaken with new MRF
design, reconstruction.

Successful Marketing Strategy for Processing Recyclables
Effectively marketing recyclable materials is critical to ensuring program success.
The KPMG report has not identified a definitive BP for this aspect of recycling
programs as there are a wide variety of strategies employed by municipalities across
Ontario. Regardless, there are a number of components of a good marketing
strategy that can apply in all cases:
 Understand market requirements;
 Conduct audits related to market performance;
 Produce quality materials for sale in the marketplace; and,
 Use a systematic approach to select markets.


In 2007, Cornwall obtained
above average prices for
most materials. While
marketing of materials is the
contractor’s responsibility,
the contractor must provide
the City with pricing for
approval prior to marketing.

Best Practices in Multi-Family Recycling
Multi-family buildings with six or more units are required to implement recycling
programs, provided they are located in a municipality of a population of at least

/
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Best Practice (BP)

Implemented Yes/No

5,000 (Ontario Regulation 103/94). Municipalities are required to provide recycling
collection services only if the multi-family building already receives garbage
collection. However, even if the building does not receive garbage collection,
recycling must be provided for all items accepted in the recycling program of the
municipality. Including multi-family buildings in the recycling collection route can
be beneficial to a municipality as additional materials are diverted, systems can be
optimized to perform on a larger scale, and there will be increased revenues from the
sale of additional materials.

Although multi-residential
complexes are generally The
Multi-residential sector has
the option of participating in
the City’s curbside
collection program. Several
complexes have signed
agreements with the City
authorizing the City’s
contractor to collect
recyclable materials from
their private properties.
Residents in townhouses or
rowhouses place a blue box
at the curb on their
designated collection day.
Residents in apartment style
buildings and townhouses or
rowhouses without street or
private drive access place
their recyclable materials at
one or more depots within
the complex.

Municipalities can influence new multi-family buildings to be designed in such a
way so as to promote recycling. Mandatory requirements could stipulate such
aspects as type, quantity, and location of garbage and recycling bins.
The type and capacity of collection bin selected for each multi-family building
depends on the collection method, number of units, and the configuration of the
building. Small buildings may chose to use individual blue bins, while larger
complexes may use 90 or 95 gallon roll-out carts, and even larger buildings may use
4 cubic-yard bins. Smaller containers for placement within each unit can be used to
transfer materials to the larger bins at the central collection point.
In the KPMG report, collection should occur at least once a week, with more
frequent collections scheduled for buildings who have insufficient storage for extra
materials. It is preferable to store bins inside for better monitoring of contamination.
Education and training should not be directed towards residents alone, but should
also include owners, property managers and superintendants, as well as collectors.
Handbooks in addition to face-to-face meetings are beneficial for owners, property
managers and superintendents who implement the building’s recycling programs.
Becoming familiar with a building’s staff enables municipal workers to provided
education materials, labels, guidance, and other support. Collectors can help
recognize contamination issues and other operational issues that may need
modification.

Cornwall does not have any
requirements in place for
new multi-family buildings
(e.g. a mandatory recycling
by-law).

Best Practices in the Use of Recycling Depots
Recycling depots are an efficient way to collect materials from residents who either
don’t receive recycling collection or receive collection but perhaps have additional
materials for which they do not have storage until the next collection day.
Materials that are difficult to collect curbside (i.e., polystyrene packing, film, etc.)
can be more easily deposited in a depot bin, resulting in an increase in the quantity
of materials recycled. For those municipalities with smaller populations, depots
offer a cost-effective way to deliver a recycling program to residents. Cost savings
are realized as larger bins from fewer locations are taken to MRFs for processing.
Other best practices include:
 Locating the bins in a safe and accessible location;
 Ensuring the depots are convenient to use;
 Select bins that can reduce the potential for contamination and depots that
discourage illegal dumping;
 Maintain the depot area so it is clean and orderly;
 Install clear signage with instructions;
 Promote the depot system and properly educate the public on use and


Cornwall provides curbside
collection services to
residents and as an
additional service provides a
depot at the landfill.
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Implemented Yes/No

acceptable materials;
Record quantities and volume of materials received; and,
Select containers that are appropriate for the type and quantities of
materials expected as well as the type of transport that be used to take the
bin to a processing facility.

Best Practices in Collection and Processing of Challenging Plastics
Some plastic materials are difficult to collect and process, thereby making them
complicated and costly to include in municipal recycling programs. Plastics that are
more challenging include polyethylene film bags, polystyrene foam and containers,
and oversized polyethylene terephthalate bottles. It is beneficial to collect these
materials as they contribute to diversion from landfills and residents are satisfied
knowing they can recycle as many material types as possible. The drawbacks to
collecting challenging plastics include high cost on a per tonne basis, a reduction in
the collection efficiencies of trucks, lower processing efficiency at the MRF,
increase in the number of maintenance issues at the MRF, less available storage at
the MRF, and low revenues as markets are limited.


Cornwall does collect
oversized polyethylene
terephthalate bottles.
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1.0

Introduction

Stantec was retained by the City of Cornwall in September 2009 to undertake a review of their
existing waste management system in order to identify program areas that could be optimized.
This study examines existing components of the current system including the landfill, Materials
Recovery Facility (MRF), collection and processing of recyclables and waste and waste
diversion programs.
The study is comprised of seven (7) tasks:
Task 1 – Project Initiation and Information Gathering;
Task 2 – Review of Existing System;
Task 3 – Need Analysis;
Task 4 – Identification of Opportunities;
Task 5 – Assessment of Opportunities;
Task 6 – Preparation and Submission of Draft Report; and,
Task 7 – Submission of Final Report and Presentation to Council.
Task 1 – Project Initiation and Information Gathering , Task 2 – Review of Existing System, and
Task 3 – Needs Analysis have been completed and documented in previous technical memos.
Task 4 – Identification of Opportunities is the focus of this technical memo. This memo provides
a range of initiatives the City could undertake to improve its waste management system
performance. The program and infrastructure options identified in this Technical Memo were
developed for the City to be considered as mechanisms to address gaps between the City‟s
existing waste management system and what are industry best practices, provincial policy
standards and that have been successfully implemented in other municipal jurisdictions. The
options are not presented as specific recommendations but as a series of options that the City
can in essence pick and choose in terms of priority. From this a program implementation
schedule can be developed and be reflective of the City‟s triple-bottom line approach and in the
context of developing a sustainable waste management system.
The principle of sustainability, or more appropriately „sustainable development‟ is often
integrated in some fashion into the general principles applied to waste management planning.
For example, the general principle of sustainability as applied to waste management decision
making is set out in “principle e.” of the Provincial Policy statement on waste management
planning by making it explicit that waste management choices “consider economic, social and
environmental costs.”
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The definition of sustainable development that is most commonly used is based on that adopted
by the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) in 1987, commonly
referred to as the Brundtland definition:
Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Sustainable development generally means ensuring that well-being is at least maintained over
time. The principle of fairness within and between present and future generations should be
taken into account in the use of environmental, economic, and social resources. Putting these
needs into practice requires living within the limits of the natural environment.
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2.0

Proposed Factors for Consideration in Options & Opportunities
Assessment

There are a number of factors that could be considered and that may be applied to assess
potential waste reduction, diversion, disposal and other waste management system
programming options. These factors could include whether implementation should occur over
the short term or a longer term, how the programming option interacts/affects other components
of the City‟s waste management system, potential cost implications, impacts to waste diversion,
impacts to processing or disposal capacity requirements and opportunities for improved system
efficiencies and/or level of service. Further considerations may include general implementation
requirements of a given option, implementation timeline requirements and, given the current
state of flux of provincial regulatory policy, options may be assessed relative to their ability to
adjust to changes in the Waste Diversion Act (WDA) and other provincial initiatives.
While there may be more factors to consider for the City, these factors have been utilized in this
Task 4 – Identification of Opportunities report to provide a preliminary assessment and
understanding of the impact of implementing various programming options available to the City
to optimize their waste management system. A more detailed description of these option
assessment factors are outlined in Table 2.1 below for the City‟s consideration.

Table 2.1:

Program Option & Opportunities Assessment Factors

Consideration
Short-term or Long-term Option

Application to Options






Interaction with other System
Components





Potential Cost Implications




Potential Change in Diversion



Preference for options that could apply in both short-term (10 years or less)
and long-term (10 or more years).
Short-term options would include those that can easily be implemented within
the first few years of the waste management plan (i.e. within the first five
years) and/or those options that would only be reasonably available in the
short-term.
Long-term options would include those that require more time to implement
(i.e. up to 10 years to implement) and that should be sustainable until at least
2030 or beyond.
Significant interactions of options with other potential system components.
Options should not negatively interact with other components.
Some options will be contingent upon the viability of implementing another
system component, i.e., weekly recycling collection is contingent on funding
options and collection contract timelines and provisions.
Potential costs implications for the options, including capital and operating
costs and potential revenues.
Potential costs should be within reasonable range of the current budget
unless outside funding sources are available as they may be in some cases.
Potential changes in diversion rates are identified if possible that could
directly or indirectly result from implementing any of the options.
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Table 2.1:

Program Option & Opportunities Assessment Factors

Consideration

Application to Options

Potential for System
Efficiencies and Improvements
in Level of Service



Potential Processing or
Disposal Capacity
Requirements



General Implementation
Requirements







Preferred if options increase efficiency and/or cost effectiveness of the waste
system.
Diversion and collection options should have potential to enhance/improve
levels of service.
Diversion processing options and residual disposal options must be able to
provide sufficient capacity for a reasonable length of time.
Potential decreases in required landfill capacity for diversion options, would
reflect both increased diversion and changes in composition and density of
waste requiring landfill disposal.
Examples of implementation requirements may include:
Facility siting for any new facilities.
Approvals/permitting such as those necessary under the
Environmental Assessment and Environmental Protection Acts.



General Implementation
Timeframe



Ability to Adjust Option to
Changes to the WDA & Other
Provincial Initiatives



2.2

Procurement processes such as RFPs or Tenders for development of
new facilities and/or new contracts.
Implementation requirements should allow for short-term options to be
developed within 5 years of waste management plan approval and within 10
years for long-term options.
Implementation timelines are program complexity dependent and in some
cases can only be implemented after other options are implemented and/or in
some cases should be implemented simultaneously with other programs.
Options need to have flexibility to adapt to changes that could occur based on
changes in Provincial regulatory requirements/policy.
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3.0

Existing Program Performance

The Task 3 – Needs Analysis report provided detailed discussion regarding Cornwall‟s
achievements in meeting provincial regulatory requirements and policy objectives as well as
industry best practices including those linked to funding as part of the blue box program plan.
Table 3.1 summarizes the City‟s achievements to date. Table 3.2 highlights areas for
improvement in the City‟s waste management system. These are the focus of this Task 4 –
Identification of Opportunities report that explores and describes various options as possible
approaches the City might take to reach its best practices objectives.
Table 3.1: Waste Management System Performance Objectives Achievements
Best/Better Practice

Current System Performance

Achieving Objective
Yes/No

The City provides blue box recycling to the
residential sector and accepts recyclable
materials as detailed in the regulations.



Comply with Waste Diversion Act

The City reports annual tonnages and costs
for all materials managed as required by the
WDA in the WDO datacall



Use waste management planning
principles in the Provincial Policy
Statement.

The City‟s waste management plan is being
guided by these principles.

Responsive to pending WDA/Blue
Box Program Plan regulatory
change.

Cornwall continues to monitor potential
impacts associated with these regulatory
changes.



Implement Green Procurement
Policies/Influence Federal/Provincial
Regulations

These policies are in place.



Provide a recycling program that
collects a variety of materials.

Cornwall accepts 13 of the 17 commonly
collected materials streams.



Achieve a 5% residue target from
recyclable materials processing at
the MRF.

Residue rate = 3.4% (2008 WDO Datacall)

Increase the IC&I participation rate
in recycling programs (municipal or
private).

24.7% participation in municipal curbside
recycling collection program (2008). Number
of IC&I facilities with private recycling
collection are unknown.



Maintain recycling program costs
that are similar or lower than those
of other municipalities.

In 2007, the program cost/household for
Cornwall was $22.50 (Small Urban category
median was $38.62)



Effectively marketing recyclable
materials with a good marketing
strategy in place.

Cornwall‟s contractor has obtained above
average prices for most materials.

Comply with Ontario Regulations
101/94 and 273/02.
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Table 3.1: Waste Management System Performance Objectives Achievements
Best/Better Practice

Current System Performance

Achieving Objective
Yes/No

Encourage multi-residential
buildings to follow the recycling
program as stipulated in Reg.
101/94.

Approximately 59% of multi-family dwelling
units receive collection through an agreement
with the City.



Operate a Municipal Hazardous
Special Waste (MHSW) Depot.

Cornwall operates a MHSW Depot at the
landfill on scheduled Saturdays and
Wednesdays.



Operate a Waste Electronic &
Electrical Equipment (WEEE)
Depot.

WEEE materials are collected at the MHSW
Depots.



Operate a tire diversion program.

Tires are diverted at the landfill.



Development and implementation of
an up-to-date plan for recycling, as
part of an Integrated Waste
Management System.

This will be completed in 2010.



Multi-municipal planning approach
to collection and processing
recyclables.

Cornwall processes recyclables from adjacent
municipalities.



Training of key program staff in core
competencies

Staff trained in key areas.



Differential tipping fees.

The City does have differential tipping fees
including free drop off for recycling and leaf
and yard waste organics.



The Waste Reduction Strategy enforces
material bans at landfill for cardboard, wood,
scrap metal, white goods, leaf waste and
scrap tires.



Enforce material bans at the landfill.
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Table 3.2: Waste Management System Performance Objectives Deficiencies
Best/Better Practice

Current System Performance

Achieving Objective
Yes/No

Adopt a Zero Waste Policy.

Cornwall does not have a Zero Waste Policy.



Establish a waste reduction target.

A target has not been established.



Establish a re-use centre to divert
usable materials from the landfill.

A re-use area has been established at the
Depot where reusable MHSW materials can
be provided free of charge to the public.
There is no re-use area for bulky items.

Achieve the Province‟s 60%
municipal waste diversion target.

Residential diversion rate = 25%



Achieve the Province‟s 70% blue
box capture target.

Capture rate = 54%



Attain a 75% residential participation
rate in the blue box program.

Waste audit data (November, 2009) provides
order of magnitude estimate of 37%.



Maintain a well developed,
comprehensive promotion and
education program aimed at waste
reduction and diversion.

Municipalities achieving higher diversion rates
spend approximately $1.00/hhld/year, 2007
Promotion &Education for Cornwall =
$0.20/hh/year.



Maximize the amount of organic
material collected.

Leaf and yard program only. No food waste
organics program.



Optimization of operations in
collections and processing.

Optimization studies have not been
undertaken for collection but MRF efficiencies
were evaluated with MRF reconstruction.

Establish and enforce policies like
bag tags, bag limits, clear waste
bags for garbage that encourage
waste diversion.

No policies are in place.



Optimize diversion through
collection system configuration,

Cornwall collects recyclables at half the
frequency of garbage and has not
promoted/investigated the use of alternatives
e.g. larger containers, clear garbage bags etc.



Following generally accepted
principle (GAP) for effective
procurement and contract
management.

Result of up-to-date plan if recommendations
implemented.



Identify operating improvements at
the landfill aimed at increasing
landfill capacity.

No recent assessment has been undertaken.

/

/
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4.0

Waste Management System – New Programming Options

The purpose of this section is to provide information on a wide range of waste management
programming options available to the City. All of these programming options are employed in
some shape or form by other municipalities in Ontario and where the results of those program
implementations are known they are described in this section (e.g. impact to diversion rate).
This options review, in the context of considering factors that may affect their implementation, is
intended to set the stage for the City to weight each option and to ultimately assess each option.
This enables the identification of preferred options and the development of an implementation
framework for both short-term and long-term solid waste management planning horizons.
The following table (Table 41) provides a summary of a range of waste management
programming options that are addressed in this report. Subsequent sections address each of
these options individually.
Table 4.1: List of Waste Management Programming Options for Consideration
Category
Waste Reduction and
Reuse Options

Waste Diversion Options

Organic Waste Processing
Options
Collection Options

MRF Optimization Options

Options


























Adopt a Zero Waste Philosophy
Establish a Per Capita Waste Reduction Target
Develop a Re-Use Centre, Re-Use Programs & Re-Use Partnering
Initiatives
Promote Waste Minimization Legislation & Programs
Enhance Existing Waste Diversion Depot Program
Multi-Residential Recycling and Credit Option
Clear Garbage Bag Program
Establish Bag Limits
Increase Recycling Container Capacity
Enhanced and Sustained Advertising and Promotion & Education
(P&E)
At-Source Composting
Public Open Space Recycling Program
Special Events Recycling Program
Additional Programming for the IC&I Sector
Secure Long-term Organics Processing Capacity Outside Cornwall
Develop Organic Waste Processing Capacity within Cornwall
Sustained Private Sector Contracting Option
Public Sector Collection Option
Weekly Blue and Black Box Collection (without Organics collection)
Co-collection of Kitchen Organics and Garbage/Co-collection of Blue
and Black Boxes
Bi-Weekly (Every other week) Garbage Collection
Bulky-Item Programming Options
Automated Collection Options
Implement Remaining Best Practices
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Table 4.1: List of Waste Management Programming Options for Consideration
Category
Waste Disposal Options

Administration & Funding
Options

4.1

Options











Differential Tipping Fees
Modifications to Current Operating Landfills
Landfill Bans
Landfill Mining
New Landfill Facility
Use of Residual Waste Disposal Capacity Outside Cornwall
Residual Waste Processing
Enhance Existing Solid Waste Management By-law
Funding Options

WASTE REDUCTION AND REUSE OPTIONS

The City already has a Waste Reduction Strategy (WRS) that targets the reduction of various
wastes from disposal at their landfill. This program includes the banning of materials such as
scrap metal, cardboard, wood, tires and other materials from landfilling and this is encouraged
through the use of lower tipping fees (than disposal) for receipt of these materials as well as a
penalty for loads containing these materials. The City has also already adopted a green
procurement strategy that encourages waste reduction (less packaging) and the use of recycled
materials (e.g. paper products) which is an action consistent with a zero-waste philosophy.
There are a number of other waste reduction and re-use programming options available to the
City. These programs are now finding their way into many municipal waste management
strategic planning processes and are now being supported provincially in Ontario as
demonstrated by the waste value chain set out by the Province of Ontario as part of the “Policy
Statement on Waste Management Planning (June 2007)” The waste hierarchy or value chain
places priority on preventing waste generation, maximizing diversion of the waste that is
generated and minimizing disposal with preference to disposal methods that allow for recovery
of energy.
There are many versions of the waste hierarchy in general circulation as set out in
governmental and non-governmental policy statements developed for jurisdictions world-wide.
Generally, each version presents certain nuances that reflect certain regional or national
differences. Put simply, the hierarchy generally appears as set out in Figure 4.1.
.
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Figure 4.1: The Waste Hierarchy

The following sections discuss implementation of a number of options that would reflect a solid
waste management system being managed in the context of this waste hierarchy. In most
cases there are no predictable impacts e.g. from a waste diversion or reduction standpoint
because there is little documented from these programs where they have been implemented
elsewhere, that is, quantifiable results from program implementation.
4.1.1

ADOPT A ZERO WASTE PHILOSOPHY

The zero-waste philosophy is described in more detail in Task 3 – Needs Analysis but generally
refers to consideration of every stage of generation and procurement to determine the most
efficient means to use raw materials, to eliminate the toxicity of the materials, and ensure that
the materials or products are designed to be reused again as a resource. The Zero Waste
approach advocates for the use of discarded materials to reduce and eliminate the need for
disposal.
The formal adoption of the approach itself and the development of supporting programs like those
below, can trigger a fundamental shift in thinking for municipal managers, municipal councils and their
constituents. This thinking often includes the notion that Zero Waste is a path or a road, along
which society can progress towards a goal of minimizing the amount of waste requiring
disposal.
The approach can be adopted in the short-term or over a longer period and can set the
framework for encouraging waste reduction and waste re-use initiatives through promotion and
education initiatives. The impact of this programming is unknown from a waste reduction
standpoint however this fundamental shift in thinking can trigger behavioural changes that
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create the potential for reduced waste generation and shifts toward further attempts to divert
waste on an individual/household level.
Option: Adopt a Zero Waste Philosophy
Short-term or Long-term Option

Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term.

Interaction with other System
Components

Should be collaboratively developed with other promotion and education
initiatives.

Potential Cost Implications

Included as part of the Promotion & Education (P&E) budget.

Potential Change in Diversion

No mechanism to predict impact.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Potential for reduction of waste through system for reduced use of
landfill disposal capacity and reduced residual waste in recycling.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

No substantial nor quantifiable impact on processing or disposal
capacity requirements.

General Implementation
Requirements

Review of P&E component in conjunction with other P&E initiatives.

General Implementation Timeframe

4-6 months (assessment of current programs and materials
development).
Integrated timing with existing P&E initiatives.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

4.1.2

WDA does not currently legislate waste reduction – this option is highly
adjustable to any new legislation that targets waste reduction.

ESTABLISH A PER CAPITA WASTE REDUCTION TARGET

This option involves a shift in thinking toward a more sophisticated approach to adopting the
principles of the “Waste Value Chain” in that a specific, measurable waste reduction target is
set, monitored and appropriately supported. The City now has access to recent waste audit
data (November, 2009) that can be utilized to develop an appropriate reduction target and
subsequent audits can support monitoring of the achievement of that target.
Option: Establish a Per Capita Waste Reduction Target
Short-term or Long-term Option

Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term.

Interaction with other System
Components

Going forward, should be collaboratively developed with other promotion
and education initiatives and zero-waste principles.

Potential Cost Implications

Minimal with low end integration with existing P&E initiatives.
Could be the „guiding principle‟ or overlying objective for all waste
reduction based P&E activity.

Potential Change in Diversion

Based on Cornwall‟s 2009 Annual Report, at a 25% current diversion
rate a 10% reduction in waste generation would amount to
approximately 2,100 tonnes of saved landfill capacity.
This is about a 3% increase in diversion.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

4.4

Reduced waste volumes contribute to additional disposal capacity.
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Option: Establish a Per Capita Waste Reduction Target
Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Saves landfill capacity, has no impact on processing infrastructure
capacity.

General Implementation
Requirements

Review 2009 waste audit results to examine overall waste generation
rates and to determine target materials for educational campaigns.
Administration of design, development and distribution of P&E materials,
to be determined as best suited to program messaging.
Development of an initial and ultimate per capita waste reduction target.

General Implementation Timeframe

4 to 6 months (program and materials development)/ /integrated timing
with existing P&E initiatives to be sustained long-term.
Longer term regular auditing/progress monitoring.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

4.1.3

WDA does not currently legislate waste reduction – this option is highly
adjustable to any new legislation that targets waste reduction.

DEVELOP A RE-USE CENTRE, RE-USE PROGRAMS & RE-USE PARTNERING
INITIATIVES

Some re-use initiatives exist in the City by organizations like Habitat for Humanity, Salvation
Army and AGAPE. This option could involve the identification of additional and specific
community stakeholders, potential partnership opportunities and other available tools (e.g. web
based waste exchange site(s) and links) that could suit the City based on their own community
resource dynamics. Various program options like waste exchange events, re-use centre
development, web-based exchange sites and other programs have been implemented by other
municipalities that may be suitable to the City. A greater emphasis on re-use programming in
Cornwall may be very attractive to its residents. In areas that are experiencing higher
unemployment and lower income (than the provincial average) these types of facilities may be
welcomed as they typically sell commonly needed household items like children‟s clothing, toys,
small appliances etc. They are also popular amongst student populations. These programs
can range from promotion-based only to retail space leasing or full-scale re-use centre
construction.
Option: Develop a Re-Use Centre(s), Re-Use Programs & Re-Use Partnering Initiatives
Short-term or Long-term Option

Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term. Waste exchange
events can be implemented very short-term with leading promotion of
the events.
Re-use Centre(s) may be part of a longer term strategy.

Interaction with other System
Components

Should be assessed in concert with potential community-based
partnering arrangements and in concert with overall waste reduction
programming concepts.

Potential Cost Implications

Broad – small (P&E for waste exchange events, web based waste
exchange site development) to larger costs - construction of a number
of smaller or one larger re-use centre which is potential number of user
and materials (accepted) dependent.
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Option: Develop a Re-Use Centre(s), Re-Use Programs & Re-Use Partnering Initiatives
Potential Change in Diversion

Diversion impact is minimal.
As an example Wellington County operates 3 reuse centres for an
annual diversion of just under 40 tonnes per year.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Larger re-useable items like furniture, windows, doors, etc., do not suit
landfill operations.
Removing need to manage bulky, hard to compact materials aids in
improving waste material compaction.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Some potential for landfill disposal capacity savings.

General Implementation
Requirements

Evaluate other municipal best practices, programs for re-use and related
P&E practices.

Material handling requirements vary by programming.

Evaluate best practices in re-use centre development (i.e., materials
received, public/private or partnership operation of facilities, size of
facility, construction and operation costs, tonnage diverted).
General Implementation Timeframe

3 months best practices/information gathering.
Additional 4 months promotional materials design and development for
base program/construction timing if facility development is an option.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

4.1.4

WDA does not currently legislate waste reuse – this option is highly
adjustable to any new legislation that targets waste reuse initiatives.

PROMOTE WASTE MINIMIZATION LEGISLATION & PROGRAMS

Beyond those options identified that the City could have direct control of, further efforts to
prevent and minimize waste can be directed at waste minimization legislation and programs at
Federal and Provincial levels. This could include participation in workshops and events, sitting
on various committees, lobbying activity, commenting on proposed legislation and programming
toward the prevention and minimization of waste. A recent opportunity for comment, for
example, was the new provincial Policy Statement on Waste Management Planning (2007).

Option: Promote Waste Minimization Legislation & Programs
Short-term or Long-term Option

Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term.

Interaction with other System
Components

Consistent with Zero Waste Principles.

Potential Cost Implications

Staff and/or Council member time.

Potential Change in Diversion

Seeks to affect packaging/products to reduce overall waste generation
and where packaging is necessary to ensure that packages and
products have a beneficial end use.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

n/a

Potential Processing or Disposal

Actual effect on reducing disposal capacity requirements is difficult to
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Capacity Requirements

Option: Promote Waste Minimization Legislation & Programs
quantify.

General Implementation
Requirements

Participate at provincial/federal levels – boards, workshops, through
comments on proposed policy/regulatory change.

General Implementation Timeframe

Staff and Council commitments would be revaluated after every
municipal election.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

WDA does not currently legislate waste reduction – this option is highly
adjustable to any new legislation that targets waste reduction.

4.2

WASTE DIVERSION PROGRAM OPTIONS

The options discussed in this section reflect further best practices that may be employed to
reduce and ultimately eliminate deficiencies identified in the City‟s waste management system
and achieving the targeted 60% residential diversion rate and the provincial blue box recovery
target of 70%. These waste diversion programming opportunities are presented as a series of
options that may be implemented (although not all are necessary) to achieve waste diversion
targets (e.g. a clear garbage bag program could be implemented in lieu of a bag-tag program as
discussed below).
These options will ultimately be assessed relative to ease of implementation and relative to
incremental gains in waste diversion. For example, there are programming options presented in
this section that generally represent „low hanging fruit‟, that is, they are relatively easy to
implement at reasonable cost and have a decent impact on reducing waste disposal capacity
requirements at the City‟s landfill. This will be more thoroughly assessed and discussed in Task
5 – Assessment of Opportunities. Discussion on various curbside collection options that can
improve waste diversion but that are effected relative to curbside collection infrastructure and
operating costs are presented in Section 4.4 - Collection Options.
4.2.1

ENHANCE EXISTING WASTE DIVERSION DEPOT PROGRAM

The City of Cornwall offers depots for several recyclable materials at its landfill. Depots are
available for MSHW, leaf and yard waste, white goods, blue box recyclable materials, scrap
metal, tires, and wood waste. These programs could be assessed relative to existing
infrastructure/facilities and resourcing (e.g. staffing) and possibly from the standpoint of the
addition of new depot locations. Improved levels of service may improve materials diversion
from landfill. Current versus potential end-markets/end-users for all products could also be
assessed. While there may exist the opportunity to increase recycling activity there may also be
capacity for increased re-use activity that could benefit residents and potentially reduce handling
and disposal costs for the City. One example of added programming to be explored is a shingle
recycling program that could divert as much as 1300 tonnes per year of waste from the City‟s
landfill. There is also an estimated 18,000 tonnes per year of waste generated by the City‟s
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construction sector that might be targeted for additional waste reduction and reuse
programming.
Option: Enhance Existing Waste Diversion Depot Program
Short-term or Long-term Option

Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term.

Interaction with other System
Components

Existing contracts/arrangements for materials handling: collection and
recovery could be evaluated relative to any identified/recommended
program change/expansion.

Potential Cost Implications

Goal would be to maintain or reduce costs associated with various
existing programs, costs associated with added materials at City
facilities could be determined as part of further evaluation of this option.
Cost-benefit implications of additional resource requirements (e.g. staff)
could be assessed.
Potential to reduce landfill revenues from tip fees, and thus potential
for higher net operating costs for disposal.

Potential Change in Diversion

1-2% (based on other municipal experience with subtle changes to
their depot programs e.g. does not include a new shingle recycling
program or a focused program for construction waste).

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Potentially maintain or lower costs but increase diversion.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Existing facility(s) capacity to manage additional materials may be
limited.

General Implementation
Requirements

Review of municipal best practices in handling, transportation and endmarkets.
Cost-benefit assessment of enhanced programming for each material
type.

General Implementation Timeframe

3 months, best practices review and cost-benefit assessment.
Existing contract/arrangement dependent, also dependent on existing
infrastructure capacity.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

4.2.2

This option is flexible to changes in the WDA and would complement
any new designated wastes under the WDA.

MULTI RESIDENTIAL RECYCLING AND CREDIT OPTION

Multi-residential buildings are typically serviced by the private sector for garbage collection but
can set their waste out directly at the curb and it will be collected by the City. The City
established the Residential Waste Credit Program (RWCP) for multi-residential buildings in
1988 in response to the exemption of residential garbage from tipping fees (as garbage
collection and disposal is funded through property taxes).
As the majority of multi-residential buildings receive garbage collection services from the private
sector and not the City‟s curbside collection program, garbage delivered to the landfill by the
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private sector for multi-residential buildings was subject to tipping fees despite the residential
waste exemption. To remedy the issue, the City continued to charge private waste haulers a
tipping fee however the hauler receives a credit (which is then transferred to the multi-residential
building) for residential garbage delivered to the landfill. The credit ensures multi-residential
buildings are charged for collection only and not disposal fees. The credit is currently $41.93
per unit/year.
The City‟s current credit program is in fact a disincentive to divert waste from the landfill
because it reduces the cost for disposal offering no incentive to sort and separate recyclable
materials. As the City is open to collection from these locations, all multi-residential properties
can in essence participate in the curbside collection program. Notwithstanding there are more
challenges associated with waste sorting, storage and collection at multi-residential locations,
numerous municipalities have overcome these challenges and have demonstrated the ability to
access and comply with municipal solid waste programming objectives. If City collection
services are established and available then those property owners who decide not to take
advantage of those services should make alternate arrangements to dispose of their waste and
at their own expense.
The majority of municipalities in Ontario have discontinued any type of rebate or credit for multiresidential buildings. Municipalities typically provide curbside collection to smaller buildings
(i.e. less than 6 units) and may provide on-site pickup for larger buildings. This is often only
provided if the building is also providing recycling collection to tenants and this is accompanied
by a mandatory recycling by-law provision.
When the City of Toronto moved to a fully-automated collection system, they also implemented
a volume-based rate structure. The City of Toronto offers free collection of recycling, organics,
leaf and yard waste, but charges annually for garbage collection; the larger the garbage
container, the higher the cost. Residents receive a credit equal to the average amount collected
through the tax bill. Home owners put the $209 yearly rebate towards paying for their individual
household's solid waste service fees. For multi-residential buildings with rental tenants, the
building property owner will get an annual rebate of approximately $157 per unit applied against
the Solid Waste Management Fees incurred by the building. This is just one example of a
mechanism to provide an incentive for recycling in the multi-residential sector and that is in
complete contrast to Cornwall‟s existing credit program that very likely has the opposite effect.
Should the City decide to pursue the option of discontinuing the credit program, a short-term
option would be to conduct a pilot study in a few multi-residential buildings in the City to assist
with identifying issues with encouraging tenants to divert material properly. The City could
provide tenants with containers such as “blue bags” which could be used to store and transport
recyclable material to a central location, promotional and educational material to inform tenants
of divertible materials, and training and support for superintendents/landlords for storage,
sorting and collection of waste. Once the results of the pilot are known and any issues
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addressed, the City may have demonstrated effective programming in multi-residential locations
and may justify the discontinuation of the credit program. A pilot study would generate greater
community buy-in to this initiative and increase the likelihood of success of the program.

Option: Discontinue Tax Credit
Short-term or Long-term Option

Implement a pilot-study in short-term, discontinue credit

Interaction with other System
Components

Will impact recyclable materials processing operations from an inbound
tonnage management standpoint.
May require additional collection vehicles to service additional buildings

Potential Cost Implications

Savings of approximately $160,000/year with discontinued credit
Might require a more detailed cost assessment to analyze impact of
discontinuing tax credit but providing additional collection to multiresidential buildings.
Associated P&E campaign.
Potential increased recyclable and waste collection fees with increased
tonnage.
Potential for increased revenue from sale of recyclables.
Pilot study costs.

Potential Change in Diversion

TBD with pilot studies.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Increased level of service associated with providing collection services
to additional multi-residential buildings.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Requires additional processing capacity for increased recyclables
collected.

General Implementation
Requirements

Pilot study development, implementation, related materials procurement.
e.g. bags
Promotion and Educational material development pilot study short term
and to support programming long term.
Cost/benefit analysis of added collection versus credit costs.

General Implementation Timeframe

4 to 6 months (program and materials development)/ /integrated timing
with existing P&E initiatives to be sustained long-term.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

WDA does not currently legislate waste reduction – this option is highly
adjustable to any new legislation that targets waste reduction.
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4.2.3

CLEAR GARBAGE BAG PROGRAM

The use of a see-through (clear) bag for garbage has been ongoing by some municipalities for a
number of years (e.g., in Guelph since 2003). A recent study (E&E Fund Project #312) in
Madoc Township and the Municipality of Centre Hastings showed very favourable results from
the implementation of a clear bag program. The program was compliant-based, that is, it
allowed no MHSW or recyclables in the clear bag and when these materials were found the bag
was left at the curb and not accepted at landfill. The program increased the blue box diversion
rate from 33% to 45%.
It should be noted that with the Centre Hastings project there were initial concerns by residents
on the matter of privacy and with respect to the inability to use already purchased opaque bags.
Results of the study included the recommendation to provide a bag exchange and to provide a
long lead time to implementation and enforcement. The issue of privacy was found to be no
longer a concern amongst those surveyed after program implementation. Implementation of a
clear bag option could either involve curbside set outs of just the clear bag at the curb and/or
residents could be permitted to set out clear bags within a solid container. This would mitigate
privacy issues if any, but still allow for monitoring of the contents of the bag by the curbside
collection contractor.
The City could assess the applicability of this option as a mechanism to both increase
recyclable materials captured at the curb and decrease waste for disposal at landfill. This type
of initiative usually benefits from a well developed pilot study that includes pre and post surveys
of participants to gauge receptiveness and program challenges and successes.
Option: Clear Garbage Bag Program
Short-term or Long-term Option

Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term.

Interaction with other System
Components

Impact to collection program from a compliance/monitoring stand-point
as it increases the ability of the collection contractor to enforce
compliance.
Potential impact to collection contract dependent on current contract
arrangements.
Impact to MRF with increased blue box materials.
Impact to organic waste processing with added organic waste (if
implemented).
Reduced need for disposal capacity.

Potential Cost Implications

Pilot study if undertaken.
Associated promotion and education campaign.
Potential increased recyclable processing fees with increased tonnage.
Potential increased per tonne recyclable waste collection fees with
increased tonnage.
Increased revenue from sale of recyclables.
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Option: Clear Garbage Bag Program
The cost of clear bags are now comparable to conventional black/green
garbage bags.
Potential Change in Diversion

4-5% for overall waste management system.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Would work well with option of moving to weekly collection of
recyclables. The perception with the introduction of the clear bag
program could be that the level of service for garbage is being reduced,
that would be off-set with an increased service level for recycling
collection.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Would reduce landfill disposal capacity requirements.

General Implementation
Requirements

Most municipalities undertake a pilot study to gauge their own
community‟s acceptance of this type of program change.
This would allow the City to gather useful feedback to assist in City-wide
implementation and to assess the potential impacts (e.g., waste
reduction and increased recovery) on a City-wide basis.

General Implementation Timeframe

1-1.5 years
8-10 months for pilot study (P&E in advance, bag procurement and
distribution, phased in compliance, monitoring, auditing, pilot participant
feedback, assessment).
City wide promotion in advance (e.g., 3-4 months), ensure City-wide
retail supply of clear bags.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

4.2.4

This option is flexible to changes in the WDA.

ESTABLISH BAG LIMITS

The City has no bag limit in place for the amount of garbage residents can set-out at the curb for
collection. Bag limits have been found to be an effective tool to increase waste diversion (as
long as diversion programs are adequate to support the established bag limits). As the bag limit
decreases, it forces residents to either increase their participation in diversion programs or find
an alternative means of disposal (i.e., take the material to a drop-off themselves). These baglimit programs are commonly complemented by a special bag or bag-tag that can be purchased
for any waste that is set out above the established bag limit.
The City could reduce their residential bag limit to a prescribed number of bags per week and
this could be established using available waste audit data/waste quantities and known current
curbside set-out behaviours. Weekly garbage collection still provides area residents with a
convenient opportunity to dispose of their waste.
Enhancement of programs could also include consideration of a transition to a full user pay
program for which residents would be required to purchase tags or special bags for all garbage
set out at the curb. This would likely be a longer term goal for the City.
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Option: Establish Bag Limits
Short-term or Long-term Option

Implement in short-term, sustain/adjust over long-term.

Interaction with other System
Components

Impact to collection program from a compliance/monitoring stand-point
as it increases the ability of the collection contractor to enforce
compliance.
Potential impact to collection contract dependent on current contract
arrangements regarding bulky item collection.
Impact to MRF with increased blue box materials.
Impact to organic waste processing with added organic waste (if
implemented).
Reduced need for disposal capacity.

Potential Cost Implications

Generation of revenue from sale of bags or tags but administrative costs
associated with bags/tags e.g. through retailers.
Associated promotion and education campaign.
Potential increased recyclable processing fees with increased tonnage.
Increased revenue from sale of recyclables.
1

Potential Change in Diversion

Bag limits of two or less can reduce waste generation by 5% .

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Would work well with option of moving to weekly recycling collection.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Would reduce landfill disposal capacity requirements.

General Implementation
Requirements

P&E campaign to advise residents of program change and enforcement.

General Implementation Timeframe

8-10 months for P&E in advance, phased in compliance, monitoring,
auditing, assessment).

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

This option is flexible to changes in the WDA.

By-law amendment to enforce the limits.

The relative merits of bag-limits, special bags/bag-tags and a clear bag program (Section 4.2.3
and 4.2.4) specific to Cornwall will be discussed in Task 5 – Assessment of Opportunities.

1

York Region. 2004. Options to Improve Waste Diversion at a Glance.
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4.2.5

INCREASE RECYCLING CONTAINER CAPACITY

The City could also consider the use of either larger blue box containers, carts or the use of blue
transparent bags (widely available on the market) to increase curbside recycling set-out
capacity. These programs (in other jurisdictions) have been developed based on the notion that
increased container capacity reduces overflow that occurs by default to the garbage stream
when the blue box is full. This program would be developed with the goal of achieving or
exceeding the provincial target of capturing 70% of all available blue box material (from the
current capture rate of 54.27%). The City should assess this in the context of providing
recycling containers free of charge to its residents.
Given the success of these programs one of the Continuous Improvement Fund (CIF) priorities
for 2010 is to fund some 200,000 large blue box containers to be distributed in the province
($1,400,000 CIF budget). Consideration of a cart-based program would be appropriate if the
City entertains the potential shift to automated collection in the near future. This is discussed
further in Section 4.4.3.5. The option of using blue transparent bags, while increasing the
potential capacity for blue box materials in the home requires consideration of additional
processing steps/mechanisms to manage the bags when the materials are received for
processing. Blue bags can be easily used to manage two-streams of recyclable materials. Blue
bags can be utilized for all materials or as an alternative, as an overflow to the existing blue and
black box program. Niagara Region, for example, allows residents to use clear bags for set out
of excess two-stream materials when there is insufficient capacity in the blue (containers) or
grey (paper fibre) boxes.

Option: Increase Recycling Container Capacity
Short-term or Long-term Option

Short-term from a WDO best practices perspective.

Interaction with other System
Components

Impact to collection program/potential impact to collection contract
dependent on current contract arrangements.
Impact to MRF with increased blue box materials.
Reduced need for disposal capacity.

Potential Cost Implications

Potential increased processing and collection fees with increased
recyclable tonnage.
Potential increased promotion and education costs.
Capital cost of containers potentially funded 50% by CIF ($7/container)
City (or individual resident) = $7/container
Cart-based program (e.g. with automated collection) –carts are more in
the order of $30 a piece.
Blue bag program – bag costs are comparable to regular garbage bag
costs
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Option: Increase Recycling Container Capacity
2

Potential Change in Diversion

7%

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Increased container capacity prevents overflow to garbage bag,
complements clear garbage bag, bag tag programs and bi-weekly
collection of garbage (with an organics program).

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Requires processing of increased quantities of recyclable materials.

General Implementation
Requirements

The 2009 waste audit results do indicate a loss of recyclable materials to
the garbage stream and a P&E program should be developed to
promote this program if implemented and that targets key material
losses.

Reduces disposal capacity requirements.

Procurement/acquisition and distribution of containers/notification of bag
distributors, local wholesalers/retailers.
General Implementation Timeframe

Approximately 6 months for container procurement tender, fabrication
and distribution.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

This option is flexible to changes in the WDA, e.g. added recyclable
material requirements, increased targets for capture of blue box
materials

4.2.6

ENHANCED AND SUSTAINED ADVERTISING, PROMOTION & EDUCATION

To maintain or increase effectiveness and efficiency, all municipal waste management initiatives
need to be supported by a well developed, comprehensive Promotion & Education (P&E)
program.
The best P&E program is rooted in a current and regularly updated communications plan with
identifiable goals and measures. Community-based social marketing approaches have shown
good success in some communities. Similarly, programs based on local community research
initiatives (like surveys) that make use of communications experts prove to be the most
successful. A school based program that includes curriculum development and
communications from the school to home environments could also play a role in an enhanced
P&E program.
In 2007, Cornwall spent $0.20 per household for promotion and education of its waste diversion
programs. Municipalities achieving around 60% recovery levels, on average, spend in the order
of $1.00 per household and this is identified as a general spending guide in the KPMG report3.
It is important to note, the City‟s contract with the waste collector requires the contractor to be
responsible for a number of promotion and education events. Some of these costs may not be
reported properly to WDO and therefore the amount identified by WDO may not be entirely

2

Essex Windsor Solid Waste Authority, 2008. Cart Recycling Pilot Project E&E Project 262. Available at:
http://www.stewardshipontario.ca/bluebox/pdf/eefund/262/262_report_w_appendices.pdf.
3

Blue Box Program Enhancement & Best Practices Assessment Project Report, KPMG, R.W. Beck, 2007
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accurate. For example, in 2009 it is estimated the City spent $0.64 per household for promotion
and education when both City and the Contractors costs are included.
The City may consider sustaining and/or increasing P&E funding over the long-term to assist in
achieving its diversion targets and to implement other various preferred options identified in this
section. At minimum the City could incorporate waste reduction and reuse programming if
adopted, into their P&E initiatives. In order to implement larger programming changes
additional funding will be necessary to support a broader campaign.

Option: Enhanced and Sustained Advertising, Education & Promotion
Short-term or Long-term Option

Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term.

Interaction with other System
Components

All existing and new program initiatives (like waste reduction) should be
integrated together as much as possible for cost-saving purposes and
as the result of a newly developed broad-based comprehensive
communications plan (post strategy).

Potential Cost Implications

Sustained funding of at least $21,460/year ($1.00 or more/year/hhld)
based on KPMG report general spending guideline for the blue box
program.

Potential Change in Diversion

A study cited in the KPMG report indicates that increasing the per
household expenditure up to $1 per year could yield an increase of 1%
in the recycling rate for communities with already high diversion rates.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Potentially higher revenues from reduced contamination of recyclables.
Set out of only those materials accepted in the programs.
Proper set out of materials at the curb for increased collection
efficiencies.
Potential for even lower residue rates at processing facilities.

Potential Processing or Capacity
Requirements

Reduce disposal capacity requirements.

General Implementation
Requirements

Development of a new communications plan that results from the City‟s
agreed upon waste management plan.

General Implementation Timeframe

If the City introduces further change to its programming (e.g., the use of
larger blue boxes, clear garbage bag etc.) there will be large scale P&E
development required to support those program changes which will
result in sustained awareness/education of residents during program
transition.
This option is meant to be addressed during normal, status-quo
operations to maintain high levels of education amongst residents on a
continual basis.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA
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4.2.7

AT-SOURCE COMPOSTING

The City encourages residents to use backyard composters through its waste collection
calendar and diverts approximately 730 tonnes of this material annually (2008 WDO datacall).
There may be an opportunity to increase diversion through this program with a renewed
education and promotion campaign to further promote the benefits of backyard composting to
residents.

Option: At-Source Composting
Short-term or Long-term Option

Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term.

Interaction with other System
Components

Potential reduction in quantities of garbage.

Potential Cost Implications

According to Ont. Reg. 101/94 composters must be provided at cost or
less.

Potential Change in Diversion

Divert approximately 1.13 kg/household/week

Potential decrease in odours associated with landfilling operation.

4

This equates to an additional and approximate 2.5% annual diversion
Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Less residual waste.

Potential Processing or Capacity
Requirements

Reduced disposal capacity requirements.

General Implementation
Requirements

Promotion and Education.

General Implementation Timeframe

Approximately 6 months for container procurement tender, fabrication
and distribution.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

This option is flexible to changes in the WDA.

4.2.8

May help residents in reaching garbage bag limits, if that option is
selected.

Distribution of backyard composters to residents at a subsidized cost.

PUBLIC OPEN SPACE RECYCLING PROGRAM

Open space recycling programs seek to capture additional recyclable materials from residential
sources that are typically lost to disposal. These programs have their challenges but a series of
best practices have/are being developed for program implementation. The Continuous
Improvement Fund (CIF) has recently funded projects to identify a series of best practices in
open space recycling for CIF to determine eligible funding criteria/parameters to support those
programs. The Sarnia Public Space Recycling Project (CIF Project #152), 2009 cited an overall
4

JG Press Inc. 1999. Backyard Composting Evaluated in New York City. Available:
http://www.environmental-expert.com/resulteacharticle.aspx?cid=6042&codi=217
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beverage container diversion rate of 77% with the application of best practices in the set up and
maintenance of the program. Stantec (Open Space Recycling Better Practices Review, CIF
Project #159/202) identified program inhibitors to be cost and contamination of the recycling
stream but also identified various best practices that could help overcome these obstacles
including the use of clear and consistent signage, proper bin design and placement and good
communications between collectors and facility managers.
The overall feasibility and success of such a program is contingent on how well contamination in
the recycling stream is managed both at the point of collection and in processing (e.g. tolerance
for contamination at the MRF). Material collected in public spaces is often highly contaminated.
Option: Public Open Space Recycling Program
Short-term or Long-term Option

Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term.

Interaction with other System
Components

Adds incremental recyclable tonnage to the system, requires
coordination between waste management and parks‟ staff, contractors.

Potential Cost Implications

Would need to be assessed specific to the City of Cornwall.

Potential Change in Diversion

Pilot study results would yield this data.
Open space dependent (total number of parks, size of each and use).
5

Estimated at 2kg/capita equates to 92 tonnes and a 0.4% increase in
the diversion rate.
Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Consistency in messaging (at home and in the community) regarding the
City‟s recycling program.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Minor reduction in disposal capacity requirements.

General Implementation
Requirements

Discussion, coordination interdepartmentally within the City

General Implementation Timeframe

York Region piloted numerous containers in two parks (Summer, 2009)
including public opinion surveys and the pilot study lasted four months
(excluding bin ordering and delivery).

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

This option is flexible to changes in the WDA.

5

Most municipalities would undertake a pilot study to assess the best
method of materials containment in parks, collection methods and City
specific messaging (consistent with their own curbside program).

MGM Management, 2006. GTA Public Space and Schools Opportunities Analysis. Technical Memorandum #3. E&E Fund
Project #105 – Enhanced Blue Box Recovery Project. Available at:
http:/www.stewardshipontario.ca/bvluebox/eefund/reports/105/105_tech_memo_3.pdf.
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4.2.9

SPECIAL EVENTS RECYCLING PROGRAM

This type of program targets vendors or organizations, typically using municipal facilities like
parks, arenas for festivals or special localized events. This program complements an open
space recycling program. In many municipalities event organizers are required to get a permit
for these events and this provides an opportunity to ensure that event organizers approach
waste management in a fashion consistent with the municipal waste management program.
Permitting could require that recycling is mandated but should be supported with promotional
and educational materials designed for event planners and facility users. Various mechanisms
for collection could be explored and employed but in all cases weights of material diverted
should be recorded.
Special events recycling is generally only feasible if there is a high involvement of volunteers,
attending diversion stations, informing attendees of the correct sorting methods and removing
and often sorting materials to remove any contaminants.
Option: Special Events Recycling Program
Short- term or Long-term Option

Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term.

Interaction with other System
Components

Interacts well with an open space recycling program, adds incremental
recycling tonnage to the system.

Potential Cost Implications

n/a

Potential Change in Diversion

Type/nature of event dependent.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Consistency in messaging (at home and in the community) regarding the
City‟s recycling program.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Reduced requirements for disposal capacity.

General Implementation
Requirements

Implement a permitting system if not in place, or amend existing permits
to mandate recycling at all events.
Could include assisting event planners with provision of containers and
collection and processing arrangements (typically coordinated with a
private sector hauler).

General Implementation Timeframe

With permitting or permit amendment approval of Council.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

This option is flexible to changes in the WDA.
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4.2.10 ADDITIONAL PROGRAMMING FOR THE IC&I SECTOR
Although the majority of institutional, commercial and industrial (IC&I) waste is not managed by
the City, an opportunity exists to harmonize municipal waste management approaches and
plans with those in other sectors. It is estimated that the City managed approximately 42,401
tonnes of IC&I garbage in 20096. The IC&I sector is currently able to use the City‟s landfill sites
for disposal of commercial waste and all recycling depot programs and IC&I locations are
permitted to use the curbside collection program if materials for set out are consistent with
materials accepted in the City‟s program.
Although we are trained to separate waste in the home, many work, school, organizational and
recreational facilities do not provide the same opportunities for us to recycle or compost. The
City may want to investigate opportunities to enhance programming with the IC&I sector in the
City relative to program messaging consistencies and as the City owns its own MRF there may
be an excellent opportunity to work with the City‟s IC&I sector to divert additional recyclable
materials from its landfill to further reduce its landfill capacity requirements. This is discussed
further in Section 4.5.
Options for additional programming could include expanded diversion services and/or bans on
disposal of IC&I waste in conjunction with continued status quo/improved use by the IC&I sector
of existing depot diversion programs. Consideration of the IC&I sector may be strategic in light
of the current Waste Diversion Act review and the potential for individual producers (Individual
Producer Responsibility) to be fully responsible for meeting waste diversion requirements for
both the residential and the IC&I sectors. One of the risks with any expansion of IC&I services
such as ensuring that processing capacity for IC&I recyclables is available, is that the City has
no authority to regulate/require use of their own facilities by this sector and thus has no
guarantee that commercial materials would actually be directed into the City‟s diversion system.
Option: Additional Programming
Short-term or Long-term Option

Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term.

Interaction with other System
Components

Creates some opportunity for consistency in messaging (at home and in
the community) regarding the City‟s recycling program (and potentially
organics).
In the case of Cornwall‟s MRF it offers the opportunity for economies of
scale.
May be strategic from a future producer responsibility standpoint.

Potential Cost Implications

Could create partnership opportunities to result in cost-savings.
Potential future funding dependent on MOE policy related to producer
responsibility and the IC&I sector.

Potential Change in Diversion
6

Annual Report 2009
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Option: Additional Programming
Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Potential for consistent messaging of City‟s recycling program, potential
for recyclable or organic materials processing efficiencies – economies
of scale.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Reduction in disposal capacity requirements at the City‟s landfill.

General Implementation
Requirements

Liaise with the private waste hauling sector, with key community
business groups and industries, institutional sector groups (health care
facilities, academic, etc.), other stakeholders to assess the benefits of
various potential partnerships/processing arrangements (e.g. expected
participation, processing capacity requirements, facility design suitability
and cost-benefit).

Even a 5% reduction in IC&I waste to the landfill equates to
approximately 2,100 tonnes of saved capacity per year.

Alternatively program could be developed on a case-by-case, businessby-business basis.
General Implementation Timeframe

Assess available material quantities and types, participation, processing
capacity requirements and cost-benefit to the City.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

This option is flexible to changes and partly a function of potential
changes in the WDA.

4.3

ORGANIC WASTE PROCESSING OPTIONS

The City‟s 2009 waste audit indicates that approximately 28% of all waste generated is
classified as organic materials. The majority of that organic material is food waste (i.e. as
opposed to leaf and yard waste) which is typical of a waste audit conducted as the City‟s was in
the month of December. The City already offers collection of leaf and yard waste for five weeks
in the fall and an additional four weeks in the Spring. The City also promotes backyard
composting; however there is no City-wide organics collection program in place. Should it be
determined that an organics collection system would benefit the City and increase its diversion
rates, there are two primary processing options available to the City as discussed below:
4.3.1

SECURE LONG-TERM ORGANICS PROCESSING CAPACITY OUTSIDE
CORNWALL

This option would require the identification and investigation of organic waste processing
facilities, commonly referred to as Centralized Composting Facilities (CCFs) within a reasonable
haul distance of the City. Potential CCFs would need to be identified and contacted to
determine such information as:


form of processing (outdoor windrow, aerated static pile, enclosed agitated bed, invessel, anaerobic digestion);



designated organics processed and other requirements (e.g., bags, loose);
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 average residue percentage;
 available processing capacity for organics (tonnes/yr);
 restrictions of material delivery (hours, vehicle type);
 earliest contract start date;
 length of contract term;
 range of processing costs;
 finished compost markets/end users;
 finished product sharing potential; and,
 other conditions (residue disposal costs, contamination audit requirements, etc).
Examples of local CCFs include Orgaworld in Ottawa and LaFleche Environmental in Moose
Creek. This doesn‟t preclude organic waste being shipped further however, either in Ontario or
to Quebec.

Option: Secure Long-term Organics Processing Capacity Outside Cornwall
Short-term or Long-term Option

Could be implemented in the short-term.

Interaction with other System
Components

Substantial impact to curbside collection system – provincial trend
toward green bin collection (containerized loose not bagged) program
Requirement for transfer system.
Potential for elimination of odour associated with landfilling operations.

Potential Cost Implications

The longer the term of contract the City would be willing to negotiate the
greater the potential for lower unit processing.
Organic waste processing costs in the province currently range from $80
to $150.00 per tonne (processing and haulage).
Curbside collection cost increases for service and green bin
procurement and maintenance.

Potential Change in Diversion

Assuming an 85% participation rate in an organics program, the
diversion rate could increase by 16%.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Reduction of substantial waste to landfill, reduction of odourous waste to
landfill.
Could be developed in conjunction with curbside co-collection program.
Could be coordinated through existing private sector transfer facilities
(where they exist).

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements
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Option: Secure Long-term Organics Processing Capacity Outside Cornwall
General Implementation
Requirements

Transfer facilities/arrangements.
Processing tender/RFP/contract development.
Broad scale promotional and educational campaign
Development of source separated organic waste curbside collection
program.
Procurement and distribution of green bins.

General Implementation Timeframe

Receiving facility(s) dependent.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

This option is flexible to changes in the WDA.

4.3.2

Potential changes anticipated include the designation of „branded‟
organics for diversion, potentially including diapers and/or sanitary
products.

DEVELOP ORGANIC WASTE PROCESSING CAPACITY WITHIN CORNWALL

This option would be to assess the feasibility of constructing a new municipally or privately
owned CCF in the City of Cornwall. Various processing technology options exist for the City
and could be assessed in terms of suitability as part of this option. Technology options include
aerated static pile composting such as the „GORE‟ system, enclosed agitated bed composting,
in-vessel composting, anaerobic digestion and composting in a landfill „bioreactor‟.
This option could be assessed in the context of managing Cornwall tonnage only, and in the
context of providing capacity to process IC&I and/or other municipal tonnage to determine the
benefit, in any, of that to the City. There is the potential for increased risk to the City in the
consideration of providing organics processing capacity for IC&I materials and/or other
municipal materials over which it would have less control (e.g. over contamination).
This option would involve generating some representative capital and operating costs and new
facility design parameters (appropriate technology, short-term and long-term design capacity
requirements7, site location etc.) approvals requirements, timelines for design, construction and
approvals.

7

note that most composting technologies can accommodate construction in a modular fashion, that is, they add
channels, tunnels, to meet capacity needs as required.
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Option: Develop Organic Waste Processing Capacity in Cornwall
Short-term or Long-term Option

Long-term option.

Interaction with other System
Components

Substantial impact to curbside collection system – provincial trend
toward green bin collection (containerized loose not bagged) program.
Could be developed in conjunction with developing composting capacity
for WWTP sludge, other similar materials.
Potential for elimination of odour associated with landfilling operations.

Potential Cost Implications

Requires potential site acquisition and site design and construction, local
and provincial approvals, design, build of a centralized composting
facility.
Minimum capital (including site development) costs for a 20,000 tpy
facility are in the order of $6 to $10 Million (not including site purchase
and approvals).
Curbside collection cost increases for service and green bin
procurement and maintenance.

Potential Change in Diversion

Assuming an 85% participation rate in an organics program, the
diversion rate could increase by 16%.
City staff would have control over monitoring of inbound materials/
contamination, and outbound residual waste from the facility.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Operating benefits at the landfill, e.g. reduction of odourous waste.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

City requires about 6,500 tonnes of processing capacity per year.

General Implementation
Requirements

Municipally-owned = site selection, site approvals, technology selection
(e.g., through a design, build, operate contract process), MOE
approvals.

Could be developed in conjunction with a curbside co-collection system.
City could benefit from economies of scale associated with the
construction of additional capacity to receive IC&I organics and/or other
municipal organic waste streams at its facility.

Privately-owned = site selection/assist with site selection, design, build,
operate contract.
Development of source separated organic waste curbside collection
program.
Broad promotional and educational campaign.
Procurement and distribution of green bins.
General Implementation Timeframe

Composting technology dependent.
Site dependent re MOE approvals.
Need to coincide changes in collection system with collection contract.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA
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4.4

COLLECTION OPTIONS

There are a number of options available to the City as it relates to potential modifications to its
curbside collection program. This section discusses options that include sustained private
sector contracting in the context of best practices, the provision of service through the public
sector, modified collection practices including weekly collection of recyclable materials, further
co-collection opportunities, and the option of implementing a fully-automated collection program.
Options are not explored in detail relative to their feasibility in this report, but are described and
assessed with respect to their relative merits for the City‟s consideration. The options are
discussed in the context of progressive improvements to programming to achieving the ultimate
goal of reducing dependence on landfill capacity and achieving long-term waste diversion
targets.
4.4.1

SUSTAINED PRIVATE SECTOR CONTRACTING OPTION

The City currently contracts their curbside garbage and recycling collection as well as recyclable
materials processing and other collection programs to HGC Management. As part of WDO
datacall reporting the City is asked whether or not they follow generally accepted principles in
procurement and contract management including whether or not they made use of the
Stewardship Ontario Model Tender Tool (available on the WDO web site). The Tender Tool
(December, 2005) and the Blue Box Program Enhancement & Best Practices Assessment
Project Report, KPMG, R.W. Beck, 2007 (KPMG report) were completed when the City let their
last tender (contract commenced September, 2005). As such the City has not been able to
report the use of either the Model Tender or best practices in their procurement process.
As such, and as part of the development of the City‟s Waste Management Master Plan, Stantec
has undertaken a review of the City‟s current contract from a best practices standpoint and
utilizing the procurement and contract management best practices identified in the KPMG
report. The broad results of that review are provided in Appendix A. Those and any other best
practices if identified should be incorporated into a continued private sector contracting
program.
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Option: Review of Existing Collection Contract(s)
Short-term or Long-term Option

Implement in short-term, sustain changes over the long-term.

Interaction with other System
Components

Contract(s) should be negotiated with flexibility to implement any/all of
the program options described in this report and that could affect
contract arrangements over the specified contract term.

Potential Cost Implications

Well developed contracts are focused on the „best value proposition‟ that
is, the highest level of service at the most reasonable cost - potential
reduction in costs.

Potential Change in Diversion

Provisions for enforcement associated with various programs
implemented (e.g. clear bag, bag-tag etc.) would be required.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Pricing should be sought for a range of options including co-collection,
automated collection and other appropriate collection options like
reduced bulky item collection that offer the opportunity to evaluate the
„best value proposition‟ for the City.

General Implementation
Requirements

Review and revision of existing contract to incorporate best practices.

General Implementation Timeframe

To coincide with new collection contract timeframes (current contract
negotiated to extend to September 17, 2011).

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

The potential impact of the proposed changes to the WDA on municipal
collection programs is unclear.
Contractual arrangements for collection will have to address
mechanisms for changes/cessation of services related to changes in
provincial diversion plans.

4.4.2

PUBLIC SECTOR COLLECTION OPTION

Collection of residential waste is usually administered under one of two scenarios: municipal
collection or private collection under contract. The City of Cornwall currently contracts collection
to the private sector which is typically more feasible than public sector provision of service as
discussed later in this section however, in cases where there may be little to no competition in
the private sector for the provision of these services, public sector collection can be a viable
economic alternative. There are a number of advantages and disadvantages associated with
either public or private sector collection. The advantages and disadvantages noted are not an
exhaustive list but a summary of those that are key.
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Table 4.1:

Advantages and Disadvantages of Public Versus Private Sector Collection Scenarios

Scenario
Public Sector
Collection of Waste

Advantages

Disadvantages

High level of control over
methods of collection and/or
changing methods of
collection e.g. fleet changes,
collection variations e.g. cocollection of streams,
routing changes, as well as
curbside studies like pilot
studies, waste audits.

Current services are
contracted so there would
be an initial transition period
as drivers become
accustomed to the areas,
programs, customers and
may result in missed
collections etc. at program
start up.

High level of control over
timing or modified
programming suited only to
the City and not to a
contract(s) arrangement that
may alter preferred
implementation timing.

Significant capital
investment required for the
procurement of an entire
collection fleet and ancillary
components.

High level of direct control of
service delivery (e.g.
returning for missed waste,
replacement of broken blue
boxes, direct communication
with the public etc.)
High level of opportunity for
direct and open discussions
management and front-line
staff to enhance program
efficiencies, service delivery.

Lack of competition in
service delivery may lead to
complacency if not
controlled properly.
Potential for service delivery
issues if management-union
relations not good (if
applicable) and/or there is a
potential for a strike.

High level of opportunity to
have control over
compliance (e.g. no
collection of clear waste
bags with contamination, no
collection of bags left
untagged, leaving
appropriate stickers, etc.
Private Sector
Collection of Waste

Opportunity to solicit
competitive prices from
private sector service
providers where in a
competitive market.

Potential loss of control of
some program areas, and
flexibility to make program
modifications in timelines
preferred.

Far less management time
required and less direct
supervision of collection
activities.

Less ability to make
adjustments to service
levels without experiencing
increased costs or
unwillingness by the
contractor to amend service
provisions.

Less administrative, staffrelated matters to address.
No capital requirements for
a collection fleet.

Need for contracts to be
clear and concise with
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Table 4.1:

Advantages and Disadvantages of Public Versus Private Sector Collection Scenarios

Scenario

Advantages
May be more efficient,
service-delivery oriented
and cost effective in
municipal environments
where management-union
relations are strained.

Disadvantages
respect to consequences for
failure to provide service
and other service related
concerns (i.e. late calls,
discourteous behaviour,
etc.)
City staff has limited control
over collection activities and
must rely on the private
contractors to maintain the
integrity of the program.
Problems with collection
reflect poorly on the City as
the owner of the work.
Less flexibility as it relates to
methods of collection and/or
changing methods of
collection e.g. fleet changes,
collection variations e.g. cocollection of streams,
routing changes, as well as
curbside studies like pilot
studies, waste audits.

While it appears that there are more advantages to public sector collection than private sector
collection from a program management and program flexibility standpoint, a key element is cost.
An analysis conducted by Stantec in 2008 that focused on public versus private sector collection
of recyclables in Ontario municipalities revealed that per unit costs for municipal collection,
expressed as $/tonne, were generally higher than the estimated cost for collection by private
contractors in that 2008 comparison year. Most municipalities in Ontario out-source the
collection of their recyclables for this reason. Notwithstanding that study, the City of Cornwall
may have its own unique circumstances that warrant some future cost-benefit analysis of these
two scenarios. A recent study undertaken by AECOM for the Continuous Improvement Fund
(CIF) assessed waste and recycling collection for the City of Timmins. Their unique
circumstances led to the recommendation to move from partial to full public sector waste and
recycling collection8. Further to that, a program that adopts public sector collection does not
have to be „all or nothing‟, that is it could be considered in the context of preferred control over
certain program elements e.g. recyclable or organics material versus garbage collection that
could be contracted, or any other service provision scenario.

8

City of Timmins Recycling Transfer Facility Evaluation & Recycling System Review. Waste Diversion Ontario – Continuous
Improvement Fund, AECOM Canada Ltd, March, 2009.
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Option: Public Sector Collection
Short-term or Long-term Option

Could be implemented in shorter-term because of 2011 contract
termination date but only with clarification on the impact of Full Producer
Responsibility on municipally-owned infrastructure.

Interaction with other System
Components

Will require integration with processing options.

Potential Cost Implications

Requires a full cost-benefit assessment.

Potential Change in Diversion

Greater direct control of programming at the curb may result in
increased diversion.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Greater control over existing and modified programming, direct
communication with the public, control over collection methods and
routing as well as projects like waste audits (monitoring) and the like
may lead to improved system efficiencies and level of service.

General Implementation
Requirements

Cost-benefit assessment of preferred scenarios.
Determination of implementation timeline based on procurement
schedule for fleet, budget and,
Must be approved well in advance of existing collection contract expiry
dates.

General Implementation Timeframe

Coincide with collection contract expiry.
Fleet procurement minimum 6-8 months.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

The potential impact of the proposed changes to the WDA on municipal
collection programs is unclear.
Municipal capital investments for collections should only coincide with
clarification of the impact of FPR - changes/cessation of services related
to changes in provincial diversion plans.

4.4.3

MODIFICATIONS TO COLLECTION CYCLE OPTIONS

The City already has full scale collection programs in place for garbage, household recyclables,
leaf and yard waste and metal and bulky items, and provides drop off capabilities for all of these
materials and a variety of other items (e.g., tires, WEEE, MHSW, etc.) at its landfill site.
Currently the City does not offer organics collection to its residents. This is one area that can
be examined in more detail and which may impact the diversion rate significantly. Modifications
and improvements can be realized for the collection services currently in place in Cornwall
regardless of whether the City maintains private sector collection or seeks to consider the public
sector delivery option.
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There are a number of issues with the current system, including unlimited collection of garbage,
bulky item collection throughout the year, lack of an organics collection program, and weekly
collection of garbage with only bi-weekly collection of recyclables. These matters are
addressed in this section. The City has recently constructed a MRF designed to handle twostream recyclables and as such the collection of single stream recyclables is not being
considered.
4.4.3.1 Weekly Blue and Black Box Collection (Without Organics Collection)
This option would require a separate collection vehicle for blue and black box collection (from
garbage collection) as is the current case. Garbage can be collected „status quo‟ and the City
could co-collect blue and black box material on a weekly basis. This would have the most
beneficial impact in terms of increased diversion rates and would be the most complementary to
programs like use of a clear garbage bag or a user-pay system as this level of service optimizes
the ability to ensure limited recyclable quantities in the garbage stream.
Option: Weekly Blue & Black Box Collection
Short-term or Long-term Option
Interaction with other System Components

Potential Cost Implications

Potential Change in Diversion

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Could be implemented in the short-term with new
contracting arrangements.
Will impact recyclable materials processing operations
from an inbound tonnage management standpoint.
Would compliment a clear bag, bag tag/user pay
program.
Would require a more detailed cost assessment and/or
costs should be requested in conjunction with the letting of
a new collections RFP/tender
In general terms with increased service levels for the
recycling program there is increased diversion - increased
service levels usually result in less frequent use of the
garbage stream as the default for recyclable materials
when blue and black box containers overflow. No specific
data on the impact of shifting from a bi-weekly to a weekly
collection program was found by the time of this report but
the same frequency of collection for recyclables as for
garbage is considered a best practice.
Increased level of service associated with the recycling
program – program efficiencies may be gained through
adoption of a co-collection system.

General Implementation Requirements

Pricing solicitation through contracting process
Public notification of program change – promotional and
educational materials development and distribution,
ongoing promotion
Program start-up, monitoring

General Implementation Timeframe

Procurement process for additional fleet where required
for contractor (6-8 months), promotional and educational
material development could be simultaneous
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Option: Weekly Blue & Black Box Collection
Ability to Adjust Option to Changes to the
This option is generally flexible to changes in the WDA
WDA
however the potential impact of the proposed changes to
the WDA on municipal collection programs is unclear.

4.4.3.2

Co-collection of Source Separated Organics and Garbage/Co-collection of Blue and
Black Box

This collection option represents an efficient means of collection for a four-stream program (e.g.
four passes are not required). Co- collection is very common in other Ontario municipalities and
a wide range of truck configurations (e.g. 70:30, 60:40 splits) have been well tested and fine
tuned for collection of both recyclable materials and for organics and garbage. This option is
also compatible with bi-weekly collection of garbage as discussed in the next section. The
implementation of this option is contingent upon the recommended time frames for
implementation of other options outlined in this report. That is, organic waste collection may not
be implemented by the City until other core programs (recycling) are enhanced. This option
does however exist as a potential component of the City‟s future waste programming efforts.
Option: Four-Stream Co-Collection Option
Short-term or Long-term Option
Interaction with other System Components

Potential Cost Implications
Potential Change in Diversion
Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service
General Implementation Requirements

General Implementation Timeframe

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes to the
WDA

Can be implemented with organic waste collection and
processing program
Will impact recyclable materials processing from a
material receipt standpoint.
Will be impacted by the decision to site an organic waste
processing facility within the City‟s jurisdiction versus
transfer to another jurisdiction.
To be determined
None
May improve collection efficiencies, maintain lowest costs
for collection.
Cost-Benefit assessment and/or request for costing in
conjunction with new contracting arrangements in the
future.
Promotion and Education of co-collection program
Implementation dependent on procurement time at time of
contract for new collection vehicle acquisition (e.g. 6-8
months minimum from award of contract).
This option is generally flexible to changes in the WDA
however the potential impact of the proposed changes to
the WDA on municipal collection programs is unclear.
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4.4.3.3 Bi-Weekly (Every Other Week) Garbage Collection
If the City implements an organics program then bi-weekly collection of garbage is viable.
Implicit in this option are the cost savings associated with a reduced collection frequency. Cost
savings associated with bi-weekly collection reflect the concept that half the fleet would be
needed for collection of „garbage‟ only, with „half‟ of the City collected on one week and „half‟ the
next. Bi-weekly collection is most feasible when an organics collection program is in place.
As it relates to diversion, residents are more likely to properly sort organics and recycling for
collection if they have the most frequent and convenient collection cycle available (particularly
effective with organics). Reducing the frequency of garbage collection and/or increasing the
frequency of blue box collection has been demonstrated to have a positive effect on recovery
rates for recyclable material. The City currently offers bi-weekly recycling collection with weekly
garbage collection, however the most effective program in the province with respect to tonnage
diversion provides weekly collection of recyclables and household organics, with bi-weekly
collection of garbage (and an effective refuse bag limit)9 KPMG Report, 2007.
Option: Bi-Weekly Garbage Collection
Short-term or Long-term Option

Could be implemented in the short-term or the long-term but not
recommended without an organics separation program.

Interaction with other System
Components

Potential impact to new collection contract(s).
Potential impact to MRF with increased blue box materials.
Potential impact to organic waste processing with increased organic
materials (if implemented).
Reduced need for disposal capacity.

Potential Cost Implications

Associated P&E campaign.
Potential increased recyclable and organic waste processing fees with
increased tonnage (assuming an organics collection program is
implemented).
Potential increased per tonne recyclable and organic waste collection
fees with increased tonnage (assuming an organics collection program
is implemented).
Potential decrease in garbage collection costs due to reduction in
collection frequency.
Potential for increased revenue from sale of recyclables.
Decreased tipping fee revenue for disposal at landfill.

Potential Change in Diversion

3 to 4% based on other municipal experience.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Would work well with clear garbage bag or user pay program and only
with an organic waste collection program.

9

It should be noted that a well developed and enforced clear garbage bag program can have the same
effect as a bag-tag/user-pay program in terms of encouraging proper curbside sorting.
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Option: Bi-Weekly Garbage Collection
Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Would reduce landfill disposal capacity requirements.

General Implementation
Requirements

P&E material development and distribution/notification.

General Implementation Timeframe

Adequate notification of program change to residents/calendar
development and distribution.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

This option is flexible to changes in the WDA.

By-law amendment to support the program.

4.4.3.4 Bulky-Item Programming Options
Currently, there is no incentive for the City‟s residents to limit the amount of bulky items they
place at the curb for collection. Not only does the existing program create large, unsightly piles
of bulky material at the curb awaiting collection but the program counteracts the City‟s objective
of prolonging the capacity of the landfill. The existing program not only provides a disincentive
to divert these materials but it is also the most costly means of managing bulky item waste that
a municipality can offer.
Municipalities often have different fees and disposal options for bulky items and
appliances/white goods in particular due to the extra level of effort involved in removing CFCs
from white goods such as refrigerators and freezers. Cornwall, like most municipalities does
charge a fee for disposal of white goods to cover collection costs and/or the cost of Freon
removal. Another option available to residents include services by retail stores who provide
removal of old appliances with the purchase of new appliances and other programs such as the
“great refrigerator round-up” which provide removal of old freezers and fridges at no charge.
Cornwall encourages this as well as the use of scrap dealers for appliance recycling.
While white goods are managed well by the City, the management of other large non-recyclable
(but potentially re-usable) items deserves further consideration. As seen in Table 4.2 below, the
majority of municipalities have moved away from unlimited bulky waste collection and instead,
either place limits on the amount collected or collect fees for disposal of these items. Full or
partial pricing for waste collection sends a message to residents that a reasonable, not
unlimited, level of service will be provided that encourages waste reduction and re-use. This
encourages residents to think of more creative ways to dispose of unwanted items and divert
material from the landfill.
A summary of the advantages, disadvantages, diversion and cost implications of implementing
various bulky item limits are listed in table 4.2.
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Table 4.2:
Options
Call In

Bulky Item Programming Options
Program Description
Residents call in when they have
a bulky item that they need picked
up. City sends someone out to
pick it up. Program options can
include: pick up within a couple
days, on a designated day, only
run program over a few weeks
during the year, pick up for free or
pick up for a fee.

Advantages
Can specify what
residents can and can‟t
include.
Helps to avoid lineups at
public drop off facilities.
Convenient for
residents.

Disadvantages
Can be expensive if no
fee charged.
Can spend a lot of time
traveling versus picking
up material (avoidable by
setting designated day for
pick up).

Cost

Examples

Relatively high
compared to other
options if no fee
charged.

City of Peterborough - Four pick
up days per year are provided
to residents for bulky item pick
up. Note this is a user/pay
service. Residents buy tickets
by the Friday before collection.
They pay $15 for the first item,
and $5 for each additional item
City of Hamilton – call in one
week before regular collection
day – only offered at certain
times (i.e. when no L&Y
collection offered). Only bulky
items are collected – no
appliances. Appliances can be
dropped off at a transfer station
for free.

Commitment to response
time.

Amnesty
Days

Community
Yard Sale
`Trash &
Treasure
Days‟

Residents drop off their bulky
items at the landfill on designated
days for a predetermined fee (i.e.
free, $5 per item, $7 per item etc.)

Controlled handling on
designated days only.

Residents place items at curbside
to be taken by others for free.

Annual/semi-annual etc.
event same times each
year therefore minimal
advertisement.

Residents are responsible for
removing leftovers.

No collection costs
incurred by City.

Reduces total volume of
material for disposal.
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Potential of requiring an
additional part-time
landfill attendant to assist
with drop off during peak
periods.

Low cost to crush
the bulky items,
higher cost to tub
grind if either of
these are elected.
Low – often only an
ad is placed on city
website/in the
newspaper.

City of Brockville
Twice yearly, residents can
place unwanted items to give
away at the curb. City does not
collect leftovers.
City of Peterborough schedules “reusable items
exchange” weekends from May
to September.
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Table 4.2:

Bulky Item Programming Options

Options
Regular
Curbside
Collection for
Tagged items
(Seasonal,
monthly)

Program Description
Residents permitted to place
bulky items at the curb for
collection with a user fee tag.
Tags are purchased from
municipal offices.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Municipality can cover
cost of collection with
user fee tags and does
not spend time
advertising program as it
is part of weekly service.

Additional municipal staff
and truck, or a contractor
is required for this
collection.

Cost
Low (user pay)

Examples
City of Brockville - Weekly
curbside collection from May to
Oct. Residents do not call in for
service. $10 per item.
Appliances only accepted at
transfer station for $17.86.
Township of Clarence Rockland
Curbside collection bi-weekly.
Residents pay $10/tag for bulky
items.
City of Stratford - currently
collects large appliances or
white goods on a monthly
collection. Residents pay $40
for an appliance that contains
or may have contained freon
and $22 for one that does not
contain freon. The item is
collected, emptied of freon if
necessary, and recycled or
repaired. These items are not
accepted at the landfill site.
Large Items
Large items need to be tagged
for pick up and are collected on
the regular garbage route.
Large item tags cost $10.00.
Large items are also accepted
at the landfill site at $70.50 per
tonne.
City of Guelph - $20 for 1 item
and $15 for each additional
item. Residents need to call in
to schedule collection.
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Table 4.2:

Bulky Item Programming Options

Options

Program Description

Regular
Curbside
Collection
(Seasonal,
monthly)

Residents permitted to place
bulky items at the curb for
collection.

Advantages
Easy for residents to
dispose of waste.

Disadvantages
Additional municipal staff
and truck, or a contractor
is required for this
collection.

Cost
High – difficult to
anticipate how
much bulky waste
set out for
collection.

Examples
Halton Region
Offered monthly from February
to September. 3-item limit.
Appliances or metal are picked
up only on a call-in basis for
free.
City of Ottawa – residents may
place up to three items at the
curb (including regular garbage
and bulk items). No appliances
accepted curbside. Appliances
are accepted at landfill,
however must show certificate
showing proper CFC removal.

Voucher

Coupons for free
dumping/disposal of items directly
at landfill (of a certain size e.g. ½
tonne/year) for each residential
household.

Can easily mail coupons
to residents or attach
them to Collections
Calendar, or residents
can pick them up.
Can specify what
residents can and can‟t
include in their load.
Avoids line ups at the
public drop off/landfill as
with designated days.
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This still encourages
disposal.

Low to Moderate

County of Northumberland
Rate payers (seasonal
included) entitled to dispose of
500 kg (half tonne) of
residential non-hazardous
waste, (including brush, max.4
car tires, scrap metal,
household garbage-loose or
bagged). Vouchers collected at
municipal offices-two 250kg
vouchers per ratepayer.
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Table 4.2:
Options
Drop off at
Landfill Site
or Transfer
Station

Bulky Item Programming Options
Program Description

Advantages

Disadvantages

Residents drop their bulky item off
at a designated spot at the landfill
site.

On-site treatment option
to grind/crush materials.

Potential of requiring an
additional part-time
landfill attendant to assist
with drop off during peak
periods.

No collection costs
borne by the City.

Cost
Low cost to crush
the bulky items,
higher cost to tub
grind them if this
option elected.

Examples
Region of Peel - Has a number
of Community Recycling
Centres providing drop off
zones for bulky items
City of Hamilton – residents can
drop off bulky items at
Community Recycling Centres.
Not-for-profit agency runs a reuse store for reusable goods.
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4.4.3.5 Automated Collection Option
Automated waste collection is considered to be a “best practice” in waste management where
efficiencies can be gained in collection of any waste stream. A number of municipalities across
Canada have either switched to a fully automated waste collection system (e.g. City of Toronto)
or are moving towards automated waste collection (e.g. the City of Hamilton uses semiautomated collection for organics). Research has shown that automated collection has a
number of benefits over manual collection including:
significant ergonomic and health and safety benefits including injury prevention and
injury from lifting (e.g. back injury);
collection is more efficient;
loading/unloading containers is more efficient;
flexibility to do manual, semi-automated or fully-automated collection;
reduction in the number of vehicles needed for collection.
The disadvantages associated with a move to automated waste collection are:
requirements for carts which entails a significant cost to municipalities
need for sufficient room to unload carts (i.e. not suitable in narrow streets or streets with
on-street parking).
In 2009, WDO funded a study for Bluewater Recycling to investigate whether fully automated
collection is a more efficient and effective method to collect recyclables in rural communities
than the traditional manual collection alternative. A time and motion study was conducted by
Stantec Consulting Ltd. and found that:
On route, automated recycling collection was up to 100 minutes or 9.0 seconds/stop
more efficient than manual collection to collect a similar number of households, despite
collecting on both sides of the street instead of one, and collects 2.14 kg more material
per household on average.
Automated collection picked up, on average, 15.9 kg more recycling per minute during
on route activities, versus manual collection.
Loading/returning the recycling container was more efficient than manual collection (up
to 7.7 seconds/stop).
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42% of survey respondents reported an increase in their rate of recycling with the cart
versus blue box collection.
92% of respondents to the participant survey prefer the cart versus blue box collection.
Survey respondents favoured the cart over the blue box in all of the following attributes:
ability to keep streets/sidewalks clean, storage capacity, convenient to use, ease of
bringing to curb, durability, and ease of storing in home/garage.
The carts provided sufficient capacity for up to 96% of the residents surveyed and
supported the reduction in collection frequency to biweekly.
Municipalities have used a variety of funding mechanisms to convert their system to a cartbased, fully automated system including funding the cost of the carts/vehicles through a monthly
charge to the householder spread out over a number of years which may or may not include a
replacement cost as well. The Okanagan/ Kelowna Region implemented automated waste
collection last year and will charge residents in the range of $15.00 to $32.00 per year over the
next five to ten years to cover the cost of the carts and an annual maintenance charge ranging
from $1.08 to $1.44. The City of Toronto has included the cost of automated collection in their
new fee schedule based on the size of garbage container required. Recycling carts are
provided at no cost. The average cost of $209 per household was applied as a rebate to
households towards the cost of the garbage container. Toronto also charges a replacement fee
for lost/stolen containers. Cornwall has a variety of funding mechanisms to choose from should
they decide to pursue this method of collection.
Option: Automated Collection
Short-term or Long-term Option

May be better suited to a mid to long-term option as require different
vehicles and collection containers e.g. in conjunction with an organic
waste source separation program.

Interaction with other System
Components

Potential impact to new collection contract(s).
Potential impact to MRF with increased blue box materials if switch to a
cart-based single stream system.
Potential impact to organic waste processing with increased organic
materials (if implemented).
Potential impact to garbage collection if co-collected with other
materials.

Potential Cost Implications

Associated P&E campaign.
Potential increased recyclable and organic waste processing fees with
increased tonnage (assuming an organics collection program is
implemented).
Potential increased per tonne recyclable and organic waste collection
fees with increased tonnage (assuming an organics collection program
is implemented).
Potential decrease in garbage collection costs due to reduction in
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Option: Automated Collection
collection frequency and increased efficiency.
Potential for increased revenue from sale of recyclables.
Purchase and distribution of different collection containers e.g. carts.
Potential Change in Diversion

unknown

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Potential for system efficiencies due to increased efficiencies in
collection. Additional efficiencies gained with co-collection of organics (if
implemented).

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Potential for additional recyclable material needing processing if switch
to single-stream recycling.

General Implementation
Requirements

Requires purchase of vehicles and collection containers or retendering
collection contract.
Purchase and distribute collection containers
P&E material development and distribution/notification.
By-law amendment to support the program.

General Implementation Timeframe

Allow adequate time to re-tender collection contract and allow contractor
to obtain vehicles.
Obtain and distribute collection containers (carts).
Adequate notification of program change to residents/calendar
development and distribution.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

4.5

This option is flexible to changes in the WDA.

MRF OPTIMIZATION OPTION

The City has a newly constructed MRF (2010) for the processing of its blue and black box
materials. From a materials processing standpoint the Blue Box Program Enhancement & Best
Practices Assessment Project Report, KPMG, R.W. Beck, 2007 identified a number of best
practices that can be implemented to improve processing effectiveness, efficiency, and costs
that have been implemented by the City as follows:
The City has more than the recommended two (2) days storage capacity to allow for a
second processing shift and a suitable amount of stored materials should there be
any equipment failures or other operating interruptions.
The City has design flexibility through manual sorting mechanisms to address
material changes, changes in material quantities and the like.
The new MRF offers a balance between manual labour and mechanized labour.
Manual labour is complemented with a mechanized glass screen and magnetic
separator. The City is further going to monitor their residue bales to ensure no loss of
materials like aluminum to the waste stream that might justify the addition of an eddy
current separator.
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The KPMG report specifies that installed equipment should be appropriate for the
task, for example the use of proper sized balers, moving equipment including loaders
etc. The City has adequate moving equipment and the baler has more than adequate
capacity (average of 15 tonnes per hour, or on a single shift over 31,000 tonnes per
year).
The City‟s MRF has an area appropriate for pre-sorting which allows for the removal
of oversize and problem materials before they can cause damage to processing
equipment. No screening equipment is in place and is not deemed suitable or
necessary to the operation.
The KPMG report indicates that using a fluffer or perforator can help increase bale
density up to 20%. The City has a feed conveyor that runs at a slower speed than the
incline conveyor and fluffers are only useful with extrusion balers which the City does
not own.
Optical sorting equipment can increase the efficiency of sorting plastics, however this
option is only feasible if the amount of recyclables processed is greater than 40,000
tonnes. The City processes less than 40,000 tonnes per year and an optical sorter is
not economically feasible.
The KPMG report recommends feasibility analysis to determine the appropriate
amount of capital investment required to maximize benefits. The City reconstructed
its MRF to its original specifications prior to its loss to fire in 2009. Those
specifications (level of capital investment) were suitable to the City and continue to
suit the City‟s future needs.
Pursue options that will result in the greatest efficiencies first. The City is
investigating their future programming and processing options in conjunction with this
solid waste management planning process.
The KPMG report specifies that maintenance provisions should be included in
processing contracts to extend the lifespan of equipment and ensure optimum
performance. The City has such provisions in their contracts and further best
practices to complement those existing provisions are provided in Appendix A.
While the MRF meets the best practices identified in the KPMG report as it relates to
processing, an opportunity for the City exists in the use of its remaining capacity to partner with
the City‟s IC&I sector and with other municipalities to accommodate their recyclable materials
processing requirements. From the standpoint of the IC&I sector there are opportunities for
partnering in all sectors within the City on some level. Waste generation rates are, for example,
higher in retail, health care and social services, educational and business services because of
the relative size of those sectors in the City. These types of facilities often generate recyclable
materials akin to those already processed at the City‟s MRF. The City‟s manufacturing sector is
also sizeable and opportunities for specialized recycling programs could also be investigated.
The manufacturing sector generates conventional recyclable materials like those already
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processed by the City in typically small volumes, but also often generates off-spec or process
waste that can be recycled through more specialized programming e.g. harder to process
cardboard cores and the like. These opportunities could be revenue generators for the City and
could serve the purpose of reducing IC&I sector landfill disposal capacity requirements.
In terms of municipal partnering the City already provides recyclable material processing
services for South Stormont and has done so previously for South Glengarry. Another best
practice identified in the Blue Box Program Enhancement & Best Practices Assessment Project
Report, KPMG, R.W. Beck, 2007, is a multi-municipal planning approach to the processing of
recyclables. This best practice when applied should realize cost-savings to partnering
municipalities through economies of scale, reduced duplication of staffing, management,
supervision, opportunities for use of innovative technologies and methods (as more funding is
available) and potential pricing advantages through larger quantity sales of materials to end
markets.
Option: MRF Optimization
Short-term or Long-term Option

Interaction with other System Components

Potential Cost Implications

Potential Change in Diversion

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

General Implementation Requirements

General Implementation Timeframe
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Can be implemented in either the short or long term and
developed on business by business or municipality by
municipality basis.
Will impact recyclable materials processing from a
material receipt standpoint.
May affect quantities of recyclable materials collected at
the curb (e.g. more) depending on how programming
toward receipt of additional materials to the MRF is
managed – e.g. uniform level of service to residential and
IC&I sector where and if appropriate.
Potential increased costs in collection depending on
program delivery for IC&I sector.
Potential increased tipping fees to MRF, increased
revenue from sale of recyclables.
Potential reduced tipping fees at landfill.
Potential for reduced overall cost per tonne for processing
at MRF.
A 5% reduction in IC&I waste tonnage to landfill
represents an approximate and additional 2,100 tonnes of
capacity per year.
Could improve local level of recycling services to the IC&I
sector.
Could improve collection services to the IC&I sector.
Could improve efficiency of MRF operations.
Ensure processing contract is flexible to address service
level increases to the IC&I sector or the receipt of other
municipal material.
Further exploration of IC&I sector interest and capacity to
support additional recyclable materials to the MRF.
Further exploration of opportunities to procure materials
from other municipal sources.
Could be implemented as an ongoing program with
progressive increases in utilization of MRF capacity.
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Option: MRF Optimization
Ability to Adjust Option to Changes to the
WDA

4.6

This option is generally flexible to changes in the WDA
however the potential impact of the proposed changes to
the WDA on municipal MRF operations/ownership is
unclear.

WASTE DISPOSAL OPTIONS

The City‟s residential sector generated 21,184 tonnes of solid waste in 200810. This number
takes into account:
All residential waste generated curbside (i.e. garbage, blue box recycling);
All residential waste brought to the City‟s landfill; and,
Other forms of waste diversion including backyard composting, grasscycling, diversion
via garburators and the residential component of the deposit, return and stewardship
program.
Of that waste the City (2008) diverted approximately 25% leaving an estimated 15, 336 tonnes
requiring disposal. Further the City typically manages over 40,000 tonnes of IC&I waste at the
landfill on an annual basis (42,401 tonnes in 2009).
It is understood that the City‟ existing landfill has no capacity for expansion because of an
Ontario Hydro easement and as such that long-term management option has not been factored
in as an option for further consideration. There are, however, a number of short-term and
longer-term options available to the City to extend the life of the landfill beyond the currently
projected twenty (20) years of remaining capacity. The impact of various program options on
reducing landfill capacity use will be assessed in more detail in Task 5 – Assessment of
Opportunities.

10

2008 WDO GAP Analysis
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4.6.1

APPROACHES TO ADDRESS SHORT-TERM (2010 TO 2020) RESIDUAL WASTE

A number of short-term options exist for the City that may enable the preservation of existing
landfill capacity. Clearly, implementation of the various waste reduction and diversion options
described in this report will reduce landfill capacity requirements however other options relating
specifically to management of waste at the landfill also exist as described below:
4.6.1.1 A Greater Differential in Tipping Fees
The City has an existing differential tipping fee structure in that regular waste is charged in at
$55.00/tonne but recyclables, leaf and yard waste and Household Hazardous Waste are
received for free. The City charges $56.65/tonne for wood, and $55.00/tonne for scrap metal.
Implementing variable tipping fees is a reasonable alternative to making diversion of certain
IC&I and Construction & Demolition (C&D) materials mandatory, and/or banning disposal of
loads of materials that, for example, may include 5% or more of the designated materials. The
City in essence has a variable tipping fee structure for IC&I and C&D wastes where those loads
contain corrugated cardboard, scrap metal, waste wood, scrap tires, white goods or leaf and
yard waste. A surcharge is applied to those loads and that surcharge is increased with every
repeated incident by the hauler. That surcharge should effectively provide incentives to recycle
those designated materials as long as the program is enforced. The addition of further
materials to the City‟s designated list is discussed in Section 4.6.1.3 below.
While the surcharge program may provide an incentive to divert these materials from landfill the
City has an opportunity to further increase its tipping fee differential. The City is well positioned
to evaluate their current tipping fee structure, not only to increase revenues to offset costs
associated with existing and future new waste management programming, but to provide
further incentive for recycling. An assessment of tipping fees in neighbouring municipalities
shows that Cornwall‟s tipping fee for regular waste disposal is in fact quite low by comparison as
shown in Figure 4.2 below.
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Figure 4.2:

Comparison of Tipping Fees with Neighbouring Municipalities

The City‟s tipping fees could be assessed relative to, at minimum, ensuring that the net cost of
operating the landfill is zero. The current net cost is approximately $10.00/tonne. The City
might further consider this tipping fee in the context of the ultimate costs associated with postclosure perpetual care of the landfill, long-term replacement of existing landfill capacity, and
even to the extent that additional revenue is required to accommodate new waste diversion
program initiatives. The added benefit, besides additional revenue, is that an even greater
differential in tipping fees for waste than for recyclable materials (e.g. wood, scrap metal,
blue/black box recyclables) provides further incentive to source separate these materials.
Options: Greater Tipping Fee Differential
Short-term or Long-term Option

Short-term option; could be phased in with progressively increasing
tipping fee.

Interaction with other System
Components

None.

Potential Cost Implications

An additional $10.00/tonne equates to an approximate $400,000/year in
additional revenue.

Potential Change in Diversion

Could increase diversion of more IC&I and C&D materials.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Additional revenue could be utilized to offset long-term costs associated
with the landfill or costs associated with other system improvements e.g.
weekly recycling collection.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Potential reduction in landfill capacity requirements.
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Options: Greater Tipping Fee Differential
General Implementation
Requirements

Requires advance notification of intended increase in tipping fees of 21
days and public meeting as required under the Municipal Act under O.

Regulation 244/02 “fees and charges for a waste management
system”.
By-law amendment and Council approval.
General Implementation Timeframe

Not applicable.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

Not applicable.

4.6.1.2 Modifications to Current Operating Landfill
The City has the option of evaluating various operating improvements that could be made at the
existing landfill. In order to further extend the life of the existing landfill, further enhancements of
site operations could include:
Evaluate the use of a tarping system for daily cover of waste as a mechanism to
reduce landfill capacity requirements associated with conventional cover;
Evaluate grinding of bulky wastes/hard to compact wastes as a means to reduce
capacity requirements and improve daily operations;
Ensure existing compaction equipment is adequate and that no additional compaction
could be gained through alternative compaction equipment;
Ensure enforcement of source-separation of materials for landfilling. This would
require a review of staffing levels to ensure that sufficient staff support is available for
enforcement;
Assess whether or not a vertical lift (expansion of landfill airspace) can be
engineered, in order to increase overall landfill capacity.
These may be some of many landfill operating alternatives available to the City to optimize
landfill capacity.

Options: Modifications to Current Operating Landfills
Short-term or Long-term Option

Short-term option.
Assessment of vertical lift could be undertaken in the short or the longer
term (e.g. in 10 years)

Interaction with other System
Components

Ensuring enforcement (if not already satisfactory) complements the use
of differential tipping fees and material bans at the landfill.

Potential Cost Implications

Cost-benefit assessments of operating modifications would have to be
undertaken to determine this.
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Options: Modifications to Current Operating Landfills
Potential Change in Diversion

Operating changes are not directed at increasing diversion with the
exception of ensuring enforcement of source-separation of designated
materials.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Operating and cost efficiencies can be gained through implementation of
various operating changes where viable and where necessary.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

These initiatives are solely aimed at preserving disposal capacity.

General Implementation
Requirements

Cost-benefit analysis of operating alternatives.

General Implementation Timeframe

Not restrictive.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

Not applicable.

4.6.1.3 Landfill Bans
Existing materials that are banned from the City‟s landfill are described in Section 4.6.1.1. The
program could be enhanced to include large bulky item waste (ideally in conjunction with a reuse program) and other hard to compact or manage wastes. Bulky items/hard to compact nonrecyclable materials would still require handling (e.g. grinding) and disposal but would benefit
landfill operations where this is financially feasible. Bulky item tipping fees should be assessed
in accordance with the cost of storage, handling (grinding) and disposal.
Other wastes that might be banned could include larger quantities of blue or black box
recyclable materials that might be present in some loads from certain waste generators. The
current tipping fee might not be enough of a disincentive for waste generators to sourceseparate these materials. This option could be assessed in concert with optimizing the City‟s
use of the MRF as discussed in Section 4.5 but would also have to be developed in conjunction
with the City achieving its own recycling program diversion targets.
Other material bans could be implemented for wastes that are more difficult to manage and that
may have other processing options available and for other targeted recyclable materials. These
may include wastes that are organic, that may present higher liquid content and/or potential for
odour and that are compostable. Odour is a current issue for the City‟s landfill. Wastes from
the City‟s waste water treatment plant (3950 tonnes/year) and wastes from Sensient Flavours
(3250 tonnes/year) are identified by the City as having odour impacts at the landfill. These
could be assessed further as part of this option relative to alternatives like composting or land
application.
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Further recyclable material bans could be implemented for drywall and asphalt shingles if
recycling facilities or alternative uses for those materials are available. Asphalt shingles are
currently disposed of at the landfill (approximately 1300 tonnes per year). The use of these for
landfill roads construction should be explored and this could be accommodated with the grinding
program discussed in Section 4.6.1.2 and in conjunction with enhanced depot programming as
described in Section 4.2.1.

Options: Landfill Bans
Short-term or Long-term Option

Short-term option.

Interaction with other System
Components

None.

Potential Cost Implications

At the current tipping fee of $55.00/tonne a reduction in revenue from
banning City sludge, Sensient Flavours and shingles equates to tipping
fee losses in the order of $467,500 per year.

Potential Change in Diversion

Could potentially divert an approximate 8500 tonnes to composting, land
application.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Reduced operating issues for the landfill.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Could provide an additional 3.4 years of landfill capacity if the ban is
implemented immediately

General Implementation
Requirements

Investigations/assessment of feasibility of alternative uses for
designated materials.

General Implementation Timeframe

Upon determination of feasible alternatives; the sooner implemented the
more existing landfill capacity is preserved

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

Material Bans may be imposed by WDA.

4.6.2

OPTIONS TO ADDRESS LONG-TERM (2020 TO 2030) RESIDUAL WASTE

Notwithstanding various waste reduction and diversion targets that are set and achieved, some
portion of the waste stream will require disposal over the twenty (20) year planning period and
beyond. The opportunity for the City to access existing (or new) long-term disposal capacity
both in and outside Ontario is an option that can be investigated as well as the option to develop
new disposal capacity either by the City on its own or in partnership with a private-sector firm or
a neighbouring municipality(s). New disposal capacity could come from landfill mining activity or
new landfill/WTE siting. New and emerging disposal technologies such as Waste to Energy
(WTE) can also be considered in the long-term.
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4.6.2.1 Landfill Mining Option
Landfill mining has been utilized as a means of:
 Modifying the design of the landfill in order to install liner systems and reduce the
potential for leachate migration;
 Recovering additional disposal capacity, by allowing for removal of a portion of the inplace waste (fines) that can be used as cover in lieu of clean soils.
The viability of landfill mining and its potential role in providing for additional disposal capacity is
greatly improved if there is the ability to redirect the fines recovered via mining to use as landfill
cover.

Option: Landfill Mining
Short-term or Long-term Option

Long-term option.

Interaction with other System
Components

None.

Potential Cost Implications

Landfill mining is an expensive exercise and depending on the volume
of waste that needs to be mined and the moisture content of the waste
the cost could be excessive (millions).

Potential Change in Diversion

Might be able to recover some of the dry recyclables from the landfill.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Could create additional disposal capacity.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Additional landfill capacity could result.

General Implementation
Requirements

Issue RFP for mining of the landfill(s). Select vendor(s) to mine site(s)
and negotiate contract(s) with vendor(s),

General Implementation Timeframe

Depending on the size of the site being mined and the resources being
used to do the mining it could take between 2 and 6 years to mine a
landfill.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

Disposal levy may be imposed under WDA.

4.6.2.2 New Landfill Facility Option
There may be the opportunity over the long term for the City to conduct an EA and develop a
new landfill either within the City‟s jurisdiction or with another municipal (or private sector)
partner. The major constraint to developing a new landfill in the City is the determination of a
suitable location with minimal environmental and social constraints. Should public concern
regarding a new landfill be extensive and of a long duration the potential to successfully
complete an EA may be affected and the costs to complete an EA could become excessive.
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Option: New Landfill
Short-term or Long-term Option

Long-term option.

Interaction with other System
Components

A new landfill would not be located proximal to the MRF (and any other
new infrastructure located at the existing landfill site); this would affect
any co-collection systems in place for garbage if they exist.

Potential Cost Implications

Cost to undertake an EA and to complete EPA approvals as well as
design, construction and operations.
New landfills generally cost significantly more to operate than older
sites.

Potential Change in Diversion

Minimal, some potential to develop on-site diversion facilities similar to
existing depot programs.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Siting needs to be cognizant of curbside collection programming from a
travel distance, routing standpoint, ideal to maintain or even optimize
collection efficiencies.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Siting would be capacity dependent (based on anticipated need) or more
possibly based on available sites (that would dictate available capacity).

General Implementation
Requirements

EA Terms of Reference.
EA Study.
EPA approvals and permitting.
Procurement and Site Development.

General Implementation Timeframe

Current estimates are between 3 and 6 years.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

Disposal levy may be imposed under WDA and regulated in the long
term.

4.6.2.3 Use of Residual Waste Disposal Capacity Outside Cornwall
Opportunities currently exist to export waste to privately owned disposal facilities in or outside
Ontario. There may be municipal partnering opportunities available to Cornwall, however this is
not typical. It is far more typical for municipalities to preserve their own capacity for their own
use and further, their Certificates of Approval usually confine waste receipt from within their own
municipal boundaries (although this doesn‟t preclude a Certificate of Approval amendment).
As discussed in Task 3 – Needs Analysis there is new landfill disposal capacity that has been
sited in the province. The LaFleche landfill (Moose Creek) is approved to receive 300,000
tonnes per year and conservatively estimates available capacity to the summer of 2027. Walker
Industries has new approved capacity (750,000 tonnes/year/20 years) at their Thorold landfill,
and Waste Management of Canada has an estimated remaining capacity at their recently
expanded Twin Creeks Landfill of some 23,000,000 tonnes. Waste Management also operates
Petrolia Landfill and Blenheim landfill that can both receive municipal solid waste. Durham and
York are currently awaiting Environmental Assessment (EA) approval for their new Energy from
Waste (EFW) facility to be located in Clarington.
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Option: Use of Residual Disposal Facilities Outside Cornwall
Short-term or Long-term Option

Long-term option.

Interaction with other System
Components

Would require development of a waste transfer station to consolidate
and direct waste out of the City.

Potential Cost Implications

Capital and operating costs for transfer station would be determined
based on volume of materials managed.
Tipping fees for use of external disposal capacity that may be higher
than current fees/costs incurred by the City.
Potential to increase overall disposal costs for the City.

Potential Change in Diversion

In the scenario where residual waste is directed to an EFW facility, the
metals recovered from EFW can be accounted for in diversion.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

None noted.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Would need to secure long-term capacity at a facility sufficient to meet
the City‟s needs over some contract term (e.g.10 years) and as
negotiated with the receiving facility(s)

General Implementation
Requirements

Approvals, design and development of waste transfer facility.
Let RFP for disposal capacity/conduct due diligence of waste disposal
facility(s) to be used.
Negotiate a contract for waste disposal capacity provider(s).

General Implementation Timeframe

18-24 months if transfer facility siting, approvals, design and
construction are required.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

May result in increased cost for disposal if disposal levy imposed under
WDA.
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4.6.2.4 Residual Waste Processing
There may be future opportunities for the City to develop /manage/own or use a new waste
processing facility. Processing approaches that could be considered in the future could include:
Conventional EFW approaches, such as mass burn combustion;
Newer thermal technologies such as gasification, plasma arc gasification, and
pyrolysis;
Emerging thermal technologies such as gas plasma, thermal cracking, thermal
oxidation, waste-to-fuels, disintegration, and steam reformation;
Mechanical treatment to recover additional recyclables and potentially other materials
such as solid recovered fuels, for example a „dirty‟ MRF to process mixed waste; and,
Biological treatment such as aerobic composting/treatment and anaerobic digestion.
The types of technologies offered by conventional technology vendors, generally require more
garbage in order to be feasible on a cost per tonne basis. The technologies offered by some of
the new and emerging vendors such as Alter NRG, Plasco and Sota are promising but at this
point in time, they cannot be considered proven technologies in Ontario for the management of
exclusively municipal garbage, on a large scale. More time is required for various approaches
to become proven. Over the long-term there may be other neighbouring jurisdictions examining
their own waste disposal needs and may require disposal capacity in a similar timeframe as the
City. These facilities would be more viable if pursued jointly with other municipalities or with the
private sector given the relatively small tonnage of waste produced in the City.
Various options could be explored in the future including the City providing one or a combination
of the following for a facility developed within a partnership arrangement:
 land;
 guarantee of supply of residual waste tonnage for a fixed disposal cost and fixed
term;
 financial resources;
 staff resources; and,
 acquisition of environmental approvals.
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Option: Residual Waste Processing
Short-term or Long-term Option

Long-term option.

Interaction with other System
Components

None.

Potential Cost Implications

Generally greater than landfill disposal however, partnership approach
could increase cost-effectiveness.

Potential Change in Diversion

Some technologies (e.g. Mechanical/Biological treatment, many thermal
approaches) allow for recovery of additional materials from the residual
waste stream.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Could create additional disposal capacity with a shared risk and cost
with other(s).

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Varies depending on the technology and scale required.

General Implementation
Requirements

Research waste disposal technology(s).
Select partner(s).
Determine cost/risk sharing formula and develop agreement with
partner(s).
Determine site location.
Acquire applicable approvals to develop facility.

General Implementation Timeframe

TBD
Depending on required approvals to develop facility and the type of
facility to be developed, it could be between 3 and 6 years.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

This could be a less-flexible waste disposal option, depending on the
type of waste supply agreements involved.
Disposal levy and increased enforcement of material bans may be
imposed under WDA, which may also apply to processing facilities.
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5.0

Administration & Funding Options

5.1

ENHANCE EXISTING SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT BY-LAW

Waste collection, removal and disposal of municipal solid waste are subject to the Corporation
of the City of Cornwall by-law No. 076-1994. The by-law stipulates the City is responsible for
collection and disposal of municipal solid waste and gives the City the authority to limit the
number of receptacles collected at each unit and schedule collection days and times as well as
set out a number of parameters for collection and container set-out. In general terms the by-law
should be reviewed to incorporate any program changes that might have occurred since its last
revision. For example, the City has added additional items to its blue box program (i.e., metal
aerosol cans, paint cans and lids, etc.) that are not accounted for in the by-law. Minor
amendments like this can be accommodated with what should be a complete by-law content
review with implementation of each of the various options outlined in this report and that are
approved by the City. The following waste management system options if and when elected
should be reflected in an amended by-law:


Enhance Existing Waste Diversion Depot Program



Clear Garbage Bag Program



Establish Bag and Bulky Item Limits



Increase Recycling Container Capacity



Bi-Weekly (Every Other Week) Garbage Collection



Enhanced and Sustained Advertising, Education & Promotion

 At-Source Composting
 Public Open Space Recycling Program
 Special Events Recycling Program
 Secure Long-term Organics Processing Capacity Outside Cornwall (Green Bin
Collection)


Develop Organic Waste Processing Capacity within Cornwall (Green Bin Collection)



Weekly Blue and Black Box Collection



Co-collection of Kitchen Organics and Garbage/Co-collection of Blue and Black Box



Bi-Weekly (Every Other Week) Garbage Collection



Multi Residential Recycling and Credit Option



Diversion Programming for the IC&I Sector
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Amendments should reflect mandatory program and required compliance as it relates to any
future programming. Depending on options selected amendments might reflect the ability to
limit the amount of municipal waste that will be collected from residential buildings or limit the
number of containers/bags for garbage set-out. Other amendments might include the
elimination of current set-out limits for the IC&I sector to encourage further recycling. IC&I
locations are also permitted an unlimited number of garbage receptacles, that might be limited
in the future.
Further the by-law should reflect how and when materials can be set out in accordance with
each waste stream and what each waste stream is comprised of. The by-law should include a
list of infractions and possibly penalties for each infraction. The by-law should continue to
identify items that are non-collectable at the curb and that cannot be disposed of at landfill
(Appendix A to the by-law).
The by-law also established charges for contaminated materials received at areas designated
for tires, white goods, scrap metal, old corrugated cardboard, and wood. Schedule C to the bylaw identifies acceptance criteria for recyclable materials. The by-law might need to be
amended to reflect changes to this programming as well, e.g. recycling shingles etc.
Option: Enhance Existing By-Law
Short-term or Long-term Option

Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term.

Interaction with other System
Components

Impact to collection program from a compliance/monitoring stand-point
as it increases the ability of the collection contractor to enforce
compliance.
Potential impact to collection contract dependent on current contract
arrangements.
Impact to MRF with increased blue box materials.
Impact to organic waste processing with added organic waste (if
implemented).
Reduced need for disposal capacity.

Potential Cost Implications

Costs associated with by-law enforcement.
Potential increased recyclable processing fees with increased tonnage.
Potential to reduce landfill revenues from tip fees because of reduced
tonnage, and thus potential for higher net operating costs for disposal.
Increased revenue from sale of recyclables.

Potential Change in Diversion

Diversion rate will increase with enforcement of mandatory requirements
of the by-law.

Potential for System Efficiencies and
Improvements in Level of Service

Clear expectations of residents relative to enforcement.

Potential Processing or Disposal
Capacity Requirements

Reduced landfill disposal capacity requirements.
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Option: Enhance Existing By-Law
General Implementation
Requirements

P&E campaign to advise residents of expected changes in program
compliance.
Formal by-law amendments and approvals

General Implementation Timeframe

8-10 months for P&E in advance, phased in compliance, monitoring,
auditing, assessment.

Ability to Adjust Option to Changes
to the WDA

This option is flexible to changes in the WDA.

5.2

FUNDING OPTIONS

In 2004, MacViro Consultants was retained by the City of Cornwall to complete an assessment
of the full costs associated with the City‟s waste management services and to develop a
strategy for recovering these costs. Table 5.1 below highlights the recommendations of that
report and provides comment on those recommendations relative to the options identified this
Task 4 – Identification of Opportunities.
Table 5.1: 2004 McViro Report Recommendations and Impact to Current Program Options
Recommendation
Impacted Options
1. Implementation of a new tipping fee of $47.14 in
The City now charges $55/tonne. In order to
2004, with adjustments in subsequent years for
address short-term residual waste management in
inflation, to cover both current and future waste
the City one option is to create a greater differential
disposal costs.
in tipping fees (Section 4.6.1.1) to provide even
greater incentive for waste diversion in all City
sectors.
2. The new disposal tipping fee should be applied
While recycling, leaf and yard waste and HSW
to all waste entering the landfill site for disposal
materials should continue to be received for free to
i.e. not only IC&I waste but also residential
encourage recycling (differential tipping fee),
waste.
garbage received by residents could be charged
e.g. by the bag to encourage residents to explore
other waste diversion, waste reduction and reuse
options prior to disposal.
3. Establishment of Disposal Reserve Fund (DRF)
The option of creating a greater differential in tipping
to finance the annual operating costs and future
fees (Section 4.6.1.1) as well as implementation of a
waste disposal capital costs (25 years).
user-pay and/or bag limit/bag tag program (Section
4.2.3) would generate additional revenue that could
be set aside, some or all, toward financing annual
operating costs as well as long term capital costs
including closure and post-closure costs or even
new landfill capacity.
4.

Implementation of a Flat Fee full cost recovery
system to replace the current assessment based
system used to fund waste management
services. The 2004 fee was estimated at
$107.08 per unit served with adjustments in
future years for inflation. Charges would apply
only to those properties that receive the service.

The MacViro report (2004) suggested that a gradual
implementation of some user fees would sensitize
system users to the cost of waste management,
enhance waste diversion and potentially defer new
landfill capacity requirements. Both user-pay/ bagtag/bag limit program options as well as charging for
residential garbage received at the landfill support
this program. A full flat fee cost recovery program
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Table 5.1: 2004 McViro Report Recommendations and Impact to Current Program Options
Recommendation
Impacted Options
would support elimination of the multi-residential
credit program.
5. The City‟s services should be limited to single
The existing multi-residential tax credit is a
family homes, duplexes, semi-detached homes,
disincentive to divert waste (Section 4.2.1) and
townhouses, multi-residential properties with up
further opportunities to divert waste from landfill
to six (6) units and small IC&I establishments.
should be evaluated as it relates to the multiAll others such as large IC&I and multiresidential sector (e.g. pilot studies to assess
residential properties over six (6) units should
potential diversion program successes that could
make their own waste management
support elimination of the credit). Studies may in
arrangements with private sector service
fact support increased levels of service to this sector
providers.
as opposed to restricted service to those over 6
units.
6. Gradual transition to a partial user fee system
Options to implement bag limits/bag tags or user
should be implemented after there is a comfort
pay programming support this.
level with the new flat fee system.
7. Following implementation, the 2004 study
This will be addressed further in Task 5 –
should be updated every five years. In
Assessment of Opportunities.
particular the adequacy of the waste disposal
fee and reserve fund balance, in relation to
projected future costs should be assessed.

Funding options also include assessing federal and provincial funding sources like GMEF and
CIF. This will be discussed further in Task 5 – Assessment of Opportunities.
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6.0

Public Consultation Summary

A public consultation session was held in Cornwall on May 13, 2010 from 3:00 – 7:30 p.m. at
1225 Ontario St. (Infrastructure and Municipal Works Department). Staff from the City of
Cornwall present at the session included Neil Dixon, Supervisor, Waste Management, and
Morris McCormick, Division Manager, Environmental Services. Also present was Cathy Smith,
Senior Waste Planner, from Stantec Consulting. Approximately 30 people attended the
session, including a number of people from multi-residential buildings.
The format of the Public Consultation Session was a drop-in, informal session with a number of
panels outlining the waste management strategy to date. A copy of the panels can be found in
Appendix B. Attendees were provided with a summary of the panels in a handout, and also
asked to provide feedback in the form of a comment sheet (both the handout and comment
sheets can be found in Appendix C). Nine responses were received either hand-written on the
comments sheets or via email which have been summarized in Appendix D.
Regarding the City‟s current waste management system, a number of respondents commented
that free containers would assist with diversion efforts. There was one suggestion for a mobile
hazardous waste collection unit and a resident asked why they have to pay for disposal at
landfill (leaf and yard waste) when it can be set out at the curb for free. Concerns were raised
about bag limits; the impact on large families, how to enforce in multi-residential buildings where
tenants are not accountable and how bulky waste would be handled.
Overall, there was support for the proposed initiatives (increased promotion and education,
weekly recycling collection and collection of organic materials). The majority of people
commented on the proposed bag limits and user-pay, both for and against. The proposal for
clear bags generated very little response.
There was support for conserving landfill capacity, and perhaps slightly more support for making
diversion programs a top priority.
A common theme throughout the comment sheet was the need for education, both for existing
and new programs. Concerns were raised about program implementation and costs of
programs.
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7.0

Next Steps

The City has an opportunity to implement a number of options over a prescribed period of time
to achieve its solid waste management planning objectives. The options identified here were
developed for the City to be considered as mechanisms to address gaps between the City’s
existing waste management system and what are industry best practices and provincial policy
standards and to consider in terms of priority, from an implementation schedule standpoint and
relative to the best interests of the City.
The next technical memo Task 5 – Assessment of Opportunities, evaluates the options
described in this report relative to achieving those objectives in a way suitable to the City of
Cornwall.
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Appendix A
Best Practices Review of Contract 05-T03
Operation of the Solid Waste Recycling
Program and Curbside Solid Waste
Collection Service

Best Practices Review of Contract 05-T03 Operation of the Solid Waste Recycling
Program and Curbside Solid Waste Collection Service
As part of the development of the City‟s Waste Management Master Plan, Stantec has
undertaken a review of the City‟s current contract from a best practices standpoint and utilizing
the procurement and contract management best practices identified in the Blue Box Program
Enhancement & Best Practices Assessment Project Report, KPMG, R.W. Beck, 2007 (KPMG
report) Those and any other best practices identified should be incorporated into a continued
private sector contracting program.
That report espouses certain practices for municipalities who have private sector contractors for
collection and/or processing of recyclables. This best practice revolves around the notion that if
procurement documents include specific items and performance data that will lead to enhanced
program delivery and costs savings11. Key benefits according to KPMG, include:
A high quality service to specified requirements;
Flexibility to address changing needs;
Incentives to maximize participation, tonnage and material revenues;
A proper system (or system component) design that increases diversion at a lower cost;
Opening the door to innovation;
Cost savings due to increased competition;
Cost savings due to economies of scale; and
Cost savings due to properly structured contract terms.
The City has a number of procurement best practices in place in the development and
management of its current contract but may benefit with the option of continued private sector
contracting with the following additional and broad procurement practices in mind:
1. The City currently utilizes a tendering process to procure its recyclable materials collection

and processing services. A tender is only appropriate in cases where the product or service
can be very well-defined, can be specified in detail and when the work is awarded solely
based on cost. An RFP process is more appropriate for the City as this type of service
arrangement is not specifically prescribed in its procurement process e.g. a specific number
of trucks, specified routes, specified number of staff etc. That is, the City specifies a scope of
work and leaves it to the proponent to specify how the work will be undertaken. An RFP
process would enable the City to better apply judgment to a proponent‟s submission. An
RFP is a negotiated procurement process that provides flexibility for the municipality and the
proponent. It further allows freedom/flexibility for innovations/variations regarding the delivery
of service, price, payment methods, and allows the municipality to focus as much on/or more
on service quality than price.

11

Blue Box Program Enhancement & Best Practices Assessment Project Report, KPMG, R.W. Beck,
2007

2. Should the City elect in the future to utilize an RFP process, the use of a three-envelope

system is ideal, (a two-envelope system at minimum). This system requires that all financial
securities and declarations are in the first envelope, that all submissions related to the
technical capacity to undertake the work are in the second envelope and all pricing
information is in the last envelope. It ensures the proponent meets all requirements for
securities and declarations prior to having given any consideration to their technical capacity
to undertake the work. The benefit of envelope two and envelope three is that individual
ratings for technical portions of a submission are subjective, subject to bias, and ratings can
be influenced by the known price. This may result in selection of a lower priced, but
unqualified proponent being awarded the work.
3. For contracts involving the supply of equipment, the life-cycle of the equipment should be

matched to the term of the contract. If the contract is too short the contractor must capitalize
the equipment over the period of the contract, resulting in less than optimal unit pricing and
overall cost. Current lifecycle expectations for new collection trucks are typically about 7
years. The City currently does not require new vehicles for its collection contract and in that
case where used vehicles are permitted for use a maximum vehicle age should be specified.
4. The City currently includes a provision of contract that requires the successful proponent pay

for promotional and educational programming. The proponent however has no means to
predict/estimate those costs, particularly over a fairly long service contract life (e.g. 7 years)
and given the changing dynamics in waste management in Ontario. The municipality should
in all instances bear these costs not just to minimize risk associated with the contract but for
accurate tracking purposes and accurate cost reporting to WDO. Previous WDO datacall
submissions do not reflect the cost borne by the contractor (and ultimately by the City) for
their promotion and education contribution. This may result in reduced funding.
5. The City currently lets its recyclable material collection and processing tender with the

requirement for the provision of all (garbage, recycling, bulky item etc.) collection and
processing services. Debundling services creates opportunities for a wider range or number
of proponents and may create opportunities for proponents to offer “discounts” if they are
awarded both the collection and processing components of the work. In some cases this
approach can also create challenges for the City to determine the preferred proponent(s) or
range of proponents but can be managed with a clear and transparent RFP submission
evaluation process.
6. The City‟s current contract uses terminology that is only applicable for construction services

contracts including the reference to progress and final payments as well as holdbacks in
some cases which are not applicable to a long-term service based contract. While payment
methods are specified elsewhere in the contract, the maintenance of construction based
contract terms and conditions as well as added service based terms and conditions can lead
to ambiguity, misinterpretation and contradiction of terms throughout the contract. This is
consistent with the practice of a number of municipalities to use existing (and more typical)
municipal tenders more commonly used for roads and other municipal infrastructure
procurement as templates to generate service-based contracts.

7. The City‟s contract includes “penalty” provisions that specify a certain amount to be paid in

the event of a breach to penalize the breaching party. While a penalty clause is used to deter
a breach it is typically excessive in amount compared with the greatest loss the parties could
have anticipated in the case of a breach. Courts will not generally uphold a penalty clause
unless the amount represents a genuine pre-estimated amount of damages in case of a
breach. Liquidated damages are a more appropriate mechanism used to manage immaterial
breaches of Contract.
8. Immaterial breaches (those breaches that don‟t necessarily mean the contract has to be

terminated) can be effectively handled by giving the contractor the opportunity to correct the
problem (e.g. a warning) then refusal to pay until the problem is solved and ultimately fixing
the problem with either enforcing liquidated damages through deductions from payments or
using of the liquid portion of a contract performance security if it exists.
9. The City currently requires the successful proponent to inspect MRF building and equipment

to determine equipment condition and usefulness to them in the operation of the MRF. A
more appropriate mechanism may be to provide a provision that requires the contractor to
operate and otherwise maintain the MRF such that on termination the MRF is turned over to
the City (or its successor) in the same condition as at contract commencement subject to
wear and tear and that prior (e.g. six months) to contract expiration the contractor must
provide the City with a building and equipment condition report. Prior to the report the City
and the contractor could conduct an inspection of the MRF site, MRF building, building
systems, mechanical, electrical, and all processing equipment and related assets with that
inspection being the basis of the condition report. It would be up to the contractor to
remediate any deficiencies noted in the report other than that related to normal wear and
tear. This is a mechanism to protect the City‟s assets. The inspection could also be
undertaken by an unbiased third party.
10. Another provision of some municipal MRF processing contracts (when the MRF is owned by

the municipality) is a “Successor Training Plan” which requires the contractor to generate and
deliver a training program to provide the contractors‟ successor with the information
necessary to ensure and uninterrupted/seamless transition of efficient operations and
maintenance of the MRF from the current contractor to its successor.
11. All program options that might be implemented during the term of contract should be bid in

response to the RFP e.g. if weekly collection could be implemented within the term of
contract pricing should be requested as a submittal – this applies to all potential program
changes.
12. All and any necessary Certificates of Approval owned by the City (e.g. MRF) should be

appended to the RFP and likewise all Certificates of Approval (e.g. Waste Management
System) should be required as a submittal in response to the RFP.

This does not represent an exhaustive list of potential improvements to existing contracts but
higher level changes in contracting that could affect an improved procurement and contract
management process as well as competitive pricing in bid submissions.
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Appendix B
Public Information Session Display Panels



WasteManagement
PublicConsultationSession
Thursday,May13from3:00pmto7:30pm
1225OntarioStreet


TheCityofCornwallispreparingareportthatwillexamineallareas
oftheCity’sSolidWasteManagementPrograms.Wearelookingat
determiningthebestbalancebetweenenvironmentalandfinancial
goalstodealwiththewasteourcommunitygenerates.

Weareseekingyourcommentsontopicssuchas:

x Reducingandreusingmorewaste
x Howtoencouragewastediversion
x Optionsforcollectingrecyclablesandgarbage,includingorganics
x Howtodisposeofgarbageinthefuture
x Limitsonhouseholdgarbagebags

ThePublicConsultationSessionwillprovideanopportunityforusto
discusstheaboveissuesandpossiblesolutions.Yourinputand
feedbackisveryimportanttous.

Formoreinformation,pleasecontactNeilDixonat6139371777or
visitourwebsiteandsubmityourcommentsonline.

Welcome to the Solid Waste
Program Optimization Plan
Public Consultation Session

We are interested in hearing from
you! Please talk to our Project
Team members and fill in a
feedback form in the handout.

Why Are We Here?
1. Cornwall is developing a Waste
Management Program Optimization Plan.
2. The purpose of the plan is to:
a) Provide overall direction for the waste
management system.
b) Address processing and garbage disposal needs
for the next 20 years.
c) Identify opportunities to increase diversion.
d) Identify opportunities to reduce the amount of
waste needing disposal.

Goals of the Plan
1. The desired result of the plan is:
a) The selection of a long-term waste
management system.
b) A recommended implementation approach.

2. The plan is intended to identify:
a) Programs and approaches to improve Blue
Box\Black Box diversion.
b) The potential for a composting program.
c) Waste processing and collection options.
d) Waste disposal approaches.

Existing Waste Management
System
1. The City provides residential and some industrial,
commercial and institutional (IC&I) facilities with
garbage and recycling collection services.
2. White goods and leaf and yard waste collection is
also provided.
3. Depots available at the landfill provide disposal for
Household Hazardous Waste, tires, scrap metal and
waste wood.
4. Backyard composting is encouraged.

Waste Composition & Generation
1. In 2008, Cornwall diverted approximately
25% of its waste from landfill through
existing diversion programs.
2. Waste audits show that:
a) Some materials that are recyclable are being
placed in the garbage stream.
b) The blue and black box recycling streams
contain low levels of contamination indicating
the public has a good understanding of what
belongs in each stream.

3. In 2008, Waste Diversion Ontario
estimated that the average household in
Cornwall produced 941 kg/year of waste
material (all waste streams).

Waste Composition
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Household special waste includes CFL bulbs, paint, oil,
batteries etc.
Organic waste includes kitchen scraps including diary,
meat, vegetable and other food wastes, tissues and
towelling, and can include pet waste, diapers.
Paper packaging includes corrugated cardboard, boxboard,
gable top containers, aseptic containers
Other materials include diapers, textiles, carpeting,
construction & renovation material, small appliances,
ceramics, computers etc.

Waste Generation

Waste Generation Rates by Waste Stream by Material Category

Material Type
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Quantity Per
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Best and Better Practices
1. There are a number of industry recognized waste
reduction, diversion and disposal ‘best or better’
practices.
2. By comparing Cornwall’s current waste
management system to the ‘best and better’
practices, areas for potential improvement were
identified.

Best and Better Practices:
Waste Reduction & Reuse
1. There are a number of Waste Reduction &
Reuse initiatives considered to be ‘best and
better’ practices for municipalities.
2. The table below outlines how the City’s current
system compares to best practices.
Best Practice

Current System
Performance

Achieving
Objective?

Adopt a Zero Waste
Philosophy

Not adopted.

8

Establish Waste Reduction
Target

Not established.

8

Waste Reduction Strategy
Implement Reuse Programs
enforces material bans at
– Material Bans at Landfill
landfill for several materials

9

Develop Reuse Programs –
Reuse Centre

Not developed

8

Develop Reuse Programs Other

No programs developed (e.g.
waste exchange days/bulkyitem re-use program)

8

Establish Targeted
Promotion & Education
Campaign

Not established

8

Best and Better Practices:
Waste Diversion
1. Cornwall currently has a diversion rate of
approximately 25%.
2. The province’s overall municipal waste diversion
target is 60%.

Best Practice

Achieving Objective?

Up-to-date plan for recycling, as part of an
Integrated Waste Management System

9

Multi-municipal planning approach to
recycling

9

Defined performance measures

Optimization of operations in collections
and processing

8/9
Will be more easily defined with this
plan

8/9
Result of plan if recommendations
implemented

Establish and enforce policies that
encourage waste diversion (bag tags, bag
limits, clear garbage bags, by-law
enforcement)

8

Following generally accepted principles for
effective procurement and contract
management

8

Best and Better Practices:
Waste Disposal
1. Waste disposal best practices help extend the
lifespan of a landfill.

Current System Performance

Achieving
Objective?

Differential Tipping
Fees

Recycling and compostable
materials (leaf and yard waste)
may be brought to the landfill site
for free. The regular tipping fee is
$50/tonne.

9

Identification of
Operating
Improvements to
increase capacity

Not yet completed, some
recommendations will come from
this planning process.

8

Material Bans

Waste Reduction Strategy
enforces material bans at landfill
for a number of materials

9

Best Practice

Options for Improvement:
Reduction & Reuse
1. Enhance current reduction and reuse programs.
a) Consider transition to a full user pay program, i.e.,
residents would need to purchase garbage tags for
all bags.

2. Establish per-capita waste reduction target.
a) Every 5% decrease in residential waste generation
would remove approximately 1,000 tonnes of
waste from the system.

3. Develop re-use centres, programs and partnering
initiatives.
a) Could add about 1% to diversion.

4. Endorse Extended Producer Responsibility and
Waste Minimization Legislation.
a) Support waste minimization legislation and
programs at federal and provincial levels.
b) Impact on diversion unknown as targets not yet set
by province.

5. We need your thoughts on this. Please use the
comment sheets in the handout.

Options for Improvement:
Diversion

1. Enhance existing depot programs.
a) Expand depots and examine if bulky collections
should be eliminated.

2. Clear garbage bag program.
a) To ensure recyclables or other materials that can
be diverted are not being disposed of.
b) Could add 3 to 5% to diversion rate.

3. Increase recycling container capacity.
a) Use of larger blue box containers, carts or blue
transparent bags would increase curbside
recycling set-out capacity and result in increased
diversion.

4. Move to weekly recycling collection
a) Could add 5% to the diversion rate.

5. Establish Bag and Bulky Item Limits
a) Could add 5% to the diversion rate.

Options for Improvement:
Diversion (Cont’d)
6. Long-term consideration of bi-weekly garbage
collection (with organics program only).
a) Demonstrated to have a positive effect on
diversion rates (Could add 3 to 5% to diversion
rate).

7. Enhanced advertising, promotion and
education.
a) Supports all waste management initiatives.
b) Could add 1% to diversion rate.

8. Public open space and special event recycling.
a) Provides containers for recycling in parks,
streets etc.
b) Provides consistency between diversion
practices at home and in public.

9. Examine diversion of commercial materials.
a) Enhance and harmonize residential and
commercial diversion system.

10. We need your thoughts on this. Please use
the comment sheets in the handout.

Options for Improvement:
Organics Collection
1. Currently, the City does not offer a curbside
organics collection program.
2. The addition of a curbside organics collection
program could potentially increase the City’s
diversion rate by 16%.
3. The City could consider one of two options:
a) Process organics outside of the City.
b) Process organics within the City.

4. We need your thoughts on this. Please use the
comment sheets in the handout.

Issues for Consideration

1. Should conservation of landfill capacity be a top
priority?
2. Should waste diversion be a top priority?
3. How much is the City willing or capable of
spending to increase diversion rate?
4. How can we increase the use of existing waste
diversion programs (e.g. ‘blue box’ collection of
recyclables)?
5. Should penalties be considered and how should
they be enforced?
a) For improper use of collection programs?
b) For illegal disposal of wastes?

6. We need your thoughts on this. Please use the
comment sheets in the handout.

Submit Your Comments
You may provide your comments by:
1. Completing a comment sheet at today’s
information centre;
2. Making a written submission to the regular
mail or email address provided below:
City of Cornwall
Waste Management Program Optimization
c/o Neil Dixon
Waste Management Assistant
Infrastructure and Municipal Works Environmental Division
861 Second St. West
Cornwall, Ontario
K6J 1H5
NDixon@cornwall.ca

3. Provide comments on the City’s website at
www.cornwall.ca
We’d appreciate your comments by Friday June 4,
2010 to ensure your feedback can be
incorporated into the City’s strategic plan.

Next Steps
1. Project Team members
will analyze the
feedback received
from the public during
this session.
2. The next steps in the
Solid Waste
Management Planning
process are to:
a) Incorporate public
feedback into an
Identification of
Opportunities report.
b) Complete an
assessment of those
opportunities for the
City of Cornwall.
c) Complete the final
long-term strategic
plan.

TASK 4 – IDENTIFICATION OF OPPORTUNITIES
WASTE MANAGEMENT – PROGRAM OPTIMIZATION
TECHNICAL MEMO #3

Appendix C
Public Information Session Handouts and
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City of Cornwall – Waste Management Program Optimization –
Public Consultation Handout
Goals of the Plan

Welcome to the Solid Waste Program
Optimization Plan
Public Consultation Session
1. Cornwall is developing a Waste Management Program
Optimization Plan.
2. The purpose of the plan is to:
a)
b)
c)
d)

1. The desired result of the plan is:
a) The selection of a long-term waste management system.
b) A recommended implementation approach.

2. The plan is intended to identify:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Programs and approaches to improve Blue Box\Black Box diversion.
The potential for a composting program.
Waste processing and collection options.
Waste disposal approaches.

Provide overall direction for the waste management system.
Address processing and garbage disposal needs for the next 20 years.
Identify opportunities to increase diversion.
Identify opportunities to reduce the amount of waste needing disposal.

Existing Waste Management System
1. The City provides residential and some industrial,
commercial and institutional (IC&I) facilities with garbage
and recycling collection services.
2. White goods and leaf and yard waste collection is also
provided.
3. Depots available at the landfill provide disposal for
Household Hazardous Waste, tires, scrap metal and
waste wood.
4. Backyard composting is encouraged.

Waste Composition & Generation
1. In 2008, Cornwall diverted approximately 25% of its waste from
landfill through existing diversion programs.
2. Waste audits show that:
a) Some materials that are recyclable are being placed in the garbage
stream.
b) The blue and black box recycling streams contain low levels of
contamination indicating the public has a good understanding of what
belongs in each stream.

3. In 2008, Waste Diversion Ontario estimated that the average
household in Cornwall produced 941 kg/year of waste material
(all waste streams).

Waste Composition

Waste Generation
Waste Generation Rates by Waste Stream by Material Category

•
•

Residential Waste Composition
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Household special waste includes CFL
bulbs, paint, oil, batteries etc.
Organic waste includes kitchen scraps
including dairy, meat, vegetable and
other food wastes, tissues and towelling,
and can include pet waste, diapers.
Paper packaging includes corrugated
cardboard, boxboard, gable top
containers, aseptic containers
Other materials include diapers, textiles,
carpeting, construction & renovation
material, small appliances, ceramics,
computers etc.

Best and Better Practices
1. There are a number of industry recognized waste reduction, diversion and
disposal ‘best or better’ practices.
2. By comparing Cornwall’s current waste management system to the ‘best
and better’ practices, areas for potential improvement were identified.

Material Type

Garbage
Recycling
Bulky Garbage
Quantity Per
Quantity Per
Quantity Per
Household Per Household Per Household Per
Year
Year
Year

Total Waste
Generated Per
Household Per
Year

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

PAPER

50.94

112.73

0.00

163.66

PAPER
PACKAGING

80.54

52.24

0.00

132.78

PLASTICS

57.82

24.26

14.23

96.31

METALS

31.41

15.51

0.00

46.93

GLASS

15.20

13.77

0.00

28.97

3.09

0.00

0.00

3.09

ORGANICS

182.28

0.00

0.00

182.28

OTHER
MATERIALS

226.47

0.11

59.93

286.51

Total All
Materials

647.75

218.62

74.17

940.54

HOUSEHOLD
SPECIAL
WASTE

Best and Better Practices:
Waste Reduction & Reuse
1. There are a number of Waste Reduction & Reuse initiatives considered
to be ‘best and better’ practices for municipalities.
2. The table below outlines how the City’s current system compares to
best practices.
Best Practice

Current System Performance

Achieving Objective?

Adopt a Zero Waste Philosophy

Not adopted.



Establish Waste Reduction Target

Not established.



Implement Reuse Programs – Material Bans at
Landfill

Waste Reduction Strategy enforces material bans
at landfill for several materials



Develop Reuse Programs – Reuse Centre

Not developed



Develop Reuse Programs - Other

No programs developed (e.g. waste exchange
days/bulky-item re-use program)



Establish Targeted Promotion & Education
Campaign

Not established



2

Best and Better Practices:
Waste Diversion
1. Cornwall currently has a diversion rate of approximately 25%.
2. The province’s overall municipal waste diversion target is 60%.

Best and Better Practices:
Waste Disposal
1. Waste disposal best practices help extend the lifespan of a landfill.
Best Practice

Best Practice

Achieving Objective?

Up-to-date plan for recycling, as part of an Integrated Waste Management System



Multi-municipal planning approach to recycling


/

Defined performance measures

Current System Performance

Achieving Objective?

Differential Tipping Fees

There is no real differential between tipping fee for recyclables versus
garbage at the landfill



Identification of Operating Improvements
to increase capacity

Not yet completed, some recommendations will come from this
planning process.



Material Bans

Waste Reduction Strategy enforces material bans at landfill for a
number of materials



Will be more easily defined with this plan

/

Optimization of operations in collections and processing

Result of plan if recommendations implemented
Establish and enforce policies that encourage waste diversion



Following generally accepted principles for effective procurement and contract
management



Options for Improvement: Reduction & Reuse
1. Enhance current reduction and reuse programs.
a) Consider transition to a full user pay program, i.e., residents would need
to purchase garbage tags for all bags.

2. Establish per-capita waste reduction target.
a) Every 5% decrease in residential waste generation would remove
approximately 1,000 tonnes of waste from the system.

3. Develop re-use centres, programs and partnering initiatives.
a) Could add about 1% to diversion.

4. Endorse Extended Producer Responsibility and Waste Minimization
Legislation.
a) Support waste minimization legislation and programs at federal and
provincial levels.
b) Impact on diversion unknown as targets not yet set by province.

Options for Improvement: Diversion
1. Enhance existing depot programs.
a) Expand depots and examine if bulky collections should be eliminated.

2. Clear garbage bag program.
a) To ensure recyclables or other materials that can be diverted are not being
disposed of.
b) Could add 3 to 5% to diversion rate.

3. Increase recycling container capacity.
a) Use of larger blue box containers, carts or blue transparent bags would
increase curbside recycling set-out capacity and result in increased diversion.

4. Move to weekly recycling collection
a) Could add 5% to the diversion rate.

5. Establish Bag and Bulky Item Limits
a) Could add 5% to the diversion rate.

5. We need your thoughts on this. Please use the comment
sheets in this handout.

3

Options for Improvement: Diversion (Cont’d)
6. Long-term consideration of bi-weekly garbage collection (with
organics program only).
a) Demonstrated to have a positive effect on diversion rates (Could add 3 to
5% to diversion rate).

7. Enhanced advertising, promotion and education.
a) Supports all waste management initiatives.
b) Could add 1% to diversion rate.

8. Public open space and special event recycling.
a) Provides containers for recycling in parks, streets etc.
b) Provides consistency between diversion practices at home and in public.

Options for Improvement: Organics Collection
1. Currently, the City does not offer a curbside organics collection
program.
2. The addition of a curbside organics collection program could
potentially increase the City’s diversion rate by 16%.
3. The City could consider one of two options:
a) Process organics outside of the City.
b) Process organics within the City.

4. We need your thoughts on this. Please use the comment sheets
in this handout.

9. Examine diversion of commercial materials.
a) Enhance and harmonize residential and commercial diversion system.

10. We need your thoughts on this. Please use the comment sheets in
this handout.

Issues for Consideration
1. Should conservation of landfill capacity be a top priority?
2. How much is the City willing or capable of spending to increase
diversion rate?
3. Should waste diversion be a top priority?
4. How can we increase the use of existing waste diversion programs (e.g.
‘blue box’ collection of recyclables)?
5. Should penalties be considered and how should they be enforced?
a) For improper use of collection programs?
b) For illegal disposal of wastes?

6. We need your thoughts on this. Please use the comment sheets in
this handout.

Next Steps
1. Results of this public consultation will be
incorporated into the final Waste Management
Program Optimization Plan.
2. Please provide your comments in the following
pages and give them to the project team or send
them to the City of Cornwall (addresses provided on
the final page).

4

Comments
1. Do you have any questions or concerns with
Cornwall’s current waste management system?

Comments
2. Do you have any questions or concerns with the
following recommended programs, which may be
implemented to enhance Cornwall’s diversion rate?
• Increased promotion/education

• Weekly recycling collection

• Collection of organic materials

5

Comments
3. What do you think would be the most effective way
of encouraging people to divert more waste?
 Bag Limits
User Pay/Pay As You Throw
 Clear Garbage Bag Programs
 Other:

Comments
4. Do you think conserving landfill capacity should be a
top priority? Why?

5. Do you think diversion programs should be a top
priority? Why?

6

Submit Your Comments
You may provide your
comments by:
1. Completing a comment
sheet at today’s
information centre;
2. Making a written
submission to the regular
mail or email address
provided;
3. Visiting the City’s website.

City of Cornwall
Waste Management Program
Optimization
c/o Neil Dixon, Waste Management
Assistant
Infrastructure and Municipal Works
Environmental Division
861 Second St. West
Cornwall, Ontario
K6J 1H5
NDixon@cornwall.ca
or
www.cornwall.ca

Thank you for participating.

7
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Appendix D
Public Information Session Comments
Summary

City of Cornwall – Solid Waste Program Optimization Plan
Public Consultation – Comment Sheet
1. Do you have any questions or concerns with Cornwall’s current waste
management system?
Concerns about damages to recycling containers when being emptied and
who will pay for new containers.
If bag limits are used, how do they handle other waste such as couches,
mattresses etc.
I believe there should be a green waste program. Although people who are
gardeners will compost, many others don’t. A reuse program would be of
benefit. We know some things are picked up at the curb by “re-users” but
a more formal program would recognize the value of re-using.
Free blue boxes will encourage recycling
I think that recycling bins should be free or at the very least, subsidized by
the City. From what I understand, the average recycling rate in Cornwall is
lower than the provincial average. People may recycle more if bins are free
or more affordable. Maybe a communication campaign regarding the
importance of recycling would have an impact.
As a resident of Cornwall I am strongly opposed to a limit on household
garbage collected. This discriminates against larger families. Many
recycling programs do not work efficiently have little or no advantages and
results in higher costs for waste management.
How do you propose to use user pay in multi-units?
My concern is mainly on limiting the number of garbage bags where
tenants are involved because whether they obey or not obey the rules they
do not get penalized. We need to make them accountable for putting the
garbage out at the wrong times and limiting the number of bags will be
another concern.
Why do I have to pay for disposal of materials (such as tree and shrub
waste) at the landfill site when it is picked up for free at the Curb?
Calculate and publicize the cost of landfilling.

Consider a mobile pickup of Hazardous waste.
Summary: A number of respondents commented that free containers would assist
with diversion efforts. There were a few suggestions of ways to improve the
current system (e.g. mobile hazardous waste collection unit and adjusting fees at
the landfill to reflect curbside collection practices). Concerns were raised about
bag limits; the impact on large families, how to enforce in multi-residential
buildings where tenants are not accountable and how bulky waste would be
handled.

2. Do you have any questions or concerns with the following recommended
programs, which may be implemented to enhance Cornwall’s diversion rate?
Increased promotion/education
Increased education for building owners and tenants and public
Most definitely education
I think the idea of a green Cornwall is very appealing and people are ready
to identify to an environmentally friendly Cornwall.
Yes, we need to educate people
Necessary, especially for immigrants who come from countries without a
culture of diversion. Secondly, more education of children who hopefully
can persuade parents to divert.
More in schools – kids get parents to participate
Yes, people should know how much a given size of garbage costs
Consider alternative media other than just the website
Summary: Overall support for this initiative, with suggestions on targeting
schoolchildren and immigrants and using different media.
Weekly recycling collection
Is a great idea. I produce enough recycling for a weekly collection but it’s
not the most important issue.

Would be a plus
Many people won’t save for two weeks, they say not enough “space”.
Larger containers for those that want them would be good.
Would be good if cost is reasonable.
Summary: Overall support for this initiative although some concerns about
cost.
Collection of organic materials
Again, people will need to be educated.
If you eliminate bulky collections, they will be dumped outside the City
A+++ idea but it needs to be accompanied by a sustained education
program underlining what can be put in the organic bins and the impact of
composting on the environment.
St. Thomas – half size of Cornwall has had this for many years.
Would be good to create energy
Do a pilot first. Provide and deliver backyard composters first.
Support for composting program.
Summary: Support for this initiative, however, concerns about need for
education, a pilot study and research on other municipality’s programs to
determine if suitable for Cornwall.
3. What do you think would be the most effective way of encouraging people to
divert more waste?
 Bag Limits
Will lead to more dumping outside of City
Non-taxpayer will be a problem because they are not made accountable
(tenants)
I would like to offer the suggestion of having a 2 or 3 bag/can limit on
residential waste. I live in the Township of South Stormont where we
currently have a 2 bag limit and have had it for several years now. This limit
convinces you to use your recycling boxes to their maximum. It works well

and is now readily accepted by most. Most people do not like change, so
that is why it is important for our leaders to take the "bull by the horns"
and implement these limits so that blue/black box recycling is used to its
maximum. The first year this bag/can limit had its adjustments and growing
pains, but now it is par for the course. So to answer the question on how to
reduce/reuse, and encourage waste diversion, I can attest that a bag/can
limit will definitely achieve that.
Limit bags to 2/week
Summary: Support for bag limits (suggest 2) but concerns about dumping,
enforcement and impact on larger families.
User Pay/Pay As You Throw
Will lead to more dumping outside of City
Identifying the user such as a tenant might be a problem but yes the user
should pay.
This would be the most effective way but I don’t know how it could be
implemented.
Summary: Support for user-pay but concerns about dumping and how to
implement.
 Clear Garbage Bag Programs (yes)
People will have to be educated and made accountable.
Summary: Some support for this initiative.
 Other:
Re-use centres
I support “Birth-to-death” legislation
For multi-residential buildings, must have 5+ free dump days/year. Recycle
weekly in defined high density area.
Limit bulky item pickup to twice per year

Summary: Other initiatives suggested included re-use centres, limiting bulky
item pickup and offering amnesty days.
4. Do you think conserving landfill capacity should be a top priority? Why?
Yes, will we find another landfill site.
Reduce contamination of the earth, install incinerator to create energy.
Yes, landfilling wastes resources. Only in North America do we waste
resources to such an extent.
People think that Canada has lots of land. Make it about landfill in their
neighbourhood and how much $$ on their taxes.
Yes, nobody wants landfill in their backyard. Population is increasing and
so is garbage.
I don’t understand the importance of conserving landfill capacity.
Summary: Strong support for conserving landfill. Most residents understand
cost and finite nature of landfills, however, one resident did not understand the
importance of conserving landfill capacity.
5. Do you think diversion programs should be a top priority? Why?
Yes, recycling is a big priority but it’s hard to get people to recycle. People
need to know more info on what they can recycle.
Yes, because people feel good about doing their part. They feel
empowered as to the condition of the environment. I think more statistics
should be made available to households regarding recycling vs garbage.
Convert waste into energy.
Yes, landfilling wastes resources.
I recently saw an automated system with each residence having a green
(wheeled) container – blue and grey. They had a code for the residence
and there were penalties for not using the containers correctly.
Diversion program should be important – example, small dump site should
be closed and transfer to mega-dump such as Lafleche near Moose Creek
because they have better capabilities to recycle garbage.

Yes, especially commercial which mostly goes to landfill re: cheap tipping
fees
Summary: Strong support for diversion programs being a top priority,
recognizing that waste is a resource.
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1.0

Introduction

Stantec was retained by the City of Cornwall in September 2009 to undertake a review of their
existing waste management system in order to identify program areas that could be optimized.
This study examines existing components of the current system including the landfill, Materials
Recovery Facility (MRF), collection and processing of recyclables and waste and waste
diversion programs.
The study is comprised of seven (7) tasks:
Task 1 – Project Initiation and Information Gathering;
Task 2 – Review of Existing System;
Task 3 – Needs Analysis;
Task 4 – Identification of Opportunities;
Task 5 – Assessment of Opportunities;
Task 6 – Preparation and Submission of Draft Report; and,
Task 7 – Submission of Final Report and Presentation to Council.

Tasks 1 through 4 have been completed and documented in previous technical memos. Task 5
– Assessment of Opportunities is the focus of this technical memo. Based on the long list of
options identified in the Task 4 Technical Memo, this memo provides recommendations to the
City regarding which opportunities should be implemented to improve Cornwall‟s waste
management system performance. The program and infrastructure options identified in this
Technical Memo are developed for the City as mechanisms to address gaps between the City‟s
existing waste management system and what are industry best practices, provincial policy
standards and options that have been successfully implemented in other municipal jurisdictions.
This Memo provides specific implementation details for recommended programming and then a
proposed implementation timeline that illustrates the impact of those initiatives on the City‟s
diversion rate.
This Memo also provides the resulting disposal rate, that is, saved capacity at the City‟s landfill
as the result of these initiatives and the importance of sustaining that landfill‟s capacity. The
recommended initiatives are those that are most applicable to the City, providing a balance
between system efficiency, ease of use, performance, and life cycle costs and are presented in
a proposed chronological order. There are no specific recommendations regarding how the City
should either manage its organic waste or is long term disposal, however, significant discussion
is provided to assist the City in those decision-making processes.
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2.0

Program Implementation - 2011

This section presents recommended programming for 2011. A number of the recommended
initiatives set the stage for broader City-wide program implementation in subsequent years by
either generating baseline data (e.g. in the case of pilot studies) or establishing baseline
resources necessary for broader programming in the future. Some of the recommendations for
2011 are appropriately timed with the termination date for the City‟s existing collection contract.

2.1

ALTERNATIVE CONTAINER PILOT STUDY/PROVISION OF BLUE BOXES
(2011)

Larger blue box containers or transparent blue bags for recyclables are recognized as an
effective method in increasing diversion as the increased capacity reduces the amount of
recyclables that overflow the container/bag and end up being placed in the garbage stream.
The City‟s waste audit results (2009) reveal that materials including newspaper, mixed fine
paper, cardboard, boxboard, PET, and aluminum and steel beverage containers are being lost
to the garbage stream. A number of respondents to the public consultation survey associated
with this study indicated that even the provision of free containers would assist with diversion
efforts.
It is very likely given the loss of materials to the garbage stream and the fact that blue boxes
can only be obtained at a cost to residents that some mechanism to either provide (free of
charge) larger and/or more containers or the utilization of blue bags would be quite
advantageous. The potential change in diversion from increased container capacity could be as
high as 7% based on other municipal findings.
As part of a review of the distribution of larger containers the City should request pricing in the
next collection contract for fully automated collection services. Automated waste collection is
considered to be a “best practice” in waste management where efficiencies can be gained in
collection of any waste stream. A number of municipalities across Canada have either switched
to a fully automated waste collection system (e.g. City of Toronto) or are moving towards
automated waste collection. The contract cost of more efficient automated collection should be
weighed against the cost of the larger carts and relative to the provision of larger (than existing)
containers in general or a blue bag program. The City of Guelph is in the process of
implemented a fully automated cart collection program. Quotes recently received by the City for
containers include $29/cart for 80 L organic carts, $46/cart for 240 L waste carts and $47/cart
for 360 L recycling bins. In the case of Cornwall this would translate to $361,340 for organics
carts, $573,160 for waste carts and $586,520 for recycling carts. This does not include
distribution to any businesses in the City. Note that Guelph has a single stream program only
requiring one cart for recycling and Cornwall has a two-stream (containers and fibres) recycling
program, Cornwall would require two carts per household with a size to be determined. These
costs are therefore presented as order of magnitude only.
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Recommendations for this Initiative
Given the fact that the City does not currently provide blue boxes free of charge to its residents
the provision of larger containers on a City-wide basis represents a high one-time capital cost,
for example, the provision of only one larger blue box container at each of the City‟s 12,460
homes represents a cost of approximately $174,440 assuming no external funding support (e.g.
from the Continuous Improvement Fund (CIF)). Containers also require routine replacement
due to loss or damage. It is further likely that more than one container per home would be
necessary to accommodate full capture of recyclable materials available in the waste stream.
Notwithstanding the recommendation to consider alternative container types including the use of
carts, the City should immediately make blue box containers available free of charge to those
requesting them, e.g. to replace lost or broken boxes or for those moving into the City who
request them. While a broad sweeping promotion of this program is not recommended until an
appropriate container type for use in the long term is determined, this will encourage increased
participation by some in the short term.
It is recommended that the City investigate the use of transparent blue bags which is, in
essence, an endless container for capture of recyclables at the curb. Transparent blue bags
have been successfully utilized in other municipalities in the province for many years and are
available at similar cost to regular green or black garbage bags which in many cases residents
already purchase. The cost to the resident is nominal, bags are easy to collect, they do not
require changes in collection vehicles, they minimize litter and the transparency of the bags
allows differentiation between container and paper streams and inspection for contamination.
This may be the most cost-effective container program for the City but needs to be considered
in concert with the addition of a new bag breaker at the City‟s MRF. Existing building and
moving equipment configuration should be assessed for bag breaker installation by working with
both the existing operator and one or more equipment manufacturers. The feasibility of
installation and capital cost should be determined and then compared with the option of using
larger blue box containers at the curb and providing those containers free of charge.
Once a container system is chosen the City should undertake a pilot study in selected areas of
the City and in areas that present a cross-section of demographics. This will allow the City to
assess the success of the program from an increased diversion and public receptiveness standpoint. This will help determine how best to implement the program City-wide. The pilot study
must be preceded by a communications plan developed and implemented to inform residents of
the study‟s purpose, objectives, and expected duration. Pilot studies are often accompanied by
a pre-pilot survey to assess existing set out behavior and attitudes and a post-pilot survey to
identify program successes and challenges. The results of the pilot study should also be
communicated to participating residents and ultimately City-wide.

2.2
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In the case of larger containers/carts the City should use the results of the 2009 audits to
assess the appropriate number of containers/carts to be provided per household for the pilot
and then use the results of the pilot itself to more accurately assess the number of containers to
be provided City-wide. It should be noted that Guelph is receiving funding from the Continuous
Improvement Fund (CIF) in the order of $1,300,000 to support their change to automated
collection for the blue box program. Cornwall should likewise apply for CIF funding should they
pursue automated collection.
In a case where the City elects a bag based program an RFP should be let as soon as
practically possible for fabrication and installation of a bag breaker certainly prior to full program
roll-out and ideally sooner to accommodate a bag based pilot program. The City may need to
investigate options for initial management of pilot based bagged material at the MRF e.g. mobile
temporary shredder or the like.

2.2

MULTI – RESIDENTIAL PILOT STUDY (2011)

In order to support the option of discontinuing the Residential Waste Credit Program, the City
should strive to divert as much waste from the multi-residential sector as reasonably possible.
Notwithstanding that both single family dwellings and multi-residential dwellings (over 6 units)
are mandated by the province, recycling at medium and high-rise buildings is generally more
challenging than for detached single-family homes or condominium townhomes with curbside
collection. A recent survey conducted by the Association of Municipal Recycling Co-ordinators
(AMRC) found that many recycling programs in multi-residential buildings are typically
characterized with low capture rates, low participation levels, and high contamination rates1.
AMRC identified the following factors as contributors:
Transient nature of tenants
Lack of ownership
Inconvenience of programs
Lack of support by building management
It is important given these challenges that the City provide ongoing and strong support through
the provision of promotional and educational material to inform tenants of divertible materials,
and training and support for superintendents/landlords for storage, sorting and collection of
waste. Often the most successful programs are supported by centralized indoor/outdoor
storage facilities that are set up to accommodate sufficient storage of blue box materials in
isolation of waste. Those materials are then either collected directly from storage by collection
1

. Association of Municipal Recycling Coordinators. February 2006. Development and Review of Baseline Information

on Multi-Residential Recycling Programs in Ontario. Stewardship Ontario E&E Fund Project #18
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staff if permitted on-property or are removed to the curb by a site superintendent/owner for
collection.
Recommendations for this Initiative
As with the potential modification of container type for recyclable materials curbside collection it
is recommended that the City undertake a pilot study to assess the potential successes and
challenges that might be associated with greater participation on a City-wide basis.
This pilot study would best be implemented after the City has
determined the preferred container type (Section 2.1) so that the
multi-residential pilot study can be configured to that program. In
the case of blue bags multi-residential tenants could take them
from dwelling to storage when full but in the case of continued
container use the City may want to pilot the provision of
appropriate bags that could be emptied into larger containers in
centralized storage. Manufacturers have started to respond to
challenges associated with multi-residential storage challenges
(see photo).
Once the results of the pilot are known and any issues
addressed, the City can demonstrate that this sector can
successfully participate in waste diversion programs which will
support the logic for discontinuation of the credit program. A pilot study would generate greater
community buy-in to this initiative and increase the likelihood of success of programming Citywide. The pilot study should be accompanied by pre and post-pilot surveys.
It is difficult to determine the potential change in diversion however it is recommended that pre
and post-pilot waste audits be undertaken to assess the success of the pilot study and to
generate estimates of potential diversion on a City-wide basis. A current study being
undertaken by Stantec for the City of Ottawa shows a multi-residential recyclable materials
generation rate of 1.8 kg/hhld/week. For Cornwall that would translate to an available 370
tonnes per year.

2.3

MATERIALS RECOVERY FACILITY (MRF) CAPACITY UTILIZATION (2011 ONGOING)

An opportunity for the City exists in the use of its remaining capacity to partner with the City‟s
IC&I sector and with other municipalities (as it currently does for South Stormont) to
accommodate their recyclable materials processing requirements. With respect to the IC&I
sector there are opportunities for partnering in all sectors within the City on some level. Waste
generation rates are higher in retail, health care and social services, educational and business

2.4
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services because of the relative size of those sectors in the City. These types of facilities often
generate recyclable materials akin to those already processed at the City‟s MRF. The City‟s
manufacturing sector is also sizeable and opportunities for specialized recycling programs could
also be investigated. The manufacturing sector generates conventional recyclable materials like
those already processed by the City in typically small volumes, but also often generates off-spec
or process waste that can be recycled through more specialized programming e.g. harder to
process cardboard cores and the like. These opportunities could be revenue generators for the
City and could serve the purpose of reducing IC&I sector landfill disposal capacity requirements.
Recommendations for this Initiative
The City could more actively promote their program and available capacity at the MRF to other
municipalities and to private sector recycling companies located in Ontario, Quebec and New
York State. This may lead to long-term arrangements for processing or even spot opportunities
to receive additional materials and generate extra revenue.
The City‟s MRF offers a real opportunity to redirect materials from the IC&I sector from the
City‟s landfill to the City‟s MRF and achieve two desired results; meeting the City‟s waste
diversion targets and conserving landfill capacity. In many municipal jurisdictions the residential
sector has embraced the environmental ethic of recycling however the non-residential sector
has been slower to respond. The City‟s own facilities, schools, hospitals, hotels, large office
complexes, office/light industrial parks, government agencies, and other similar institutions
should be targets for optimized waste diversion programming. Not only are these facilities
generators of large quantities of conventional blue box materials already collected and
processed by the City, they are typically the largest generators, other than the food industry, of
organic waste materials.
In the case of City facilities, all facilities should be set up to maximize capture of recyclable
materials but also to set the example of what is expected in residential and other non-residential
settings. In the case of schools each of the Upper Canada District School Board and the
Catholic District School Board Eastern Ontario and other private schools should be contacted to
assess existing programs and opportunities to partner with the City for further potential program
improvements. A study conducted to assess opportunities for recycling in schools undertaken
as an E&E funded project in 2006 determined available recyclable materials in schools at 6.24
kg/capita/year.2 Any partnering initiative should be expanded if and when the City elects to
implement an organic waste collection and processing program.

GTA Public Space and Schools Opportunity Analysis. Technical Memorandum #3. E&E Fund project
#105 – Enhanced Blue Box Recovery Project, March 2006, MGM Management.

2
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2.4

PUBLIC OPEN SPACE AND SPECIAL EVENTS RECYCLING (2011)

Also in conjunction with recommendations in Section 2.3 above, the City should strive to
continue to maintain the same programming across public open spaces and at special events.
While the overall impact to diversion is quite small (0.4%) these venues provide another
opportunity for the City to set the example and to maintain the same promotion and educational
initiatives and the exact same programming where people live, work and play.
Recommendations for this Initiative
The following can be undertaken by the City as part of this initiative to coordinate programming
and to address any operational challenges or issues that may arise:
Public Open Space Recycling
1. City staff should meet interdepartmentally (parks, transit, solid waste etc. as
appropriate) to assess centralized and co-ordinated waste/recycling collection in
parks and public open spaces.
2. Staff could conduct a public open space (park, trail, arena and streetside) pilot study
starting with an emphasis on collecting high value recyclables (aluminum cans and
plastic bottles) and assess successes and challenges.
3. The City could assess current distribution/location of City collected garbage
containers and consider adding recycling containers at the same locations.
4. The City should target park, sports field, trail and other users to promote the use of
open space recycling containers.
5. The City should identify partnership opportunities with Cornwall businesses or
organizations to encourage sponsorship and stewardship.
Special Events Recycling
Special Event permits are likely required for all organizations interested in setting up a festival or
special localized event in the City. This permit requirement would provide an opportunity for the
City to ensure that event organizers approach waste management in a fashion consistent with
Cornwall‟s program and the following recommendations could be undertaken:

2.6

1.

The City could mandate recycling (and ultimately composting) with Special
Events permits.

2.

The City should develop promotional and educational materials for event
planners and facility users.

3.

The City could assess the capacity to provide City collection of sorted materials
from events or to receive the sorted materials at the City‟s MRF.

4.

The City should seek to obtain and track the weight of materials diverted.
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2.5

ASSESS DEPOT PROGRAMS FOR ADDED DIVERSION (2011)

The City‟s existing depot facility accepts and manages a broad range of waste materials for
recycling. There may however be some room for improvement in the delivery of service by staff
and in the level of service provided as follows:
1. Construction and demolition (C&D) items for which there are available markets (e.g.
shingles, drywall, scrap metal, wood) should be targeted for recycling. This could divert
a substantial amount of waste from the City‟s landfill including approximately 1,300
tonnes of shingles per year and some amount of the estimated 18,000 tonnes per year
of waste generated by the City‟s construction sector.
Simcoe County, for example, sent 4,284.40 tonnes of residential and 1071.10 tonnes of
IC&I shingles for recycling to TRY Recycling in London in 2008. The cost for trucking
and processing was $179,890 or $33.59/tonne. They sent a further 1280.54 tonnes of
residential and 320.14 tonnes of IC&I drywall for recycling at New West Gypsum in
Oakville for a total cost of $50,046 or $31.26/tonne.
2. Textiles are a material stream that is not addressed through any specific City diversion
program. There is very likely textile collection through bins owned and maintained by
charitable organizations throughout the City. However, it would be reasonable to
provide direct diversion options to residents who use the City‟s depot to also divert
textiles, which make up approximately 2.5% of the total residential waste stream. The
placement of bins for textile drop-off could be arranged with existing non-profit service
providers that operate in the City.
3. A bulky item separation area may be required if the City elects to discontinue regular
bulky item collection at the curb (see Section 3.4). An area large enough to receive
bulky items that are dropped off would be necessary and ideally established to separate
recyclable and reusable materials from those requiring disposal.
4. Pending the level of use of the depots and increased separation programs, increased
staffing requirements could be needed to ensure effective public use of the depots,
particularly on busy days (e.g., Saturdays) to provide increased monitoring of the waste
drop-off locations and increased separation of divertible materials.
5. An increase in the number of staff to monitor the depot may lead to an increase in
diversion. If staff is available to direct residents to the proper depot area, then there may
be greater diversion, reduced contamination and increased revenue. The cost of
additional staff may be offset by the revenue and the associated savings in landfill
capacity. Based on other municipal experience with subtle changes to their depot
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programs (e.g., not including C&D and textile programs), the potential change in
diversion is 1-2%.
Recommendations for this Initiative
It is recommended that the City investigate opportunities for recycling of construction and
demolition waste and relative costs for those services. In the event that the City can secure
recycling services the depot area should be set up/expanded to accommodate these materials
and these materials should be mandated for recycling at all construction and demolition sites in
the City. Ontario Regulation 103/94, Industrial, Commercial and Institutional Source Separation
Programs, requires that IC&I facilities of a certain size have recycling programs in place for
specified materials including large-scale C&D projects. The size specifications in Ontario
Regulation 103/94 are for larger projects and facilities, and therefore smaller IC&I facilities and
C&D projects as specified are not required to abide by the Regulation. In order to enforce
recycling at smaller-scale IC&I facilities and C&D projects at the municipal level, the City may
contemplate enacting a mandatory diversion by-law, such as the one in Owen Sound which
requires diversion from the IC&I sector. There are other options available as well. Table 2.1
provides a summary of options that have successfully been implemented in other municipalities
with similar characteristics to Cornwall noting that Cornwall already has mandatory separation
and disposal bans in place. The City should consider one or more of these options to divert
additional IC&I and C&D wastes from landfill.
Table 2.1: IC&I and C&D Diversion Strategy Options
Option
Mandatory Source Separation and Disposal Ban

Description

Variable Tipping Fees

Mandatory source separation by-laws and/or disposal
bans require IC&I and/or C&D generators to source
separate specified materials that can be set aside for
diversion. At the landfill a surcharge or prohibitive fee
would be charged for mixed loads containing materials
identified for diversion, usually for loads that would
include 5% or more of the designated material.
Under a variable tipping fee system, a range of tipping
fees could be charged to IC&I and/or C&D waste haulers
depending on the amount of recyclable materials in the
load. If recyclable materials are source separated, then
the tipping fee would be lower (usually half) compared to
the fees for mixed waste loads. This is one of the more
common practices in Ontario, for municipalities that offer
diversion areas at municipal transfer or disposal sites for
various IC&I and/or C&D materials.

Landfill Permits for Waste Haulers and Recyclers

Municipalities that have adopted variable tipping fees,
recover less IC&I/C&D materials than those that have
implemented mandatory diversion/landfill bans.
This option for enhanced diversion requires private waste
haulers to obtain permits from the City to use the landfill.
A reporting system would be required whereby service
providers are required to submit annual waste and
recycling reports.

2.8
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Table 2.1: IC&I and C&D Diversion Strategy Options
Option

Description

Mandatory C&D Recycling Targets Required by the
Public Sector

The City would develop mandatory recycling targets prior
to the initiation of the C&D project. This usually takes the
form of a contractor submitting a plan that outlines
diversion estimates or diversion requirements that can, if
applicable, be stipulated in a contract with the waste
handing company(s) utilized for the project.

Refundable Deposits on C&D Projects

During the building permit approval process, the
contractor would be required to submit a deposit. If a
certain diversion level is achieved, the deposit would be
refunded to the contractor.

Mandatory C&D Waste Diversion Plans

For this option, a by-law would be enacted requiring that
a Waste Diversion Plan be developed and submitted to
the City prior to the start of a C&D project. The Waste
Diversion Plan would require the estimated quantities of
material generated as wastes and further diversion
opportunities to the City.

2. Bulky waste drop-off areas should be established for items currently included in the
curbside collection program if that program is discontinued. Depot staff should screen
the bulky materials to remove materials that are largely wood or metal for recycling as
well as materials suited to reuse and redirect the remaining bulky materials to be
chipped/shredded prior to disposal (if that program is adopted).
3. The City should investigate opportunities for the placement of bins for textile drop-off
with existing non-profit service providers that operate in the City and track this
diversion.
4. The City should evaluate current staffing levels for adequacy and relative to increased
programming that may occur and to and to ensure separation of divertible materials.
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2.6

ENGINEERING/OPERATIONS ASSESSMENT – LANDFILL OPERATIONS
(2011)

The City should consider undertaking an engineering/operations assessment at the landfill.
Operating changes are not directed at increasing diversion (with the exception of ensuring
enforcement of source-separation of designated materials and material bans) but at conserving
and increasing landfill capacity.
Recommendations for this Initiative
Recommended evaluations include:
The use of a tarping system for daily cover of waste as a mechanism to reduce landfill
capacity requirements associated with conventional cover.
Grinding of bulky wastes/hard to compact wastes as a means to reduce capacity
requirements and improve daily operations.
Ensuring existing compaction equipment is adequate and that no additional
compaction could be gained through alternative compaction equipment.
Ensuring enforcement of source-separation of designated materials. This would
require a review of staffing levels to ensure that sufficient staff support is available for
enforcement.
Assessing whether or not a vertical lift (expansion of landfill airspace) can be
engineered in order to increase overall landfill capacity and whether or not the
Ministry of Environment would approve that option.
Increasing and enforcing landfill bans for any additional targeted wastes e.g. bulky
item waste, other hard to compact or manage wastes, and recyclable materials
(shingles, drywall, C&D wastes).

2.7

CHARGE FEES FOR RESIDENTIAL WASTE DISPOSAL AT LANDFILL
(2011)

Generally, garbage received at the landfill is charged in at $55.00/tonne. However, residents
transporting waste in a car (i.e., not a mini-van, SUV, CRV, etc.) are not charged. This initiative
would see all garbage subject to the tipping fee, with no exceptions for the type of vehicle in
which it is delivered.
While the impact of a tipping fee for garbage may not contribute significantly to increasing the
City‟s diversion rate, it should encourage those taking waste to the landfill to ensure their
recyclables are properly sorted out of the garbage stream. This initiative is consistent with other
initiatives like the elimination of the multi-residential credit program and sends the message that
credits should be gained from recycling activity not from garbage disposal.

2.10
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Recommendations for this Initiative
Effective in 2011, the City should start charging some form of tipping fee for all residents
delivering garbage at the landfill. As the City already weighs all vehicles entering the site this
program requires no change in scale operation other than to charge each vehicle on a per/tonne
basis. Some form of communications program should be developed to advise all residents of
the new policy well in advance of the change.

2.8

INCREASE LANDFILL TIPPING FEE (2011)

The City has an existing differential tipping fee structure in that regular waste is charged in at
$55.00/tonne but recyclables, leaf and yard waste and Household Hazardous Waste are
received for free. The City charges $56.65/tonne for wood, and $55.00/tonne for scrap metal.
The City‟s tipping fees could be assessed relative to, at minimum, ensuring that the net cost of
operating the landfill is zero. The current net cost is approximately $10.00/tonne which implies
that at minimum the tipping fee should be $65.00/tonne.
The City might further consider this tipping fee in the context of the ultimate costs associated
with post-closure perpetual care of the landfill, long-term replacement of existing landfill
capacity, and even to the extent that additional revenue is required to accommodate new waste
diversion program initiatives. The added benefit, besides additional revenue, is that an even
greater differential in tipping fees for waste than for recyclable materials (e.g. wood, scrap
metal, blue/black box recyclables) provides further incentive to source separate these materials.
Additional fees could also be used to offset the costs associated with improved curbside
recycling and other diversion programs.
Generally, an increase in the diversion rate of IC&I and C&D materials would be expected. The
City has a current cost of $36.50/tonne for wood grinding and could reduce the tipping fee for
wood from $56.65/tonne to further increase the differential and promote wood recycling in
conjunction with new mandatory C&D waste recycling initiatives.
Recommendations for this Initiative
The City should increase its tipping fee to provide further incentive to divert waste from the
landfill and the tipping fee should at minimum cover the cost of operating. Notwithstanding the
21 day notification requirement under the Municipal Act the City should provide as much
advance notice as possible and as such this is recommended for 2011 with approvals to be
sought as early as 2010. The City should also consider decreasing the tipping fee for wood
waste recycling.
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2.9

WEEKLY RECYCLING COLLECTION (2011)

Weekly collection of recyclables, in conjunction with weekly collection of organics and bi-weekly
collection of garbage, has been identified as a best practice in the Blue Box Recycling
Enhancement and Best Practices Assessment Project. Weekly recycling collection would be
the most complementary to future programs like the use of a clear garbage bag or a user-pay
system as this level of service optimizes the ability to ensure limited recyclable quantities in the
garbage stream.
In general terms with increased service levels for the recycling program there is increased
diversion - increased service levels usually result in less frequent use of the garbage stream as
the default for recyclable materials when blue and black box containers overflow. No specific
data on the impact of shifting from a bi-weekly to a weekly collection program was found at the
time of this report.
Recommendations for this Initiative
Weekly recycling collection should be evaluated in conjunction with the City‟s next RFP for
collection and co-collection options for blue and black box should also be assessed. If weekly
collection is implemented the City may not need to secure larger recycling containers or switch
to a bag based program. At minimum however, the City should be distributing containers free of
charge.
Residents will also require notification of the program change through promotional and
education materials development and distribution as well as ongoing promotion of the weekly
recycling collection initiative. Monitoring may be necessary at the beginning of the change in
the recycling program to gauge the effectiveness of the promotional materials in informing
residents of the change and to ensure participation in weekly set out is occurring.

2.10

ELIMINATE BULKY ITEM COLLECTION WITH GARBAGE (2011)

Currently, there is no incentive for the City‟s residents to limit the amount of bulky items they
place at the curb for collection. The existing program not only provides a disincentive to divert
these materials, but it is also the most costly means of managing bulky item waste that a
municipality can offer. Full or partial pricing for bulky item collection encourages waste
reduction and reuse. An improved depot system at the landfill will provide a reasonable
alternative for residents to transport and dispose of their own bulky items responsibly. The
potential change in diversion is unknown but even if 25% of the City‟s annually generated 924
tonnes is captured for reuse that equates to 230 tonnes.

2.12
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Recommendations for this Initiative
The City has an opportunity to remove the bulky item collection program in September, 2011
with its current contract termination date. It is recommended that the City request pricing in the
next RFP process for that option. Should the City elect to eliminate the program they need to
commence the next contract period with a promotion and education campaign to promote the
change, the reasons for the change and available alternative programs.
A number of different bulky item programming options were provided in Task 4 in Table 4.2.
Advantages, disadvantages and costs were supplied for each option, which included call-in,
amnesty days, community yard sale “trash and treasure days” regular curbside collection for
tagged items, regular curbside collection, voucher, and drop-off at the landfill. The City should
examine these options and select the option(s) that would best fit into its waste management
collection program based on cost, level of effort, and overall ease of facilitation.

2.11

INCREASE WASTE MANAGEMENT STAFFING LEVELS (2011)

Many municipalities have staff allocated specifically to waste reduction, diversion and
enforcement programs. Staff time is dedicated to communication strategy development, to the
development and distribution of promotional and educational materials and to coordinating all
aspects of various pilot study initiatives like those identified in this report. Long-term staff
support will also be needed to assist with programming in the multi-residential sector given the
more transient nature of that sector, to oversee public space and special events recycling and to
assist with roll out of any large scale programs (like a curbside organic waste collection and
processing program). Additional staff support will also be necessary for the City to enforce any
of the programs recommended herein, e.g. a clear bag or bag tag program. The City does not
currently have sufficient staff to undertake the 2011 to 2015 recommended programs.
Recommendations for this Initiative
It is recommended that the City hire at least one (1) additional staff in 2011 to assist in the
development of all initiatives identified for implementation in 2011. Additional staff should be
added as required and as programs evolve, e.g. City-wide implementation of organic waste
collection and processing and/or a clear bag or bag tag program. The increased cost of staffing
could potentially be offset in 2011 from revenue generated with an increased landfill tipping fee
and then further offset in 2012 with elimination of the multi-residential waste credit.
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2.12

APPLY FOR FUNDING FROM THE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT FUND
(CIF) (2011)

It is important to point out that many of the recommendations that apply to the City‟s blue/black
box recycling program are eligible for funding through the Continuous Improvement Fund (CIF).
CIF‟s role is to assist municipalities to invest in program changes and infrastructure
improvements that will benefit the blue box program in both the short-term and long-term, to
implementation better practices, best practices, innovation and regionalization of services for
more efficient and effective programming. For 2010 the CIF is focusing on the following project
initiatives:
1.
2.

-residential collection capacity;

3.
technologies;
4.
5.
6.

ction; and

7.

Recommendations for this Initiative
It is strongly recommended that for any of the initiatives that the City elects to undertake to
improve its curbside recycling collection and processing programs and other recycling initiatives
that the City seek funding support available through CIF. This could include but not necessarily
be limited to various promotion and education initiatives, weekly collection of recyclables, the
acquisition of larger blue box containers/carts, a shift to automated collection, public area and
special events recycling and the recommended multi-residential and container pilot studies.

2.14
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This section identifies recommended programming for 2012 and that naturally follow completion
of 2011 programming including city wide roll out of the chosen container program, City-wide
multi-residential programming and the corresponding elimination of the multi-residential waste
credit program.

3.1

ALTERNATIVE CONTAINER IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM (2012)

Based on the outcomes of the pilot study/MRF bag breaker equipment assessment the City can
implement either a full scale roll out of the provision of larger blue box containers or the roll-out
of a blue bag program. In either case the capture rate for recyclable materials will increase.
Recommendations for this Initiative
1. The City‟s 2009 waste audit results indicate a loss of a number of recyclable materials to
the garbage stream and a educational program should be developed to not only promote
the new program but to target key material losses. This program promotion should be
implemented over a number of months and commence (e.g. 2-3 months prior to the
program launch and through a broad range of media).
2. In the case that the City elects a larger container distribution program they should
contact manufacturers to confirm an accurate procurement schedule well in advance of
intended program start up and issue an RFP for that procurement process relative to
that intended program start-up date. The City will need to develop a program for
container distribution, potentially in conjunction with community volunteers.
3. In the case of a bag based program the City will be required to work with bag
distributors, local wholesalers/retailers to ensure City-wide availability of bags for
purchase in advance of a selected program implementation date.
4. The City may elect to do a one-time bag distribution at program start-up. This
encourages the use of the bags and starts to modify household behavour at the outset of
the program. The City should have discussions with bag manufacturers with respect to
the feasibility of this.

3.2

CITY-WIDE MULTI-RESIDENTIAL RECYCLING PROGRAM CAMPAIGN
(2012)

In order for recycling programs to be successful in multi-residential buildings, a high level of
support is necessary for property managers and maintenance staff to make the program as
convenient and user friendly as possible. "The importance of managers cannot be emphasized
enough. With an involved building manager, recycling works - with an uninvolved manager,
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recycling is less successful".3 Support to building owners and property managers can include
how-to handbooks, technical assistance and on-site help and assisting with soliciting tenant
feedback to maintain a successful recycling program.
Often these programs are more successful when there is an on-site „champion‟ for the program,
that is, a tenant or a number of tenants on-site that assist with distribution of educational
material, (e.g. when new tenants move in), are available to explain the program, ensure
centralized recycling posters and the like are maintained (e.g. in centralized storage areas).
The „champion‟ also typically monitors the program for proper sorting and provides feedback to
others on their successes. Regular feedback to tenants is also found to assist in overall
program success. The following are some examples of these initiatives in other municipalities:
1. City of Seattle's "Friends of Recycling" Program – This program requires that the
contractor/service provider recruit a "Friend of Recycling" as part of their contract with
the City. The "Friend", who is usually a tenant or the property manager monitors bins
before collection and then notify residents regarding sorting issues etc. The City
provides a video and training session to educate the "Friends". Each building receives a
$100 rebate on the account at the end of the year if it has signed up a "Friend".
2. Paul's Minnesota Congratulatory Letter - Eureka Recycling, a non-profit organization,
provides multifamily recycling services to the City of St. Paul, Minnesota. During each
collection, the collection crew manually records the number of carts collected and their
fullness. This information is later converted to tonnes of material diverted. Each year the
organization sends a mailing to property owners describing the amount of materials
diverted in their buildings (number of tonnes diverted) and compares it with previous
years. The letter congratulates the building for its recycling efforts and provides the
tonnages recycled as well as recycling calculator information to show them the
environmental impacts of their diversion efforts (e.g., number of trees or energy saved
per tonne of material).
3. Ottawa's Report Card – The City has initiated a report card program for residents, which
grades (i.e., A, B, C, D) for the capture rates being achieved in the recycling program for
individual materials (e.g., newspaper receives an A and HDPE receives a C+). The
City publishes waste audit results in the audited neighbourhoods and asks residents to
consider how well they are doing compared with other neighbourhoods. The intent is to
send a positive message and encourage residents to rise to the challenge.
4. New York's Promotional Approach - The City has implemented an Apartment Building
Recycling Initiative (ABRI) to encourage residents to become part of the recycling
3

Association of Municipal Recycling Coordinators. February 2006. Development and Review of Baseline Information on MultiResidential Recycling Programs in Ontario. Stewardship Ontario E&E Fund Project
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solution. This is a voluntary program encouraging tenants to sign up to become a 3Rs
representative for the building. Once they sign up, the tenant works with the Department
of Sanitation to educate tenants in the building about the three R's: Reduce, Reuse,
Recycle. They are invited to attend an informative training session where they receive a
welcome packet full of helpful information about improving apartment building recycling.
The training sessions are held every three months at the offices of the Bureau of Waste
Prevention, Reuse and Recycling and staff is available for site-visits to help establish or
improve the recycling program.
Recommendations for this Initiative
It is recommended that the City undertake a full scale multi-residential promotion and
educational recycling campaign that targets this audience to increase its waste diversion
practices. The City should engage in the development of P&E materials for this sector, provide
on-site support and training, recommended containers and storage solutions, solicit „champions‟
for the program and ensure feedback in the form of letters or report cards is provided on a
routine basis.

3.3

WASTE REDUCTION & REUSE CENTRE PROGRAMMING (2012)

It is recommended that the City set a reasonable target for per capita waste reduction (e.g. 1%
per year), review and identify existing re-use options within the City, consider implementing “reuse” events for bulky and other reusable items and engage in review and comment on proposed
initiatives by the Province for increased Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) and waste
minimization. Comments could come from Cornwall as an individual municipality and/or through
organizations such as AMO.
The City should implement enhanced promotion and education initiatives both generally and for
specific target sectors, including a campaign to make the public more aware of various re-use
options once identified. A broad campaign aimed at promoting a waste reduction target and
future changes (increases) in the target should be developed. More on this is discussed in
Section 3.6.
If the addition of new re-use facilities is deemed beneficial, that is based on an assessment of
existing re-use initiatives in the City, it would be recommended that the City assess their landfill
site and other potential locations to develop one or more small footprint re-use centres and
determine if there is interest from one or more community organizations to be involved in the
operation of such a centre(s).
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Recommendations for this Initiative
Other than noted above the following summarizes the recommendations for this initiative:
1. Identify and promote use of all existing facilities and programs.
2. Investigate partnership opportunities with an existing re-use organization to develop
sufficient re-use facility(s) within the City.
3. Conduct research to determine weight diverted through re-use programs and facilities
and claim this diversion in the WDO datacall.

3.4

MARKET PLACE ASSESSMENT – WWTP AND OTHER ORGANIC WASTE
(INDUSTRIAL) CAPACITY ELSEWHERE (2012)

Notwithstanding that the City may elect to initiate a full scale organic waste collection and
processing program, they currently receive the City‟s waste water treatment plant sewage
sludge (3,950 tonnes/year) and wastes from Sensient Flavours (3,250 tonnes/year) and each of
these materials have been identified as odour causing. Tipping fees for this material if
processed by others could range anywhere between $78.00 - $125.00 per tonne however
landfill capacity savings would be in the order of 7,200 tonnes per year and the odour issues at
landfill would be partly abated.
Recommendations for this Initiative
There may be adequate capacity at a facility/facilities outside the City‟s jurisdiction that may be
able to receive these materials for composting and/or land application. The City should
investigate this further and because of the nature of the problem (odours), in advance of the
possible implementation of a full scale organic waste collection and processing program.
Organic waste processing facilities in Ontario are discussed in Section 5.1.

3.5

DEVELOPMENT OF A COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY (2012)

A communications strategy is a vital component of any waste management program. A
communications strategy will ensure a coordinated approach for the implementation of the
various waste reduction, diversion and disposal initiatives recommended herein. Without a
communications plan, messages may be released to the public in a piecemeal fashion, which
will not have as great of an effect as a coordinated outreach program. Effective
communications plans contain four primary elements: design, funding, deployment, and
monitoring and evaluation.4
The design of any promotional campaign(s) should be based on the overall communications
strategy. Goals and objectives should be identified to ensure the approach taken is in
4

KPMG, R.W. Beck. 2007. Blue Box Program Enhancement and Best Practices Assessment Project – Volume 1.
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concordance with the waste management plan. Since each audience may have different
requirements, it is important to consider the target audience. For example, adults and children
may require very different messages with different formats for communicating the message. It
is also important to consider who should be targeted. Studies have identified women as the
main recyclers within a household,5,6 and therefore, women should be a main target for key
messages. Not only is it important to target individuals to whom key messages should be
directed, it‟s also important to consider targeting campaigns to specific areas of a house. The
same studies identified above found that most recyclables were captured in the kitchen where
there is easy access to recycling receptacles. Few recyclables are collected in other areas of a
home, in part due to fact that recycling containers are generally not placed in bathrooms,
bedrooms, living rooms, etc. tactics, timing and plans for monitoring and evaluating the success
of the promotional campaign should also be considered during the design phase.
Funding is a necessary component of any promotional campaign; however the effective use of a
budget is even more critical. The KPMG report (2007) found a correlation between an increase
in spending and an increased level of recovery for recycling programs in Ontario. The KPMG
report also found that in Ontario, eight well performing programs in 2005 that were achieving a
60% capture rate or higher, spent approximately $0.83 to $1.18 per household.
Once a campaign is designed and funded, its deployment should use a mix of media including
strategies such as radio or TV, calendars, websites, public relations, and other interactive
methods. Sustained programs, with year-round exposure are identified as a best practice and
are preferable to campaigns that are a one-time blitz.
Following deployment of the campaign, a monitoring and evaluation plan, having been
developed in the design stage, should be implemented. Assessing the success or failure of a
campaign can lead to improvements in the next campaign and elimination of those elements
that were not conducive to good promotion and education. One way to monitor the success of
promotion and education programs is to monitor spikes in capture rates and/or overall annual
tonnes of recyclable materials collected.
Generally the City should consider developing a communications strategy that has an annual
review component and that is updated (particularly with major program shifts). This sets the
stage for the implementation of various promotion and education initiatives throughout the year
and their relative budgets. In some cases a specific communications plan for specific significant
initiatives should be developed (e.g., roll out of a “User Pay” garbage program).

Informa and Ehl Harrison Consulting Inc. 2006. Blue Box Recycling Public Opinion Survey: Benchmark Report. Available on-line at:
http://www.stewardshipontario.ca/bluebox/pdf/eefund/reports/125/125_phase1_report.pdf.
McConnell Weaver Communication Management. 2006. Stewardship Ontario Effectiveness and Efficiency Fund Project 105: Enhanced Blue Box
Recovery Strategy Communication Plan.
5
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Recommendations for this Initiative
It is recommended that the City develop a communications strategy with the overarching
concept of zero waste and that espouses the City‟s landfill as a valuable resource that needs to
be conserved. Waste reduction and reuse principles should be a communication focus with
clear instruction on how residents can live by those principles. Where waste reduction and
reuse principles cannot be applied, methods to divert waste need to be clearly specified with
disposal targeted as the last possible option for household waste management. Development
of the communications strategy should begin in 2012 and utilize methods of communication that
would be most effective at communicating various program changes as well as planned
enforcement of programs. The results of the previous alternative container and multi-residential
pilot studies should be conveyed in conjunction with intended City-wide roll out of these
programs and other initiatives recommended as part of the City‟s plan.
Waste diversion and waste reduction targets should be set and should be promoted so that
residents have measurable goals to work towards. City staff should ensure progress towards
those targets are monitored and reported back to residents.

3.6

ELIMINATE MULTI-RESIDENTIAL WASTE CREDIT (2012)

Based on the outcome of the 2011 Multi-Residential Pilot Study, the Residential Waste Credit
Program (RWCP) should be eliminated. The City‟s current credit program is a disincentive to
divert waste from the landfill because it reduces the cost for disposal offering no incentive to sort
and separate recyclable materials. As the City is open to collection from multi-residential
locations, all multi-residential properties can in essence participate in the curbside collection
program. If City collection services are made available to those properties, then property
owners who decide not to take advantage of those services should make alternative
arrangements to dispose of their waste and at their own expense.
The potential change in diversion would be identified through the recommended MultiResidential Pilot Study.
Recommendations for this Initiative
The credit should be eliminated in concert with having promoted City-wide multi-residential
participation in the City‟s recycling program and having demonstrated through the pilot study the
successful implementation of programming in that sector. Costs associated with the lost credit
can be reduced by participation in the City‟s recycling program and the City should continue to
work closely with those in terms of promotion and educational material provision and training.

3.6
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4.1

FULL SCALE WASTE AUDIT AND COMPOSITION STUDY (2013)

A limited waste audit was conducted in 2009 on 40 homes in Cornwall in order to provide some
preliminary background data on waste composition and generation. According to Stewardship
Ontario Waste Audit protocol, a full waste audit should be conducted over a four-week period (if
there is biweekly collection) on 100 homes (10 homes in 10 collection areas).
The areas chosen for an audit should reflect a variety of types of neighbourhoods and areas
(e.g. detached single-family households, rural areas, town homes), socioeconomic areas, and
waste generation characteristics. These same households would be audited four times over the
course of year (winter, spring, summer and fall) in order to capture the variations in seasonal
generation of different waste streams. Garbage and recycling streams would be collected,
weighed and sorted. The number and type of items in streams such as bulky items or leaf and
yard waste may be recorded, weighed if possible (or weight estimated) and left at the curb.
Multi-residential buildings can also be audited, however, require slightly different procedures
due to the volume of materials. Since Cornwall has a large segment of the population living in
multi-residential buildings, it would be worthwhile to include these types of properties in the full
waste audit in order to better quantify waste quantity and composition as well as set out issues
that may be encountered in that sector. This would be an excellent follow up to City-wide
promotion of multi-residential sector recycling and good timing with the elimination of the multiresidential garbage credit program.
A full waste audit will provide the City with:
Participation and set-out data that can be used to support program decisions (e.g. userpay, bag limits)
Generation rates and capture rates used for planning purposes
Information which may be used to target specific education campaigns
Baseline data to monitor pilot programs and other system changes
The information acquired during a waste audit can be used for planning, policy decisions and
assists in meeting Waste Diversion Ontario requirements for external blue box program funding.
Recommendations for this Initiative
It is recommended that the City undertake a full-scale waste audit and composition study for
both single and multi-family homes and some level of auditing of the IC&I sector collected
curbside by the City (see Section 4.2). In terms of timing this initiative will provide results from
full City-wide implementation of a larger container/blue bag program and multi-residential
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recycling initiative and will generate data prior to any implementation of an organic waste
collection and processing program or a bag limit/bag tag program if implemented.

4.2

IMPLEMENT BAG LIMIT / BAG TAG OR CLEAR BAG WITH ENFORCEMENT
PROGRAM (2013)

The City has no bag limit in place for the amount of garbage residents can set-out at the curb for
collection. Bag limits have been found to be an effective tool to increase waste diversion (as
long as diversion programs are adequate to support the established bag limits). As the bag limit
decreases, it forces residents to either increase their participation in diversion programs or find
an alternative means of disposal (i.e., take the material to a drop-off themselves). These baglimit programs are commonly complemented by a special bag or bag-tag that can be purchased
for any waste that is set out above the established bag limit. Enhancement of programs could
also include consideration of a transition to a full user pay program for which residents would be
required to purchase tags or special bags for all garbage set out at the curb. This would likely
be a longer term goal for the City.
The City could also assess the applicability of a clear bag program as a mechanism to both
increase recyclable materials captured at the curb and decrease waste for disposal at landfill.
This type of initiative usually benefits from a well developed pilot study that includes pre and
post surveys of participants to gauge receptiveness and program challenges and successes.
Each program needs to be accompanied by an enforcement program to ensure residents are
following garbage set-out guidelines. In addition, if waste collectors do not abide by the set-out
limitations (i.e., bag limits, bag tags, or clear bags) then none of the programs will achieve the
desired diversion rate. If the City adopts an automated cart collection system then a cart limit
could be adopted. Any one of these initiatives could increase the diversion rate by 4 to 5%.
Recommendations for this Initiative
A bag limit or clear bag program is recommended once the City has expanded their blue box
program from a container provision standpoint (larger containers or blue bags) and has ideally
moved to a weekly blue box collection cycle. This provides the highest level of service to
residents and allows them to minimize the waste they set out for collection and therefore
minimize their costs associated with a bag limit/bag tag program. The results of the full scale
waste audit and composition study should be utilized to determine a reasonable bag limit.
Alternatively the City could undertake a clear waste bag pilot study to assess the palatability of
that program. This would take approximately 8 to 10 months including promotion and
education, bag procurement and distribution, phased in compliance, monitoring, auditing, pilot
participant feedback, and assessment. Following the pilot study, an additional three to four
months would be necessary to prepare for City-wide implementation, including promotion and
education and the retail supply of clear bags in stores throughout the City.

4.2
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Some of the biggest obstacles surrounding limits placed on the waste collection system include
negative public reactions and controversy surrounding the change. Previous experience by
other municipalities has shown that controversy after implementation of such programs is
controlled by how well the program has been designed and how effective communication
strategies have been. Generally, municipalities have less controversy after implementation if
they:
Use good communication methods to inform the public in advance and provide good
support after implementation;
Provide certain length of amnesty period after implementation (for example 4 weeks)
where reminder notices are provided to locations that do not comply with the new
program;
Work with their collection staff on how to respond appropriately to non-compliance;
Link the roll-out of the new program to the provision of new diversion service(s), to
reduce the perception of a decrease in overall level of service;
Have good plans to deal with illegal dumping, and start tracking „before‟ and „after‟ to
provide reliable documentation to Council in regards to the real increase in illegal
dumping;
Have a procedure to address special circumstances, (for example, group homes,
small residential homes for the aged, daycare centres etc);
Have in place, long and short form by-laws that allow for effective by-law enforcement
when needed (usually use letters first, to encourage voluntary compliance); and,
Have addressed all of the sectors that use the municipalities waste collection service,
to ensure equity in how each sector is treated.
A clear bag program requires less effort than a bag limit program from an
administrative/complaint standpoint where it relates to waste set out in the multi-residential
sector. It is far more difficult to track compliance with the limit when waste is set out in
centralized storage areas or in large quantities by several different tenants at the curb. A clear
bag program, if enforced, can be just as effective at reducing waste set out as a bag limit/bag
tag program. If a clear bag program is implemented the City should implement and enforce this
as a by-law provision that specifies that bags will not be collected when there is an
unacceptable amount of recyclable materials (or organic waste material if appropriate)
contained within them.
It should be pointed out that the implementation of a clear bag program can be easily tailored to
the IC&I sector businesses that participate in curbside collection because the basic tenant of
that program is to ensure that virtually all recyclables (and organics if appropriate) are removed
from the garbage stream. The bag limit/bag tag style programs are more difficult to implement
in that sector because of the inherent diversity in materials generated on a business by
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business basis. While this sector can be encouraged to return packaging to their various
manufacturers and/or distributors, some assessment of reasonable limits should be determined
in the event that the City elects a bag limit/bag tag program. For that reason it is recommended
that the City include some level of auditing of the curbside collected IC&I sector with the
recommended full scale waste audit and composition study (Section 4.1).

4.3

ORGANIC WASTE COLLECTION AND PROCESSING PILOT STUDY (2013)

There is currently no City-wide organics collection and processing program in place. Numerous
other municipalities in Ontario have implemented this program. This is not only being spurred
on by a sense of environmental responsibility in that organic waste has a beneficial end use in
compost but also because of reduced municipal landfill capacity and costs and risks associated
with new landfill capacity siting. Should a City-wide program be implemented, it is anticipated
that the diversion rate would increase by 16% based on an 85% participation rate. This
program, if implemented full scale, not only reduces the City‟s use of their landfill capacity but
reduces odour impacts at the landfill and reduces methane production.
Recommendations for this Initiative
As with many other initiatives it is recommended that the City undertake a pilot study to
determine how to best implement the program on a City-wide basis; appropriate type and size of
organics container, collection scheduling, residential interest and anticipated participation in the
program, successes and challenges.
A pilot study area should be reflective of a broad cross-section of demographics and should
include multi-residential dwellings. The duration of the pilot program should be approximately
six months which is an adequate amount to time to gauge the effectiveness of promotion and
education materials, willingness of residents to participate, logistical issues with collection, etc.
As with other pilot studies the City should undertake pre and post-pilot surveys to examine
successes and failures of the pilot so issues can be identified and resolved with a City-wide
program should that be implemented. A waste audit should also be undertaken during the pilot
program to assess participation, capture rates and contamination levels and general
understanding of the program by those participating in the pilot study.
The City will need to secure organics processing capacity to accommodate the pilot program.
Very often the program is not discontinued in pilot study areas if a full City-wide program is
intended.

4.4
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Program Implementation - 2014

5.1

FULL SCALE ORGANIC WASTE PROCESSING AND COLLECTIONS
PROGRAM (2014)

Based on the results of the Organic Waste Collection and Processing Pilot Study, the City may
pursue a full scale organics waste processing and collections program. The City will need to
determine if it will develop its own organics processing capacity or seek capacity outside of
Cornwall. The following describes the status of processing capacity in the province and a
number of considerations for the City if they elect to develop their own processing capacity.
5.1.1

CURRENT STATUS OF PROCESSING CAPACITY IN THE PROVINCE

All Treat Farms (Arthur), LaFleche Environmental (Moose Creek), Halton Recycling
(Newmarket), Orgaworld (London, Ottawa and Dundalk) and Norterra (Kingston) have existing
capacity that could accommodate the City‟s organic waste. Try Recycling (London) is in the
process of a Certificate of Approval amendment to construct a Gore Cover System and receive
SSO at their current site. They anticipate receipt of their amendment this year. Try Recycling
has a preference for loose material/biodegradable bags. Integrated Municipal Services (IMS)
also operates with a Gore Cover System and are currently at capacity in Thorold but are
working on licensing a new facility in Lincoln. Waterdown Gardens is also in the process of
seeking a Certificate of Approval amendment for a new indoor composting facility to receive
food waste. This could be in place by 2011.
LaFleche (Moose Creek) operates an in-vessel (enclosed agitated and aerated bed) system and
has approximately 20,000 tonnes of remaining capacity to receive source separated organics
(SSO) and operate a „no plastics‟ facility. Orgaworld London and Ottawa are indoor tunnel
composting systems that each have a current 100,000 tonnes of available capacity and are
siting a new facility (Dundalk) that will have an initial capacity of 30,000 tonnes (2011-2012) and
an ultimate capacity of 150,000 tonnes. Orgaworld can process materials received in plastic
bags.
Markets for finished product from these facilities are agriculture or landscaping, gardening
oriented. None of these Centralized Composting Facility (CCF) operators has receiving
restrictions other than their daily operating hours. CCF operators have cited tipping fees (not
including transportation) in a range between $78/tonne (LaFleche) and $125/tonne and in some
cases tipping fees were dependent on contract length. All operators indicated they would prefer
a longer-term contract (10 – 20 years).
With this option the City would also have to consider the cost of transfer (currently
approximately $125.00/hour in Eastern Ontario) as well as the construction of a transfer facility.
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5.1.2

CONSIDERATIONS FOR SITING ORGANIC WASTE PROCESSING CAPACITY

5.1.2.1 Facility Siting & Approvals
CCF siting and site design should be reflective of the now draft, Guideline for Composting
Facilities and Compost Use in Ontario (2009). Those guidelines outline specific site selection
and design considerations, to among other things, prevent or control off-site environmental
impacts, especially water contamination, odours, dust, noise, vermin and vectors. Site
considerations should include:
Provision for adequate separation between the facility, adjacent land uses, especially
sensitive land uses, and sensitive environmental features.
Compliance with local zoning by-laws.
Selection of a site with sufficient space.
A site that ensures convenient access to transportation routes.
The Guidelines provide various site considerations to include the adoption of an ecosystem
approach, adherence to official plans, local zoning and by-laws, watershed planning and
consideration to off-site traffic. Once the site is developed the principle and historical cause of
composting facility closure is odour emissions. The Guidelines set a buffer distance of a
minimum of 250 meters from the nearest Sensitive Receptor for composting facilities processing
less than 50,000 tonnes/year and cite adjacent land uses of particular concern to include
residential developments, schools, places of worship, cemeteries, hospitals, long term care
facilities, nursing homes or other public institutions, and environmentally sensitive areas such as
wetlands.
In general, facilities should be sited with a maximum possible separation distance to the
property line of the composting site. In addition, any outdoor operations, including curing piles,
should be located a minimum of 100 metres from any water well or surface water bodies. The
Guidelines do not cite a specific site size requirement for a composting operation but specify
certain site design considerations to be given as it relates to pre-processing, processing, curing
and finishing as well as the need to justify maximum capacity calculations or the site,
composting pad size, working surfaces and other site considerations.
Beyond meeting the new Guideline requirements in either case whether municipally-owned or
privately owned, a new CCF will require a site selection process, site approvals (municipal site
plan and building approvals, zoning approvals if required), Ministry of Environment (MOE)
approvals for a Waste Disposal Site, Ontario Water Resources Act (OWRA) approvals and very
likely MOE Air approvals.

5.2
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The timeline for approvals for a new CCF by the MOE is not only contingent on the nature and
accuracy of submissions for Certificates of Approval but the relative degree of opposition to a
facility siting. With selection of a good site relative to the Guidelines and little to no opposition,
approvals could be secured in approximately six (6) months.
5.1.2.2 Facility Construction, Capital and Operating Costs
Centralized Composting Facility (CCF) Procurement
Whether a new CCF is municipally or privately owned it is recommended that the City adopt a
Design, Build, Operate (DBO) process for this undertaking. Building design/configuration is
highly dependent on the design of processing equipment:
1.

Some composting technologies have indoor concrete channeling requirements with
aeration/moisture control systems (sprinkler/in-floor/in vessel/in tunnel control systems)
that are fully integrated with building structure.

2.

Ventilation and odour control systems can vary significantly with varying technologies scrubbers, bio-filters, inner-building control requirements.

3.

Structure – corrosion resistance measures are needed for some – stainless steel, epoxy
coatings, vapour barrier roof installations and the like.

4.

Mechanical and electrical design may need to be technology specific, for example, the
use of non-corrosive conduit.

It is recommended that there should be no separation between the equipment and the building
design and construction component of the project. That is, the composting technology provider
should have complete responsibility for design and control over construction, notwithstanding
subcontracting arrangements that will likely be made to complete the work.
There is also a benefit to further transcend that relationship to the operations component of a
new facility for some initial and reasonable period. CCF commissioning and operations should
be undertaken by the technology experts. Notwithstanding the feasibility of a sub-contracting
arrangement, oversight of operations should be connected to the technology provider.
Successful composting operations exist with the proper integration/understanding of the
composting process itself which includes technology dependent/controls dependent additions of
amendment, moisture, aeration, and temperature and carbon to nitrogen ratio management and
monitoring.
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It should be noted that the contract arrangements associated with a municipally-owned,
privately operated facility are far more involved because of the requirements to specify and
monitor the contract equipment and building maintenance portion of the contract.
CCF Capital and Operating Costs
A comprehensive review and survey of source separated or household organics waste
management facilities was completed by the Recycling Council of Alberta (RCA) and Municipal
Waste Integration Network (MWIN) in April 2006. That survey developed a range of the
estimated capital and operating costs for typical compost technologies. A summary of the
various technology costs is shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Summary of Capital and Operating Costs for Aerobic Composting Technologies ($/tonne
capacity)
Technology
Turned Windrow
Aerated Static Pile
Enclosed Agitated Bed
In-Vessel

Capital Costs

Operating Costs

Low

High

Average

Low

High

Average

$200
$300

$400
$1,000

$75
$150
$300
$500

$38
$40

$700
$140

$40
$40
$70
$100

The assessment did not include a review of the capital and operating costs for anerobic
digestion, only aerobic processing technologies.
The RCA/MWIN study also developed capital and operating costs in more detail, based on the
actual quantity of organics that may be generated within municipalities of various populations
and actual data from operating facilities. A scenario was developed for a municipality with a
population of 80,000. A municipality of this size was estimated to require approximately 7,300
tonnes of source separated or household organics processing capacity when approximately
70% of organics is successfully captured.
While various assumptions were used and the tonnage in this scenario is higher than that
generated in the City, the data provides a reasonable assessment of the scale and scope of
costs associated with other composting operations across North America and an order of
magnitude cost different between various aerobic composting technologies.

5.4
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Table 5.2: Summary of Estimated Compost Facility Costs – Population of 80,000
Tonnes of Material
Amendment
Total (tonnes)
Amortization Period (years)
Capital Costs ($)

Operating Costs ($/yr)

Turned Windrow
Amortized ($/tonne/yr)
Aerated Static Pile
Amortized ($/tonne/yr)
Enclosed Agitated Bed
Amortized ($/tonne/yr)
In-Vessel
Amortized ($/tonne/yr)
Turned Windrow
($/tonne)
Aerated Static Pile
($/tonne)
Enclosed Agitated Bed
($/tonne)
In-Vessel

Total Cost ($/tonne/yr) Capital Turned Windrow
& Operating
Aerated Static Pile
Enclosed Agitated Bed
In-Vessel

SSO
7,300
40%
12,166
20
$912,500
$7
$1,825,000
$14
$3,650,000
$28
$6,691,667
$52
$400,533
$55
$314,400
$43
$507,132
$69
$585,021
$80
$62
$57
$97
$132

The data generated by the RCA/MWIN study is a bit dated but provides the City with some
order of magnitude cost for a composting facility. These costs do not include approvals, site
preparation; grading, drainage, roads, landscaping or engineering fees, noting that site existing
conditions play a large role in the cost of construction. Using the RCA/MWIN data the cost
implications for Cornwall would be in a range of $7.30 - $26.85/hhld/year for capital costs
assuming a 20 year capital amortization period and between $10.90 - $33.58/hhld/year for
operating costs depending on the selected technology (Table 5.3). For cost comparision
purposes, the City‟s current (2009) blue box program gross cost is $50.87/hhld/year and the net
cost is $37.43/hhld/year. Note that while there is revenue generation from the sale of recyclable
materials to offset gross costs, that the net cost of composting is typically the same as the gross
cost as revenue generation from the sale of compost is typically nominal to none. Further the
costs presented for the blue box program include the cost of collection and this is not included in
the costs for composting presented herein.
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Table 5.3

Summary of Capital and Operating Costs for Cornwall
Capital
Operating
Cost/Household/Year
Cost/Household/Year

Aerated Static Pile
Enclosed Agitated Bed
In-Vessel

$7.30
$14.65
$26.85

$10.90
$17.55
$33.58

Total
Cost/Household/Year
$18.20
$32.20
$60.43

Operating costs are based on an estimated and approximate 3,170 tonnes of organic waste
material that could be captured assuming an 85% participation rate in the program. The
combined capital and operating cost range of $18.20 - $60.43/hhld/year conservatively assumes
the capital costs are the same as for the scenario used in the RCA/MWIN report (serving a
population of 80,000 people and processing 7,300 tonnes of organic waste).
It should be noted that a CCF can be built in a modular fashion, that is, building, control
systems, other are constructed and the facility developed with sufficient space/design capacity
incorporated to accommodate the addition of tonnage through population growth, additional
materials (e.g. other municipal, IC&I) or the addition of materials (e.g. pet waste and diapers).
This is accommodated by constructing additional beds, channels or tunnels as required.
Recommendations for this Option
While there is no specific recommendation for the City to either site their own facility or transfer
materials to a facility with remaining capacity the City should consider these options relative to
cost and relative to the merits of each option. The major difference between the development of
a new centralized CCF and export out of the City is the degree of control the City would have
long term. Table 5.4 below compares the relative costs and benefits of each scenario with
respect to what are deemed to be appropriate evaluation criteria.
Table 5.4: Organics Processing Options Advantages & Disadvantages
Processing at a New CCF
Criteria
Within the City

Potential Incremental Increase in Residential
and IC&I Diversion Rates
(potential to add materials, implications
regarding marketing, potential to provide
option for local processing of IC&I materials
– perhaps local location for IC&I self-haul)

Advantage
Minimal restrictions if City-owned
– City control over receipt of
residential and IC&I source
7
organics City control over
marketing of materials if desired.
Minimal restrictions with
privately-owned facility with
appropriate contracting
arrangement but generally less
control.

Export and Processing
Outside the City
Disadvantage
CCF would dictate acceptable
materials at their facility. If
diversion increases are expected
in the City, that is significant
increases in tonnes of organics
directed for processing, any
long-term arrangements to
contract for processing of
organics outside the City will
have to include some guarantee
on the availability of additional

7

Note that some IC&I source organic waste materials are beneficial to the composting process, examples include smokehouse
sawdust, some filter cakes, straw/bedding

5.6
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Table 5.4: Organics Processing Options Advantages & Disadvantages
Processing at a New CCF
Criteria
Within the City

Export and Processing
Outside the City
processing capacity.

Potential Decrease in Required Landfill
Capacity
(implications of being able to add materials, if
exported outside of City use of City sites for
residue disposal)

Potential to Enhance/Improve Levels of
Service
(implications of having local vs distant
facility)
Potential Range of Capital and Operating
Costs
(include capital, operating, revenues for CCF
AND implications related to differences in
transfer/haul costs)

Neutral
Given that there is greater
potential for increases in
diversion for this option, it
should reduce overall
consumption of landfill
capacity, however, residual
disposal from processing
would generally be at a
City designated landfill.

Advantage
More flexible to respond to
increases in tonnage, addition of
materials, collection or market
changes

Neutral
Given that there is lower
potential
for increases in diversion for this
option, it would not offer the
same
advantage in reducing overall
consumption of landfill capacity.
However, residual disposal from
processing is generally managed
by the receiving CCF and would
be disposed of outside the City
Disadvantage
Less flexible to respond to
increases in tonnage, addition of
materials, collection or market
changes

Order of magnitude costs in the
range of $57 - $132/tonne/year.

$78-$125/tonne depending on
degree of contamination and the
use of plastic bags.

Approvals & Permitting Requirements
(note approvals/permitting needs for CCF
and/or transfer required for organics as
pertinent)

Major Advantage
The City would have greater
control over compliance with
Certificates of Approval

Advantage
Approvals already in place/would
be in place prior to receipt of City
SSO
Major Disadvantage
The City would have little to no
control over compliance with
Certificates of Approval

Degree of Risk to the City
(WDA implications regarding branded
organics, contractual risk etc.)

Neutral
Requires a contract arrangement

Neutral
Requires a contract arrangement

Overall Ranking

Greater Advantages

Greater Disadvantages

Again, in general terms, whether the City owns and contracts the operation of its own CCF or
contracts for privately owned capacity in the City there is a greater degree of overall control for
the City to manage this component of its waste management program. The City has sufficient
tonnage to support its own CCF particularly if it includes an IC&I waste component. The
development of a CCF in the City provides a greater degree of control by the City with operator
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compliance with Certificates of Approval. This reduces the very real threat of MOE imposed
orders that may include reduced tonnage or modified material type/feedstock requirements or in
the extreme, facility closure.

5.8
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Program Implementation - 2015

6.1

BI-WEEKLY GARBAGE COLLECTION (2015)

If the City implements an organics program then bi-weekly collection of garbage is viable.
Implicit in this option are the cost savings associated with a reduced collection frequency. Cost
savings associated with bi-weekly collection reflect the concept that half the fleet would be
needed for collection of „garbage‟ only, with „half‟ of the City collected on one week and „half‟ the
next. Bi-weekly collection is only practical when an organics collection program is in place.
As it relates to diversion, residents are more likely to properly sort organics and recycling for
collection if they have the most frequent and convenient collection cycle available (particularly
effective with organics). The anticipated potential change in diversion would be approximately
3 to 4% if there were no clear bag compliance based program in place.
Recommendations for this Initiative
Assuming an organics collection program is in place, there would be minimal changes required
to implement bi-weekly garbage collection. The City would have to include this provision/option
in their collection contract as this programming could occur during the contract term or wait until
a new collection contract goes to tender to implement the change in schedule. Promotion and
education material would need to be distributed to residents in advance of the change in the
collection schedule. A by-law amendment would also be required to support bi-weekly garbage
collection.

6.2

FIVE YEAR PLAN REVIEW (2015)

It is recommended that City conduct periodic reviews and updates to the waste management
plan at five (5) year intervals. It is recommended that in the year 2015, (year five of the plan)
the City complete a comprehensive review and update to the recommended plan. This review
should outline the goals and objectives met in the previous five years and also outline issues
that arose over the five year period that may have hindered the implementation of the plan. The
plan document should then be updated to reflect the review completed and provide a detailed
implementation timeline for the next five years of the planning period.
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Recommendations for this Initiative
As part of the plan review, some the key targets that could be adjusted would be:
1. Per capita waste reduction targets could be adjusted to reflect the trends in waste
generation observed through both annual tonnage records and curbside waste audits.
They could also be adjusted to reflect Provincial/National trends, new initiatives planned
to assist City residents with waste reduction and reuse, and any reasonably understood
trends in packaging such as shifts away from certain packaging approaches.
2. Overall waste diversion targets would likely be adjusted based on program performance
in the preceding years and planned diversion initiatives at the City and Provincial levels.
Overall diversion targets will also have to be adjusted to reflect overall trends in material
generation, such as a shift away from various types of recyclable packaging materials.

The plan review should also report on trends associated with the consumption of landfill
airspace that would generally be tracked on an annual basis.
This exercise should be repeated every five years to ensure that the plan remains relevant and
evolves with the City‟s needs over time.
All good long-range strategic planning processes have pre-determined and adhered to review
periods however updates should also occur with certain triggers or key events. Key events may
include but are not necessarily limited to major facility events (e.g. opening and closing of
landfills or transfer stations, facility modifications), changes in economic conditions affecting
population growth or industrial development, changes in Provincial or Federal regulations or
policy and any other major development that could affect/alter the plan.

6.2
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7.0

Program Implementation – Beyond 2015

7.1

ASSESSMENT OF LONG TERM DISPOSAL OPTIONS

As with the case of composting the City has the options of exporting their waste to others or
siting their own new landfill capacity/disposal technology.
7.1.1

CURRENT STATUS OF LANDFILL CAPACITY IN THE PROVINCE

Opportunities currently exist to export waste to privately owned disposal facilities in or outside
Ontario. There may be municipal partnering opportunities available to Cornwall, however this is
not typical. It is far more typical for municipalities to preserve their own capacity for their own
use and further, their Certificates of Approval usually confine waste receipt from within their own
municipal boundaries (although this doesn‟t preclude a Certificate of Approval amendment).
Lafleche landfill (Moose Creek) is approved to receive 300,000 tonnes per year and has
conservatively estimated they will have that annual capacity to the summer of 2027. Walker
Industries has new approved capacity (750,000 tonnes/year/20 years) at their Thorold landfill,
and Waste Management of Canada has an estimated remaining capacity at their recently
expanded Twin Creeks Landfill of some 23,000,000 tonnes. Waste Management also operates
Petrolia Landfill and Blenheim landfill that can both receive municipal solid waste. Durham and
York are currently awaiting Environmental Assessment (EA) approval for their new Energy from
Waste (EFW) facility to be located in Clarington. Covanta in Niagara Falls, New York, an EFW
facility, also currently receives waste from Ontario.
7.1.2

CONSIDERATIONS FOR SITING DISPOSAL CAPACITY

Development of a new landfill would be subject to provincial approvals (and possibly federal
approvals). Under Ontario Regulation 101/07 Section 2 (1) 1, the establishment of a landfill or
dump greater than 100,000 m3 is subject to Part II of the Environmental Assessment Act (EAA),
meaning that an individual Environmental Assessment (EA) must be undertaken. A preferred
landfill alternative approved under the EAA, also requires approval under the Environmental
Protection Act (EPA) and must address the requirements of O. Reg. 232/98 that set out general
requirements for landfill site investigations and design.
The EA undertaken for a new landfill area would also have to be compliant with the MOE Codes
of Practice that set out the mandatory requirements for an individual EA and the consultation
requirements. In addition to the three Phases of the EA identified below, preliminary work would
also be necessary to provide essential background to the EA process.
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The primary phases of the approvals process for new landfill capacity (over 100,000 m3) are as
follows:
Phase 1: It can take from 8 months to 1.5 years to prepare and submit an Environmental
Assessment Terms of Reference (EA ToR) and undergo MOE review and approvals. Stantec
has had success in achieving shorter approval timelines (6 months) for EA ToR. This success
has been achieved when the level of background documentation and preliminary technical
studies are sufficient to support the proposed scope of work, where reasonably proactive
consultation has been completed in support of the EA ToR, and where there are particular
incentives (economic, political) for the MOE to support a quick process.
Approximate cost: $125,000
Phase 2: Environmental Assessment (EA) preparation, submission of documentation for
approval, and completion of the MOE EA review and issuance of the EA approval can take 2 to
2.5 years.
Approximate cost: $700,000 (+/- $250,000 based on range of alternatives considered);
Phase 3: Preparation of technical documentation for approval under the Environmental
Protection Act (EPA) and other legislation (OWRA), including reports on Hydrogeology, Site
Operational Plan, Stormwater Management Plan, leachate collection/treatment can take up to 2
years, much of which can be undertaken concurrently with the EA process.
Approximate cost: $400,000 (+/- $100,000) based on preferred design and mitigative measures
defined in the EA).
Ontario Regulation 232/98 (O. Reg.232/98) made under Part V of the Environmental Protection
Act came into force August 1, 1998 and contains detailed requirements for the design,
operation, closure and post-closure of municipal non-hazardous waste landfill sites. The
requirements of O.Reg.232/98 are outlined in the companion Ministry of the Environment (MOE)
Landfill Standards document. O.Reg.232/98 applies to new or expanding landfill sites where
the total waste disposal volume of the landfill site is greater than 40,000 m3. For small landfill
sites (i.e. less than or equal to 40,000 m3) and existing landfill sites that are not being expanded,
the requirements of O.Reg.347 made under Part V of the Environmental Protection Act remain
in effect. O.Reg.232/98 outlines specific design specifications that include two generic design
options and procedures for development of a site-specific design.
The site-specific design approach included in O.Reg.232/98 gives the site owner flexibility to
design the landfill site to suit the local environmental setting, provided groundwater protection is
maintained. The acceptability of a design is judged on its ability to meet the requirements of the
Reasonable Use Concept (RUC) at the property boundary. The MOE sets out how these limits
are determined, on the basis that groundwater is used for drinking purposes, but allows for the
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setting of other limits in other circumstances. A site which has been properly designed using
these criteria will fully protect groundwater quality. The site-specific design can be either a
natural attenuation site or an engineered site. A natural attenuation site relies solely on
contaminant attenuation in the landfill buffer area to meet the requirements of the RUC. An
engineered site is designed to suit the local conditions and may incorporate a combination of
different engineered controls such as a leachate collection system (drainage layer beneath the
waste, or a well purge system, or a toe drain) and/or liner with or without reliance on
contaminant attenuation in the landfill buffer area.
O.Reg.232/98 includes two generic design options which incorporate specific liner and leachate
collection system designs. The Landfill Standards outline that to ensure the generic designs
can be used within a broad range of hydrogeologic settings, the designs have been developed
such that groundwater protection will be maintained without reliance on contaminant attenuation
in the landfill buffer area. The first generic design (GD1) consists of a single liner below the
waste, with a natural or constructed 3 m thick low permeability layer below the liner, and
leachate collected above the liner. The second generic design (GD2) consists of a double liner,
with a natural or constructed 1 m thick low permeability layer below the lower liner, and two
leachate collection systems with the first located above the upper liner, and the second located
between the upper and lower liners.
For all proposed new or expanding landfills, a hydrogeological assessment is required.
Typically, for proposals using a site-specific design rather than one of the two generic designs,
the level of detail in the hydrogeologic assessment will be greater. For landfill sites where an
expansion is recommended, the hydrogeologic assessment must account for inputs to
groundwater from both the existing waste footprint and the proposed expansion area. This is an
important consideration, meaning that even if the expansion were proposed using one of the
generic designs, the required level of detail for the hydrogeologic assessment would equal that
of a site-specific design.
The construction costs associated with a new landfill are highly variable.
Recommendations for this Initiative
The City should monitor existing landfill capacity and new landfill expansions and sitings over
time. Durham and York are currently undertaking an Environmental Assessment for their new
Waste to Energy facility to be located at Clarington. This may set the stage for other future
Waste to Energy facility construction in the province as well.
The City should focus heavily on achieving diversion targets for both residential and IC&I
sectors to prolong the life of its landfill as long as possible to avoid the need for disposal
alternatives at what could be considerable cost.
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Diversion Targets, Timing and Impacts on Landfill Capacity

The proposed implementation schedule (Figure 8.1) illustrates the rise in the diversion rate over
the planning period as various initiatives are implemented. The current diversion rate is
approximately 24%. With 2011 program implementation it is anticipated that the diversion rate
could rise to 29.7%. Therefore, in one year, there is the potential to increase the diversion rate
by almost 6%. It should be noted that the impact of weekly recycling collection and increasing
the landfill tipping fee will have a definite positive impact on diversion but that the actual impact
is unknown.
The diversion rate is anticipated to increase to approximately 40% by 2013 following the
implementation of an alternative container program, a city-wide multi-residential recycling
program campaign, waste reduction and reuse centre programming, development of a
communications strategy and elimination of the multi-residential garbage credit. The following
year, in 2014, the diversion rate is expected to rise to about 44% given the implementation of a
bag limit / bag tag / clear bag program, and the organic waste collection and processing pilot
study. Scheduled for implementation in 2014, a full scale organic waste collection and
processing program could raise the diversion rate to as high as 66% taking the City above the
provincial waste diversion target (60%). The City could potentially reach a 69% diversion rate in
2015 once bi-weekly garbage collection is in place. Ongoing diversion programming and
diversion program refinements will help to continue to increase the diversion rate beyond 69%.
The incremental increases in the City‟s diversion rate are presented in Table 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: City of Cornwall Waste Management Master Plan – Proposed Implementation
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Table 8.1: Diversion Rate Increases with Programs Implementation
Residential
Anticipated
Waste
Initiative
Increase in
Recycled
Diversion Rate
(tonnes)
Status Quo (2010 Predicted)

-

5,416

Residential
Waste
Disposed
(tonnes)

Overall
Residential
Diversion Rate

16,847

24.3%

16,847
16,847
16,847

24.3%
24.3%
24.3%

2011 Implementation Date
Alternative Container Pilot Study
Multi-Residential Pilot Study
MRF Capacity Utilization
Public Open Space and Special
Events Recycling
Assess Depot Programs for Added
Diversion
Engineering / Operations
Assessment - Landfill Operations
Charge Fees for Residential Waste
Disposal at Landfill
Weekly Recycling Collection
Eliminate Bulky Item Collection
with Garbage
Increase Landfill Tipping Fee
Increase Waste Management
Staffing Levels

Minimal
Minimal
Minimal
0.4%

89

16,758

24.7%

3.5%

779

15,979

28.2%

Unknown

15,979

28.2%

Minimal

15,979

28.2%

Unknown

15,979

28.2%

1.50%
Unknown

304

Unknown

15,675
15,675
15,675

29.7%
29.7%
29.7%

2012 Implementation Date5978.743
Alternative Container
Implementation Program
City-Wide Multi-Residential
Recycling Program Campaign
Waste Reduction & Reuse Centre
Programming
Eliminate Bulky Item Collection
with Garbage
Market Place Assessment - WWTP
and Other Organic Waste
(Industrial) Capacity Elsewhere*
Development of a Communications
Strategy
Eliminate Multi-Residential
Garbage Credit

7.0%

1,558

Unknown

14,420

36.7%

14,420

36.7%

1.0%

223

14,198

37.7%

1.5%

342

13,856

39.2%

7,200
1.0%

223

39.2%
13,633

40.2%

Unknown

12,129

40.2%

Minimal

12,129

40.2%

11,238

44.2%

11,238

44.2%

2013 Implementation Date
Full Scale Waste Audit and
Composition Study
Bag Limit / Bag Tag / Clear Bags
Organic Waste Collection and
Processing Pilot Study

4.0%
Minimal
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Table 8.1: Diversion Rate Increases with Programs Implementation
Residential
Anticipated
Waste
Initiative
Increase in
Recycled
Diversion Rate
(tonnes)

Residential
Waste
Disposed
(tonnes)

Overall
Residential
Diversion Rate

2014 Implementation Date8
Full Scale Organic Waste
Processing and Collections
Program

22.0%

4,900

6,338

66.2%

3.0%
n/a

668

5,671
5,671

69.2%
69.2%

5,671

69.2%

2015 Implementation Date0.587609618
Bi-Weekly Garbage Collection
Five Year Plan Review
Beyond 2015.617609618
Assessment of Long Term
Disposal Options

n/a

*Not included in overall residential diversion rate calculations.

Based on the implementation schedule presented in Figure 8.1 the amount of waste sent for
disposal at the landfill will decrease over time with increased waste reduction and diversion
programming. For example, as the diversion rate is expected to increase by 10% from 2011 to
2012, the amount of residential waste sent to the landfill will correspondingly decrease by
approximately 2,000 tonnes. Over time, the amount of waste disposed will continue to
decrease, which in turn will prolong the lifespan of the landfill (Figure 8.2). Figure 8.2 does not
account for the trend toward increased per capita waste generation that may continue and that
was reported at 2.74% for Ontario between 2004 and 2006 (Statistics Canada, 2009).
Based on the diversion programs and implementation timeline proposed, it is estimated that
these diversion programs with their conservative diversion estimates will save approximately
one (1) to two (2) years of landfill capacity. An additional and approximate three (3) years could
be gained in combination with residential waste diversion initiatives if the City has success with
its market place assessment for organic waste processing capacity. It is important to note that a
number of recommendations for additional diversion initiatives in the IC&I sector (e.g. shingles
and construction and demolition recycling programs, MRF optimization initiatives described in
Section 2.3, increased landfill tipping fees) will further and more substantially decrease landfill
capacity requirements but that the impact of those initiatives are difficult to predict and are not
included in predictions for landfill capacity savings.
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Figure 8.2: Residential Waste Disposal Requirements – Post Programs Implementation
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9.0

Next Steps

The results of Tasks 1 – 5 will be summarized in an Executive Summary. Technical Memo‟s 1 –
4 will be appended to the Executive Summary to form a draft Solid Waste Master Plan. The
draft Solid Waste Master Plan will be presented to City Council and a final Solid Waste Master
Plan will then presented to the City of Cornwall.
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APPENDIX E—CITY COUNCIL PRESENTATION OF DRAFT SOLID WASTE
MANAGEMENT MASTER PLAN AND CORRESPONDENCE RECEIVED
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City
y of Cornwall
Solid Waste
Management
M t Plan
Master
Pl

Presentation Overview
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of the Solid Waste
Management Master Plan
Current Solid Waste System
Waste Composition and Generation
W t Management
Waste
M
t Legislation
L i l ti
Impacts
Waste Management Best Practices
Public Consultation
Plan Recommendations
Proposed Implementation Schedule
Impact on Landfill Capacity
Conclusion

Solid Waste Management Master Plan Development
Task 1: Project Initiation and Information Gathering
• Gathered background information on the City’s existing waste management system.
Task 2: Review of Existing System
• Description of the City’s existing waste management system.
Task 3: Needs Analysis
• Analysis of the City’s current waste management program.
Task 4: Identification of Opportunities
• Range of initiatives the City could undertake to improve its waste management system
performance.
Task 5: Assessment of Opportunities
• Recommendations regarding which opportunities should be implemented.
Task 6: Preparation and Submission of Draft Report

Task 7: Submission of Final Report and Presentation to Council

Solid Waste Management Master Plan Development
• The purpose of the SWMMP is to:
o
o
o
o

Provide overall direction for the waste management system.
system
Address collection, processing and garbage disposal needs for
the next 20 years.
Identify
y opportunities
pp
to increase diversion.
Identify opportunities to reduce the amount of waste needing
disposal.

• The desired result of the SWMMP is:
o

The selection of a long-term
long term waste management system and
implementation of the program components of that system.

Current Solid Waste System
The City
Th
Cit provides
id waste
t collection
ll ti services
i
for all single family homes, some multifamily dwellings, and some IC&I locations.
The City provides:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Waste Reduction Initiatives
Promotion and Education programs
Bi-weekly Curbside Recycling Collection
Weekly Curbside Garbage Collection
Leaf and Yard Waste Collection on
Scheduled Days
Household Special Waste Depot
Tire Recycling Depot
Scrap Metal Recycling Pad
Waste Wood Recycling Pad
One Active Landfill
One Materials Recovery Facility

Waste Composition and Generation
•

A single
i l ffamily
il non-hazardous
h
d
waste
t audit
dit was completed
l t db
by St
Stantec
t iin
December 2009.

•

The Cityy manages
g in the order of 22,000
,
tonnes of residential waste p
per
year. **

•

The households audited confirmed the current waste diversion rate of 24% of
Residential Waste Composition
those total tonnes.

•

•

•

During the audit, the
participation rate was 37%.

8. OTHER
MATERIALS
33%

1. PAPER
12%

2. PAPER
PACKAGING
13%

The audit results indicate that as
much as 5,000 tonnes of
recyclable materials might be
landfilled each year.
The landfill received a total of
62 500 tonnes from all sources
62,500
in 2009.

**does not include multi-residential garbage managed by others

3. PLASTICS
10%

7. ORGANICS
24%

4. METALS
5%
66.
HOUSEHOLD
SPECIAL WASTE
0%

5 GLASS
5.
3%

Waste Composition and Generation
IC&I Waste Generation (Tonnes) by Material Type

Sources: 2006 Statistics Canada Census labour force data for Cornwall, Kelleher Environmental. 2008. Analysis of City of Owen Sound
W t Audit/Recycling
Waste
A dit/R
li Plan
Pl Data
D t for
f Industrial,
I d t i l Commercial
C
i l & Institutional
I tit ti
l Premises.
P
i
P
Prepared
d ffor: the
th MOE
MOE, OWMA,
OWMA andd the
th City
Cit off
Owen Sound., RIS International Ltd. 2005. The Private Sector IC&I Waste Management System in Ontario. Prepared for Ontario
Waste Management Association., Genivar, Kelleher Environmental and Jacques Whitford. 2007. IC&I Waste Characterization Report,
IC&I 3Rs Strategy Report. Prepared for City of Ottawa.

Waste Management Legislation Impacts
•

•

The City is currently meeting legislative requirements
regarding diversion programming but not achieving
provincial waste diversion targets (60%) or recyclable
material capture targets (70%).
There are several proposed changes to legislation that
could impact the City:
o Waste Diversion Act
o Blue Box Program Plan and Regulation 273/02.

•

Potential legislative changes have been considered in
the development of the SWMMP.

Waste Management System Performance Objectives Achievements
Best/Better Practice

Waste Manag
gement Best P
Practice
es

Comply with Ontario Regulations 101/94 and
273/02.
Comply with Waste Diversion Act

Current System Performance

The City provides blue box recycling to the residential sector
and accepts recyclable materials as detailed in the
regulations.
The City reports annual tonnages and costs for all materials
managed as required by the WDA in the WDO datacall

Achieving Objective Yes/No




Use waste management planning principles in
the Provincial Policy Statement.

The City’s waste management plan is being guided by these
principles.



Responsive to pending WDA/Blue Box
Program Plan regulatory change.
Implement Green Procurement
Policies/Influence Federal/Provincial
Regulations
Provide a recycling program that collects a
variety of materials.

Cornwall continues to monitor potential impacts associated
with these regulatory changes.



These policies are in place.

Achieve a 5% residue target from recyclable
materials processing at the MRF.

Residue rate = 3.4% (2008 WDO Datacall)

Increase the IC&I participation rate in recycling
programs (municipal or private).

24.7% participation in municipal curbside recycling
collection program (2008). Number of IC&I facilities with
private recycling collection are unknown.



In 2007, the program cost/household for Cornwall was
$22.50 (Small Urban category median was $38.62).



Cornwall’s contractor has obtained above average prices for
most materials.



Approximately 59% of multi-family dwelling units receive
collection through an agreement with the City.



Cornwall operates a MHSW Depot at the landfill on
scheduled Saturdays and Wednesdays.



Maintain recycling program costs that are
similar or lower than those of other
municipalities.
Effectively marketing recyclable materials with
a good marketing strategy in place.
Encourage multi-residential buildings to follow
the recycling program as stipulated in Reg.
101/94.
Operate a Municipal Hazardous Special Waste
(MHSW) Depot.

Cornwall accepts 13 of the 17 commonly collected materials
streams.

Operate a Waste Electronic & Electrical
Equipment (WEEE) Depot.

WEEE materials are collected at the MHSW Depots.

Operate a tire diversion program.

Tires are diverted at the landfill.

p
and implementation
p
of an up-top
Development
date plan for recycling, as part of an Integrated
Waste Management System.
Multi-municipal planning approach to collection
and processing recyclables.
Training of key program staff in core
competencies
Diff
Differential
ti l ti
tipping
i ffees.
Enforce material bans at the landfill.

This will be completed in 2010.
Cornwall processes recyclables from adjacent
municipalities.
Staff trained in key areas.
The City
y does have differential tipping
pp g fees including
g free
drop off for recycling and leaf and yard waste organics.
The Waste Reduction Strategy enforces material bans at
landfill for cardboard, wood, scrap metal, white goods, leaf
waste and scrap tires.













Waste Management System Performance Objectives Deficiencies

Waste Manag
gement Best P
Practice
es

Best/Better Practice

Current System Performance

Achieving Objective Yes/No

Adopt a Zero Waste Policy.

Cornwall does not have a Zero Waste Policy.



E t bli h a waste
Establish
t reduction
d ti ttarget.
t

A target
t
t has
h nott b
been established.
t bli h d



Establish a re-use centre to divert usable
materials from the landfill.

A re-use area has been established at the Depot
where reusable MHSW materials can be provided
free of charge to the public. There is no re-use area
for bulky items.

Achieve the Province’s 60% municipal
waste diversion target.

Residential diversion rate = 24%



Achieve the Province’s 70% blue box
capture target.

Capture rate = 54%



Attain a 75% residential participation rate
in the blue box program.

Waste audit data (November, 2009) provides order of
magnitude estimate of 37%.



Maintain a well developed,
comprehensive
h
i promotion
ti and
d education
d
ti
program aimed at waste reduction and
diversion.

Municipalities achieving higher diversion rates spend
approximately $1.00/hhld/year, 2007 Promotion &
Education cost for Cornwall = $0.20/hh/year.



Maximize the amount of organic material
collected.

Leaf and yard program only. No food waste organics
program.



Optimization of operations in collections
and processing.
processing

Optimization studies have not been undertaken for
collection but MRF efficiencies were evaluated with
MRF reconstruction.

Establish and enforce policies like bag
tags, bag limits, clear waste bags for
garbage that encourage waste diversion.

No policies are in place.



Optimize diversion through collection
system configuration.

Cornwall collects recyclables at half the frequency of
garbage and has not promoted/investigated the use
of alternatives e.g. larger containers, clear garbage
bags etc.



Following generally accepted principle
(GAP) for effective procurement and
contract management.

Result of up-to-date plan if recommendations
implemented.



Identify operating improvements at the
landfill aimed at increasing landfill
capacity.

No recent assessment has been undertaken.

/

/
/



Waste Management Best Practices
The recommendations in the SWMMP
are aimed at improving or expanding
on already existing programs and
strategies
t t i and
d iinitiating
iti ti new programs
and strategies to reduce system
deficiencies.
These initiatives will enable the City to
meet provincial waste diversion targets
as well as their own economic
economic,
environmental and social objectives.
Recommendations include the
elimination of various existing programs
that provide incentives to dispose of
waste as opposed to incentives to
reduce or divert waste.

Public Consultation
• P
Public
bli C
Consultation
lt ti S
Session
i h
held
ld iin C
Cornwallll on M
May 13
13, 2010
2010.
• Approximately 30 people attended the session.
• Nine responses were received either hand-written on the comment sheets
or via email
email.
• Comments/concerns included:
o Free containers would assist with
diversion efforts.
o Concerns about bag limits e.g. for
larger families.
o Emphasized need for education re:
new and existing programs.
o Concerns raised about costs for
implementation.

Overall there was support for the proposed initiatives
and
d ffor conserving
i llandfill
dfill capacity.
it

Recommendations: Waste Reduction and Reuse

Adoption of a Zero Waste philosophy.
Assess existing re-use initiatives in
the City and the cost-benefit of
adding a City re-use centre(s)
particularly to address bulky waste.
Participate in/comment on provincial
policy guidelines and waste
regulatory change to promote waste
reduction.

Recommendations: Waste Diversion

•

•
•
•
•

Alternative Container
I l
Implementation
t ti / Provision
P i i off
Blue Boxes
Multi-Residential Recycling
Program with a Pilot Study
Public Open Space and
Special Event Recycling
Assess Depot Programs for
Added Diversion
Full-Scale Waste Audit and
Composition
p
Study
y

Recommendations: Waste Diversion
•
•

•

•
•

Implement Bag Limit / Bag Tag or
Clear Bag with Enforcement
Program
Materials Recovery Facility
Optimization
Organic Waste Collection and
Processing – Pilot Study & Full
Scale Implementation

Elimination of Multi-Residential
Waste Credit
Development of a
Communications Strategy

Recommendations: Collection
•
•
•

Weekly Recycling Collection
Elimination of Bulky Item Collection
with
ith Garbage
G b
Bi-Weekly Garbage Collection

Recommendations: Administration
•
•
•
•
•

Increase Waste Management
g
Staffing
g
Levels
Adopting Best Practices in
Contracting
Five Year Plan Review
By-Law Amendments to Support
Programming
Access CIF F
Funding
nding

Recommendations: Waste Disposal
•

•

Short-term:
o Engineering / Operations
Assessment – Landfill Operations
o Charge
Ch
F
Fees ffor R
Residential
id ti l W
Waste
t
Disposal at the Landfill
o Increase Landfill Tipping Fee
o Market Place Assessment – WWTP
and other Organic Waste Capacity
Elsewhere
Long term:
Long-term:
o Development of a new landfill –
approvals required.
o Export
p waste to p
privately
y owned
disposal facilities in or outside of
Ontario.

Impact on Landfill Capacity
•

Estimated that based on diversion programs and implementation timelines
proposed, approximately 1 to 2 years of landfill capacity will be saved with
no added IC&I waste diversion initiatives (e.g. alternative processing of
WWTP and other organic wastes could extend capacity by an additional 23 years).

Conclusions
•
•

•

The City has an opportunity to implement a number of options
to achieve its solid waste management planning objectives.
The recommendations address gaps between the City’s
existing
i ti waste
t managementt system
t
and
d industry
i d t best
b t
practices and provincial policy standards.
Recommendations can increase the current diversion rate
from approximately 24% to 69%
69%.

Memo

To:

City of Cornwall

From:

Stantec Consulting Ltd.

File:

160130022

Date:

March 23, 2011

RE: Correspondence Received Following City Council Presentation of Draft Solid
Waste Management Plan

Please find the following summary of correspondence received via on-line or e-mail
following presentation of the Draft Solid Waste Management Master Plan to Cornwall
City Council – December 6th, 2011. Please also find, and attached, additional
correspondence, once received in the form of a powerpoint presentation and one
received via mail.

Correspondence #1
Cornwall city council is now considering an expanded recycling program for our city. But why
force us to recycle at the threat of a hefty fine? Examining the presentation given to council, I
can't find any of the benefits. I would argue that is because in the majority of cases, there is no
benefit to recycling. Think of it this way; you read a newspaper and then toss it in the trash. Two
guys come to your house once a week in big truck and pick it up. They then drive it to the dump.
Paper is biodegradable. It used to be a tree. In a few years, it's absorbed back into the ground
and turns to fertilizer. Clean and simple. Good for the environment. If you need more paper, we
cut down another tree at a tree farm and then plant one to take its place. That is what typically
happens now. Now, let's recycle that same paper instead. A second big truck is now forced to
come to your house with two guys to pick it up. They transport it to a large sorting facility full of
machinery. From there, the paper is transported to another facility (typically far away) for
processing in order to prepare it to be reused. They treat it with chemicals and from there, it is
shipped (sometimes overseas) to another massive plant where they will ultimately process it yet
again in order for it to be re-used. Recycling is typically worse for the environment when
compared to creating something from scratch (with aluminum being the exception) because so
many people, trucks, ships and chemicals are involved. On the other hand, modern landfills are
clean and their gases can be trapped to generate electricity and the truth is that we have plenty
of room for more. So exactly why are we pursuing this expensive environmentally unfriendly
policy? I dunno but I didn't hear that question even raised around the council table.

______________________________________________________________________
Correspondence #2
I believe in recycling and I think 3r’s program + have big benefits to a community. Recycling is
something Cornwall and area residents’ want or wanted so they could be part of waste diversion.
Certainly some people do not understand what the costs of opening a landfill site are
Recycling and landfill capacity is an economic development issue
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Certainly, everyone needs to know the cost and aggravation of a opening a new landfill site and
that the process could take years and millions of dollars to develop
Some key questions that I hope have been answered since the study was presented to City
Council
Economic benefits to a community where and how?
Since Blue Box program started how much material have we diverted from our landfill site?
What‘s been the diversion rate we expected or are expecting from the commercial and industrial
sector since we started recycling?
How much does it cost per tone to recycle?
How much does it cost per tonne to run our municipal landfill site?
How does the city stack up against other municipalities our size?
What recycling programs are currently in place in our commercial and industrial workplaces?
What by-laws can we put in place to reduce non recyclable items from entering our landfill site?
Any multi residential programs in place now, and are they working?
What % of multi residential have recycling programs in place?
What are the results?
From what we pick up at our own municipal building and lands
What are the city’s figures?
Does every office have blue box and other programs in place today?
Have we looked at mining our existing site? Yes mining
It’s been done already.
What have been the results?
Check this site out
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Landfill_mining
Is incineration safer these days?
Could we incinerate our garbage?
Only one site in Ontario. What have been their results?
Let’s think now, what would the benefits be, could we even have an incinerator at the Big Ben or
Mount Crud site
We could develop the technology and create some good paying jobs here in Cornwall
Could this help our economy?
Are home owners happy with the system?
Do they have any ideas?
Do we attend on a regular basis any conferences on waste management?
Have we covered FCM what can we find there
These are but a few questions
We residents can get even more information just go to
https://www.rco.on.ca/
I look forward to reading the latest consultant’s report
Good luck
_____________________________________________________________________________

Correspondence #3
Good afternoon Mayor,
As we discussed earlier on the telephone, here at [ ] we collect and process privately
approximately 450-500 tonnes/year of recyclables (mostly occ) in the City of Cornwall. There are
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also 2 other companies in Cornwall that collect and process recyclables privately also. They are
AB Cartage and Canadian Recycling Services. The waste report in my opinion eludes to the fact
that these 2 sectors do not have much (if any) recycling going on, when in fact, they do. The
consultant only pulled numbers from the city and did not call myself to even ask what we do for
recycling. Very little of the recyclable tonnage that we as private haulers collect goes to the city
recycling facility as we do it privately.
___________________________________________________________________________

Correspondence #4
Thank you for the information about access to the Stantec report. Here are some comments
based upon a careful reading of the main report and jumping around in the appendices a bit.
With over 300 pages in total I just didn't have the time to read it all. So here goes:
I think the city needs to establish its big picture vision and get that right in order to drive selection
of particular revisions to the waste management system. For me the big picture is improving the
total waste diversion rate and thereby increasing the life span of a solid waste facility/dump.
Unfortunately the consultant has not provided council with a report that maps proposed actions
against the overall diversion rate (% of waste generated in the city). Rather the report focuses on
actions to improve the residential waste diversion rate. This is a solid plan to make meaningful
improvements mainly to the residential waste management system but is this where the city
should invest? Is this where the largest improvements in total diversion (and therefore the dump
lifespan) can be made? The city needs to look at least as closely at the IC &I waste stream and
develop a detailed plan for this material as well because there is as much or more potential
within that stream.
Based upon the city’s 2009 annual solid waste report the overall diversion rate for Cornwall is
just 20% (Total waste generated by City of Cornwall = 78,096 tonnes; less 62,468 tonnes buried
in landfill = 15,628 tonnes diverted/78096). Implementing all of the proposals on page 21 would
divert another 11,176 tonnes and would improve the overall diversion rate to just over 34%, a
14% increase.
Proposals to improve diversion rates from Industrial, Commercial and Institutional (IC&I) sources
are vaguely stated (page13) and a clear list of actions are not provided. A detailed step by step
plan for this waste stream should be developed for council to consider as well. This is important
because using the 2009 Cornwall Solid Waste Management Annual Report data the IC&I
segment is responsible 54.3% of Cornwall’s total waste stream. Stantec’s report (page 13) notes
that there is potential to divert 19,300 tonnes of Construction, Renovation and Demolition (CRD)
waste alone. But a scheduled plan with targets is not provided. This CRD waste (a portion of
ICI waste stream is 24.7% of Cornwall’s total waste stream and if achieved would increase the
life of the dump by at least as much as all of the proposals detailed for residential waste on page
21 of the report. Elsewhere the consultant notes that only 24.7% of businesses in Cornwall
participate in curb-side recycling programs. Also only 19 of 36 schools in the city use recycling
collection services. Suggestions to divert sewage plant waste and some food processing plant
waste to a composting facility would improve the odour situation for neighbours of the dump and
for users of Guindon Park as well. So there is clearly much more that can be done to divert
waste from the IC&I waste stream and improve the operation of the dump. Simply hiring staff to
work on these ideas without a clear plan and targets would not be a good idea.
To get things properly focused I would like to see Cornwall set a clearly stated and measurable
goal for total waste diverted from the landfill. This would help guide the city staff and councils
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going forward and allow citizens to know how we are doing compared to other municipalities.
Reporting against such a broadly stated goal is needed, For context the City of Calgary recently
adopted a goal of diversion of 80% of their total waste stream. In 2007 Halifax was diverting 55%
of its waste stream. With a clear plan for both the residential and commercial, industrial and
institutional waste streams Cornwall should be able to do at least as well as Halifax and
approach to goal that Calgary has set for itself.
In closing I certainly hope that the council discussion about solid waste management can focus
on the big picture and not get bogged down in particular preferences/reactions to relatively small
impact suggested changes to the residential waste management system that the consultant has
brought forward.
I hope some of this is useful to you.
___________________________________________________________________________

Correspondence #5
Solid Waste Management Master Plan:
As requested on the City of Cornwall website we would like to submit our comments on the solid
waste management master plan.
We are strongly opposed to the following:
Bag Limits: Discriminates against larger families.
Charges per Bag: Larger families will pay more. Property taxes should continue to pay for
services to the property such as garbage collection.
Garbage Pick Up Every 2 Weeks: Garbage will smell and attract rodents etc.
Taxpayers will pay property taxes at current levels plus a bag tag fee and receive
less service by 50%.
Clear Bag Program: Clear bags I assume will allow garbage police or bylaw officers to fine
people who don’t recycle properly.
Green Bin Program: The City should not force taxpayers to use the green bin by reducing the
garbage pick up to every two weeks.
Additional Comments:
The Master Plan does not address the costs of re-cycling programs vs the benefits. Do these
‘feel good’ programs which cost taxpayers huge amounts of money really have significant
benefits.
What is the cost of the current blue box and black box programs?
What will be the cost of the green bin, bag tag and clear bag programs?
Page 19 of the plan mentions hiring additional staff to develop initiatives, implement the organic waste
collection and monitor the clear bag program (garbage police). What about the cost of
providing the green bins, the trucks and drivers required to pick up the green bins.
I hope as taxpayers we will be given a clear indication of the costs of these programs before
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we are saddled with the cost.
Please keep us up to date on any public meetings or opportunities to influence the outcome
of the solid waste management master plan.
__________________________________________________________________________

City of Cornwall Waste Management
Report - Stantec 2011
Comments regards some recommendations
made in the report

Elimination of Multi-Residential Waste Credit










Report suggests elimination of the credit:
Feedback suggests that:
That would mean that multi-residential properties with
pprivate
vate contractor
co t acto waste bbinss wou
would now
ow have
ave to pay tipping
t pp g
fees while curb side residents do not
Results would be:
M lti
Multi-residential
id ti l would
ld start
t t using
i curbside
b id again
i with
ith allll the
th
implications attached to such a change –
Private contractors would lose business –
New contracts for curbside would be impacted accordingly –
Etc…

Results would be






Multi-residential (apartments, nursing homes, low rentals, Cornwall
Housing
H i properties,
ti youth
th homes),
h
) would
ld start
t t using
i curbside
b id again
i with
ith allll
the implications attached
Private contractors would lose business
New contracts for curbside would be impacted accordingly
Curbside costs would skyrocket for the City –

Increase Landfill Tipping Fees




Recommendation is to increase tipping fees:
Rationale is that increasing tipping fees will help reduce net cost of operating landfill site.
site
Makes sense to some extent but a number of issues will impact that:
 Less waste means higher operating costs/ton –
 Sensient Flavours (
(3250 tons/year)
y ) would ppotentiallyy ship
p to other sites or additional
costs ($90,000) could mean costs too high to continue to operate –
 Contractors would increase prices to city on amended contracts –
 City waste water sludge would increase costs of operating plant (3950 tons/year) .
Possibly as much as $40
$40,000/year
000/year –

Waste Reduction & Re
Use Centre
Re-Use
Programming




Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR):

A tax by
b another
h name –

Additional need for resources to manage projects 
Additional costs for promotion & education initiatives –

A communications strategy (to coordinate approach for implementation of the various waste
reduction,
d
diversion
d
& disposal
d
l initiatives recommended
d d by
b this
h draft
d f plan?)
l ?)

At what cost to taxpayers?
Stantec did not do a thorough job in this area as:

They failed to contact private waste management companies –

If they had, they would have found that containers are also provided for cardboard, metals, paper &
shrink wrap – over 50 tons collected each month –

Additional Programs & recommendations


Blue Boxes, Black Boxes & now More? Impact:

Green boxes & others will have a major financial impact to City operational costs for landfill:
 Contractors increase cost of curbside due to need for new appropriate equipment, more
trucks & more employees to do same routes,
 Additional costs for the boxes for residents  Tag prices for more than two bags –
 Administration costs added to City for administration of all of the above
 Overall cost to taxpayers in order to implement recommendations –

